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Introduction

The development of science offers numerous examples of “scientific revo-

lutions” (Kuhn, 1970), which lead to deep changes in the existing “para-

digms”. During these revolutions, the prior knowledge, far from being 

abandoned since it is obsolete, is often reinterpreted in the new paradigm 

as a limit case of a broader representation. The theory of restricted relativ-

ity, proposed by A. Einstein, is an exemplary illustration of such a situa-

tion. It elaborates a new conception of energy, mass and time breaking up 

radically with all was already accepted. Nevertheless, the formula of clas-

sical mechanics continues to be valid when considering speeds that are 

much lower than the light speed. Is microeconomics involved in such a 

revolution and changing its paradigm? One has to be careful when answer-

ing such a question since economics is far from being able to claim the 

same scientific standards than the hard sciences. Moreover, it is hazardous 

to speak of a revolution while it is already on the way. 

Even if the conception defended in this book is clearly grounded on a 

refoundation of microeconomics, its point of view is more modest. It rests 

on four observations: (a) it exists a “standard paradigm” constructed around 

three key concepts, optimizing rationality, equilibrium and market effi-

ciency, which frames the main classical works in microeconomics; (b) the 

empirical limits of such a paradigm are obvious since it is unable to ex-

plain some major observed economic phenomena; (c) several original 

models are already available in order to explain at least some of these phe-

nomena; (d) these models express a coherent project, looking as an origi-

nal paradigm, which integrates standard microeconomics as a limit case. 

The book aims at designing this new paradigm, which progressively 

emerges at the crossroads of various modeling streams: evolutionary, cog-

nitivist and institutionalist. 

Characterized by its departure from classical economics, the present 

project has still to be distinguished from another one which inspires today 

an important part of microeconomics, the “extended standard theory” 

(Favereau, 1989). The last aims at developing the study of organizations 

and institutions while staying in the standard paradigm, and is well illus-

trated by the modern theory of contracts and incentives. The first is inter-

ested in institutions too, but is running away from the standard view in 
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more profound aspects. However, in order to prevent ambiguity, it is nec-

essary to state that it still shares with the classical or extended approach 

number of principles and problems, for instance the adoption of methodo-

logical individualism or a specific interest in price formation. 

This introduction is devoted to making precise the four statesments 

which justify the project. The first section is related to assertions (a) and 

(b) and the second to assertions (c) and (d). A third section presents the 

structure of the book and its pedagogical aims. 

The standard paradigm 

The existence of a “standard paradigm” is not unanimously recognized by 

economists. As spelt out by R. Nelson and S. Winter (1982, p.6), some 

economists “would strenuously deny there is an orthodox position providing 

a narrow set of criteria that are conventionally used as a cheap and simple 

test for whether an expressed point of view on certain economic questions 

is worthy of respect; or, if there is such an orthodoxy, that it is in any way 

enforced”. It is right that this notion is mainly put forward by economists 

willing to differenciate their work from “normal science”. For that reason, 

it may be endowed with a high critical charge which makes it suspicious to 

“orthodox” economists. In many cases, it sustains a view which goes be-

yond a simple objective description of the economists’ achievements in 

order to induce a new way of dealing with their discipline. This motivation 

is shared by the authors of this book. 

One should nevertheless not under-estimate the difficulties associated 

with such a goal. Microeconomics is a rapidly developing science which 

makes use of various concepts and principles in order to cover an always 

broader field. It is not possible to reduce it to a few notions without mak-

ing a caricature of it. However, it seems possible to bring out what may be 

called an “orthodox way” to deal with the usual microeconomic problems. 

On one hand, it proceeds to a systematic appeal to optimizing rationality 

and equilibrium as two general categories allowing to think all economic 

phenomena. On the other hand, it develops a theory of trade order domi-

nated by the assumption of market efficiency. This triptyque will be ex-

ploited in order to analyze the standard paradigm. 

Optimizing rationality 

Adopted by the orthodox approach, optimizing rationality assumes that all 

agents are endowed with an objective function that they maximize with re-
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gard to some constraints. It expresses a specific form of instrumental ration-

ality since it deals with the adequation achieved by an agent between the 

means at his disposal and the aims he pursues. In order to qualify it, 

H. Simon (1982) speaks of “substantive rationality” since it is exclusively 

concerned with the results of the choice process. It is opposed to “procedural 

rationality” which is mainly interested in the deliberation process leading to 

some choice. Optimizing rationality is involved in a lot of economic mod-

els such as profit maximization by a firm submitted to technological con-

straints, (discounted) utility maximization by a consumer trading under a (in-

tertemporal) budget constraint, expected utility maximization by a financial 

investor acting under uncertainty and constrained by his initial wealth. 

Optimizing rationality is grounded on several implicit assumptions con-

cerning the agent’s cognition when adapting to market exchanges. First, 

the agent is always confronted to well defined problems in a transparent 

environment. Such an assumption is unrealistic since the agent has to 

search for various information in order to make a more precise view of his 

environment. He has even to define more accurately what are his own op-

portunities and preferences since they are not initially given. Second, the 

agent is endowed with infinite computing capacities. This is really a dis-

tinctive feature of the standard approach: the more the situation is com-

plex, the more are the agents endowed with a sophisticated and performant 

rationality. In the limit, all actual interactions between agents are perfectly 

simulated by the agents themselves. Such an assumption is again unrealistic 

since the agents face computation constraints. Hence, optimizing rationality 

appears at best as a contextual limit case, for instance when the agents are 

involved in a “small world”. 

Equilibrium

In the orthodox view, an equilibrium state is defined as a realizable eco-

nomic configuration in which no agentw can do better by modifying uni-

laterally his action. Hence, once an equilibrium state is established, no 

agent has an incentive to deviate from it. Such a property explains the im-

portance given to that concept: an equilibrium state tends to survive in the 

absence of changing exogenous factors. In other terms, an equilibrium 

state is a fixed point of the economic dynamics in a stationary environ-

ment. As for optimizing rationality, equilibrium is a general concept which 

is illustrated in many specific economic models such as Walrasian com-

petitive equilibrium, Cournot oligopolistic equilibrium, monopoly equilib-

rium or fixed price equilibrium. 
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Although the study of equilibrium states leads to some fundamental re-

sults, the orthodox view stays silent about the way an equilibrium state is 

reached. The dynamics of what happens out of equilibrium receives little 

attention. The Walrasian equilibrium is a good illustration of such a lack of 

understanding. Even if the study of its existence and multiplicity has been 

fruitfully achieved, and constitutes a powerful achievement of the standard 

paradigm, it does not exist a satisfying representation of the exchange 

process leading to it. The Walrasian auctioneer device is, in this respect, 

very insufficient since it appears as a fictitious entity. In fact, modelling 

the off equilibrium process is a fundamental requirement, for instance to 

prove that a competitive economy always stays in a neighborhood of some 

equilibrium state. Even if it is natural to think that an economy tends to 

deviate from any non equilibrium position, it does not follow that it con-

verges naturally toward some equilibrium state. The formal study of dy-

namical systems concludes to the existence of a great variety of attractors 

even when some fixed point exists somewhere. Hence, by lack of a satisfy-

ing analysis, nothing proves that a complete flexibility of prices necessar-

ily leads the economic system to a general equilibrium. Moreover, even for 

those who stick to the idea that an economy tends to some equilibrium state, 

the question of the selection between multiple equilibria is still open. This is 

a common situation in contemporary models. In that case, only a dynamical 

study is able to select what equilibrium state will prevail as a function of the 

initial conditions and the history. 

When combining optimizing rationality and equilibrium, one obtains an 

abstract view which seems very far from publicly observed features of a 

concrete economy. Some orthodox economists were fully aware of that 

apparent hiatus. It is the case for M. Friedman (1953) in a famous meth-

odological article entitled “The methodology of positive economics”. No-

ticing that the orthodox theory is built on assumptions in obvious contra-

diction with plain observations, he nevertheless defends them. According 

to his as if argument, what is important is less the adequation of assump-

tions to observations than the expectations derived from them. Even if the 

actual behaviors may differ from optimizing rationality, everything goes as 

if it were valid: the prices and exchanged quantities expected by the model 

are in conformity with the observations. Such a methodological position is 

called instrumentalist as opposed to realistic since the assumptions are not 

choosen for their empirical validity, but are considered as instruments al-

lowing the modeller to infer empirical phenomena. Moreover, M. Fried-

man and others tried to justify such a position by stressing that non opti-

mizing behaviors may exist, but have a weak impact since the rules of 
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competition necessarily lead to their removal. According to these theoreti-

cians, modeling an economy as exclusively formed of maximizing agents 

may be instantaneously wrong, but constitutes nevertheless a good ap-

proximation in actual economies. However, if it is the evolution process 

which produces optimizing behaviors, one has to model it explicitely. 

Modeling has to think simultaneously the economic phenomena and the 

conditions of their emergence. 

Market efficiency 

According to the orthodox approach, the competitive market is the funda-

mental institutional device allowing an efficient resolution of all coordina-

tion problems encountered by mutual exchanges. More profoundly, the 

competitive equilibrium is endowed with the status of a norm. On one 

hand, it constitutes the basic reference for evaluating all other equilibrium 

notions. The notion of “market failure” precisely refers to conditions not 

satisfied in a competitive market: incomplete information, imperfect com-

petition, sluggish prices. On the other hand, it suggests the way to deal 

with any new difficulty. The recommendation is to establish or reestablish 

the institutional conditions for obtaining an equivalent of a competitive 

equilibrium. For instance, the distribution of “rights to pollute” consists in 

creating a new market in order to solve an unusual environmental problem. 

Such an approach, even if relevant in some instances, conceals great 

dangers and may lead to important biases. On one hand, the obtention of 

market efficiency, either allocative or informational, is still an open ques-

tion and not a dogma. Even when involved with a rigourous proof, as for 

Paretian efficiency of a competitive market, it rests on many restrictive as-

sumptions on behaviors as well as on goods. On the other hand, the identi-

fication of an economy to markets leads to a distorted view of the trade or-

der. It is wrong to consider the market as a natural entity, as a necessary 

by-product of the rationality of mutual exchanges. The market is a peculiar 

social construct which needs for coming to maturity a whole set of social 

conditions. Observing the evolution of capitalism brings to the fore histori-

cal phases in which some markets see their role increase or decline. For in-

stance, during the Thirty Glorious years in France, the stock market had a 

marginal impact. Besides, the competitive forces always coexist with other 

forms of regulation of same importance, for instance money, hierarchical 

links, trust, conventions and norms. The prevalence given to the market 

leads to under-estimate the regulative function of other entities, which act 

conjointly with the market, for instance the firm, the central bank or the law. 
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Towards an evolutionary paradigm 

To the triptyque formed by optimizing rationality, equilibrium and market 

efficiency, the promoted approach opposes procedural rationality, dynamic 

processes and plurality of institutions. Hence, it is situated at the junction 

of several modeling streams which developed with some success these last 

three categories, namely the cognitivist, evolutionnist and institutionalist 

approaches. If the term “evolutionary” is chosen to qualify that synthesis, 

it is not only due to the necessity of a simple denotation, but also to the 

transversal role played by that notion in the structuration of the set of ap-

proaches. As was already stressed, the underlying epistemology of our ap-

proach, at odds with Friedmanian individualism, insists on an evolutionary 

modelling of the processes at work, simultaneously cognitive when indi-

vidual decision-making is concerned, evolutionist when dynamic interac-

tions are concerned and self-organizational when institutions are intro-

duced. The federating role played by the evolution processes in our 

analysis explains why the labelling “evolutionist paradigm” is favored1.

It is obvious that the conceptual achievement of evolutionary economics 

would have been impossible without the constitution of a set of technical 

tools allowing for a renewed approach of the economic evolution. For in-

stance, with the mathematical study of non linear dynamic systems, one 

gets a lot of new concepts and results concerned with stability, bifurcations 

and various forms of attractors. Likely, with the formal work by physicists 

on systems of heterogeneous and tightly related entities, one gets richer in-

sights about “self-organization” (Lesourne, 1991) or “emergent phenom-

ena”. Finally, with the development of epistemic logics by philosophers 

and cognitive scientists, one gets a more accurate view of individual (and 

collective) beliefs and modes of reasoning. 

Despite some external influences, the central theses of the book belong 

really to economic science, or more generally to social sciences. They in-

duce a conception of economics notably different of the conception which 

prevails in traditional textbooks. This can be illustrated by three examples 

                                                     

1  Note however that what the research program called here ‘evolutionary econom-

ics’ is not far from what B. Walliser calls elsewhere ‘cognitive economics’ 

(2000). Conversely, it differs from economic models called ‘evolutionary’ in a 

strict sense and focalized on a dynamic dimension without replacing it in a cogni-

tive and institutional framework. It differs even more with an approach exclu-

sively grounded on a biological analogy as evolution is concerned. 
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which depart more and more from the traditional view of an efficient mar-

ket equilibrium. First, the notion of “path dependency” will be frequently 

used in order to stress that “history matters”. The state towards which the 

economic system may converge depends on the internal events that hap-

pened along its path and on the external shocks that perturbed its trajec-

tory. Such a notion is not incompatible with an equilibrium analysis, but it 

restricts its relevance since that analysis has to be completed. Second, the 

evolutionary dynamics does not necessarily converge towards some opti-

mal state. Contrary to the common vulgate shared by some evolutionnists, 

evolution does not systematically mimic a global optimization of the sys-

tem. Not only is the asymptotic state not collectively optimal in some 

technical sense, but the notion of optimality becomes even problematic. 

Third, it appears that in many situations, the attractors are not necessarily 

punctual. The system may stay perpetually in a moving state, and the no-

tion of equilibrium looses its relevance. This is the case when observing 

limit cycles or chaotic dynamics. 

These contributions of evolutionary economics stay compatible with a 

somewhat mecanist approach of economic evolution. The introduction 

both of beliefs and institutions is a further step which improves even 

more the proposed analysis. Especially, it is shown that the beliefs have a 

proper efficiency since the coordination of individuals depends on how 

each agent interprets his strategic environment. Likely, the institutional 

devices influence in several ways the interaction process by coordinating 

the agents’ beliefs as well as actions. The complex interwaving of these 

factors leads to an image of economic dynamics which is conceptually 

better fitted to the economic phenomena and is pragmatically better 

adapted to the economic problems. 

Presentation of the book 

The book differs profoundly from preceding books dealing with evolution-

ary economics too (Witt, 1992; Hodgson, 1996; Schweitzer-Silberberg, 

1998; Dopfer, 2001; Foster-Metcalfe, 2001; Gandolfi et alli, 2002; Back-

haus, 2003; Witt, 2003). These books are litterary presentations of evolu-

tionary economics or proceedings of conferences on the topic. The struc-

ture of the present book in three parts manifests a progression from the 

presentation of basic concepts to the analysis of complex situations. In 

fact, it follows more or less the structure in traditional textbooks. 
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The first part deals with the basic concepts concerning individual behav-

ior and mutual interactions. Beginning with individual decision in chapter 1, 

it presents essentially the notion of procedural rationality. It shows how the 

bounded rationality of some actor may be compensated by learning along 

time. Chapter 2 studies a very simple form of interactions on a market 

where, in conformity with traditional analysis, the behavior of the agents is 

purely reactive. It is the question of the emergence of a unique price which is 

essentially studied. The situations of strategic interactions are introduced in 

chapter 3, devoted to games. It is mainly concerned with evolutionary game 

theory, and more precisely with learning processes. 

The second part introduces more complex market configurations than 

the first one. In chapter 4, markets with irreversibilities are considered, 

leading to multiple prices. Chapter 5 considers mimetic interactions and the 

collective dynamics they involve, leading for instance to the emergence of 

financial bubbles. Chapter 6 studies various forms of dynamic competition 

between firms and the results in terms of prices and market organization. 

The third part is devoted to institutional devices working as complements 

to the market. In chapter 7, it is the firm which is analyzed as concerns its 

internal organization. A more general taxonomy of institutions linked to 

their emergence conditions is developed in chapter 8. Chapter 9 concludes 

with the economic role played by the state. 

For pedagogical reasons, all chapters are designed along a same structure. 

A first section recalls the origins and features of the point of view developed 

by the standard economic approach. It is called “Background and problems”. 

A second section presents the general notions and principles suggested by 

the evolutionary approach in order to deal with its object. It is called “Ca-

nonical principles”. A third section studies the consequences of specific 

assumptions gathered in contrasted models relative to a peculiar situation. 

It is called “Some models”. A last section tries to generalize the partial re-

sults obtained in specific contexts and to open unexplored roads. It is 

called “Theses and conjectures”. 

This book is mainly oriented toward students having already acquired 

the basic knowledge of economic theory. Based on an extensive presentation 

of its concepts and principles, it aims at making them familiar too with the 

tools and models of evolutionist economics. This is why sufficiently simple 

and transparent models have been selected in order to analyze easily all their 

mechanisms. The book, which is not looking for exhaustivity or premature 

synthesis, stays upstream from more complete and specialized ones. 
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1 Individual decision 

In economics, it is traditionally assumed that an agent’s behavior can be 

broken down into a series of parallel or sequential actions, chosen as the 

result of a process of mental deliberation. The agent thus appears as an 

autonomous decision-maker who chooses, either consciously or implicitly, 

in a situation that can be isolated from its context, between the various al-

ternatives presented to him. Furthermore, this decision-making process is 

assumed to be rational, by virtue of two remarkable properties. Firstly, the 

agent is “consequentialist” in the sense that he chooses his action solely 

according to its (foreseeable) consequences; secondly, he is “utilitarian” in 

the sense that he evaluates the effects of his action by weighing up its costs 

and advantages. Consequently, such an agent is restricted to a minimal 

psychological framework, insofar as his choices are governed exclusively 

by three personal choice determiners: his opportunities (delimiting the 

space of his possible actions), his representations (enabling him to pre-

dict the consequences of his action) and his preferences (inducing a 

judgment on these consequences). These three determiners are further 

combined in a choice rule which characterizes more precisely the ration-

ality of the decision-maker. 

In the classical approach, the decision-maker is animated by very strong 

rationality relying on three assumptions. First, given his prior beliefs, he is 

capable of perfectly anticipating the effects of his actions. Second, he 

judges his actions on the basis of one unique synthetic criterion, utility, 

which sums up their costs and advantages. Third, he adopts optimising be-

haviour, in the sense that he seeks the action that maximises his utility (de-

fined directly on the actions beyond their effects) under certain constraints 

(those limiting the set of his possible actions). These assumptions have 

been progressively weakened, but only to a limited degree. When dropping 

the first assumption, the decision-maker only possesses imperfect informa-

tion about his environment. The more complex modification of the second 

assumption gives us a decision maker using multiple, but nevertheless 

commensurable, criteria of choice. The third assumption is generally kept 

and assumes that the decision-maker makes his choice without having any 

real difficulty in calculating what his optimum action is. 
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In the evolutionary approach, the rationality of the decision-maker is 

much more limited and is situated within a dynamic perspective. His in-

formation is reduced and derives not so much from his prior knowledge as 

from his past observations, which accumulate and enable him to revise his 

beliefs. His utility is not necessarily pre-defined, but built as a function of 

his past experience in analogous situations. Above all, the decision 

maker’s deliberative process is constrained by his limited ability to calcu-

late, and this internal constraint must be added to the external constraints. 

However, this cognitive limitation can be compensated for by the work of 

time, at least if the decision maker carries out a succession of repetitive 

choices. In this case he finds himself involved in a learning process which 

can, over the long term and in some circumstances, converge towards an 

optimal action, but the medium term trajectory of this learning process is 

in itself of interest to the modeler. 

This chapter explores precisely the passage from the first approach to 

the second. The first section reviews the principles of classical decision 

theory, namely the classically proposed rules of choice, both static (§1.1) 

and dynamic (§1.2), illustrated by a prototypical example (§1.3), the justify-

cations (axiomatic, operational, evolutionary) that have been presented for it 

(§1.4) and the criticisms (empirical, theoretical, logical) that have been lev-

elled at it (§1.5). The second section defines the principles of evolutionary 

behavior, setting out different concepts of rationality (§ 2.1) and then suc-

cessively examining the processes of prediction (§2.2) and selection (§2.3) 

carried out by the decision-maker, giving rise to the problem of the value 

of information (§2.4) and to the exploration-exploitation dilemma (§2.5). 

The third section describes some recently-developed evolutionary models, 

firstly models of choice with limited rationality (§3.1), then learning proc-

esses applied to repeated decision situations, both static (§3.2 ) and dynamic 

(§3.3), possibly simplified (§3.4), these processes being illustrated by the 

earlier prototypical example (§3.5). 

1.1 Background and problems 

1.1.1 The choice rules in static situations 

In classical decision theory, in its static form, the decision-maker finds 

himself faced with an environment called “nature”. The decision-maker 

takes actions and nature assumes states. The instantaneous conjunction of 

an action and a state results in consequences that are certain. These are of-
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ten expressed in a monetary form. The “normal form” of the decision prob-

lem is expressed by a matrix which indicates the consequences resulting 

from each action-state pair. Here, the choice rules of the decision-maker 

rely on three ingredients which formalize his choice determiners (opportu-

nities, representations, preferences): 

• a predefined set of strategies, whether this involves actions (defined 

by their sure consequences) or lotteries (defined by their conse-

quences conditional on the states); 

• a belief about the occurrence of states, expressed in particular in the 

form of objective (proportions or frequencies) or subjective (degrees 

of belief) probabilities; 

• a utility function defined on the certain consequences of the actions, 

which can be ordinal (only the orders are significant) or cardinal 

(the numerical values are significant). 

Nature is assumed to be passive in the sense that it assumes its states me-

chanically (they are not the result of a decision process) and according to 

an exogenous rule (the states are insensible to the actions of the decision-

maker). Depending on the decision-maker’s uncertainty about this rule and 

about the state of nature actually produced, situations of uncertainty can be 

divided into four main categories: 

• certainty: the decision-maker knows the state of nature produced 

(whatever the rule producing it); 

• probabilistic uncertainty: the decision-maker knows the probability 

distribution according to which the state of nature is produced; 

• set-theoretic uncertainty: the decision-maker only knows the list of 

states of nature, without knowing which of these states may be pro-

duced;

• radical uncertainty: the decision-maker does not know the list of 

states of nature. 

Of course, there are intermediate situations, for example a second order 

uncertainty when the decision maker knows that the rule governing the 

production of states is probabilistic, but only has partial information about 

this probability distribution. 

The whole subsequent history of decision theory can be summed up as a 

series of attempts to provide the choice rules of the decision-maker in one 
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or another of the main situations of uncertainty. The earliest and simplest 

of these rules are: 

• the rule of maximisation of utility under certainty (Debreu 1954) 

• the rule of maximisation of (objective) expected utility under prob-

abilistic uncertainty (von Neumann-Morgenstern 1944) 

• the rule of maximisation of (subjective) expected utility under set-

theoretic uncertainty (Savage 1954). 

More sophisticated rules have been proposed more recently, generalising 

the above rules: 

• the rule of maximisation of rank-dependent expected utility under 

probabilistic uncertainty (introducing a function of deformation of 

probability distribution); 

• the rule of maximisation of credibilist expected utility under set-

theoretic uncertainty (introducing “non-additive probabilities”). 

1.1.2 The choice rules in dynamic situations 

In the dynamic form of classical decision theory, the decision-maker and na-

ture intervene sequentially. The conjoined consequences of a succession of 

actions and states are only defined at the end of the sequence. The “exten-

sive form” of the decision problem is expressed by a “decision tree”. The 

decision-maker and nature play alternately at successive nodes, and the ver-

tices issued from each non-terminal node represent the options available to 

the agent whose has the move. Each terminal node expresses the conse-

quences (usually in monetary terms) for the decision-maker of the trajectory 

leading to this node. Nature is always independent of the decision-maker. Its 

successive moves may be independent, but may be correlated too. Espe-

cially, Nature may first define a state and further supply messages which 

specify this state. Moreover, the law governing the production of states is as-

sumed to be stationary. Finally, in an extensive form game, a “strategy” of 

the decision-maker is the prior choice of an action at each node where he 

may play. 

Within this framework, the choice rules defined in statics are extended 

and a new principle appears: the “backward induction principle”. This pos-

tulates that the decision-maker determines his actions by starting from the 

horizon of the decision tree and progressively working backwards in time 

along the decision tree. For example, for a (sequential) decision problem 
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under objective uncertainty, he progressively moves back along the nodes 

of the tree (from the terminal nodes through to the initial node) by consid-

ering, if the node corresponds to a move by nature, the expected utility on 

all the possible resulting states and, if the node corresponds to one of his 

moves, the maximum utility on all his possible actions. Expected utility is 

measured with the probabilities attributed to each state, which are condi-

tional on the information already received in the past about the trajectory 

considered in the tree. 

A slightly more general representation of a decision problem is provided 

by the “stochastic decision theory” (although it can also be expressed as a 

decision tree). If the decision-maker and nature always play sequentially, 

the global system can assume a certain number of finite “configurations” 

hc . The system may go through the same configuration several times, thus 

introducing loops into the history of the process. Because of the influence 

of Nature, the transition from one configurhkation h to another configura-

tion k , conditional on an action i , is expressed by a probability of transi-

tion i

hkp . Furthermore, the decision-maker chooses his action according to 

the configuration of the system, and this defines a strategy )( hi cs π= .

Lastly, a utility of transition i

hku  is associated with each transition from 

one configuration to another through a certain action; all the utilities gath-

ered by the decision maker along his trajectory are finally aggregated into 

a synthetic utility U  introducing an appropriate discount factorδ .

For the decision-maker, knowing both the probabilities and utilities of 

transition, the optimal strategy is that which maximises the discounted sum 

of expected utilities over an infinite horizon. One can demonstrate that this 

optimal strategy is deterministic (the chosen action in each configuration is 

non probabilistic), Markovian (the chosen action is independent of past 

states) and stationary (the chosen action is independent of time). The opti-

mal strategy )(*

hcπ  is again obtained through a backward induction pro-

cedure. The last has to consider the maximal utility i

hU  that the decision-

maker can obtain when starting from the configuration h  and taking the 

action i  and the maximal utility hU  that he can obtain when starting from 

the configuration h. These utilities accord with the Bellman equations, de-

fining a fixed point: 
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1.1.3 An example of dynamic choice 

As an illustration, take the example of Savage’s omelette (Savage, 1954), 

in which a cook wishes to make an omelette constituted of n eggs. He has 

at his disposal a batch of eggs, a bowl B and a saucer S. By hypothesis, the 

egg has a cost a and is good (with a probability 1 – p) or bad (with a prob-

ability p). For making his omelette, the cook can break each egg directly in 

the bowl or provisionally in the saucer. Breaking an egg provisionally in 

the saucer has the advantage of not spoiling the whole content already in 

the bowl, but at some tranfert cost b. When the bowl contains n eggs, the 

omelette is cooked and sold at price c and the cycle starts again. 

The possible configurations of the system are the (n + 1) situations cor-

responding to the number of eggs in the bowl (from 0  to n). A strategy of 

the cook consists in deciding, in each configuration, whether to break the 

next egg in the bowl or the saucer. The problem to be solved by the cook is 

to determine the strategy to be followed in order to maximize his profit. 

In the case of an omelette with only 2 eggs, we can present the process 

(fig 1.1.) in the following manner (the nodes of the decision maker are rep-

resented by squares in which the configuration attained is noted and the 

nodes of nature are represented by circles): 

Fig. 1.1. Omelette decision graph 

The optimal strategy is obtained by writing the Bellman conditions on the 

three possible configurations and by grouping together the common conse-

quences of the alternative actions: 
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When the bowl is empty, as b  is negative, the egg must always be broken 
into the bowl, so that the first equation becomes: 

10 )1()1( UpaUp −+=− δδ (1.3)

When the bowl contains one egg, 1U  is obtained by the previous equation 

and the following equation: 

),max())(1( 1001 bpUpUUcpaU +++−+= δδδδ (1.4)

There are two optimal strategies depending on the values of the parame-
ters; more precisely, the probability of the second egg being bad admits a 

critical threshold cp  such that: 

• if cpp < , always break the egg into the bowl; 

• if cpp > , always break the egg into the saucer. 

1.1.4 The justifications of the choice rules 

Static choice rules receive an axiomatic justification, in the sense that they 

are the result of a set of axioms defined on the global preferences of the 

decision-maker concerning strategies (actions or lotteries). On the one 

hand, these axioms make it possible to give a particular form to the choice 

rule. Thus, all rules have the form of maximisation because they require 

the decision-maker to define a complete order of preferences on strategies. 

On the other hand, their analytic form depends on the additional axioms 

that are imposed. Thus, in the criterion of maximisation of expected utility, 

the probabilities are separated from the utilities on the certain conse-

quences by means of either the independence axiom (under probabilistic 

uncertainty) or the sure thing axiom (under set-theoretic uncertainty). Fur-

thermore, if the decision-maker satisfies the axioms, his beliefs and prefer-

ences can, under some conditions, be revealed by his chosen actions. For 

instance, according to the rule of maximisation of expected utility, the sub-

jective probabilities and the certain utilities of the decision-maker can be 

reconstructed from the elementary choices he makes between well selected 

lotteries. Dynamic choice rules have also been the subject of axiomatic 
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justifications. The backward induction principle, at least in combination 

with a static criterion of choice, can thus be justified axiomatically. Essen-

tially, this makes it possible to ensure the “dynamic coherence” of the deci-

sion-maker, i. e. that a decision taken today for tomorrow will not be called 

into question tomorrow. 

Choice rules, both static and dynamic, have also been given an opera-

tional justification, linked to the performances they make it possible to at-

tain (in relation to their cost). In particular, a decision maker could not ac-

cept a sequence of choices of which the outcome would necessarily 

represent a loss for him. The money pump argument is used to justify the 

fundamental axiom of the transitivity of preferences. An agent with cyclical 

preferences can be proposed a series of certain choices that can only lead to 

his ruin. The Dutch book argument demonstrates that the agent’s beliefs 

should be of a probabilistic form. An agent whose beliefs do not respect the 

Kolmogorov axioms governing probabilities can be proposed a series of bets 

that result in an inevitable loss for him. However, the effective range of 

these arguments is limited, insofar as the agent is hardly likely to find him-

self actually faced with such artificially constructed sequences of choice. 

Finally, some choice rules have received an evolutionary justification, 

namely that a learning or evolution process can push the decision-maker to 

follow the rule in question. In general, however, it is not the effective rule 

of choice of the decision-maker which converges towards a given rule, but 

his strategy which converges towards the strategy advocated by the rule. 

This is to say that everything happens “as if” the decision-maker was using 

such or such a rule asymptotically. Thus Friedman, following on from Al-

chian, upheld the thesis that in a context of competition between agents, 

only those who adopt an optimising behavior will survive. This thesis has 

given rise to formalised studies exploring a situation of repeated interac-

tions, both in the context of learning by agents (see section 3) and in the 

context of (biological) selection between agents (see chapter 3). This will 

be taken up more specifically in relation to competition between firms (see 

chapter 6). All these works conclude that the exclusive survival of the op-

timising agents only occurs under very specific conditions and in very par-

ticular contexts. In fact, in a competitive situation, the relative performance 

of agents in the presence of others is more important than their perform-

ance in absolute terms. 

1.1.5 The criticisms of the choice rules 

Choice rules have all been the object of empirical criticism, often taking 

the form of “empirical paradoxes”. In the earliest days of decision theory, 
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the “Allais paradox”, using the example of a decision maker choosing be-

tween cleverly constructed lotteries, challenged the rule of maximisation 

of (objective) expected utility. Likewise, the “Ellsberg paradox” brought 

into question the probabilistic reasoning in the rule of maximisation of (ob-

jective) expected utility. Following the work of Kahnemann and Tversky 

(Tversky-Kahnemann 1986), a large movement has developed in favor of 

an “experimental decision theory”, conducted in the laboratory. This ap-

proach counters an old argument which says that the rational decision 

model is tautological insofar as whatever the actions taken by the decision-

maker, there always exist beliefs and preferences that can account for 

them. In fact, as soon as the rational decision model is sufficiently well 

specified (precise context, choice rule with a specific analytic form), it be-

comes refutable. This approach has also led to recognize that, if the labora-

tory conditions are not far removed from field conditions, the results ob-

tained in the first are representative of the second. Of course, decision-

makers acting as laboratory subjects are removed from the social pressures 

they might otherwise feel, and the stakes are not the same as in a real situa-

tion, but it is nevertheless considered that their behavior can reasonably be 

generalised.

In general, when these experiments result in a choice rule being cast into 

doubt, the axiom(s) that must be called into question cannot be sorted out 

solely by logical reasoning (the “Duhem-Quine problem” in epistemology). 

Nevertheless, in the case of the experiments by Allais, it can be demon-

strated that the axiom that has been violated is in fact the independence 

axiom. When a choice rule is actually called into question, one generally 

considers weakening the axioms assumed to be at fault. This has the effect 

of leading to more generalised choice rules, including the former rules as 

particular cases. Following the experiments of Allais, the consideration of 

the weakened axiom of “comonotonic independence” has resulted in a gen-

eralized choice rule, i. e. maximisation of rank-dependent expected utility. 

An important issue however, when rules are weakened, is that they also 

become less refutable in the Popperian sense of the word, as the number of 

circumstances capable of challenging them is reduced. 

Choice rules have also been subjected to much more general theoretical 

criticism, focusing on the need to take the decision maker’s cognition into 

account. The decision-maker is, in fact, required to choose a strategy at the 

conclusion of a process of explicit or implicit deliberation. And yet, except 

for very simple situations (the “small worlds” of Savage), he has a limited 

capacity to gather and process information. Consequently, one must add 

internal cognitive constraints to the external, material constraints imposed 

on the agent by his environment. These internal constraints are, in particu-
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lar, expressed by costs, either the cost of the search for information or the 

cost of processing the information obtained. As the choice rules become 

more complex, so these constraints become stronger, for refinements in the 

usual rules paradoxically call for additional cognitive capacities. This criti-

cism is theoretical if we remain within the traditional context, in which 

only the agents’ actions can be observed. However, mental states (beliefs, 

preferences) are, to an ever greater extent, considered to be observable 

through introspection. One could even go further and argue that the process 

of deliberation is observable, in which case theoretical criticism concerning 

the limited capacities of the decision maker becomes empirical criticism. 

Lastly, choice rules can be the subject of logical criticism, demonstrating 

that procedural rationality gives rise to an infinite regression on choices 

(Mongin-Walliser 1989). Taking the above theoretical criticism as a start-

ing point, one can consider that when a decision-maker wishes to optimise, 

he comes up against an optimisation cost which is often quite high and 

which may lead him to choose other, less costly choice rules. He is then 

obliged to carry out a process of meta-optimisation, in which he chooses a 

rule of choice (from a certain set) by weighing up the loss of utility it 

represents (compared with optimisation) against the reduced costs of cal-

culation it involves. However, this meta-optimisation itself has a cost, so 

that the decision-maker finds himself faced with the same problem, but on 

a higher level. The only way to escape from this infinite regression is by 

placing oneself at an arbitrary level in the hierarchy of choices, optimising at 

this level and then descending the lower levels one by one. This provides the 

price at which it becomes rational not to optimise at these lower levels. 

1.2 Canonical principles 

1.2.1 Forms of rationality 

Depending on the epistemological interpretation given to the choice rule of 

the decision-maker, Simon (1976) proposed the use of two concepts of ra-

tionality: 

• “substantive rationality” means, from an instrumentalist perspective, 

that the choice rule is only evaluated in relation to the validity of its 

predictions in terms of the actions chosen by the decision maker; 

• “procedural rationality” means, from a realist perspective, that the 

choice rule must be judged by the measure of empirical validity of 

the decision process actually used by the decision maker. 
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Friedman (1953) argued for substantive rationality as a means of reinforc-

ing the optimising model. He assumed that “everything happens as if” the 

decision-maker optimises without having to pass judgment on the process 

of deliberation by which he arrived at his choice. He cites the example of 

the billiards player who plays “as if” he was optimising the ricochets of the 

ball against the sides of the table, without this entailing any conscious or 

indeed unconscious calculation by the player. The optimising model then 

functions as a tool, the sole objective of which is to predict the decision-

maker’s choice. Procedural rationality was defended by Simon (1976) in 

order to criticise this same optimising model. Simon argued that it is nec-

essary to explain the concrete deliberation process of the decision maker in 

terms of the prospection and computation he performs in order to define 

his choice. He gives the example of the chess player who uses various heu-

ristic search and selection rules described in the science of Artificial Intel-

ligence and which can, in certain cases, take the form of algorithms. How-

ever, the optimising model is itself capable of functioning as a realist 

model, bringing into use a particular heuristics, taking the form of a “gra-

dient algorithm”, for example. 

Depending on the cognitive requirements imposed on the decision-

maker’s choice rule, we can once more define two alternative forms of ra-

tionality: 

• strong rationality assumes that the decision-maker is endowed with 

infinite calculating abilities, enabling him successfully to conclude 

any process of deliberation he may have to perform; 

• bounded rationality assumes that the decision-maker has a limited 

capacity for gathering and processing information, preventing him 

from carrying out operations of prospecting and calculation that are 

too complicated. 

Bounded rationality of the decision-maker has strong links with procedural 

rationality (Laville 2000). On the one hand, bounded rationality only has 

significance in a context of procedural rationality, for the limited abilities 

of the decision-maker, often expressed in the form of costs, are only rele-

vant in this one context. On the other hand, bounded rationality of the de-

cision-maker leads us to examine procedural rationality more closely as a 

means of bypassing the cognitive limits imposed on him. Strong rationality 

is postulated by the classical choice rules and has the great advantage of 

appearing in a univocal form. Bounded rationality is taken into account by 

more recent choice rules, bearing in mind that these rules are developing in 

multiple directions (Conlisk 1996). A spectrum of models has been devel-
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oped in an attempt to mark out the field of possibilities, but at the present 

time no canonical model of bounded rationality exists that can be substi-

tuted for the optimising model. Moreover, models of a certain type can of-

ten be rewritten as another type (including in the form of optimisation). 

Lastly, choice rules bring into play two types of rationality which inter-

vene complementarily (Walliser 1989): 

• cognitive rationality expresses the degree to which the beliefs the 

agent constructs about himself and his environment are appropriate 

to the information he possesses; 

• instrumental rationality expresses the degree to which the objectives 

that the agent pursues are appropriate to the means at his disposal, 

taking his beliefs into consideration. 

• both types of rationality can rely on a strong form. Strong cognitive 

rationality means that the decision-maker is able to form perfect (or 

rational) expectations; he reasons like a perfect statistician who, on 

the basis of perfect and complete information, minimises the error of 

prediction on the variable he is expecting. Strong instrumental ra-

tionality signifies that the agent is capable of determining an opti-

mising action on the basis of his opportunities and preferences, 

given that his beliefs (whatever they may be) are fixed. The two 

types of rationality can also rely on weaker forms. In fact, since 

bounded rationality reflects limited cognitive capacities, it is quite 

naturally of a cognitive type. But the difficulties encountered in ex-

pressing it can lead to its formulation as bounded instrumental ra-

tionality (see § 3.1). More generally, one may be tempted to reduce 

cognitive rationality to instrumental rationality by considering that 

the agent is making the best use of the information available to him. 

It would be more correct to say that instrumental rationality can be 

reduced to cognitive rationality, for it influences not only the way 

the agent considers his environment and his choice determiners, but 

also his capacity to combine these elements in order to choose his 

action.

1.2.2 Procedures of prediction 

The decision-maker possesses certain structural information, arising from 

his various acquired knowledge and past experiences, about the decision 

problem with which he is faced. His first problem involves categorising 

the situation of the decision. This categorisation operation is performed on 
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the basis of primitive concepts, namely the actions carried out, the possible 

states of nature, the resulting consequences and the utilities that are ob-

tained. Firstly, it consists in defining a general framework of choice situa-

tions, in the form of either a typology of possible situations or a list of 

situation prototypes. For example, the decision-maker can distinguish be-

tween actions of a material nature and those of an informative nature, be-

tween random events of nature with a technical, behavioral or social char-

acter or again between material, financial and symbolic consequences. 

Secondly, this categorisation consists in defining the concrete situation in 

which he finds himself, either by location within a possible type or by 

comparison with a prototype. For example, the decision-maker can specify 

the environmental configurations encountered in the past which he judges 

to be similar to the one under examination. 

The decision-maker can then receive factual information about the ac-

tions and states, the consequences and utilities relating to past decisions 

(his own or those of other agents) in a similar situation. The second prob-

lem he faces is that of the internal structuring of the decision situation. 

This structuring consists in relating the elements of the situation to each 

other in order to bring out its regularities. On the one hand, this involves 

defining his beliefs, namely the law governing production of states and the 

law connecting the consequences with the actions and states. For example, 

the decision-maker will construct a mental model expressing the causali-

ties he believes there to be between various exogenous factors and the ef-

fects of his action. On the other hand, it involves defining his opportunities 

and preferences, in other words all the strategies available and the relation 

connecting the consequences with the utility. For example, the decision-

maker may, through a process of pre-selection, only consider a subset of 

different strategies that are assumed a priori to be the most effective. 

Likewise, he may, through a process of simplification, only consider one 

family of choice criteria that he finds relevant, either combined in a heuris-

tic evaluation function or remaining separate. 

The decision-maker’s beliefs, imperfect and incomplete, have been the 

subject of formalisations within the framework of “epistemic logic”. They 

are expressed either in a syntactic context, where the agent works on the 

propositions and is endowed with a belief operator indicating which 

propositions he knows, or in a semantic context, where the agent considers 

possible worlds and is endowed with a relation of accessibility indicating 

the worlds between which he is capable of distinguishing. In the semantic 

context, these beliefs may take an all-or-nothing form, in which the agent 

contents himself with either knowing or not knowing, or a probabilist form 
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in which he attributes probabilities to his assertions; we can also envisage 

mixed hierarchical forms of belief (non-additive probabilities). This epis-

temic representation enables us to specify which axioms are satisfied by 

agents’ beliefs: logical omniscience (an agent knows all the consequences 

of what he knows), veridicity (what the agent knows is true), positive in-

trospection (the agent knows what he knows) and negative introspection 

(the agent knows what he does not know). The failure to satisfy one or 

other of these axioms is often at the origin of a decision-maker’s bounded 

rationality (this is particularly true for logical omnniscience, which endows 

him with unlimited computational abilities). In the semantic framework, 

when all the axioms are satisfied, the decision-maker possesses an “infor-

mation partition” about the possible worlds, indicating the private informa-

tion available to him; often he also has at his disposal a probability distri-

bution on the worlds, expressing public information about their material 

aspects.

The decision-maker predicts the effects of his actions on the basis of his 

beliefs, firstly in terms of objective consequences, and subsequently in 

terms of criteria of evaluation (or utility). However, he may use very crude 

models of the functioning of his environment, bypassing certain relations, 

in order to carry out his predictions. It is in this way that he constructs in-

dexes which group together and summarise his past experience (and possi-

bly that of other decision makers) and make prediction possible. On the 

one hand, an index may cover states of nature in the form of an index of 

the past frequency of different states (or a more complex index in which 

each state is weighted in proportion to its recentness). Assuming that the 

law governing production of the state is stationary, the decision maker can 

infer an expectation about the future state from it by translating past fre-

quency into future probability; he can also use very simple, extrapolatory 

or even adaptive methods of prediction. On the other hand, the index may 

cover the utilities obtained in the past, in the form of an index of the ag-

gregated utility associated with each action (this index may present aver-

age utility, discounted utility or accumulated utility). Assuming here again 

that the observed performance persists in the future, the decision-maker 

can infer from it an expectation of the future performance of the action 

(without passing via the states). 

The reappraisal of decision-makers’ beliefs has also been the subject of 

formalisations in epistemic logic. This still involves moving from an initial 

belief and a message to a final belief. We can distinguish between two 

contexts of reappraisal: revising when the message supplies additional in-

formation about a world considered to be unchanging, and updating when 
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the message provides an indication of the way in which an evolutive world 

has changed. In both of these contexts it is possible to obtain change rules 

expressed in semantics (selection of possible worlds) from change axioms 

expressed in syntax (properties of belief operators). These rules, particu-

larly interesting when the message contradicts the initial belief, are defined 

clearly both in the all-or-nothing context and in the probabilist context. In 

particular, Bayes rule, traditionally used by economists to reappraise prob-

abilities, only proves to be justified in a context of revising and with very 

demanding axioms (Walliser-Zwirn, 2002). 

1.2.3 Procedures of selection 

The decision-maker must choose an action according to his opportunities 

and preferences, and according to his expectations. If a prediction of the 

future state of Nature is available to him and if his preferences can be re-

duced to a synthetic utility function, he can perform a maximisation of his 

action. But he may renounce this optimisation by simply favoring actions 

with a high utility and ignoring the others, without seeking exclusively the 

action with the maximal utility. If a prediction of the future state is avail-

able to him and if his preferences are expressed in terms of multiple crite-

ria, he must implement one “multicriteria rule” from among a set of such 

rules. He may also consider an “aspiration threshold” on these partial crite-

ria, and choose an action when its effects exceed this aspiration threshold. 

If he does not have a prediction of the future state at his disposal, but he 

does have an index of the utility of actions, he contents himself with 

strengthening the actions that have performed well in the past and inhibit-

ing those that have performed poorly. 

As with his beliefs, the decision-maker can also adjust his opportunities 

and preferences over the passage of time. On the one hand, he may modify 

his set of choices by incorporating new strategies. In particular, he may 

carry out actions related to those he has already tested with success. On the 

other hand, he may adapt his preferences according to the past utilities he 

has actually obtained with his actions and which may differ from his ex-

pectations. In particular, he may raise or lower his aspiration thresholds 

according to the ease with which he has attained them in the past. He will, 

of course, bring his index up to date using his most recent observations of 

the state produced and the utility obtained. Lastly, he may modify his rule 

of choice itself, if he feels that he is “locked in” to an action that is per-

forming poorly compared with an external reference (bearing in mind that 
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he does not know how far he is from a possible optimum) or if he observes 

that the environment is evolving significantly. 

The term “adaptive rationality” is sometimes used to explain the way in 

which the decision-maker modifies his choice rules with the help of meta-

rules, during a learning process which operates on several functional levels 

(a higher rule acts on lower rules) and several temporal levels (a higher 

rule changes more slowly than a lower rule). In practice, it is not very easy 

to distinguish between rules and meta-rules, insofar as the former already 

incorporate a process of adaptation to the environment, even if its struc-

tural characteristics, unlike its parameters, remain fixed. Of course, meta-

rules, even more than rules, originate in a rationality that is both proce-

dural and limited, and they are themselves chosen by imitation of the rules 

adopted by others or by reinforcement in relation to their effectiveness. 

They also raise the problem of innovation of rules, insofar as the modeler 

always presupposes the availability of a fixed set of rules, whereas the 

agent does not consider them all at the same time and is obliged to favour 

certain ones, even if this means renewing them. 

Finally, the decision-maker can implement two types of action, possibly 

mixed. If the objective of operational actions is to transform a system con-

sidered to be unsatisfactory, the aim of informational actions is to gather 

information in order to feed operational actions. Information gathering can 

be carried out by means of two extreme paths. The decision-maker can ei-

ther obtain information in an exogenous and costly manner from special-

ised entities (autonomous informational action) before acting operation-

ally, or he can obtain it endogenously and free of cost as a by-product of 

the normal course of the decision process (spontaneously information-

bearing operational action). An intermediate situation exists, in which the 

decision maker arbitrates between two different behaviors in relation to his 

current action. Exploration behavior consists in defining an action that en-

ables the agent to obtain the largest possible amount of information. Ex-

ploitation behavior consists in using the already-existing information as ef-

ficiently as possible. In a repeated situation, the arbitration between 

exploration and exploitation consists in favoring exploration at the begin-

ning (by testing new actions) and exploration at the end (by using the most 

effective actions). 

1.2.4 The value of information 

Consider a decision process which can be broken down into two periods. 

In the first period, the decision-maker acquires factual information about 
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the state of nature in the form of a message (from a set of possible mes-

sages) considered to be true. If the message is all-or-nothing, it marks out a 

subset of states for each state, whereas if it is probabilist, it is characterised 

by its conditional probability for each state, the limit being the situation in 

which the message specifies the state (certain message). In the second pe-

riod, the decision-maker modifies his beliefs as a function of the message 

and chooses an action accordingly. The ex post value of the information is 

simply the difference in the utility obtained by the agent depending on 

whether the chosen decision is taken before or after reception of the mes-

sage. The ex ante value of the information is the expected ex post values 

for all the possible states (and messages), in other words calculated on av-

erage before knowing the message actually received. The decision maker 

consequently chooses to gather the information if its ex ante value is 

higher than its cost (inasmuch as he can calculate this value). 

The ex post value of the (non certain) information can be positive or 

negative. The decision-maker may receive an improbable message that in-

cites him to make a bad decision. On the contrary, a fundamental result af-

firms that the ex ante value of the information is always positive if the de-

cision-maker uses the maximisation of expected utility as his choice rule. 

This means that the decision-maker, having received a (true) item of in-

formation, cannot find himself in a worse situation than the one he was in 

before receiving it. However, this result is invalidated if the decision-

maker uses a choice rule other than the maximisation of expected utility. It 

is also invalidated if the message takes a form other than that described 

(non-partitional all-or-nothing message, probabilist message with non-

additive probabilities). 

This framework can be extended to the case of the endogenous acquisi-

tion of information between two actions. In the first period, a decision-

maker has the choice between a reversible operational action and an irre-

versible one. In the second period, this action supplies a message about the 

state of nature that has occurred. In the third period, the decision maker 

can take advantage of this message to amend the reversible action, whereas 

the irreversible action is definitive. If the state is favourable, the utility of 

the irreversible action is higher than that of the reversible action, even 

when the latter is amended; if the state is unfavorable, the reversible action 

is preferable exactly because it can be adapted. It is then possible to dem-

onstrate that the reversible action possesses a certain bonus in comparison 

with the irreversible action, and this bonus is in fact equal to the value of 

the information supplied by the message. 
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1.2.5 The exploration-exploitation dilemma 

Consider a decision process repeated over an infinite number of periods. In 

each period, nature randomly draws a state according to a probability law 

that remains identical for all the periods. In each period, the decision-

maker implements an action which simultaneously supplies him with in-

formation about the current state of nature and provides him with an opera-

tional utility. He uses this information to make the law of production of 

states more precise and to improve his future decisions. The exploration-

exploitation dilemma is then expressed by trade-off between a short term 

loss in utility from not taking the best action (opportunity cost of the in-

formation) and a long term gain in utility due to the additional information 

obtained (decisional value of the information). To carry out this arbitra-

tion, the decision-maker must ensure that he possesses second order infor-

mation about the form of the law governing the production of states. 

The exploration-exploitation compromise has an optimal solution for 

particular classes of decision process, more especially for k-armed bandits 

installed in casinos. An arm i is assumed to provide a gain of gik in the state 

k with a probability of pik; successive draws of the state are assumed inde-

pendent and performed according to a law that is invariant over time but 

unknown to the agent, who nevertheless formulates a hypothesis about its 

type (normal, Bernoulli, etc.). To simplify matters, we consider a two-

armed bandit, each arm i giving a gain of 1 with probability pi and a gain 

of 0 with probability 1 – pi, and we assume that the decision-maker knows 

a distribution of pi. The decision maker must work one arm in each period 

over an infinite length of time, bearing in mind that his choice rule is the 

intertemporal maximisation of expected gain with a discount coefficient δ .

It has been demonstrated (Gittins, 1989) that the problem is solvable by 

backward induction and its solution is given by the Gittins rule, a very ele-

gant solution from the point of view of procedural rationality as it trans-

forms a k-dimensional problem into k one-dimensional problems. The 

Gittins rule consists in attributing to each arm and for each period a 

“Gittins index”, so that in each period the agent chooses the arm with the 

highest index and updates the index of this arm according to the result he 

obtains. This rule leads with positive probability to one sole arm being 

consistently chosen after a certain time, in other words exploration is 

abandoned in favor of exploitation. However, as the process is strongly 

dependent on the path chosen, there is a non-zero probability of choosing 

the bad arm. This probability decreases as the discount coefficient of the 

decision-maker increases. If the discount coefficient tends to 1, the agent 
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will take a very long time to explore before switching to exploitation (the 

cost of exploration having very little impact on intertemporal utility). 

The Gittins index is calculable as a function of the distribution type of 

the random variable, but its expression generally remains very compli-

cated. This leads to it being approximated asymptotically, for probability 

distributions of states with finite variance, by indexes relating to the nor-

mal law (by virtue of the law of large numbers). For the normal law, a 

value that does itself approximate the index of the arm i  in the simplified 

example is the following: 

iiii nsamv /)(δ+= (1.5)

where im  and is  are he empirical mean and standard deviation, in  is the 

number of tests and )(δa  is a function asymptotically equivalent to 

)1(2/1 δ− . This expression is the sum of two terms, the first expressing 

an “exploitation value” and the second an “exploration value”; the latter de-

creases rapidly as the number in  of tests rises (faster than the uncertainty 

on the mean, which is of the order of ii ns / , but increases rapidly with 

the discount coefficient δ  as this tends to 1. For example, with a discount 

coefficient of 0.98 (corresponding to a process with indefinite horizon, of 

an average 50 periods), an arm which has been used 20 times and has 

given a positive result 15 times is equivalent to an arm which has been 

used 6 times and has given a positive result 1 time. 

1.3 Some models 

1.3.1 Models of decision under bounded rationality 

A first model of choice under bounded rationality is the “satisficing model” 

proposed by Simon (1982) in opposition to the classic “optimizing” model. 

The decision-maker judges actions by means of partial criteria ku , to 

which are attributed the aspiration thresholds kσ ; he examines the actions 

in a predefined order and chooses the first one to attain the aspiration 

thresholds for all the criteria: is  such that kik su σ≥)( . As a particular case, 

one can consider a unique criterion u  (as in the case of optimisation), with 

its aspiration threshhold ε ; the decision-maker chooses the action is  such 

that σ≥)( isu . At first sight, the ε -rationality model of Radner fits this 

definition, by considering that the decision-maker chooses the first action 

that approaches to within  of the optimum: ε−≥ )(max)( iii susu , but 

here the aspiration threshold actually depends on the maximum attainable 
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utility, which is generally unknown to the decision-maker. It can be ob-

served that the satisficing model admits the optimizing model as limiting 

case when the aspiration thresholds are high enough. However, the satis-

ficing model is directly expressed in terms of bounded instrumental ration-

ality and not bounded cognitive rationality. For this latter to appear, we 

must examine a process of deliberation by the decision-maker that brings 

into play cognitive constraints such that he is led to seek a satisfactory ac-

tion. Such a process, which would have the advantage of endogenising the 

aspiration thresholds of the decision-maker, has not yet been proposed. 

A second model of choice under limited rationality is the “probabilist 

choice model” (Anderson, de Palma, Thisse, 1992). From a finite set of 

possible actions, the decision maker chooses the action i with probability 

ip  such that: =
j jii wwp / , where iw  is a propensity to choose the ac-

tion i linked to an index of utility ui of the action i . In the linear model, 

the parameters wi are proportional to the index of utility: wi = ui. In the mul-

tinomial logit model, the parameters wi are written in exponential form: 
iu

i ew
µ= , with the convenient introduction of a parameter µ . Here again, 

the logit model converges towards the optimising model when the parame-

ter µ  tends to infinity; the decision-maker acts then no more in a stochas-

tic manner, but in a determinist manner (except in the case of indifference 

between two actions). Conversely, the logit model tends to a purely ran-

dom choice model when µ  tends to zero. The parameter µ  thus appears 

to reflect the limited cognitive capacities of the decision maker, but yet 

again it operates in a model expressing limited instrumental rationality. 

However, two cognitive justifications of this model, endogenising the pa-

rameter µ , have been put forward. In the first, the decision-maker is en-

dowed with a random utility function, but remains optimising to such an 

extent that he implements each action with the probability that it is the op-

timising one. When the law of probability of the utility is chosen correctly 

(doubly exponential), the logit model is obtained. In the second justifica-

tion (Mattsson-Weibull, 2002), the decision-maker chooses an action by 

arbitrating between its utility and a control cost in relation to a reference 

action. When the control cost is chosen correctly (in the form of entropy), 

the logit model is again obtained. 

Other models directly introduce calculation costs or cognitive con-

straints sustained by the decision-maker (Binmore, 1988; Rubinstein, 

1998). A first example is the “model of choice under costly deliberation”, 

which presents choices at n successive levels. On the first level, the deci-

sion maker chooses, for different procedures of choice, the most effective 

action. On the second level, the decision maker chooses, according to a 
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meta-procedure of choice, a procedure of choice by comparing the per-

formance of the action chosen and the cost of implementing the procedure. 

On subsequent levels, he chooses a procedure of choice for selecting a 

lower-level procedure of choice. On a finite upper level, he chooses the 

procedures by optimisation, ignoring the cost, in order to avoid an infinite 

regression (see §1.5). This assumes that the decision-maker possesses an a 

priori list of procedures of choice and that he is capable of evaluating their 

cost of implementation and above all their results without actually having 

implemented them. A second example is the “finite automaton model”. 

The decision-maker is assimilated with an automaton whose calculation 

capacities are such that it only has a finite set of internal states at its dis-

posal. It is therefore incapable of performing calculations which exceed a 

certain degree of complexity. 

1.3.2 Models of learning in static situations 

The “fictitious play model” assumes that the decision-maker, during a re-

peated process of decision, is capable of predicting the future states of na-

ture. Moreover, this model essentially expresses exploitation behavior. The 

decision-maker observes the past frequency of states of nature, deduces 

from it a distribution of probabilities on future states and chooses, for each 

period, the action which maximises his expected utility according to this 

distribution. Exploration behavior can be introduced through voluntary de-

viation from the above behavior, and this deviation can take two forms. In 

the “ -greedy fictitious play” model, the decision maker can either use the 

optimum action with the probability 1 – , or use another action drawn uni-

formly at random with the probability . In the “disturbed fictitious play” 

model, the decision-maker uses the logit (and no longer optimising) choice 

rule with, as index of utility, the expected utility calculated for each action. 

For the standard fictitious play, one can easily demonstrate that the deci-

sion process will converge towards the optimal action (in the sense of 

maximisation of expected utility) simply by means of the law of large 

numbers (the frequency of appearance of each state tends to its probabil-

ity). For the variations proposed, on the contrary, this convergence is not 

sure because the random component generated by exploration does not 

disappear asymptotically. 

The “CPR model” (Laslier-Topol-Walliser, 2000) is a model of rein-

forcement (Roth-Erev, 1995) which assumes that the decision-maker only 

observes the past performance of his actions and no longer observes the 

states of nature. It considers that the decision-maker adopts, as index of 
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utility, the cumulative utility obtained for each action and that he chooses 

his future action with a probability proportional to this index. This model 

presents good properties as regards the exploration-exploitation dilemma. 

At the beginning of the process, as the indexes are often initialised uni-

formly, the decision-maker carries out a systematic exploration of all the 

actions. At the end of the process, if the index of one action becomes pre-

dominant in relation to the others, exploitation becomes very strong, al-

though exploration is never abandoned (every action possesses a residual 

probability of being chosen). What is more, if one increases (decreases) the 

parameter µ , one moves the exploration-exploitation compromise towards 

more exploitation (exploration). For 0=µ , there is pure exploration be-

cause all the actions are used with the same probability; for ∞=µ , there is 

pure exploitation because only the action with the maximum index of util-

ity is used. It can be demonstrated that the learning process thus defined 

converges towards the optimal action (still in the sense of expected utility) 

because the good actions are played more and more often, due to a retroac-

tive effect of the cumulative utility, whereas exploration tends to zero. 

The “threshold choice model” is a dynamic version of the satisficing 

model, which, like the previous model, no longer requires observation of 

the states of nature. On the one hand, the aspiration thresholds are adapted 

over the passage of time according to the results obtained. If the decision-

maker has easily found a satisfactory action in the past, he raises his 

thresholds, whereas if he has had difficulty in finding a satisfactory action 

in the past, he lowers his thresholds. For example, if the criterion of utility 

is unique, the decision maker increments his threshold by a constant bonus 

 if the past action gave a better result and vice versa: 

• if )()( ttui σ≥ , then ρσσ +=+ )()1( tt

• if )()( ttui σ< , then ρσσ −=+ )()1( tt

On the other hand, a reference action exists which is generally the past ac-

tion in relation to which the future action is defined. In this way, the past 

action will be the first to be examined for the future, the others often being 

treated globally. For example, if the criterion of utility is unique, the deci-

sion-maker can repeat the past action if the utility obtained exceeded the 

aspiration threshold, otherwise he will choose any of the other actions 

(with a certain law of probability), thus introducing exploration behaviour. 

Here again, under certain conditions, the process converges towards the 

optimum action. 
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1.3.3 Models of learning in dynamic situations 

If, while retaining the hypothesis of a repeated decision problem, we move 

from a static decision problem to a dynamic one, two types of learning 

models can be envisaged. Firstly, we can continue to apply the above 

models of learning while adapting them to a dynamic context. One possi-

bility consists in translating the decision problem, expressed in extensive 

form, into a normal form by the introduction of strategies of the decision 

maker and then applying the above methods to the strategies. Thus, the 

CPR model is applicable to the decision-maker’s strategies when their per-

formances can be observed. Another possibility is to keep the decision 

problem in an extensive form, but to apply the above methods to each node 

of the decision tree. Hence, the CPR model is applicable by considering 

that, for each successive occurrence in the decision process, the utility ob-

tained by the decision-maker is attributed simultaneously to all the actions 

appearing in the trajectory followed in the decision tree. Secondly, we can 

draw directly on the classical rules of choice proposed for dynamic deci-

sion situations. This is all the more necessary as these choice rules, based 

on the backward induction procedure, require high capacities for the proc-

essing of information (Sutton-Barto, 1998). 

A model of learning proposed early in Artificial Intelligence is the “Q-

learning model” (Watkins, 1989), which applies to a stochastic decision 

process. A reinforcement model, it does not presuppose a priori knowledge 

of the characteristics of the decision process (probabilities and utilities of 

transition), although such knowledge helps to accelerate the process. This 

model leads to revision of “expected local utilities” i

hU  each time the deci-

sion maker uses the action i  in the configuration h  (which he does for the 
i

hn th time) to find himself in the configuration k , obtaining the utility i

uku .

The rule of revision is adapted from the Bellman equation and is written: 

])[(Ui

h

i

h

i

hkk

i

h UuUna −+=∆ δ (1.6)

where )( i

hna  is a decreasing averaging function (often nna /1)( = ).

The Q-learning process converges insofar as, when the number of tests 

rises, the averaging function tends to zero and reduces the correction of 

utilities further and further. Above all, it converges towards the fixed point 

of the Bellman equations under conditions that impose few constraints. In 

fact, Watkins (1989) demonstrated that if the underlying decision process 

is effectively Markovian, if each action is tested an infinite number of 

times in each configuration and if the averaging function satisfies 
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∞=
n

na )(  and ∞<
n

na )²( , then the Q-learning process converges 

towards the optimal solution. 

However, the Q-learning process is only defined perfectly when one 

specifies, in addition to the rule of revision of local utilities according to 

the information acquired, the choice rule used by the decision-maker ac-

cording to the local utilities. Watkins proposed using the multinomial logit 

rule, in other words choosing the action i in the configuration h according 

to the probability: 

i
hUi

h ep
µ∝ (1.7)

The logit rule has the advantage of causing the decision-maker to go 

through each configuration and each associated action an infinite number 

of times and thus to obtain the optimal local utilities. On the other hand, it 

is only at the end of this convergence that one can deduce the optimal 

strategy of local utilities; in fact, the action resulting from the logit model 

does not itself converge towards the optimal action (unless the parameter µ

itself evolves over the passage of time and tends to infinity). The Q-

learning process thus requires infinite exploration before the execution of 

instantaneous exploitation. Furthermore, it can be demonstrated that, for 

certain particular exploration tasks, the time it takes for the Q-learning 

process with the logit rule to converge is an exponential function of the 

depth of the decision tree. Of course, we can also use, as the choice rule 

associated with the Q-learning process, the optimal strategy associated 

with each step in the revision of local utilities, but then there is no longer 

any guarantee that the process will converge. 

1.3.4 Associated models 

Local strategies, which associate an action i  with each configuration h ,

can be generalised in the form of “rules” or “classifiers” (Holland, 1987). 

In this case, a rule associates an action iY  (possibly pluridimensional) with 

a set of configurations hX  following the principle: “if condition hX , then 

action iY ”. The condition of the rule groups together the configurations be-

tween which the decision-maker makes no distinction, either because of an 

error in perception on his part or because the action involved does not re-

quire any distinction to be made. It can be considered as an operation of 

categorisation performed by the decision-maker and therefore expresses 

the degree of granularity with which he apprehends his environment in re-

lation to the action. A rule is activated by the decision-maker if one of the 
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configurations of its condition is actually produced. Of course, several 

rules may be activated in the same configuration, in which case they find 

themselves in competition. Moreover, certain rules will be used in a chain 

to obtain a certain result. 

To each rule is attributed a utility or “force” i

hU  which evolves over the 

passage of time according to an algorithm close to Q-learning, the algo-

rithm of the “chain of bearers”. In each configuration h , the admissible 

rules make “bids” i

hUµ  and one of them is chosen with a probability de-

pendent on its bid: 

i
hUi

h ep
µ∝ (1.8)

This rule loses its bid, but receives a reward from two sources: 

• from the external environment (if the rule acts on the external envi-

ronment through the action i by providing a utility i

hu

i

h

i

h

i

h UuU µ−=∆ (1.9)

• from the internal environment (if the rule acts on the internal envi-

ronment by causing transition to the state k, thus triggering a new 

rule, of which the action is j and from which it receives the bid): 

i

h

j

k

i

h UUU µµ −=∆ (1.10)

Recompenses from the external environment are thus retroceded in a cas-

cade over the whole chain of rules that have contributed to the recom-

pensed action. Over the long term, the utilities end up by converging to-

wards an intrinsic “force” of each classifier. 

The above mechanisms, exploited for a given field of rules, can be com-

plemented by mechanisms of exploration. To do so, the conditions and ac-

tions are encoded, generally in binary form. The mechanisms of explora-

tion are then based on “genetic algorithms” and perform a partial re-

categorisation of the configurations. “Mutation” consists in modifying a 

character in the coding of the conditions of a rule, while “crossing-over” 

consists in mixing the codings of the conditions of two different rules. 

Over the very long term, the new rules replace the worst-performing old 

rules if they have acquired sufficient force. Such processes often converge 

more rapidly than in the absence of rule renewal. Above all, they make it 

possible to adapt to an evolutive environment (see chapter 8). 
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1.3.5 An example of dynamic choice 

Coming back to the example of Savage’s omelette (1954), we can observe 

that the above formalisation is based on a very precise categorisation of the 

decision problem. So, the state of the egg could be described with more 

precision, involving the date of production for example, which could influ-

ence the cook’s choice. The action of the cook could itself be more dis-

criminating, depending on whether or not he candles the egg before break-

ing it into the bowl or the saucer. Above all, the consequences could be 

much more precise, as to the cost of manipulating the instruments or the 

ecological cost of throwing away an egg, for example. As usual, the prob-

lem has been stylised by the modeler in order to construct a “small world” 

in which it is solvable. In fact, what is important is the way in which the 

cook himself categorises and interprets the problem, for it is on this basis 

that he will make his choice. 

By applying the Q-learning process to the two-egg omelette, remember-

ing that each of the three possible configurations allows two or one associ-

ated actions respectively, the cook revises one of the five local utilities 
i

hU
at each step. He does not have to know in advance either the probability of 

the egg being bad or the costs and advantages he incurs, it is sufficient for 

him to experience the effects of his actions during his successive experi-

ments. However, with the logit rule of decision, the cook will continue to 

test all the actions in all the configurations until the local utilities become 

stable and contrasting enough for him to choose his strategy according to 

the maximising decision rule. The use of a CPR decision rule would make 

it possible to get learning on local utilities to coincide with actions, while 

at the same time converging towards the optimum strategy (see chapter 3). 

In an example of an omelette with seven eggs, one can also start with 

four rules: 

• R1: from the fourth egg onwards, the cook uses the saucer 

• R2: from the fourth egg onwards, the cook uses the bowl 

• R3: up to the third egg, the cook uses the saucer 

• R4: up to the third egg, the cook uses the bowl. 

There are 8 possible configurations (0 to 7 eggs in the bowl) and they can 

be encoded in binary form (from 000 to 111). Similarly, there are 2 possi-

ble actions which can be encoded by 0 (bowl) and 1 (saucer). If we now 

introduce the “joker”  as a dumb symbol (expressing 0 or 1), rule R1, 

linking several configurations to a unique action, can be written: “1 1”.

If the probability of getting a bad egg is very low, the force of rules R2 and 
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R4 will increase; if the probability is very high, the force of rules R1 and 

R3 will increase, and for an intermediate probability, the force of rules R1 

and R4 will increase. Further, a mutation performed on rule R1 consists, 

for example, in replacing the first joker by 1, which gives the new rule 

“from the sixth egg onwards, the cook uses the saucer”. 

1.4 Theses and conjectures 

Contrary to intentionalist decision theory, which works with few and well-

established choice models, evolutionary decision theory proposes a range 

of models that are still diversified and lacking in unifying principles. The 

deliberation process highlighted the role played by two principles: the 

principle of prediction (to predict the effects of possible actions) and the 

principle of selection (to choose an action to implement). It is preceded by 

a third principle which appears as more and more important: the principle 

of categorisation (to apprehend one’s determiners and one’s environment). 

For each principle, according to procedural rationality, prototypical (possi-

bly parameterised) “rules” must be established to stylise as well as possible 

the reasoning of the agents while at the same time covering the whole field 

of likely reasonings. Partial rules associated with each principle must then 

be grouped together into a small number of global rules, respecting the 

conditions of coherence between these partial rules. 

For a repeated decision problem, evolutionary decision theory has estab-

lished a hierarchy of interlocking time scales, which intervene hierarchi-

cally in the implementation of rules and need to be refined. Over the short 

term, faced with his (generally random) environment, the decision-maker 

implements a global rule (possibly probabilist) in order to choose an action 

according to his observations (possibly noised). Over the long term, the 

process may converge towards a punctual or cyclical attractor, and this 

convergence depends on the context and history, because of the random 

events introduced by the environment and by the decision-maker himself 

(through his observation and action). Over the very long term, the appear-

ance of new possible actions (resembling random mutations) can in turn 

shift the position of the previous asymptotic state, in particular in order to 

adapt to a modification of the environment. 

To judge the performance of a learning process, without claiming to at-

tain optimal learning, the modeler (or even the decision-maker) evaluates 

the global rules by means of multiple, partially antagonistic criteria. On the 

one hand, the rule is judged by its capacity to lead asymptotically to the 
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optimum action, in the sense of maximisation of expected utility, at least in 

a stationary environment (by finding a good compromise between explora-

tion and exploitation). It is also judged by its capacity to cope with an evo-

lutive environment (by always maintaining a sufficient proportion of ex-

ploration). On the other hand, the rule is judged by its (generalised) cost of 

implementation, in terms of the information it requires, the calculations it 

implies and the convergence time it involves. In particular, one can exam-

ine the level of “complexity” of the rule, a concept much studied in Artifi-

cial Intelligence and as yet little integrated by economists. 

In addition, the modeler can examine the empirical realism of the rules, 

by testing their relevance in various circumstances. He can test them 

through field studies, when they are put to use for political or economic 

choices, especially for financial choices involving high levels of uncer-

tainty. Above all, he can test them in laboratory conditions, by subjecting 

the decision-maker to more or less abstract choices, which are repeatable 

and of which certain factors can be controlled. These tests can, under cer-

tain hypotheses, enable us to separate the rules used by the decision-maker 

for prediction (belief dynamics) from those used for selection (sequential-

ity of choices). They also bring to the fore either the asymptotic character 

of the process, which is, however, often attained only after a large number 

of periods, or the transitory character, which is itself of interest. 

The rules that have just been presented can be influenced by the social 

network in which the decision-makers operate, even when remaining in a 

context where each agent acts in the face of a passive environment that is 

common to all. Each decision-maker can directly imitate the action chosen 

by others (assumed to be better informed) or draw inspiration from the 

best-performing actions of others, this imitation being often carried out in 

a limited neighbourhood of information. Each decision-maker can also 

imitate the rules used by others (at least if he can observe or expose them), 

according to their assumed virtues. This type of imitation still remains lit-

tle studied. If phenomena of mimicry consequently lead to a correlation 

between actions and agents, the joint learning process of the decision-

makers depends on context and history and may converge towards actions 

or rules that stay heterogeneous between different decision-makers. 

If the above rules are applied to an individual choice process taking 

place in a random and passive environment, they must be adapted to a con-

text comporting a large number of rational decision-makers. In fact, the 

number of strategies at their disposal becomes higher and their environment 

becomes more complex, which implies that they face harder computational 

constraints. The rules can easily be applied to a parametric context in 
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which the decision-makers only react to common signals treated as being 

exogenous (exactly like prices), for example in the study of elementary 

markets (see chapter 2). They can, more subtly, be applied to a strategic 

context in which decision-makers choose their actions according to the ac-

tions of the others (who do the same), namely in game situations (see 

chapter 3). The question of whether the selective pressure then imposed on 

decision-makers in their social environment does actually lead to an opti-

mal action, or even an optimising choice rule, can then be explored once 

more (see chapter 7). 
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2 The elementary market 

The aim of economic theory, in the broadest definition of the term, is to 

analyse the interactions between agents devoted to production, exchange 

and consumption of goods and services in the widest sense. This analysis 

must begin by establishing the general principles that govern individual 

decisions, and this is exactly what the previous chapter was studying. 

However, this knowledge alone is clearly not enough, because economic 

interactions are also dependent on the institutional contexts within which 

they take place. Economic schemes can take one of several different forms, 

according to the nature of the game rules imposed on the agents. These in-

stitutional contexts may vary considerably, as we shall have the opportu-

nity to study throughout this book, but one of them plays a central role in 

economic analysis, the market, considered as the real or virtual place in 

which sellers and buyers meet to exchange goods or services. The market, 

either in its competitive form or in other forms, is the principal subject of 

microeconomics handbooks, and it is to the market, in its simplest form, 

that this chapter is devoted. 

2.1 Background and problems 

The pure perfect competition market is the institution which satisfies most 

exactly the requirements of the individualist approach. Sellers and buyers 

are anonymous and equal before the law, even though they may possess 

different economic weights due to the inequality of initial endowments. 

Each agent has access to the same information, namely the exogenous 

quality of the goods and the publicly announced price. The available pos-

sibilities of exchange are taken up by the private agents when they are seen 

to represent a means of increasing their utility. In such a context, the pur-

suit by each individual of their personal interest results in voluntary trans-

actions. These transactions are only mutually compatible when the total of 

individual demands is equal to the total of individual supplies. The market 

is then said to be in equilibrium. The key theoretical question posed by 

these markets is that of their self-regulation: are the forces of competition 

powerful enough to result in the market necessarily attaining its equilib-
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rium? This belief is shared by many economists. It lies at the heart of stan-

dard microeconomic theory. 

If we consider that the essential question facing individualist societies 

can be expressed as follows: “how can a multitude of private decisions, 

taken independently by each agent on the sole basis of his individual pref-

erences and beliefs, be made into a coherent whole?”, then the pure perfect 

competition market provides an exemplary answer. Firstly, the market re-

spects the autonomy of agents in the determination of their objectives and 

preferences. Coordination in trading is always a posteriori: it involves no a 

priori restriction on preferences, no prior subjection that may limit the 

freedom of the traders by obliging them ex ante to respect certain collec-

tive objectives that are deemed to be legitimate or desirable. Each individ-

ual pursues what he considers to be his own personal interest. Secondly, 

this scrupulous respect of individual autonomy, espoused by liberal 

economists as the cornerstone of ethical values in trading relations, does 

not result in social anarchy. Competition, through the operation of flexible 

prices, produces a structure of mutually advantageous transactions such 

that individual intentions end up converging. In this perspective, it is the 

mechanism of price flexibility which ensures the global coherence of indi-

vidual actions, what is commonly referred to as the “invisible hand”. 

The characterisation of a situation of pure and perfect competition is 

based on a certain number of classic conditions: exogeneity of prices for 

the agents; homogeneous and divisible goods; perfect information; transac-

tions without constraint. Thus, E. Malinvaud (1969) wrote: “perfect com-

petition exists when the price of each good is the same for every agent and 

every transaction, when each agent considers this price to be independent 

of his own decisions and when he can buy or sell whatever quantity of the 

good he desires at this price”. It is often assumed that these assumptions 

require the existence of a large number of atomised agents, each of a suffi-

ciently low weight as to have negligible influence on prices. The formali-

sation of the pure perfect competition market that is most widely accepted 

by economists is that provided by the Walrasian market. We shall now 

briefly describe its main principles. 

2.1.1 The Walrasian market 

To simplify, we shall consider an exchange economy. This is an economy 

without production, constituted solely of n consumers. Let us assume that 
this economy contains m homogeneous and perfectly divisible goods, de-
noted { }mk ,...,2,1∈ . Each consumer i is endowed with an initial vector of 

resources, denoted ),...,,...,( 1 m

i

k

iii wwww = . In such an economy, the func-
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tion of the market is to distribute the initial global resources between the n
consumers, according to their individual preferences. Let mRp +ε  be the vector 
of the m  prices, quoted on the m  markets of goods: ),...,...,( 1 mk pppp = .

It is then possible to determine, for each agent i , the excess demand for 
good k  which we denote )( pek

i . It is calculated as the difference between 
his gross demand and his initial resource. From all individual excess de-

mands, it is easy to determine the total excess demand for good k  when 
the price equals p, as follows: 

=

=
=

ni

i

k

i

k pepe
1

)()( (2.1)

Equilibrium in the market of good k requires: 

0)( =pek
(2.2)

When this equation is satisfied for all m goods markets, we obtain a general 

equilibrium of the economy: all the markets are then simultaneously in 

equilibrium. 

The foundation of this presentation is the hypothesis of price exogeneity 

for the agents. As we have seen above, this is one of the central hypotheses 

of pure perfect competition2. This exogeneity can be said to be “subjec-

tive” in the sense that each economic agent assumes that the price is a 

given signal over which he has no influence. Under these conditions, each 

trader is simply adapting to the market price he observes. The agents are 

said to be “price-takers”. This situation is described as “parametric ration-

ality”, as opposed to the strategic rationality of game theory which pre-

sents decisions based on the analysis of the behaviour of others, where 

these others are considered to be influenced by oneself (see chapter 3). As 

we postulate that the price is unique for all transactions rather than agreed 

bilaterally during each transaction, it follows that the Walrasian market is a 

fundamentally centralised structure. Each agent is indifferent to the action 

of his neighbours; his only concern is the level of prices. This essential 

characteristic of the Walrasian market immediately raises a question: if all 

the agents are “price-takers”, how are the prices formed? 

                                                     

2  The three other hypotheses, namely perfect information, transactions without 

constraints and homogeneous, divisible goods, have been assumed implicitly. 

Firstly, all the agents know perfectly the price p, otherwise they would not be 

able to calculate their excess functions. Secondly, the agents have calculated 

their excess demands by assuming that any quantity supplied or demanded will 

be satisfied (absence of quantitative rationing constraints). Lastly, the goods are 

homogeneous and divisible. 
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The importance of this question can be better understood if we observe 

that the equation (2.2) which determines the equilibrium price in no way 

clarifies the process by which the market price converges to this value. The 

only thing this equation expresses is that the equilibrium price, if it exists, 

must satisfy this condition. In other words, this formalism only allows us 

to deal with the question of the existence of a market equilibrium, and the 

more difficult question of the existence of general equilibrium when the m

markets are considered simultaneously. To do this, we must find a price 
mRp +∈  such that3:

kpek ∀=  0)( (2.3)

Walrasian theory has successfully answered this question by proposing a 

set of conditions of existence such that when these conditions are satisfied, 

we can be sure that at least one general equilibrium exists (Debreu, 1966; 

Arrow and Debreu, 1954). However, this work neglects another, equally 

central question, that of the process which leads market prices to converge, 

or not, to an equilibrium value. In other words, we have demonstrated the 

possible existence of a price vector capable of rendering individual deci-

sions compatible; we have yet to demonstrate that this price vector is actu-

ally attained by the market. This is a very different question to the previous 

one. Traditionally, it is referred to as the question of stability. It involves 

specifying the dynamic process of interactions between buyers and sellers 

in a market out of equilibrium and analysing its properties. Given the epis-

temological reflections made in the introduction to this book, it will be un-

derstood that from the perspective of evolutionary theory, the question of 

stability is of primordial importance. It has been stated that our approach 

systematically favours an understanding of economic phenomena which 

locates agents within their context, specifies the cognitive resources at 

their disposal and emphasises a sequential analysis of their interactions. 

This is indeed the type of project that must be pursued if we are concerned 

with the stability of equilibrium. We need to understand how the market 

behaves when it is not in equilibrium. How do the agents react? How do 

prices evolve? A first illustration of this approach is provided by Walrasian 

theory itself, in its attempt to explain the mechanism of price adjustment 

out of equilibrium. It is called tatonnement.

                                                     

3  Strictly speaking, if we want to take into account goods which may not be de-

sired, we should replace the system of equations by a system of inequations of 

the type: 0)( ≤pek .
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2.1.2 The Walrasian tatonnement 

The central hypothesis put forward by Walrasian theory to explain the 

source of prices is the famous auctioneer: it is assumed that a certain indi-

vidual dedicates himself to the common cause and takes upon himself the 

task of setting prices. At each time t, he announces a price vector 
mRtp +∈)( . On the basis of this price, all the dealers communicate their ex-

cess demands to him, ))(( tpek

i . Using these data, the auctioneer calculates 

the value of the total excess demand ))(( tpek  for each good k , by adding 

up all the individual excess demands, as follows: 

{ }
=

=
∈∀=

ni

i

k

i

k mktpetpe
1

,...,2,1 ))(())(( (2.4)

What happens when not all the markets are in equilibrium? If general equi-

librium has not been reached, no transaction is carried out and the auction-

eer reviews his prices. He does so by increasing the price in markets where 

demand exceeds supply, in other words those where excess demand is 

positive, and reducing the price in markets where supply exceeds demand4.

This rule for the evolution of prices is what Franck Hahn (1982, p. 745) 

calls “the law of supply and demand”. It is supposed to simulate what hap-

pens spontaneously in a market in disequilibrium with perfect price flexi-

bility. We can then write the dynamic process of evolution followed by 

prices in the context of Walrasian tatonnement as follows: 

[ ] { }mktpeH
dt

dp k

k

k ,...,2,1 ))(( ∈∀= (2.5)

with:

<<
==
>>

0)(H ,0 if

0)(H ,0 if

0)(H ,0 if

k

k

k

xx

xx

xx

(2.6)

kH  are functions which do not change sign. Their specific form depends 

on the “psychology” of the auctioneer, in other words, the strength of his 

reaction to disequilibrium. Walrasian theory seeks to display properties of 

convergence that are independent of the specific form of the kH . This is 

because, strictly speaking, the auctioneer has no “psychology”, being no 

                                                     

4  One good, whose price remains fixed, is chosen as the reference price (nu-

meraire). 
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more than a metaphor representing a pure mechanism: that of supply and 

demand coordination. 

It should be emphasised that transactions only take place when the proc-

ess of tatonnement has converged to an equilibrium price vector. As there 

is no money, the auctioneer is responsible for realising the transactions. To 

do so, he centralises all the excess supplies, and then distributes them among 

the buyers. The phase of action (distribution of goods) only begins when the 

phase of communication has ended (setting the equilibrium price). 

This representation of the market is hardly satisfactory from the point of 

view of evolutionary economists, and it has been the subject of numerous 

criticisms (Fisher, 1991). Firstly, the structure proposed is extremely cen-

tralised, and so bears little resemblance to the generally accepted idea of 

trade exchanges (except for special cases such as some stock and raw ma-

terial markets). Secondly, no exchange is allowed during the period of ta-

tonnement before equilibrium is attained, which is hardly realistic. Lastly, 

in any event, even in the context of these particular hypotheses, the dy-

namic system (cf. 2.5) only converges to Walrasian equilibrium for very 

particular specifications of the excess demand functions5. This is a devas-

tating result for Walrasian theory, which cannot demonstrate that price 

flexibility is sufficient to obtain equilibrium! 

In the next part of this chapter, we shall attempt to propose an alterna-

tive framework for analysis of the market, one which meets the require-

ments of the evolutionary approach. We shall examine a simple market, 

also known as an “elementary market”, similar in its abstraction to that 

studied by Walrasian theory. Markets approaching more closely to the 

complexity of real markets will be analysed in the last section. 

2.2 Canonical principles 

The idea underlying the evolutionary approach is to abandon the hypothe-

sis of centralisation, which lies at the heart of Walrasian tatonnement, and 

to replace it by decentralised processes of information, negotiation and ex-

change. Here we are poles apart from the theory described above: in our 

simple market, agents pair up randomly and can contract, if they so wish, 

at the prices they negotiate, even outside a situation of equilibrium. A priori,

                                                     

5  Sufficient conditions do exist concerning excess demand functions, but they are 

very restrictive. For example, under the condition of gross substitutability of all 

the goods, the general equilibrium is unique and the tatonnement process con-

verges. 
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therefore, there is nothing in such a structure to ensure price unicity. Each 

elementary transaction can take place at its own specific price. Contrary to 

the previous approach, price unicity, if it appears, must be interpreted as an 

emergent property, as a pure product of competitive forces, and not as the 

expression of a prior postulate provided by the hypothesis of the auction-

eer. Consequently, the evolutionary approach involves the construction of 

an analysis in which the role and importance of decentralised transactions 

are fully recognised. 

Before going any further in the presentation of this framework of analy-

sis, we need to answer a preliminary question: can we justify the identifi-

cation of such a structure as a global market, or should we see it rather as a 

series of small local markets? To put it another way: how far can we go in 

the decentralisation of transactions? To answer this question, we must ex-

amine the specific properties of the processes of bilateral interaction and 

the search for information. If the economic space is “connected” in the 

sense that two agents can always meet and local information is available at 

an affordable cost, then we can say that we are dealing with a unified mar-

ket. If not, then the whole set of agents must be broken down into a group 

of disconnected classes, each class constituting a small elementary market. 

In addition to the decentralisation of exchanges, the evolutionary ap-

proach is clearly differentiated from the Walrasian model by two further 

hypotheses: adaptive rationality and sequentiality. In accordance with the 

analyses developed in chapter 1, the economic agents considered in our 

model do not possess optimising rationality. Their behaviour is essentially 

adaptive in the sense that their action is not based on the search for a 

maximum, but on the comparison between what they are proposed and 

what they have already obtained, or between what they are proposed and 

what others obtain. In other words, these agents are essentially motivated 

by the desire to improve their situation, not (at least not directly) by the de-

sire to optimise it. Agents reason on the basis of data provided by their en-

vironment, spatial or temporal, using what certain authors have called 

“situated rationality” (Orléan, 1994). There is no postulate of perfect in-

formation shared by all agents. For this reason, the cognitive dimension 

plays a fundamental role in the evolutionary approach. The way in which 

agents interpret their environment depends heavily on their past history 

and on their capacity to analyse it. This conception of economic rationality 

only assumes its full significance within a sequential context. It is then 

possible to understand how individual choices are progressively formed 

and modified. In other words, learning, in the wide sense of the term, is a 

central characteristic of the evolutionary agent: what he knows and what 
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he desires is always considered as the product of a specific history. His 

view of his environment depends on the path he has followed and the ex-

periences he has had. We do not presuppose that all the agents share the 

same model of their environment or the same conscience of goals to be at-

tained. Consequently, sequentiality imposes itself as an essential character-

istic of our models, enabling us to consider the differentiated evolution of 

individual agents and the different hypotheses they adopt in their represen-

tations of the economy. 

2.3 Some models 

In this section, we shall examine a particular model which contains all the 

above hypotheses: local transactions, adaptive rationality and sequential 

dynamics. This model, which involves the labour market, was proposed by 

G. Laffond and J. Lesourne (1981). In the first sub-section, we present the 

model from a theoretical perspective. This presentation is necessarily a 

rather heavy undertaking, as the processes of search, information and ne-

gotiation must all be specified. This is the price to be paid for adopting an 

approach which seeks to define the context of interactions without relying 

on the hypothesis of perfect information. For the same reason, this model-

ing strategy necessarily brings into play a large number of random ele-

ments. For example, when we do not postulate a priori that all the agents 

know all the characteristics of the economy in which they operate, it is rea-

sonable to suppose that the employees’ information concerns random sam-

ples of jobs, as is the case when employees acquire their knowledge from 

reading only certain newspapers, drawn at random from among all the pa-

pers available, and only on certain dates. It follows that the meetings be-

tween employees and firms are equally random. Despite the complexity of 

the model, it has been possible analytically to demonstrate a certain num-

ber of fundamental results on the attainment of a unique price. These will 

be presented in this first sub-section. In the second sub-section, we shall 

propose an approach to the same model using numerical simulations. This 

will enable us not only to “visualise” the theoretical results obtained be-

forehand but also to bring out their significance more clearly. For example, 

although we can demonstrate that convergence time is a surely finite ran-

dom variable and define its moments, signifying that the system actually 

does reach equilibrium after a certain time, we have not been able to state 

clearly its probability law, or even give an order of size in relation to the 

parameters of the model. Simulation makes it easier to understand what is 
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happening. We shall show that the dynamic convergence process has two 

phases, a rapid phase of adaptation which leads the market close to equilib-

rium, followed by a much slower phase which redistributes the jobs be-

tween the different employees according to their characteristics. Lastly, in 

the third sub-section, we shall demonstrate that the results obtained in the 

first two sub-sections can be generalised. To do so, we shall draw on the 

work of J. Lainé (1989). 

2.3.1 The theoretical model 

The labour market analysed by Laffond and Lesourne is composed of m

workers and n jobs offered. Each worker is characterised by his reservation 

wage, in other words the minimal wage he is prepared to accept for work-

ing. We denote of kw , the minimum wage required by the individual k.

Each job is characterised by a maximal wage, above which the job is no 

longer profitable for the firm. We denote and iv  the maximal wage the 

firm will pay for the job i . With the exception of these data, assumed to be 

exogenous, the workers are identical to each other, as are the jobs. Note 

that this exogeneity disappears in a long-term context. Technical progress, 

the general movement of wages and the evolution of industrial relations 

lead to an endogenous transformation of kw  and iv , but we shall not go 

into that question here. 

Walrasian analysis of this market is based on supply and demand func-

tions. To perform this analysis, we consider a price p  announced by the 

auctioneer and we analyse the quantity of workers supplied and demanded. 

Using the data given above, it is easy to obtain that the supply of labour at 

price p  is equal to the number of individuals prepared to work at this 

price, so that: 

As expected, this is an increasing function of price p . If we rank the em-

ployees in increasing order of kw  and if we assume that each value of kw

is unique, we obtain (figure 2.1) 
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Fig. 2.1. Labour supply function 

Fig. 2.2. Labour demand function
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Likewise, the demand function, when the salary announced by the auction-

eer is equal to p , can be written (figure 2.2) 

{ }pipD i ≥= vsuch that   jobs of #)( (2.9)

This is a decreasing function. If we rank the jobs in decreasing order of iv

and if we assume that each value taken by iv  is unique, we obtain: 
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The Walrasian equilibrium is defined by the equality of supply and de-

mand, which we can write: 

)()( pDpS = (2.11)

As we are considering a situation in which these curves are not continuous, 

there is no guarantee that such an equilibrium exists. This is because we 

have not considered the classic assumption of perfectly divisible goods. 

Furthermore, if we assume that the kw  all have different values and that 

the same is true for all iv , then we can easily demonstrate that such an 

equilibrium does always exist, but that it is not necessarily unique. This is 

due to the particular form of the demand and supply curves deduced from 

equations (2.7) and (2.9), which are step functions. To avoid these difficul-

ties without theoretical significance, we shall assume from now on that 

there exists a number K  such that: 

∗== pvw KK (2.12)

Under this condition, we can easily demonstrate that there exists one and 

only one value such that (2.11) is satisfied, namely ∗p . What happens 

when we consider this market from an evolutionary perspective? 

We must start by defining the search process by which the two parties 

(workers and firms) obtain information about the offered jobs and the 

workers seeking jobs, and then define the process of negotiation by which 

individuals modify the prices at which they are prepared to transact. The 

model distinguishes between periods of prospecting and periods of work. 

During a period of work, some individuals are unemployed while others 

work. The wages of those individuals who have jobs are generally differ-
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ent from each other, because they are the result of independent bilateral 

transactions between firms and individuals. For a job i  occupied by em-

ployee k, we necessarily have a salary k

ip  such that: 

i
k

ik vpw ≤≤ (2.13)

We assume that contracts are only signed for one sole period and that 

changing jobs or employees has no cost, either for the employees or for the 

firms. 

The period of work is followed by a period of global prospection. A pe-

riod of global prospection is composed of a succession of m  periods of 

elementary prospections, each of which only concerns one individual. 

Each individual is active once and once only during a period of global 

prospection. During a period of elementary prospection, the individual 

concerned sends letters of enquiry to a random sample of jobs. This proc-

ess is assumed to be cost-free and such that any job may appear in the 

sample. This condition, combined with the condition ensuring that any 

employee can work in any job, entails that we are in the presence of a con-

nected market (see the first part of this chapter). 

Using this information, the individual enters into negotiations. Negotia-

tions follow a rule of adaptive rationality. More precisely, they follow a 

model of dynamic “satisficing” (see chapter 1) in which a decision-maker 

increases or reduces his aspiration threshold in relation to the ease with 

which he succeeded in attaining this threshold during the previous period. 

As a first step, these negotiations involve setting a level of requirement, in 

other words a minimal acceptable wage. Requirements can only be revised 

at the start of the period of global prospection, by means of the following 

procedure: an individual who has not found a job becomes more concilia-

tory, whereas an individual in employment becomes more demanding. In 

other words, an unemployed individual reduces his requirements by one 

unit, unless he has already reached his minimum; an individual in em-

ployment will only take another job if it offers him a wage that is higher by 

one unit. Firms follow a symmetrical rule: the firm whose job is always 

occupied will reduce its wage offer. More precisely, for a job that has been 

vacant for two successive periods, the firm increases its proposed wage by 

one unit if the maximal wage has not been reached; for a post that was 

only vacant during the previous period, it offers the last wage paid; for an 

occupied job, it reduces its wage offer by one unit. These are the require-

ments discovered by the employee in reply to his requests for information. 

How does he react to the salary requirements of the firm? 
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He examines the job which offers him the highest salary out of the sam-

ple of replies he has received. If this salary falls below his own modified 

requirements, he remains in the same position as the previous period, ei-

ther with or without a job. If the wage is acceptable, he is interested in the 

job, and two situations are possible: 

(i)  the job is vacant, in which case the individual takes it up; 

(ii) the job is occupied by an individual who refuses the new wage, in 

which case our individual takes the job. 

If, for an occupied job, at the end of the period of global prospection, the 

firm has found no candidates prepared to accept a lower wage, and the in-

cumbent worker has found no firms offering a higher wage, then these two 

agents renew their joint contract at the existing wage, for one period. 

Taken together, these hypotheses determine a Markovian stochastic dy-

namic process, of which we can determine the “absorbing states”. Mathe-

matically, these are states such that once the system attains them, it cannot 

leave. The states for which all unemployed individuals have reduced their 

requirements to the minimum, all vacant jobs offer the maximum wage 

and the wage offered for each occupied job is lower than the requirements 

of all individuals that could occupy it, are clearly absorbing states. When 

the process has converged to this position, it remains there. It is then pos-

sible to demonstrate that, in every absorbing state, the first K individuals 

are employed and the first K jobs are occupied, the wages observed being 

limited to the pairs ),1( ∗∗ − pp  or )1,( +∗∗ pp . The states only differ in the 

appointment of different individuals to different jobs. The fact that the 

price can vary by one unit has no economic significance, because of the 

discrete character of the model. The price can be said to be unique. 

Here we can observe a self-organisation of the market, in that the popu-

lation of firms and employees separates progressively into two groups: 

employed and unemployed. In addition, the authors have demonstrated that 

the market converges in probability to an absorbing state within a finite 

time. Here we find the strict equivalent of the Walrasian equilibrium, the 

process of which constitutes an “evolutionary” justification (see chapter 3). 

It is therefore possible to explain the emergence of a unique price simply 

in terms of competitive behaviour. This model provides us with a formali-

sation of the market in keeping with the economic intuition that the law of 

supply and demand is a consequence of every individual’s search for the 

best exchange opportunities. This does not need to be postulated here, as it 

was in the model of Walrasian tatonnement. It is a natural product of com-

petitive behaviour. But this model enables us to go even further. 
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We can demonstrate that some assumptions are essential for obtaining 

convergence to a Walrasian equilibrium state. Firstly, information is as-

sumed to be “extensive”, so that any job can be discovered and occupied 

by any worker. This has been called the “connexity hypothesis”. Secondly, 

it is assumed that, during negotiations, a firm whose job is occupied and 

which has received no other candidate agrees to keep the incumbent 

worker at the same wage, just as an individual in a job who cannot find 

any better wage offer agrees to remain in the same job at the same wage. 

This is called an “inertia hypothesis”. Convergence to the state of equilib-

rium would be destroyed by a frenzied attempt by firms to reduce wages, 

or a frenzied attempt by workers to raise wages. The market would then 

fluctuate so much that wages would remain constantly dispersed. This re-

sult demonstrates that competition is not always a good thing. This is a 

fundamental point. Price unicity is only obtained when the information and 

negotiation processes satisfy some constraints. 

If, in such a model, convergence to a unique price can be demonstrated 

mathematically, it can also be illustrated by numerical simulations. These 

will enable us to deepen our presentation of the model and to understand 

better the behaviour of convergence time. 

2.3.2 Simulation analysis 

The general model presented above is specified by assuming that there is 

an equal number of jobs and of workers nm = . We also assume that the 

value of workers’ minimum wage requirements and firms’ maximum wage 

requirements are uniformly distributed: 
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(2.14)

Furthermore, as we have seen, the economic agents modify their require-

ments during the process in relation to the situations in which they find 

themselves. Let ),( tkw denote the requirement of worker k  at time t and 

),( tiv  the requirement of firm i  at time t. We identify the firm and the job 

as above. Their requirements must satisfy the following constraints: 
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At time t, the state of the market is defined by the data ),( tkw and ),( tiv

and by the position of each agent: whether the individual k  is employed, 

and if so, at what wage, and likewise for the firms. We therefore define: 

),( titra : the name of the worker employed by firm i  at time t with the 

convention 0),( =titra  if the firm’s job is vacant. 

),( tisd : the level of the salary paid by firm i  to its employee, with 

0),( =tisd  if i  has no employee. 

Likewise, we denote ),( tkent  the firm employing worker k  at time t  and 

),( tksr  the wage received by k . Consequently, we have ktitra =),(  if 

and only if itkent =),( , and in this case: ),(),( tksrtisd = .

For the simulations presented, the initial situation is always one in 

which nobody is yet employed, so that 0),( =titra  for all i , and in which 

all requirements are minimal, so that kwkw =)0,(  and iviv =)0,(  for all k

and i . We shall now see how the system evolves between t  and 1+t .

It should be noted straight away that, in accordance with the assump-

tions presented in the first section, if a worker is employed at time t , his re-

quirement can be written: 1),(),( += tksrtkw , meaning that this worker will 

agree to change jobs for any salary higher than the one he currently receives. 

Symmetrically, for any firm i , if 0),( ≠titra , then 1),(),( −= tisdtiv . The 

requirements, at time t , of unoccupied agents are determined in relation to 

their values at 1−t , as we shall see later. 

Firstly, we establish contact between a worker and a firm. To do so, we 

draw at random an individual ic , the “individual contacted”, and a firm 

fc , the “firm contacted”. The pair ),( fcic  is drawn in such a way that ic
cannot be the same worker employed by fc  at time t , but apart from this 

restriction any pair may be drawn. Having established contact, ic  announces 

that he is prepared to work for fc  for any wage equal to or greater than his 

requirement ),( ticw  and fc  announces simultaneously that it is prepared 

to employ ic  at a wage equal to or lower than its requirement ),( tfcv .

One of two situations may then arise, depending on the relative values of 

the two parties’ requirements. 

2.3.2.1 ),(),( tfcvticw > : The matching comes to nothing 

The structure (.))(.),( srtr is not modified at time 1+t , in other words the 

same workers are employed in the same firms for the same wages. The re-

quirements of the agents other than ic  and fc  do not change either. The 

only variables that can change are the requirements of fc  and ic . If the 

individual ic  was employed at time t , then he remains employed at time 
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1+t  for the same wage, and his requirement therefore remains constant: 

),(1)1,()1,( ticwticsrticw =++=+ . If, on the other hand, ic  was unem-

ployed at time t , then he considers that the matching was fruitless because 

his requirement was too high. He will therefore reduce it, taking into ac-

count his minimum requirement threshold kw . The individual adapts his 

requirements progressively. We therefore obtain: 

if 0),( =ticent , then 0)1,( =+ticent  and ),1),(sup()1,( icwticwticw −=+ .

In the same way, for the firm contacted, we obtain: 

if 0),( =tfctra , then 0)1,( =+tfctra  and ),1),(inf()1,( fcvtfcvtfcv +=+ .

2.3.2.2 ),(),( tfcvticw ≤ : the matching is successful 

In this case, fc  employs ic and the new wage can logically take any value 

between the requirement of the employee, denoted w(ic,t), and the re-

quirement of the firm ),( tfcv . We shall model the setting of the wage by 

drawing at random from the set { }),(,...,1),(),,( tfcvticwticw + , as our rea-

soning up until now has assumed values in N .

If the firm fc  already had an employee at time t , then this employee, 

denoted ),( tictrak =∗ , is laid off, with no possibility of immediate re-

negotiation. He finds himself without a job: 0)1,( =+∗ tkent . This indi-

vidual reduces his wage requirement: ),1),(sup()1,( ∗−=+ ∗∗
k

wtkwtkw .

Symmetrically, if the worker ic  was employed at time t  by another 

firm ∗i , he leaves this firm, which raises its wage requirement: 

),1),(inf()1,( ∗+=+∗
ivtivtiv . The other variables remain the same. 

As we have seen above, the stable states of the process are those which 

satisfy the two following properties: no matching can be successful; all 

unoccupied workers and firms have reduced their requirements to their 

minimum (or maximum) thresholds, namely kw  or iv . We can then dem-

onstrate that the stable states correspond to states of economic equilibrium 

in terms of equality of supply and demand and price unicity. In a stable 

state, all the wages paid are equal (to within one unit, because of the dis-

crete character of the model). Convergence time is, by definition, the first 

period in which the economic system enters the stable state. 

Another useful concept for studying the system is that of surplus. By 

definition, the surplus produced by firm i  employing worker k  is equal to 

ki wv − . The total surplus at time t  is the total of all the surplus produced 

by the firms whose jobs are occupied at that time. One can demonstrate 

that, in keeping with economic intuition, when a state is stable, its surplus 
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is maximal. However, the contrary statement is not true. It is possible to 

have a situation in which the populations active at time t  are those that 

will be active in the stable state, but where wages have not yet levelled out. 

In this case, the surplus is at its maximum but the system has not yet con-

verged. Furthermore, for the system to stabilise, it will be necessary for 

some firms to lay off workers, and the surplus will therefore decrease tem-

porarily, before rising later on. 

Figure (2.3) illustrates a typical trajectory for surplus. From the initial 

situation, where it is nil, it increases sharply during the first hundred peri-

ods. Subsequently, it rises more slowly. It reaches its maximum for the 

first time at about 250=t , then decreases until 300=t  before reaching its 

maximum for the second time at about 340=t . From this moment on, the 

surplus no longer changes. However, the system has not yet attained its 

stable state. Convergence takes place at 400=t . What happens between 

these two periods? During this time, the requirements of unoccupied work-

ers and firms continue to fall until they reach their minimum values. 

By carrying out numerous simulations using the same initial situation, 

we can construct an empirical distribution of the convergence time. This 

distribution turns out to be highly skewed. Figure (2.4) represents the chart  

Fig. 2.3. Evolution of surplus 
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Fig. 2.4. Chart of convergence time distribution 

Fig. 2.5. Chart of distribution of convergence time logarithms 
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of convergence time distribution for the model described above with 10 

workers and 10 firms and with over 40000 simulations. To recover sym-

metry, we can convert to logarithm. Figure (2.5) thus represents the chart 

of distribution of convergence time logarithms, constructed using the same 

data as above. 

This approach, using simulation, finds an echo in experimental market 

economics. This latter makes it possible to observe transactions one by o-

ne, in a controlled environment. It sheds light on the way in which simple 

markets equilibrate over time, like the theoretical model described above. 

In particular, certain famous experiments have explored “double auction” 

markets, in which agents artificially endowed with private, exogenous res-

ervation values submit supply and demand prices (Gode and Sunder, 1993; 

Easley and Ledyard, 1993). 

2.3.3 A generalisation 

We shall now see how the ideas presented above can be generalised to ap-

ply to exchange economies comporting m  goods. Let { }nI ,...,2,1=  be the 

set of agents and { }mM ,...,2,1=  the set of goods. As above, we shall as-

sume that the transactions are performed bilaterally. Formally, the meeting 

between two individuals i  and j  is represented naturally as a function π
of I  in I  such that: 

=
=
=

jikkk

ij
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 and  fromdifferent  for  )(
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π
π
π
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Traditionally, such an application is called a “transposition”. Consequently, 

the succession of bilateral meetings is represented by a series Nt
t

∈π  of 

transpositions on I : jit =)(π  meaning that the pair { }ji,  is formed at 

time t . The properties of this series can be variable: endogenous or exoge-

nous, determinist or random. In keeping with the canonical principles de-

fined earlier, the very idea of a unified market in which competition can 

fully exert its influence requires a certain level of connexity in meetings, to 

the extent that every agent must be able to compare himself with every 

other agent. Subsequently, following the work of J. Lainé (1989), we shall 

examine a regular series of meetings, in other words a series of meetings 

constituted of an infinite succession of cycles of the same finite length 

such that every pair of agents is formed at least once during each cycle. 
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Now that this process has been defined, we must specify the transactions 

that will occur between agent i  and agent j . One of the two agents is cho-

sen, at random, as leader. Let us assume that this is agent i . He is then 

given the task of proposing the prices that will be applied during the trans-

action. As in the previous model, this relinquishment of the “price-taker” 

hypothesis is necessary because we no longer assume the presence of an 

auctioneer. In responding to the prices proposed by the leader, agent j  is 

assumed to act passively and non-strategically. His sole reaction consists 

in proposing either (1) to carry out the transactions, within the budgetary 

set imposed by the leader, which enable him to maximise his utility, if do-

ing so improves the situation he was in before the exchange; or (2) to keep 

the status quo if all the transactions, at the prices imposed, worsen his ini-

tial situation. We assume that the leader is perfectly informed about his 

partner’s behaviour. Consequently, he chooses the price system which 

maximises his own utility, taking into account the reaction of the other 

agent. Such an asymmetric procedure of negotiation is called a “Stackel-

berg procedure”. This is not to be confused with the Edgeworth procedure, 

a symmetric bilateral procedure in which, in a not completely explicit way, 

the two agents set prices so that the carrying out of exchanges improves 

both of their utilities simultaneously. 

This negotiation procedure defines a monotonic process, in other words 

a process which guarantees the non-decrease in the agents’ utility at each 

period. This procedure is undeniably very basic, as J. Lainé observed 

(1989, p. 49-50): “If, in a situation of unequal distribution of information, 

the establishment of a Stackelberg equilibrium appears probable in a game 

where the players only play once, repetition of the game and the acquisi-

tion of information about the strategies of others that this entails can only 

encourage the passive agent to manipulate the leader’s choices to his own 

advantage, by misrepresenting his preferences or by lying about the state 

of his endowment, for example. Insofar as that we neglect any dynamic in-

teraction here between successive negociations, the evolution of the mar-

ket is the result of the superposing of totally myopic and amnesic strate-

gies. Moreover, no description is offered of the means of selection of the 

leader”. The same myopia and amnesia were present in the previous 

model. It should be noted that, in this type of model, it is the large number 

and regular nature of the meetings which operates automatically to spread 

information and to enable adaptation of behaviour. Here, time is a central 

variable in the conception of individual and collective learning. This is a 

characteristic of the evolutionary approach: the duration of interactions 

compensates for the limited rationality of individual agents. 
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For each series Nt
t

∈π  and each initial state 0ω , there is a corresponding 

set of paths of allocations { }t

tx  as well as of prices { }
t

tp . The initial state 
0ω  specifies how, at time 0=t , the resources are shared out between the n

economic agents. Then, the meetings take place in accordance with { } Nt

t

∈π .

At each time t , following the meeting tπ , a new price vector tp  is pro-

posed and exchanges take place which lead to a new distribution tx  of re-

sources between the economic agents with mnt Rx +∈ . No consumption can 

occur until the process has converged. What interest us here are the asymp-

totic properties of these paths. If the above assumptions, together with the 

traditional assumptions about the form of individual preferences6 are met, 

one can demonstrate the following theorem: if the sequence { } Nt

t

∈π  is regu-

lar, all paths { }tt xp , converge to a price equilibrium { }xp, . Equilibrium 

signifies (1) that each individual allocation maximises the utility of all the 

agents, taking into account budgetary constraints and (2) that the allocation 

x  is realisable, so that IiiIiiIi iIi i wwxxwx ∈∈∈∈
==≤ )( and )( with 000 ,

where these latter denote the initial allocation of resources for all agents. 

Naturally, several accessible price equilibria exist a priori.

This result provides a partial generalisation of the results obtained ear-

lier for the labour market. It represents an important step towards the satis-

factory modeling of a decentralised economy. The interest of this result 

lies in its capacity to demonstrate that a succession of mutually independ-

ent bilateral negotiations, which therefore exhibits a priori strongly differ-

ent prices from one period to another, can lead the market to a situation in 

which a system of perfectly unified prices prevails, a system which no 

agent wishes to bring into question. However, production is not taken into 

account here. We are analysing an economy which is limited to sharing out 

the initial resources between the consumers. Furthermore, contrary to the 

labour market presented earlier, this model retains the hypothesis that con-

sumption is not permitted until equilibrium has been attained. The final 

step must be reached before consumption can be authorised. The relin-

quishing of this hypothesis can be very costly, as the total stock of goods 

exchanged will then vary from one period to the next. In the labour market 

model, working energy is consumed during each period, but it remains 

constant throughout the process because it is reproduced at an identical 

level from one period to the next. This can be explained by the particular 

nature of work as a commodity. 

                                                     

6  Strictly convex , weakly monotonic and differentiable preferences. 
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2.4 Theses and conjectures 

These first models have brought to the fore a property of capital impor-

tance in the evolutionary approach, namely self-organisation. Self-

organisation exists when a process generates properties or qualities at the 

global level which did not exist at the individual level. For example, the 

labour market analysed in this chapter draws a clear frontier, within the 

body of workers and firms, between two rigorously distinct groups – the 

active and the inactive – where analysis of the individual situations cannot 

demonstrate any qualitative difference. This emergence of new qualities 

reveals to the analyst the fact that the economic system has attained a 

higher form of order. We can interpret price unicity in the same way. It 

expresses the emergence of an ordered structure under the effect of compe-

tition, when certain conditions are satisfied. 

A second fundamental characteristic of these models can be found in the 

difference that exists between, on the one hand, the sophistication of the 

emergent collective properties and, on the other, the simplicity of individ-

ual behaviour. The modeling that has been presented does not assume so-

phisticated cognitive capacities on the part of economic agents. Most of-

ten, they are not even capable of maximisation7. They content themselves 

with comparing situations in order to choose the one which they consider 

the most profitable. This crude rationality (myopia, amnesia, responsive-

ness, comparison, inertia) is offset by the evolutionary process itself, 

which leads to the efficient adaptation of both the agents and the system. 

In evolutionary models, the duration of interactions and their repetitive 

character compensate for the limited rationality of individual agents. Intel-

ligence resides in the duration of collective learning. Everything happens 

as if the extreme sophistication of strategic thinking – constantly expecting 

the actions of others, once they have expected one’s own action, – was 

rendered unnecessary by the effective movement of exchanges and meet-

ings, which imitates reasoning. 

However, placing the emphasis on temporal dynamics obliges us to give 

their full weight to the accidents which punctuate the process and which 

lead to modifications in beliefs and behaviour. We use the term “path de-

pendency” to describe a final state which depends on the random events of 

                                                     

7  In the last model, we assume that the leader sets the price in such a way as to 

maximise his utility once he knows the passive reaction of his trading partner. 

However, such behaviour is not introduced in the labour market model. 
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the trajectory. From an evolutionary perspective, history matters. For ex-

ample, in the generalised exchange model, contrary to the labour market 

model, the final price obtained depends on the history of the meetings. 

Likewise, in the case of the labour market, the way in which the jobs are 

allocated between the workers depends on the history of the system. 

The main difficulty lies in the generalisation of the model to deal with a 

group of markets. The generalised exchange model does lead to the decen-

tralised formation of prices, but only when we hypothesise a preliminary 

phase of sequential price determination during which no concrete transac-

tion is authorised. A combined mechanism of price formation and effective 

exchanges, like the one presented in the labour market model, remains to 

be formalised for the case of multiple goods. In addition, the production of 

goods also remains to be incorporated into the model. So it can be seen 

that we are still far from possessing a truly satisfactory formalism, beyond 

the limited progress which has been covered in this chapter. 

On the other hand, certain phenomena can be examined, taking the form 

of “friction”: search costs, transaction costs and irreversible decisions. 

These phenomena, which can be internalised more easily, will be dealt 

with in chapter 4. 
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3 Game situations 

Since its foundation, “classical game theory” studies the strategic relations 

established between several actors of a social system and holds privileged 

links with “standard economic theory”. Like economic theory, game theory 

is grounded on two main assumptions asserting respectively that each actor 

follows a strongly rational behavior and that all actors are coordinated 

through some equilibrium notion. But contrary to economic theory, game 

theory considers direct relations between actors (such as bargaining rela-

tions) rather than relations mediatized by prior institutions (such as market 

transactions). Moreover, game theory is defined at a higher level of gener-

ality than economic theory as concerns the actor’s relations (any type of 

multilateral actions instead of exchanges of goods), hence the actor’s char-

acteristics (any type of preferences instead material interests). 

In a first step, game theory appeared as a convenient tool able to treat 

the empirical discrepancies observed with the Walrasian general equilib-

rium model, when some strategic relations between actors, not previously 

considered, are introduced. Some situations of imperfect competition were 

formalized in which a reduced number of producers are mutually confronted 

in relation with passive consumers and fix simultaneously the quantities and 

prices of exchanged goods. In a second step, game theory allowed to inter-

pret the Walrasian general equilibrium as a limit case of a game equilibrium 

when the strategic dimension of agents’ interactions disappears. The eco-

nomic system is seen as a big game between many producers and consum-

ers, endowed with specific characteristics and interconnected by a price sys-

tem, their number being progressively and proportionally increased. 

More recently, “evolutionnist game theory” points to the dynamic in-

teractions between actors inserted in a social network, and becomes very 

close to a parallely developing “evolutionnist economic theory”. More 

precisely, both theories are grounded on bounded rationality of the actors 

and study interaction processes repeated over time, an equilibrium state 

being only eventually obtained as an asymptotic emergent pattern. Both 

theories consider that each actor has mainly direct relations with other 

ones in some neighborhood, with some institutions which appear them-

selves as emergent structures facilitating those relations. By such, evolu-

tionary game theory abandons its strategic dimension, by neglecting the 
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crossed expectations of actors about their respective actions in favor of 

purely reactive actions of the actors in response to the observation of 

their environment. 

The only remaining difference of evolutionist game theory with regard 

to evolutionist economic theory lies, as for the classical versions of both 

theories, in its higher level of generality. It proposes a general language for 

representing the adaptive behavior of individual actors and the collective 

consequences deriving from their interactions, with some economic appli-

cations to auction mechanisms or contractual agreements. It proves theo-

retical results concerning the transitory behavior and essentially the as-

ymptotic behavior of the interaction processes, with some economic 

applications to emergence of institutions or diffusion of technologies. 

More globally, it suggests a conceptual frame which is not restricted to 

economic phenomena, but extends to political and social ones, even if the 

results obtained are drastically limited by the complexity of the phenom-

ena at hand. 

The first part of the chapter examines the methodological foundations of 

evolutionnist game theory with reference to classical game theory. The 

second part makes explicit the canonical principles already worked out or 

potentially existing for elaborating some specific model. The third part in-

troduces prototypical classes of models, based on learning or evolution 

processes, and summarizes the result they provide. The fourth part exam-

ines the achievements of evolutionist game theory and its position with re-

gard to the social sciences. 

3.1 Background and problems 

3.1.1 Principles of classical game theory 

Initiated by the founder book of von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) 

and pursued by the pioneering work of Nash (1951), classical game theory 

is grounded on some simple interaction principles between players. The 

players match in either sequential or simultaneous meetings, define and 

implement some corresponding actions and get payoffs from the conse-

quences of the combination of all actions. The players choose their actions 

in a strongly rational way, hence optimize their expected utility under 

various constraints, with regard to their beliefs about their material envi-

ronment and their opponents. The players are coordinated in some equilib-

rium state, i. e. a stationary state (in absence of perturbations from outside 
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the system) from which no player has an interest to deviate unilaterally. 

These three principles are examined successively. 

In the first place, the game is structurally described by the opportunities 

of each player, the utility he gets from the conjunction of opportunities and 

the beliefs he holds about the preceding characteristics. In “normal form” 

(or “strategic form”), the game is formalized by a game matrix, which 

combines the possible actions of the players (and eventual states of nature) 

and expresses the utilities which are obtained for each combination of ac-

tions (and states). In “extensive form” (or “developed form”), the game is 

formalized by a game tree, which details the successive alternate moves of 

the players (and eventual states of nature) and indicates the utilities which 

are obtained for each path in the tree. The extensive form can be reduced 

to the normal form thanks to the notion of strategy, a strategy being de-

fined by the action the player plays at each node where he has the move. 

Then, each player is endowed with a strong rationality, both cognitive 

rationality in order to adapt his representations to his information and in-

strumental rationality in order to adapt his means to his objectives. Strong 

cognitive rationality implies that the player forms a perfect expectation of 

the future play of the game, by considering a correct specification of the 

game structure and a perfect and complete information on its past play. 

Strong instrumental rationality involves that the player choses an action by 

maximizing his expected utility (taking into account the random environ-

ment) under various individual and institutional constraints. Note that the 

same rationality applies to the actor for individual decision in a risky envi-

ronment and in game theory, the “strategic uncertainty” about the opponent 

being in some sense “naturalized” in a “physical uncertainty”. 

Finally, an equilibrium notion characterizes the social configurations in 

which the players’ actions are compatible, and leads to study the existence 

and multiplicity of the corresponding equilibrium states. In a normal-form 

game, a Nash equilibrium is a state where each action of a player is a best 

response to the others (equilibrium) actions, hence results from a fixed 

point of the best response functions. In an extensive-form game, a sub-

game perfect equilibrium is obtained by a backward induction procedure, 

each player playing at each time his best action, knowing the future best 

actions of all players. If these definitions explain the stability of some 

equilibrium state once established, they do not explain how an equilibrium 

state is achieved, except by introducing a fictitious entity, the Nash regula-

tor, who appears as the precise counterpart in game theory of the Walra-

sian auctioneer. 
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3.1.2 Limits of classical game theory 

Classical game theory, in its original form, is based on very stringent as-

sumptions as concerns the behavior and coordination of the players, but 

has tried to weaken them progressively. The players may be endowed with 

uncertain beliefs, either structural uncertainty on game rules and oppo-

nents’ (or nature’s) characteristics, or factual uncertainty on past oppo-

nents’ actions (or nature’s states) (Harsanyi, 1967). The players are en-

dowed with bounded individual rationality, which constraints their 

reasoning abilities and leads them to chose suboptimal actions (Rubinstein, 

1994). The players’ actions are no more coordinated towards an equilib-

rium state by the Nash regulator, but by crossed expectations on their ac-

tions and on their underlying determiners (Aumann, 1974). These limits 

will be examined successively. 

First, classical game theory attempted to internalize the informational 

limits of the players by introducing sophisticated forms of uncertainty into 

the usual equilibrium notions. On the one hand, if he is not well aware of 

the opponents’ determiners assumed to be summarized in their types, a 

player gets endowed with a probability distribution on their possible types, 

eventually obtained from a common probability distribution. On the other 

hand, if he is not aware of his opponents’ past actions (symbolized by dif-

ferent nodes in the game tree), a player treats globally as an “information 

set” the nodes of the tree between which he cannot discriminate. More 

generally, it is usually assumed that any type of uncertainty can be reduced 

to a probabilistic form and even that this uncertainty is common knowl-

edge among players (“each knows that the other knows that …”). 

Second, classical game theory tried to internalize the computational 

limits of the players by introducing various forms of (cognitive) bounded 

rationality in the equilibrium notions. On the one hand, a player may be 

considered as acting as a finite state automaton, which is only able to im-

plement strategies which are not too complex, especially strategies which 

only involve a bounded memory. On the other hand, a player is consid-

ered as a limited reasoning device, constrained by computing costs or as-

trained to finite internal states, which prevents him for instance to con-

sider crossed beliefs above a given level. More generally, the players 

may still try to optimize their behavior on simplified decision problems 

or to treat the real decision problems with methods that are only ap-

proached ones. 

Third, classical game theory gave “cognitive justifications” to its usual 

equilibrium functions, by assuming that the players are able, by their sole 
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reasoning, to substitute for the Nash regulator. Contrary to weaker equilib-

rium notions, the justification of Nash equilibrium requires not only com-

mon knowledge of the game structure, of the players’ rationality and of the 

players’ independence of play and a common prior on actions, but even 

common knowledge of their respective conjectures, i. e. their expectations 

of others’ actions. The subgame perfect equilibrium is easier to justify, 

since it just needs a common knowledge of the game structure and players’ 

rationality, as well as of players’ independence of play. In fact, the players 

are again endowed with exceptional informational and computational ca-

pacities, not only in order to single out an equilibrium notion, but to select 

an equilibrium state in case of multiplicity. 

3.1.3 Principles of evolutionist game theory 

Evolutionist game theory, initiated twenty years ago (Maynard Smith, 

1982) and still developing (Weibull, 1995; Young, 1998), aims at introduc-

ing soft assumptions concerning the adaptation of players along their dy-

namic interactions. The players have some reduced information on their 

opponents’ characteristics together with a limited spatially local and tem-

porally bounded information on the past play of the game. The players are 

endowed with bounded rationality, their beliefs reducing at best to extrapo-

lative expectations and their actions contenting with going in the right di-

rection with regard to objectives. However, they are engaged in sequential 

encounters, in such a way that the repetitive work of time makes up for the 

role of the Nash regulator or of the crossed expectations. These three fea-

tures will now be specified. 

In the first place, evolutionist game theory considers the information 

gathered by a player as a by-product of his actions, considered as material 

rather than informational ones. Information concerns exceptionally some 

aspects of the game structure, either the utility (for the concerned player or 

his opponents) which may result from players’ conjoint actions or even the 

opponents’ prior beliefs. Information concerns more usually the sequence 

of actions implemented by the player’s opponents, at least in some “infor-

mation neighborhood”, the player being assumed to know his own past ac-

tions. Information concerns finally the consequences of conjoint past ac-

tions, the utilities that the player gained by these consequences, and even 

the utilities that the other players got through their own actions. 

As well, evolutionist game theory conceives the player’s rationality as 

essentially adaptive, in the sense that the player reacts to the past informa-

tion by adjusting the parameters of a given choice rule. Cognitive rational-
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ity is grounded on a stationarity assumption as concerns player’s environ-

ment, the observed past actions or utilities being supposed to continue in 

average in the future. Instrumental rationality is grounded on an improving 

rather than an optimizing point of view, the choice rules being conceived 

in order to shift incrementally the action towards increasing utility. More-

over, the choice rules, now made duly explicit, incorporate the possibility 

of random deviations from their normal course, in order to explore from 

time to time the consequences of actions not spontaneously implemented. 

Finally, evolutionist game theory postulates that the players, sometimes 

gathered in homogenous populations, meet systematically or randomly in a 

repeated and generally infinite sequence of repetitions of the same stage 

game. Each player meets only players situated in an “interaction neighbor-

hood”, grounded on a spatial proximity criterion or a qualitative similarity 

criterion and possibly evolving endogenously over time. The players are 

engaged in a global dynamic process which, in some cases, converges as-

ymptotically towards an equilibrium state, and gives a “evolutionist justifi-

cation” to the associated equilibrium notion. Moreover, if the process con-

verges, it leads (at least in probability when including random terms) 

towards some equilibrium state univocally defined by initial conditions, 

given context and past history, and gives therefore a constructive answer to 

the equilibrium multiplicity problem. 

3.1.4 Taxonomy of evolutionist game models 

In a first family of game models, the players follow an “epistemic learning” 

where they revise progressively their beliefs according to their observa-

tions and where they define consequently their actions. Each player is en-

dowed with structural information about his own utilities stated in the 

stage game matrix and receives factual information about the opponents’ 

past sequence of moves. He has a weakened cognitive rationality which al-

lows him to revise his beliefs on his opponent through various heuristic 

rules and to expect (at least in a probabilistic form) his future action. He 

has a myopic instrumental rationality since, if he always maximizes his 

utility function given the expectation of other’s behavior, his best response 

is computed only as concerns the present period and not the future ones. 

In a second family of game models, the players follow a “behavioral 

learning” where they reinforce the actions which have shown a good per-

formance in the past and inhibit the actions which have shown a bad per-

formances. Each player possesses no more structural information about 

others’ characteristics and obtains factual information only on the utilities 
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he got with his own past actions (and eventually the utilities got by the 

others). He has a cognitive rationality reduced to the conviction that the ac-

tions which succeeded in the past, in the sense of an aggregated utility in-

dex associated with each action, will still succeed in the future. His in-

strumental rationality is even more bounded, since he chooses randomly an 

action, however without neglecting anyone, with a probability which is in-

creasing with its index. 

In a third family of game models, the players follow an “evolutionary 

process”, inspired by evolutionary biology, where they reproduce in pro-

portion to the payoffs they obtain in random and local interactions. Each 

player is decomposed in several subpopulations of agents using all the 

same strategy, subpopulation which is characterized by its proportion in 

the whole player-population. Each agent, hence endowed with a fixed 

strategy, renounces to any information (except for implementing his strategy 

if depending on the past) and has a cognitive as well as instrumental ration-

ality reduced to nil. Each agent reproduces increasingly with the utility he 

obtains through a random interaction, in virtue of a “selection mechanism” 

which is not made explicit, and may nevertheless change his strategy along 

an exogenous random law, reflecting a “mutation mechanism”. 

These families of models are relevant according to the game context, epis-

temic learning allowing a fast adaptation to a regular environment while be-

havioral learning allows a slow adaptation to a turbulent environment. 

Moreover, the models can be combined in hybrid ones, for instance when 

players are guided by some type of learning and simultaneously selected 

along their expectation or choice rules. Finally, the behavioral learning mod-

els are isomorphic to the evolutionary ones, the probability for a player to 

choose a strategy being replaced by the proportion of agents of a given sub-

population to use that strategy. The two first families appear then as the most 

interesting since they obey precisely to methodological individualism and al-

low the players with a sufficient rationality (Walliser, 1998). 

3.1.5 Limits of evolutionist game theory 

Evolutionist game theory, under its primitive form, is grounded on rather 

restrictive assumptions, even if it tries to compensate for them in its con-

temporary developments. Information gathering, reduced to a passive 

form, implies no voluntary process induced by the player in order to get 

original data and is insensible to the problem of ambiguity of the obtained 

messages. Behavior rules, always defined exogenously, do not make pre-

cise the cognitive processes necessary to implement them, and do not con-
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sider their possible dynamic adaptation to context and history. The global 

system stays stationary in its structure, without a chance for the environ-

ment to evolve or innovate and without the consideration of nested time 

scales leading to corresponding equilibria. These limits are successively 

examined now. 

First, evolutionist game theory considers information as resulting exclu-

sively from the immediate and transparent observation of past spontaneous 

actions of the players and of their consequences. Players have no direct 

ways of communicating (except when one introduces initially communica-

tion actions), which could allow them to share their plans of action and 

even exchange their objectives or beliefs. They do not try to reveal from 

the opponents’ observed actions their underlying preferences or represent-

tations in order to rebuild at least some part of the missing structural in-

formation. They face no difficulty in giving a clear and univoque sense to 

the information they get, and even succeed in giving a common interpreta-

tion to the shared information without need for further concertation. 

Second, evolutionist game theory assumes that the players follow expec-

tation and choice rules which, even if of various degrees of sophistication, 

are endorsed definitely and implemented in a mechanistic way. These be-

havior rules, even if they precisely associate a final action to the past ob-

servations, are not adapted to context since a player may refine his behav-

ior according to its analyzed complexity and instability. These behavior 

rules, even if their parameters are adjusted to past experience, are not 

adapted to history since a player may try to change his mind if he observes 

that he is “locked in” a suboptimal situation. These behavior rules, even if 

flexible, are not integrated in a whole hierarchy of learning modes where a 

player shifts from one level to another if his actions are not producing the 

expected results. 

Third, evolutionist game theory assumes that the game is implemented 

by the players without surprises, since it is astrained to a fixed structure as 

concerns the players’ characteristics and their common environment. At 

short term, the players adjust progressively their actions to their observa-

tions and innovate at best by their purely random deviations from their 

spontaneous actions without considering original actions. At long term, if 

the system converges, it is towards a ponctual, cyclical or chaotic attractor, 

even if the random factors may direct him towards such and such equilib-

rium state or even lead it to jump from one equilibrium state to another. 

Globally, the process is not structured along several temporal scales, de-

fined in function of the speed of evolution of environmental variables and 

the speed of adaptation of players’ action variables. 
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3.1.6 Epistemological status of evolutionist games 

Evolutionist game theory, which develops models which are more diversi-

fied but less sophisticated than those of classical game theory, differs from 

it on epistemological grounds too. An evolutionist model is no more stud-

ied by exclusive appeal to analytical resolution methods, but is analyzed 

by simulation methods which aim at marking out the space of conse-

quences. An evolutionist model still attributes to players some mental 

states, but these are less revealed through players’ actions than directly as-

sessed by interrogation of players about their expectations or utilities. An 

evolutionist model is not considered as normatively recommanding prescrip-

tions to the players, but essentially considered as positively providing de-

scriptions of players’ behaviors. These questions are successively examined. 

First, since the classical models are in few numbers due to the unique 

expression of the players’ strong rationality and the lack of prior players’ 

networks, the consequences in terms of equilibrium states are calculated by 

analytical way. Conversely, since the evolutionist models are far more 

various and complex due to the extreme combinatory of players’ behaviors 

and relationships, the dynamic consequences are sometimes necessarily 

computed by simulation. Such a simulation, achieved by the modeller and 

unreachable by the players, describes the transitory and asymptotic conse-

quences of any system and allows to study its robustness. It also brings to 

the fore the multiplicity of models explaining the same phenomenon, 

hence the necessity to compute all the testable consequences of each 

model, in order to be able to empirically differenciate them. 

Second, for classical models, under the assumption of players’ strong ra-

tionality, it is usual to consider that their beliefs and preferences may be 

and have to be revealed from the chosen actions, which are the only ob-

servables. At the contrary, for evolutionary models, the mental states shift 

from an instrumentalist status to a more realistic status, especially as con-

cerns the utility attributed by the players to the consequences of their ac-

tions. In learning models, utility is always treated as a mental state, but one 

assumes that it can be directly expressed by the players, either experienced 

as concerns its past occurences or expected as concerns its future occur-

ences. In evolutionary models, utility is reduced to “fitness”, which is un-

conscious for the players and is ideally observed by the modeller through 

the reproduction rates assumed to be proportional. 

Third, in classical models, the equilibrium strategies are often consid-

ered as strategies suggested by the modeller to strongly rational players, 

and are judged as concerns their mutual compatibility ensuring their stabil-

ity. Conversely, in evolutionist models, the dynamic strategies are always 
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considered as resulting from behaviors described by the modeller, without 

a precise justification from the point of view of the players. According to 

that shift from a normative to a positive vision, in order to confront the 

models to the facts, the laboratory experiments are increasing, at the fron-

tier of economics and cognitive psychology. It follows essentially a “pro-

jective form”, when testing the consequences of pregiven models, rather 

than an “inductive form”, when extracting some behavior regularities from 

free observations. 

3.2 Canonical principles 

An evolutionist game can be defined by means of five principles stated by 

the modeller: satisfaction, confrontation, information, evaluation and deci-

sion. The satisfaction principle refers to the utility obtained by each player, 

which is supposed to depend on the strategies played by all the interacting 

players. The confrontation principle gives insights into the way people in-

teract, namely by stating the meeting assumptions. The information princi-

ple is about information gathering: each agent is meant to collect informa-

tion on the way the game is played, for example by looking for past played 

actions and/or past associated utilities. The evaluation principle makes 

precise the way information is processed and interpreted, in order to get 

condensed aggregated information, on which the future choices may be 

based on. The decision principle refers to the many potential ways players 

take their decision, given the aggregated information at their disposal. 

3.2.1 The satisfaction principle 

The satisfaction principle is the only principle common to both evolution-

ist and classical game theory. It requires that, in addition to the set of play-

ers, the set of strategies available to each of them, one specifies for each 

player a utility function, which defines his payoff at each issue of the game 

(which may be repeated). It specifies the set of players, the set of strategies 

available to each of them as well as his utility function, i. e. his payoff at 

each issue of the stage game. The opportunities and preferences of the 

players are supposed to be given (to the modeller) at the beginning of the 

game and stay unchanged. 

The standard illustration, systematically used in the future, is the “tech-

nology game”. It represents the coordination problem faced by two firms, 

1 and 2, which have to choose among two technologies, A and B. The 

technology B, in contrast to the technology A, is a state-of- the-art- tech-
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nology: both firms, if they both choose B, better perform -they both get 4 -

than if they both choose A -they both get 2. When one firm uses technol-

ogy A and the other technology B, the first firm gets b and the second c,

these parameters being further specified. Note that this game is symmetric 

whatever the values assigned to b and c (firms A and B have the same 

strategy set and achieve the same payoffs in symmetric issues). The corre-

sponding game matrix, a symmetric matrix, is the following: 

Table 3.1. Technology game 

 A2 B2 

A1 (2,2) (b,c) 

B1 (c,b) (4,4) 

In a first variant of the technology game, looking like Rousseau’s stag hunt 

game, one states b=1 and c=0. It means that the inferior technology A, bet-

ter mastered than technology B, can be used alone (with a reduced payoff). 

Conversely, the superior technology B, which needs to develop, is bad 

when used alone. In this variant, the technology A is less risky than tech-

nology B, in that it yields a payoff which less depends on the choice of the 

other firm (the payoff is between 1 and 2 for technology A, in contrast to 

0 and 4 for technology B). The corresponding matrix is the following 

(variant 1): 

Table 3.2. Technology game, variant 1 

 A2 B2 

A1 (2,2) (1,0) 

B1 (0,1) (4,4)  

The stage game may be isolated or part of a bigger game, which is poten-

tially much more complex. A stage game is isolated when the payoffs of 

the confronted players at a given period are independent of the behavior of 

all other players, which potentially play the same game, at the present (and 

preceding) periods. Some degree of isolation is necessary for a game to be 

studied in an evolutionist way; more precisely, in case of lack of the isola-

tion assumption, it is possible to address the game only if the stage game 
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smoothly changes from one period to the other, due to the evolution of the 

global game, whose impact is felt only progressively. So the technology 

game is perhaps not necessarily an isolated game: the prices of both tech-

nologies A and B, and therefore the benefits achieved with each of them, 

may depend on the behavior of other firms having to choose among the 

technologies A and B (and possibly other technologies), as well as on the 

behavior of consumers supposed to buy the product produced by means of 

the different technologies. 

3.2.2 The confrontation principle 

Players play repeatedly, a finite or infinite number of times, a n-player 

stage game. The stage game is a non cooperative game in the usual sense, 

in normal or extensive form. The payoffs of the players are aggregated 

thanks to some discount rate (see chapter 1). 

The n-player stage game is supposed to be played by n players or, more 

usually in evolutionist games, by n populations of agents, each agent of the 

population i playing the role of player i. In each period, several n-uplets of 

individuals are randomly drawn from the n populations (or subsets of these 

n populations), one agent from each population, and each n-uplet of agents 

plays the game. The interactions may be more or less numerous at each pe-

riod. On one side, a single n-uplet is constituted in a random way. On the 

other side, all possible n-uplets are formed. In the technology game, if each 

firm is represented by an equal number of agents (each agent having a 

given technology), each agent of one population may meet one firm of the 

other population or many combinations can be sorted out. 

A usual distinction about meetings concerns the “multi-population” or 

the “mono-population” approach. The multi-population approach is avail-

able for any game and corresponds to differenciated players. Agents from 

a given population meet agents from the other populations. By contrast, 

the mono-population approach is reserved to symmetric games when 

players are considered as interchangeable. Agents form a unique popula-

tion and meet any agents from that population. For a symmetric game, 

the two approaches are then available while only the first is available for 

non symmetric games. For example, one may study the technology game 

with two populations of agents, namely if the two firms are not located in 

the same place and if the game can only confront firms not located in a 

same place, but also with only one population of agents if the firms are 

interchangeable. 
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A second distinction about meetings makes a difference between “global 

interaction” and “local interaction”. In a local interaction model, the agents 

which an agent may meet in a given period belong to subsets of the other 

population(s). These subsets figure agent’s local “interaction neighborhood”. 

For example, in some traditional evolutionist games, agents are located on a 

one or two dimensional space, like a circle or a torus, and the interaction 

neighborhood spontaneously includes agents who are physically near them. 

By contrast, in a global interaction model, each agent may meet any agent in 

the opponent population(s). Global interaction is just a special case of local 

interaction (the size of the subsets is the cardinality of the populations). For 

instance, the technology game may be played by firms situated on a circle 

and a firm meets only the firms at its right and left. 

Large and global interactions assist anonymity. By anonymity, one 

means that the agents who meet do not know each other; the important 

point is that, given that they unlikely meet again, they are unable to de-

velop strategies that require a long term interaction between them. It auto-

matically follows that the stage game is really the game played and subject 

to learning over time. If anonymity were not respected, the played and 

learned game would become the repeated stage game, in which it is possi-

ble to build threats and reputation effects, which is not the aim of the evo-

lutionist approach of a game. Of course, this does not mean that evolution-

ary game theory cannot address repeated games: if the purpose is to learn 

about a T period repeated game, then one has to suppose that the n agents 

of a same n-uplet meet exactly T times before one randomly draws new n-

uplets of agents. It derives that local interaction models, to avoid the 

switch from the study of the stage game to the study of the repeated stage 

game, have to introduce assumptions, like limited memory or limited ra-

tionality, in order to prevent repetition effects. It also follows that not all 

games adapt to the evolutionist framework. For example, if the technology 

game is played by two oligopolistic firms, then there is no anonymity: both 

firms, called on to make a technology choice in each period, link future 

choices to past choices of the usually met opponent, hence construct 

strategies over a finite number of periods. 

In case of large and global interactions (Kandori-Mailath -Rob, 1993; 

Axelrod, 1984), each strategy is confronted to many, sometimes all possi-

ble strategies of the opponents. It follows that each strategy provides a 

mean payoff, which may be rapidly learned by each agent if the informa-

tional context is rich enough. By contrast, in case of few interactions, or if 

each agent in each population is confronted to only one randomly drawn 

(n-1)-uplet in the (n-1) opponent populations (Robson and Vega Redondo, 
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1996), the randomness of the different meetings may have an impact on 

the evolution of the system. Namely, a strategy may diffuse only because 

the agents who played it, met (according to the random draw process) 

agents whose behavior made this strategy, fortunately or unfortunately, 

successful. For example in the first variant of the technology game, viewed 

as a mono- population game, the game, starting from a context with an 

equal number of agents playing A and of agents playing B, can switch to a 

state where everybody chooses technology A, as well as to a state where 

everybody chooses technology B. In fact, if every A playing agent meets a 

B playing agent, A performs better than B (1 is higher than 0), which may 

lead everybody to choose the A technology (by imitation of the best per-

forming strategy). By contrast, if the A playing agents only meet A playing 

agents and if the B playing agents luckily only meet B playing agents, then 

B performs better than A (4 against 2) and everybody may choose the B 

technology. 

3.2.3 The information principle 

In classical economics, the players are endowed with much structural in-

formation and the structure of the game may even be common knowledge. 

In evolutionist game theory, the required structural information is much 

less constraining. A player usually (at least partially) knows his strategy 

set, but he may ignore his preferences over the possible issues. A player 

may ignore the characteristics of the other players (their strategy sets, their 

information, their preferences), the way he is confronted to them, and even 

that he is involved in a game. For example, in the technology game, each 

player may partly or completely ignore the costs and the efficiency of 

each technology given the choice of the other firm, and he may be un-

aware of the fact that the opponent has also to choose between the same 

two technologies. 

In evolutionary games, factual information grows thanks to repetition. 

The repetition of the same stage game allows each agent to gather two 

types of information. On the one hand, he gathers information on the past 

actions played by his opponents (he is supposed to know his own past ac-

tions). On the other hand, he gets information on the utility provided by 

each of his past played action. He may also collect some information about 

the payoffs achieved by the opponents for different profiles of played 

strategies. Information is supposed to be non ambiguous, in the sense that 

one can categorize it (information on actions, information on utilities) and 

that it is one to one associated to a given player and to a given action. In-
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formation is also more or less reliable; so the information may consist in 

an interval of values including the true one, sometimes in probability dis-

tributions over such an interval. In the technology game for example, repe-

tition of the game may lead each firm to observe the technology chosen by 

the opponent and may provide, with more or less reliability, information 

on the payoffs achieved thanks to this choice. 

Usually, the information which can be collected by a player over time is 

limited in space: an agent is namely unable to gather information outside 

of his “information neighborhood”. This neighborhood is generally in-

cluded in the interaction neighborhood, but not necessarily. Even inside 

the information neighborhood, a player may only get information on a 

random sample of agents. The size of this sample may range from one 

agent to the cardinality of the neighborhood set. A player may even only 

learn (from an organization external to the game) aggregated information 

about the most played past action or statistics about the payoffs assigned 

to some actions. Finally information gathering is not systematic during 

time. In the technology game for example, a firm may deliberately 

choose to observe the opponent’s technology choice only in some peri-

ods, more or less spaced out, the interval between two information peri-

ods being regular or random. 

Up to now, we only talked about passive information, that is to say in-

formation which automatically derives from the play of the game. But a 

player may also be more active in his search of information. On the one 

hand, he may buy the information collected by external specialized or-

ganizations, or get information by communicating with the other players. 

On the other hand, he may actively construct his information, for exam-

ple by deliberately testing new strategies, in order to lead the players to a 

new trajectory of actions and payoffs, which provides him new original 

information. Such a behavior is frequent when the stage game is not 

well-known in the early periods of play. If so, exploration of new actions 

allows to investigate new parts of the game matrix (or of the game tree); 

for example, it allows to discover personal payoffs assigned to actions 

and reactions to actions, which have not been played up to now. In the 

technology game, a firm, even if satisfied with the older technology A, 

may test the new technology B, in order to discover if it really leads to 

the expected efficiency; a player may also discover, by switching to the 

new technology, that this switch leads the opponent to opt for a third 

technology, not available to himself, a possibility he ignored before the 

switch.
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3.2.4 The evaluation principle 

In a first step, a player may mainly focus on the distribution of past played 

strategies in his information neighborhood. Limited memory and limited 

ability of the player induces limits on the history of plays observed. An 

agent may forget any information which dates back more than k periods, 

and he may only focus on a sample of actions, possibly randomly drawn 

among the k last plays. On basis of this information, an agent can calculate 

the frequency with which each strategy has been played, as well as many 

other statistical properties of the sequence of past observed strategies, 

which may have an impact on his future play. More ambitiously, an agent 

can try to discover patterns of behaviors, like cycles of opponents’ actions 

or types of reactions to actions. For example, in the technology game, a 

firm may be content with observing the technology chosen by its opponent 

in the three last periods in order to choose the most often selected technol-

ogy; but a firm may also look for some regularities, like for example a sys-

tematic imitation by the opponent agent in each period of her technology 

choice in preceding periods. 

In a similar way, a player may focus on the payoffs associated to differ-

ent past strategies, played by himself and by the agents in his information 

neighborhood. Of course, limited memory and limited ability may again 

limit the sequence of observed past payoffs. The gathered information may 

be used to construct statistical indicators for each strategy, like the mean 

payoff or the weighted sum of payoffs provided, the weights (possibly) de-

creasing with earlier periods. He may also observe some structural patterns 

about payoffs such as their dispersion. In the technology game, a firm may 

study the sequence of payoffs assigned to both technologies, in order to 

adopt the most efficient one; but it may also focus on the dispersion of the 

obtained payoffs, in order to adopt the less risky technology. 

In a second step, after having collected and calculated the above factual 

information, a player can try to infer some structural information about 

strategies and preferences and even beliefs. Observing that an opponent 

plays many different actions allows to deduce that he has a large strategy 

set, and leads to enrich this set each time a new strategy is observed. Ob-

serving that the opponent’s actions exhibit some regularities may lead to 

infer that he follows a dynamic strategy which can be function of the past 

history of plays. Observing that the payoffs he obtained with a same action 

are highly dispersed, allows him to deduce that the opponents have large 

strategy sets in the stage game. Likewise, the collected information on the 

past actions of an opponent helps to infer information on his preferences -
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provided that he plays in a rational way- and therefore to build (part of) the 

utility matrix of the game. But of course inferring opponents’ preferences 

is often a complex, sometimes impossible task, because it requires strong 

assumptions (even stronger than in decision theory) about their rationality. 

Yet, fortunatly, this is not always true. In the technology game, a firm may 

discover that he plays a coordination game, for example by observing both 

that the other firm always strives to choose in a period the technology he 

chose himself in the preceding period, and that his own payoffs are higher 

if both firms choose the same technology than in the reverse case. 

Of course, the revelation and deduction of structural characteristics of 

the game require that the structure of the game is sufficiently stationary. 

Learning is possible only if the speed of learning (endogenous change) is 

higher than the speed of evolution of the learned characteristics of the 

game (exogenous change). If the context of play (stage game, interaction 

or information neighborhoods ) changes too fast, agents have to content 

with observing this fact and the best they can do is to adopt an adapted 

way of behavior. For example, they may choose a cautious strategy, which 

leads to payoffs that do not much depend on the play of the other players 

and on the evolution of the context. By contrast, if the context of play 

changes in a slowly way, the players may learn about the way some struc-

tural variables change over time. For example, a player may be able to 

learn the evolution of his interaction neighborhood and the way it changes 

(endogenously by creation or destruction of links between players, exoge-

nously by addition or deletion of a player), just by observing its evolution 

in the past, provided the evolution is not too fast and not too anarchical. In 

the technology game, a firm can easily observe that some other firms ap-

pear or disappear. 

In a third step, each player may form anticipations on the future actions 

of his opponents, and these anticipations, as well as the way they are 

formed, are more or less sophisticated. A player may build anticipations in 

a simple way: for example, banking on a stationarity assumption, he just 

supposes that the probability with which the opponents play their different 

strategies in the future is the frequency with which they played them in the 

past. A more elaborated anticipation uses the regularities observed in the 

past behavior of the opponents to infer their potential strategies in the fu-

ture. Even more sophisticated anticipations can be formed if an agent is 

partly informed about the beliefs and preferences of his opponents, in 

which case he may strive to predict their behavior (given an assumed level 

of rationality of the opponents). In the technology game for example, each 

firm may base on the frequency of the opponent’s past choices of each 
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technology to extrapolate the opponent’s future behavior. But he may also 

consider that the other firm has a dynamic strategy on which he formed a 

probability distribution in order to expect his next choice. 

Likely, given his past payoffs, each player can define an “aspiration 

threshold”, i. e. a normative indicator of the level of utility to reach (or to 

avoid). Such a threshold, which is not conditional to each action, is ad-

justed over time, according to the more or less easiness with which the 

agent (or agents in his neighborhood) has reached it in the past. In fact, the 

agent uses a dynamic “satisficing” model, but there is a (unique) threshold 

defined on the synthetic utility rather than (several) thresholds defined on 

partial objectives. The threshold may be adjusted at each period or only 

after a given number of periods (this number may evolve and depend on 

the size of the difference between the aspiration level and the observed 

payoffs). The threshold is lowered if the observed payoffs are durably 

lower than the threshold, it is risen in the reverse case. In the technology 

game for example, each firm can define aspiration levels it strives to 

reach or even to go beyond, albeit it has only two actions at disposal to 

achieve this aim. 

3.2.5 The decision principle 

A player draws on all the preceding calculated indices to make his choice. 

In classical game theory, it may be difficult to calculate the player’s cho-

sen strategy, for instance when the game has no or many equilibria. By 

contrast, in evolutionist game theory, an agent always plays, each time he 

is called on to do so, despite his possible lack of information and rational-

ity. In fact, the way he plays just takes these failings into account, being 

sometimes very unsophisticated from a strategic point of view. The impor-

tant point is that the mere fact of playing has two consequences. On the 

one hand, regardless of the strategic content of the actions, playing draws 

the game toward a particular direction depending on the played actions. On 

the other hand, playing diffuses information on the game through the 

played actions. Diffusion of information takes a strategic dimension: each 

agent may be conscious that the information conveyed by his actions can 

be used by other players to their advantage. Acquisition of information is 

favored in some respects. The exploitation behavior, taking advantage of 

the already obtained information is often followed and completed by an 

exploration behavior, which aims at providing new information. 

Exploitation behavior may be more or less sophisticated. At one ex-

treme, it may reduce to “inert behavior”, which consists in repeating the 
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same action, or rather in keeping over time the same probability distribu-

tion over actions. At the other extreme, “optimizing behavior” consists in 

only choosing the best action, as regards the value of an index associated 

to each action. Inbetween, “probabilistic behavior” consists in playing each 

action with a probability proportional to the value of an index assigned to 

each action. In fact, the probabilistic behavior has two limit cases: the one 

is random behavior (which leads to the play of every action with the same 

probability), the other is optimising behavior (only the best action, as re-

gards the value of the index, is played). Probabilistic and optimising be-

havior can be adjusted to all kinds of information available, namely infor-

mation on actions and information on payoffs. For example, an imitation 

model, in which each action is played with a probability that is function of 

the frequency of its play in the past, is a probabilistic behavior model, 

based on an action frequency index. A reinforcement model, in which the 

probability of play of an action is function of its performance in the past, is 

also a probabilistic behavior model, based on a past observed payoff index. 

A best-reply model, in which an agent plays the action that maximizes his 

payoff given the past profile of opponents’ strategies, is an optimisation 

model, based on a calculated utility derived from a past action index. 

The behaviors of the different players are not necessarily similar. One 

may suppose that some players behave in a very mechanical way, whereas 

others behave in a more strategic way and even internalize the behavior of 

the first ones. The behaviors are also more or less synchronized given the 

more or less similarity either of the choice rules or of the information of 

the agents. For instance, imitation behaviors create strong correlation 

among actions, whereas reinforcement behavior leaves more scope to per-

sonal stories. Likely, behaviors may adjust more quickly if the agents 

choose to diffuse all their information through their actions than if they 

choose to impede the diffusion of information. 

More generally, the way of behavior may evolve over time, according to 

different setting off mechanisms. In one way, a player may switch from a 

passive behavior to a more sophisticated behavior when he gets more in-

formation and observes that he is locked-in a suboptimal situation. For ex-

ample, a player may observe that his imitation behavior, very fruitful at the 

beginning of the game, becomes harmful after a given time, and therefore 

may turn to a more autonomous way of behavior. In the other way, a 

player may switch from an optimisation behavior to a more inert behavior, 

when he evolves from a stable interaction context to a turbulent context, in 

which the value of the utility index assigned to each action rapidly and 

strongly changes over time. But the transition, sometimes very rough, from 
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one way of behavior to another one, requires decisions at two levels of 

learning (action and way of behavior) and is still not much studied in the 

evolutionary literature. 

Exploration behavior is generally more simple. In fact, exploration ap-

pears frequently as a perturbation of the exploitation process and is imple-

mented in specific circumstances. More precisely, a player may introduce 

randomly some strategy or a new agent-strategy may be randomly intro-

duced in the population of agents. In fact, the selected strategy (or agent-

strategy) may be randomly chosen in the initial strategy set or even in an 

extended strategy set. In the last case, the original strategy is designed in 

the neighborhood of an already used strategy (mutation) or by mixing be-

tween already existing strategies (crossing over). However, a strategy may 

be selected in a more oriented manner, along a probability distribution on the 

initial strategy set. If an original strategy is introduced, it is around a strategy 

having worked well in the past. The introduction of a new strategy may be 

infinitesimal or more important, on one period or on successive periods. 

Exploration behavior is also characterized by the way it is correlated 

among the players. In particular, a binomial model (in which the mutation 

probabilities of the agents are independent of time and independent among 

the agents) can give rise to situations where any number of agents may 

explore in each period. By contrast, other models ensure exploration by a 

constant fraction of each population in each period. Finally, a common 

exploration behavior may follow an event exogenous to the game. In 

chess for example, the development of the computer capacities allowed 

the players to simultaneously explore many strategies they had not ex-

ploited before. 

In fact, the exploitation and exploration behaviors are frequently mixed 

into a unique behavior. For instance, the probabilistic model assigns 

strictly positive probabilities to all actions (which ensures the exploration 

behavior), but contrasted probabilities to these actions (for example higher 

probabilities to best-reply actions, which expresses the exploitation behav-

ior). Likely, a player may play the same strategy as long as his result is 

above a utility threshold (which may itself change by mutation) and shift 

towards another behavior if his utility falls under the threshold. 

A trade-off between exploitation and exploration is implicitely achieved 

by any way of behavior. Moreover, this trade-off may naturally vary with 

time. For example, a player may intensively explore in the early periods by 

trying many different strategies, and thereafter assign more and more 

weight to exploitation behavior, once a whole set of consequences have 

been observed. This is exactly what happens with the probabilistic model 
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where the probabilities of the actions become more and more concentrated 

(but is never zero for any strategy) and may even focus asymptotically on a 

unique strategy. In the technology game for example, after a procedure of 

trial and error at the beginning of the game, in order to discover the reac-

tion of the opponent and possibly the nature of the game, the firm may 

stick to the current best technology (according to a given utility index), and 

reduce exploration to a random draw of technologies from time to time, in 

order to check if the usual chosen technology is still the best one. 

3.3 Some models 

Technically, an “evolutionist game” is defined by a stage game and a dy-

namic process. The stage game is stated in normal or extensive form, and 

only defines the utilities associated with the possible combinations of ac-

tions. The dynamic process specifies the principles of confrontation, in-

formation, evaluation and decision which are at work in the repetition of 

the stage game. It is thus by specifying the dynamics that the modeler can 

introduce the actual processes she thinks are pertinent, dealing with best 

responses, learning, selection, imitation, reinforcement, and so on. 

Two kinds of contributions characterize evolutionist game theory. On 

one hand, the theory tried to find descriptions of the temporal behavior of 

the system that do not depend too much upon the detail of the considered 

dynamic process. Such results have been obtained for some classes of 

“simple” dynamic processes that only incorporate a selection or a reinforce-

ment mechanism, coupled with a mutation or exploration mechanism of low 

intensity. On the other hand, evolutionist game theory has been able to pro-

vide new insights on some specific questions like the diffusion of technolo-

gies or the genesis of institutions. Several monographs provide surveys of 

the technical achievements of evolutionist game theory, for instance May-

nard Smith (1982), Weibull (1995), Skyrms (1996), Vega-Redondo (1996), 

Samuelson (1997), Young (1998) or Fudenberg and Levine (1998). 

The models and interpretations of evolutionist game theory fluctuate be-

tween two poles: population dynamics and individual learning. In popula-

tion dynamics, there is a large number of individuals, each of whom being 

endowed with a strategy he does not control. This strategy remains constant, 

except in case of mutations, which are random and relatively rare. Within 

one population, the variations of the proportion of users of a strategy are led 

by the selection process, which favors reproduction of the best fitted indi-

viduals. By contrast, the theory of individual learning makes the hypothesis 
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that each individual can vary his strategy with time. This variation is sto-

chastic when it incorporates a certain degree of active experimentation. If it 

is not supposed that the number of individuals is large, one nevertheless 

supposes that the individuals endlessly apply the same learning rules. 

Not without generating some confusion, it is most remarkable that simi-

lar formal models appeared in such different fields as theoretical biology 

and cognitive psychology. Even if its interpretations are completely dis-

tinct, the theory of individual learning, including mimetic phenomena, 

turns out to make use of similar models and results as population dynam-

ics. The fundamental idea -- which needs to be made more explicit -- is to 

interpret the probabilities that appear in “mixed” strategies not as propor-

tions of individuals using the various pure strategies, but as propensities, 

for a single individual, to use these pure strategies. Moreover, it is possible 

to build hybrid models, with populations of learning individuals. Finally, 

even if the microeconomist is mainly interested by how interactive indi-

viduals learn, it cannot be excluded that population dynamics reveals use-

ful to understand some specific social and economic problems. 

The exposition of the models of evolutionist game theory will follow 

this distinction. The first part presents the models of population dynamics. 

It first presents the notion of an evolutionary stable state, before presenting 

different evolutionary dynamics and their asymptotic behavior. The second 

part deals with the models of individual learning, when considering inter-

acting individuals. We distinguish two families of models: learning by re-

inforcement and exploration. The third part treats of the link between rein-

forcement and exploration. First, we examine the different interpretations 

of the formalism, then we present a hybrid model. But before all, some 

general definitions need to be formally introduced. 

3.3.1 Definitions 

All concepts will be introduced with the formalism of two-player normal 

form games. Let 1X  be the set of strategies available to player 1 and, 

likewise, let 2X be player 2  strategy set (elements of these sets are “pure” 

strategies). For 11 Xx ∈  and 22 Xx ∈ , the utilities associated with the strat-

egy profile ),( 21 xx  are denoted ),( 211 xxu  for player 1 and ),( 212 xxu  for 

player 2. A game is said to be symmetric if both players play the same role 

in that game, that is to say they have the same set of available strategies 

)( 21 XXX ==  and the payoffs are such that ),(),( 121212 xxuxxu = . The 

utility of a player choosing x when the other player chooses y is then sim-

ply denoted ),( yxu , thus ),(),(),( 21 xyuyxuyxu == .
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In the technology game taken as an example, { }1,11 BAX = , { }2,22 BAX = ,

and the utilities are given by Table 3.1: 

2)2,1(1 =AAu , bBAu =)2,1(1 ,

cABu =)2,1(1 , 4)2,1(1 =BBu
(3.1)

and likewise for player 2. The technology game can be seen as a symmet-

ric game with { }BAX ,= .

If 1p  and 2p  are two probability distributions over 1X  and 2X  respec-

tively (such probability distributions are called “mixed strategies”), one 

also denotes by 1u  the expected utility: 

∈
=

11 11211211 )(),(),(
Xx

xpxxuxpu

∈ ∈
=

21 22

)()(),(),( 2211211211 Xx Xx
xpxpxxuppu

(3.2)

and likewise for 2u . Note that the preceding definition leaves open the in-

terpretation of the probabilities. They can be proportions of users in a 

population, individual propensity to use pure strategies, or temporal fre-

quencies of the occurence of pure strategies. 

For non-cooperative game theory, the central concept is Nash equilib-

rium. For a two-player game, a Nash equilibrium is a couple of strategies 

such that the strategy choosen by each player is a best response to the 

(equilibrium) strategy choosen by the other player. This definition makes 

sense with pure and mixed strategies; in the case of mixed strategies, a 

couple ),( 21

∗∗
pp  is a Nash equilibrium if for any deviations 

∗≠ 11 pp  and 
∗≠ 22 pp , one has: ),(),( 211211

∗∗∗ ≥ ppuppu  and ),(),( 212212 ppuppu
∗∗∗ ≥ .

A Nash equilibrium is stable with respect to unilateral deviations of the 

players. The equilibrium is strict if the preceding inequalities are strict; in 

that case, each player is choosing a unique best reply to the other player’s 

choice. With a finite number of pure strategies, there always exists at least 

one Nash equilibrium in mixed strategies, but there does not always exist a 

strict Nash equilibrium. When a strict equilibrium exists, it only involves 

pure strategies. 

In the first variant of the game of technologies, with 1=b  and 0=c , the 

reader will easily check that there are three Nash equilibria. Two of them 

are pure and strict: )2,1( AA  and )2,1( BB . The first equilibrium provides 

utility 2  to each player and the second one provides utility 4  to each 

player. In the third equilibrium, both player choose the mixed strategy 

)5/2,5/3(=∗p . In that equilibrium, the utility to each player is: 

5/84)25/4(1)25/6(2)25/9( =×+×+× (3.3)
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3.3.2 Population dynamics 

3.3.2.1 Evolutionary stability 

The notion of evolutionary stability was first defined, without reference to 

an explicit dynamic process, and in the context of symmetric games. One 

considers a population of individuals that choose pure strategies in X. If p

is a mixed strategy, for any pure strategy x ∈ X, the number p(x) can be in-

terpreted as the proportion in the population of individuals that use the 

strategy x . The expected utility 
∈

=
Xy

ypyxupxu )(),(),(  is the utility 

obtained on average by the use of x , in uniform interactions with a popu-

lation characterized by p. Let p and q be two mixed strategies, and con-

sider the mix of two sub-populations respectively characterized by p  and 

q , in proportions )1( ε−  and . In the whole population, individuals of the 

first sub-population get on average the utility ))1(,( qppu εε +−  and the 

other individuals the utility ))1(,( qpqu εε +− . Population dynamics will 

make the assumption that, in such a situation, the ratio εε /)1( −  will be 

modified in favor of the sub-population that gets, on average, the largest 

utility (see next section). 

By definition, a mixed strategy p  is evolutionary stable if, for any 

other mixed strategy pq ≠ , there exists an “invasion barrier” 0>ε  such 

that: 

] [ ))1(,())1(,(,,0 qpquqppu εεεεεε +−>+−∈∀ (3.4)

This means that a population that plays the mixed strategy p  cannot be 

“invaded” by any deviant small sub-population. Indeed, if such a small 

sub-population were to appear, its size would immediatly decrease even 

further. 

The notion of an evolutionary stable strategy can be compared to the no-

tion of a Nash equilibrium. An evolutionary stable strategy p necessarily 

forms a symmetric Nash equilibrium ),( pp . In fact, if ),( pp  were not such 

an equilibrium, there would exist a response q such that ),(),( ppupqu > ;

the continuity of u (with respect to its second variable) shows that, for 

small enough, one would also get: )))1(,()))1(,( qppuqpqu εεεε +−>+− .

Conversely, suppose that p is evolutionary stable, and let pq ≠ . If 

),(),( ppupqu < , then q does not invade p . If ),(),( ppupqu = , then the 

inequality: ))1(,())1(,( qpquqppu εεεε +−>+− , appearing in the defini-

tion of evolutionary stability, simply becomes: ),(),( qquqpu > . That is to 

say that, for q  to invade p , it must be the case either that q  performs 

strictly better than p  against p  (first order condition), or that q  performs 
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as well as p  against p , but strictly better than p  against q  (second order 

condition). Thus, any strict Nash equilibrium is evolutionary stable, but a 

non-strict Nash equilibrium may also be evolutionary stable. 

In the technology game, one can compute the invasion barrier that pro-

tects strategy A . In a population that contains a fraction ε  of B-users,

utilities for A  and B  respectively are: 

,1)1(2))1(,( εεεε +−=+− BAAu

,4)1(0))1(,( εεεε +−=+− BABu
(3.5)

therefore mutation B  invades population A  if: 

,4)1(2 εεε <+− (3.6)

that is: 

5/2>ε (3.7)

The “invasion barrier” is 2/5. Likewise, the “invasion barrier” that protects 

B  from A  is 3/5. 

 In the technology game, the mixed equilibrium ∗p  is not evolutionary-

stable; it is indeed invaded by A  as well as by B : For the invasion by A ,

,)5/6()1)(5/8())1(,( εεεε +−=+− ∗∗ Appu

,2)1)(5/8())1(,( εεεε +−=+− ∗ ApAu

).)1(,())1(,( AppuApAu εεεε +−>+− ∗∗∗

(3.8)

And likewise for the invasion by B,

,)5/11()1)(5/8())1(,( εεεε +−=+− ∗∗ Bppu

,4)1)(5/8())1(,( εεεε +−=+− ∗ BpBu

).)1(,())1(,( BppuBpBu εεεε +−>+− ∗∗∗

(3.9)

The following variant of the technology game (variant 2) shows that evolu-

tionary stability is more demanding than Nash equilibrium, even if one re-

strict attention to pure equilibria. Let { }BAX ,= , and: 

,2),( ,2),( == BAuAAu

.4),( ,2),( == BBuABu
(3.10)

The corresponding matrix is the following: 
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Table 3.3. Technology game, variant 2 

 A B 

A (2,2) (2,2)

B (2,2) (4,4)

This game correspond to the variant 2== cb  and can again be interpreted 

as a competition between two technologies. Technology A is a classical 

communication technology (ordinary cellular phone), which is compatible 

with the other. Technology B is more powerful, but only matched with it-

self (UMTS technology). This game has two symmetric Nash equilibria: 

),( AA  and ),( BB , but the equilibrium ),( BB  is evolutionary stable 

wheras the equilibrium ),( AA  is not. In effect, the strategy A  defines a 

Nash equilibrium because ),(),( ABuAAu ≥  (this equilibrium is non-

strict). Likewise, B defines a Nash equilibrium because ),(),( BAuBBu ≥
(this equilibrium is strict). Moreover, B is evolutionary stable because 

),(),( BAuBBu >  (the first order condition is satisfied). But A is not evo-

lutionary stable because ),(),( ABuAAu =  and ),(),( BBuBAu <  (the sec-

ond order condition is not satisfied). 

The following variant of the technology game shows that evolutionary 

stability does not require, in the framework of symmetric games, the strict 

equilibrium condition. Let { }BAX ,= , and 4=b , 3=c :

,4),( ,2),( == BAuAAu

.4),( ,3),( == BBuABu
(3.11)

The corresponding matrix is the following: 

Table 3.4. Technology game, variant 3 

 A B 

A (2,2) (4,3)

B (3,4) (4,4)

One can again think of technologies A and B as two communication tech-

nologies. B is more costly but more efficient, and when A and B are 

matched, both users benefit from B, but the A-user is better off than the B-

user. This game has a unique symmetric Nash equilibrium ),( BB . As the 
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reader can check, this equilibrium is non-strict and is evolutionary stable; 

the reason is that, even if A  does as well as B  against B  (notice that 

),(),( BAuBBu = ), B  does strictly better than A  against A  (notice that 

),(),( AAuABu > ).

The definition of evolutionary stability in the case of a non-symmetric 

game is not so easy, even if a generalisation of the preceding definition 

seems natural. One now considers that the two players are two populations 

of individuals. If 1p  is a mixed strategy, for each pure strategy 1x , )( 1xp

is interpreted as the proportion of individuals in population 1 who use 1x .

The expected utilities are average utilities in each population. Considera-

tion of such averages is intuitively justified by imagining a random match-

ing process between the individuals of the two populations. 

By definition, a couple of mixed strategies ),( 21

∗∗ pp  is a Two-population 

Evolutionary Stable state if, for any mixed strategy ∗≠ 22 pp , for player 1, 

there exists an invasion barrier 01 >ε  such that:

] [ ),,(),)1((,,0 21121111
∗∗∗∗ <+−∈∀ ppupppu εεεε (3.12)

and similarly, for any mixed strategy ∗≠ 22 pp  for player 2, there exists 

02 >ε  such that:

] [ ).,())1(,(,,0 21222122
∗∗∗∗ <+−∈∀ ppupppu εεεε (3.13)

Here again two populations that are at a two-population evolutionary sta-

ble state cannot be invaded by small mutant sub-populations. 

One then gets, in the two-population case, the following link with the 

Nash equilibrium concept. A couple of (mixed) strategy is a two-

population evolutionary stable state if and only if it is a strict Nash equilib-

rium. To prove this result, consider a two-population evolutionary stable 

state ),( 21

∗∗ pp  and a deviation 1p  for the first player. There exists 0>ε
such that: 

).,(),)1(( 2112111

∗∗∗∗ <+− ppupppu εε (3.14)

By the linearity of expectation, one gets that ),(),( *

211211 ppuppu ∗∗ < . The 

same reasoning for the other player proves that ),( 21

∗∗ pp  is a strict equilib-

rium. Conversely, suppose that ),( 21

∗∗ pp  is a strict equilibrium. For any 

deviation ∗≠ 11 pp  for player 1, ),(),( 211211

∗∗∗ < ppuppu . By linearity, for 

any ] [ ),(),)1((,1,0 2112111

∗∗∗∗ <+−∈ ppupppu εεε ; therefore, the evolutionary 

stability criteria is satisfied for player 1. Such is also the case for player 2, 

hence the result. 
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But these elementary considerations may sometimes hide some subtel-

ties as one can check by considering again the example 3, treated this time 

as a two-population game (example 3bis). Consider the two-player game 

defined by the bi-matrix (whose payoffs happen to be symmetric): 

Table 3.5. Technology game, variant 3bis 

 A2 B2 

A1 (2,2) (4,3) 

B1 (3,4) (4,4) 

The game is the same as before, once strategies 1A  and 2A  are identified 

with A , and 1B  and 2B  with B . It was seen that, according to the first 

definition of evolutionary stability, that is for a one-population model, 

),( BB  is an evolutionary stable state. But the equilibrium )2,1( BB  of the 

two-player game is not strict, thus )2,1( BB  is not evolutionary stable ac-

cording to the second definition (two-population evolutionary stability). 

The reason here is clear. In the two-population model, if all individuals in 

one population play 1B , the individuals in the other population can play 

2B  as well as 2A . The fact that the payoff for A  is lower against A  and 

larger against B  is only destabilizing in the one-population model. 

3.3.2.2 Replicator dynamics 

An evolutionary dynamics partially specifies the intuitions that were 

evoked by the preceding definitions of evolutionary stability. The use of a 

strategy tends to increase if this strategy performed relatively well in the 

past. The canonical example here is the “replicator dynamics”, which ap-

pears as a central concept in many selection processes. There exist several 

variants of that dynamics, defined at the aggregate level, leaving unspeci-

fied the matching process between individuals. The common principle is 

that the proportion of individuals who use a given strategy changes over 

time; the speed of this change being proportional to the difference between 

the average utility obtained by the users of this strategy and the average 

utility in the whole population, at the current date. Replicator dynamics is 

a model of how the best performing strategies within a population are se-

lected. Whenever a strategy is not present at all in the population, no muta-

tion can make it appear in the future. 
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Consider first a single population, and thus a symmetric game. Let tp

be the vector that describes, at date t , the proportion, among the popula-

tion, of users of the different pure strategies. The expected utility to the 

pure strategy x  is ),( tpxu , interpreted as the average payoff to the users 

of strategy x  when they are randomly matched with any individual. The 

average utility in the population is ),( tt ppu . One supposes that, in con-

tinuous time, the speed of variation )(xpt  is exactly proportional to 

),(),( ttt ppupxu − . One then obtains the one-population replication equa-

tion:

[ ]),(),()()( ttttt ppupxuxvpxp −= (3.15)

with v  a speed coefficient, which can depend upon time, but is the same 

for the different strategies (one usually takes 1=v ). This equation has a 

dominant interpretation in terms of biological selection, but can also be in-

terpreted in terms of social imitation, as is proven in the third sub-section. 

In the two-population case, several generalisations of the replication 

equation make sense. One can for instance propose the “standard two-

population replicator dynamics”:  

[ ]),(),()()((( 211211111

.

1

ttttt ppupxuxpxp −=

[ ]),(),()()((( 212212222

.

2

ttttt ppuxpuxpxp −=

(3.16)

Figure (3.1) shows the trajectories of the standard two-population replica-

tor dynamics for the game of technologies (variant 1). The horizontal vari-

able x  is the frequency of the strategy 1A  for the first player, and the ver-

tical variable y  is the frequency of 2A  for the second player. The 

differential equations (3.16) writes here:  

)35)(1(
.

−−= yxxx

)35)(1(
.

−−= xyyy

(3.17)

One can see that the two pure equilibria (corresponding to the corners 

0== yx  and 1== yx  of the picture) are stable whereas the mixed strat-

egy equilibrium (corresponding to the point 5/3== yx  inside the picture) 

is not. 
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Fig. 3.1. The technology game (variant 1): Standard two-population replicator dy-

namics. 

The evolutionary dynamics share the following property. If a strategic con-

figuration is a Nash equilibrium, then the state of the system coresponding 

to this configuration is a rest-point of the selection process (the system 

stays at that point if it is initially there). Indeed, at a Nash equilibrium, all 

pure strategies which are used with some positive probability provide ex-

actly the same utility, equal to the average utility. As a consequence, the 

reproduction dynamics based on the utility difference with that average do 

not modify the frequency of such pure strategies. Without mutations, un-

used pure strategies remain so. A Nash equilibrium is thus a rest-point. If 

the evolutionary process moreover embodies a mutation process, this 

property cannot be guaranteed in general. Apart from Nash equilibria, 

other configurations can be rest points. 
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Nevertheless, if all Nash equilibria are rest points, it is not the case in 

general that the evolutionary system asymptotically converges towards 

such a state. A state is said to be asymptotically stable if the state of the 

system converges towards it as soon as the system is initially close enough 

to that state. The conditions for a Nash equilibrium to be asymptotically

stable depend on the detail of the dynamics, but they are most often very 

tight, at least as tight as the conditions for evolutionary stability. Mixed 

equilibria often fail asymptotic stability. A typical result is the following. A

couple of strategies is asymptotically stable for the standard bi-population 

replicator dynamics if and only if it is a two-population evolutionary stable 

equilibrium, that is a strict Nash equilibrium. 

Another familiar concept in game theory is the concept of dominated 

strategy. The elimination of strictly dominated strategies is a feature com-

mon to most models of evolution by selection. In particular, in the stan-

dard replicator dynamics, any strictly dominated strategy is eliminated.

This result can be very easily proved in the two-population case. Let 1x

and 1y  be two strategies for player 1, which are played with some positive 

probability at the initial date 0t , and such that 1x  strictly dominates 1y .

Denote:

[ ]),(),(min 211211
22

xyuxxu
Xx

−=
∈

δ (3.18)

then 0>δ  and:

δ≥−= ),(),(
)(

)(
log 211211

11

11 tt

t

t

pyupxu
yp

xp

dt

d
(3.19)

It follows that )( 11 ypt  tends exponentially towards 0 , meaning that the 

dominated strategy 1y  is quickly eliminated. 

The question of the elimination of wealy dominated strategies is much 

more delicate. This question is tackled using an equilibrium concept which 

is more restrictive than Nash equilibrium: the (subgame) perfect equilib-

rium. By definition, a perfect equilibrium of an extensive-form, two-player 

finite game is a pair of strategies (one for each player) that defines a Nash 

equilibrium in the considered game and all its sub-games. Such an equilib-

rium can be obtained by the backward induction process, starting from the 

terminal nodes, each player choosing its best action given what is to hap-

pend futher in time. 

Consider the classical deterence game proposed by Selten and called 

chain store paradox (example 4). There are two players: the challenger C
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and the defender D . The challenger moves first by deciding to attack or 

not. In case of an attack, the defender answers by either yielding or couter-

attacking. An illustration for this game is a market on which a monopoly 

D  operates. Another firm C  can challenge the monopoly by entering the 

market. If the challenger enters the market, the monopoly can either yield 

by sharing the market, or set up a price war. The normal form of the game 

is in Table 3.6.  

Table 3.6. Dissuasion game 

D yields D counter-attacks

C does not attack (0,2) (0,2)

C attacks (1,1) (– 1, – 1)

The game has two Nash equilibria: “C does not attack and D counter-

attacks in case of an attack”, and “C attacks and D yields to an attack”. 

Call “dissuasion” the first equilibrium and “splitting” the second. In the 

normal form, one can see that the strategy “counter-attack” for D is weakly 

dominated by the strategy “yield”, which corresponds to the fact that coun-

ter-attacking is either trivially equivalent to yielding (when D does not 

have to play), either strictly worse (if C attacks). The two Nash equilibria 

define two courses of play in the game. According to the dissuasion equi-

librium, C does not attack and, according to the splitting equilibrium, C at-

tacks while D yields. But the course of the game for dissuasion is not rea-

sonable in the sense that the counter-attack threat is not credible. In effect, 

in the subgame induced by C’s attack, there is only one player, D, left to 

move, and this player does not maximize its utility. In fact, only the split-

ting equilibrium is subgame perfect, dissuasion is not. 

The standard argument in favor of the elimination of those equilibria 

which fail subgame perfectness is typical of the way of reasoning of clas-

sical game theory, because it rests on the players’ rationality: C attacks be-

cause she knows that D will prefer to yield when C will have attacked. In 

the evolutionary framework, one conceives of a player as a population. In 

front of a fixed population of challengers whose larger part is agressive, 

selection pressure tends to eliminate the counter-attack strategy since, in 

such an environnement, yielding is the best strategy. But unless the 

counter-attack strategy is not totally eliminated, there remains a selective 

pressure on the challengers in favor of non attacking. The question of the 
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speed of ajustment then becomes crucial. For some reasonable dynamics 

(see Samuelson, 1997), it is in fact possible to obtain at the limit of the se-

lection process a situation such that: (i) the challengers do not attack; (ii) 

certain defenders nevertheless continue to carry in their genes the counter-

attack strategy. If, for one reason or another, the situation were to change, 

the counter-attack behavior could again be observed. 

3.3.3 Individual learning 

3.3.3.1 Reinforcement learning 

In reinforcement learning, an individual has a propension to use strategy x

which increases with the utility obtained when using x in the past. This 

first type of learning is purely behavioral and does not require that the in-

dividual be conscious of playing a game repeatedly. Some of these models 

are indeed pure models of individual decision-making, applied to the inter-

active case. Reinforcement learning supposes that each player builds an 

index of the past performance of each strategy and chooses to favor her 

best-performing strategies. The basic model here is the Cumulative Pro-

portional Reinforcement rule (“CPR” rule). Introduced by Bush and 

Mosteller (1955), this rule is used under different variants to fit experimen-

tal data by Roth and Erev (1995), and it is studied from the theoretical 

point of view by Laslier, Topol et Walliser (2001). By definition, the CPR 

rule consists in choosing strategy x with a probability that is proportional 

to the past cumulated utility that x provided in the past to the individual. 

One can see that this rule realizes a certain compromise between explora-

tion of the different strategies and exploitation of the best ones since, on 

one side, any pure strategy is choosen again at each date with some posi-

tive probability, even if this strategy was not very successful in the past 

(exploration), and on the other side, successful strategies are reinforced 

and used with increasing frequencies (exploitation). 

Let 11 Xx ∈ be a strategy for player 1. Denote by )( 11 xpt  the probability 

that 1 chooses 1x  at date t. One has:

∈

=
11

)(

)(
)(

11

11
11

Xy

t

t
t

yCU

xCU
xp (3.20)

where )( 11 xCU t  represents the total (cumulated) utility provided by 1x  up 

to date 1−t . In a two-player game, the evolution of this quantity is thus as 

follows: if, at date t , 1x  is played by 1 and 2x  is played by 2 , then 1
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earns ),( 211 xxu  and thus ),()()( 211111

1

1 xxuxCUxCU tt +=+ ; if 1 chooses 

some other strategy than 1x , then )()( 111

1

1 xCUxCU tt =+ . Finally one can 

write:

),,(),()()( 21211111

1

1 xxtxxuxCUxCU tt ε+=+
(3.21)

with ),,( 21 xxtε  being 1 with probability )()( 2211 xpxp tt  and 0  with the 

complement probability. 

The preceding equations define a discrete time stochastic process. Take 

as state variable, the past frequency ),( 21 xxf t  of the couples of strategies 

),( 21 xx up to date t . Going from t to 1+t , this frequency goes, in the

case where ),( 21 xx  is not played, from ),( 21 xxf t  to 
1

),( 21 +t

t
xxf t ; and it 

goes to
1

),(
1

1
21 +

+
+ t

t
xxf

t

t in the opposite case, which happens with

probability )()( 2211 xpxp tt . The expected value of ),( 21

1 xxf t+  given tf  can 

thus be written as a function of tf  and t , which justifies the choice of tf

as state variable. The discrete time deterministic process associated with 

the considered stochastic process is then obtained by identifying in an it-

erative way 1+tf  with its expected value given tf . After some manipula-

tions, one gets: 

[ ],),()()(
1

1
),(),( 2122112121

1 xxfxpxp
t

xxfxxf ttttt −
+

=−+
(3.22)

with )( 11 xpt  and )( 22 xpt  which can be written in (3.20) as functions of tf

since, for instance, 

∈
=

22

),(),()( 2121111

Xy

tt yxfyxutxCU
(3.23)

The results obtained about reinforcement learning models of the CPR type 

are even more modest than those obtained for the replicator dynamics, due 

to the stochastic nature of the process. Nevertheless, one can show that the 

rest points of the deterministic dynamics are Nash equilibria of the game 

restricted to those pure strategies that are actually used with some prob-

ability. Deeper, one can show that the stochastic process converges with 

positive probability towards any strict Nash equilibrium. For certain types 

of mixed strategy Nash equilibria, one can show that the process converges 

with zero probability towards them. Finally, strictly dominated strategies 

are eliminated in the deterministic cumulated reinforcement process. 
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The Prisonner’s dilemma (see table 3.7) is the prototype of a game in 

which both players not using dominated strategies lead to an inefficient 

outcome. It is represented by the following bi-matrix: 

Table 3.7. Prisoner’s dilemma 

 A2 B2 

A1 (2,2) (5,1)

B1 (1,5) (4,4)

The strategies 1A  for player 1, and 2A  for player 2  are “defection”, 1B

and 2B  being “cooperation”. For each player, defection strictly dominates 

cooperation, but the situation in which both players cooperate is strictly 

better for both players to the situation in which both defect. As a possible 

economic interpretation, consider two firms that can engage in advertising 

(strategy A ) or not (strategy B ). Whatever the other does, it is better for a 

firm to advertise, either to overtake the opponent (if the opponent does not 

advertise) or keep up with her (if she advertises). Nevertheless, if both ad-

vertise, they hinder each other, and they would be better off if neither were 

to advertise. This game belongs to the family of “technological games” we 

already used as examples (for 5=b  and 1=c ). In such a game, rein-

forcement individual learning, just like replicator dynamics, does not make 

cooperation emerge. 

3.3.3.2 Extrapolation learning 

In extrapolation learning, an individual has a propension to use strategy x

which increases with the efficiency of this action in front of the past ac-

tions of the other players. This type of learning requires cognitive capaci-

ties which are higher than those required for reinforcement learning, be-

cause the individual now is supposed to estimate anticipated utilities. 

These capacities remain smaller than what is supposed in the rational 

learning models (Kalai and Lehrer, 1993), which are not studied here. 

Learning through extrapolation requires that each player observes the past 

moves of her opponent, modify accordingly her anticipation of her oppo-

nent’s future strategy, and chooses a best responds to that anticipated strat-

egy. The prototypical model is Fictitious Play (FP). It was proposed by 

Robinson (1951) as an algorithm for finding the equilibria of a game, and 
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it has been the object of many theoretical and empirical studies. According 

to this model, each individual simply chooses a best response to the past 

statistical frequency of her opponent’s strategies. 

About this model, asymptotic theoretical results are not clearcut. In fact 

one can be interested both in the convergence of players’ strategy choices, 

and in the convergence of the players’ beliefs. It was early recognized that 

the process generated by FP can lead to cycling in some games. Some games 

have the property that the generated sequence of statistical distributions con-

verges to a (mixed strategy) Nash equilibrium, meaning that the players’ be-

liefs are in the long run close to an equilibrium, even if the chosen strategies 

are not. But this does not hold for all games (Monderer and Shapley, 1966, 

1996). The difficulties here are due to the deterministic character of the 

process, which forbids any deviation. One is thus led to consider perturbed 

versions of Fictitious Play. A simple version consists in handling individual 

choice through a logit choice rule, rather than an exact maximization. A 

more elaborate version will be presented in the next section. 

3.3.4 Hybrid models 

3.3.4.1 The interpretation of replicator dynamics 

The original interpretation of the replicator dynamics equation is linked 

with biological reproduction. Let )(xnt  be the number of individuals that 

use strategy x  at date t  and let thus 
∈

=
Xx

tt xnn )(  be the total number 

of individuals in the population. Suppose that, at date t , one individual i ,

using the strategy x , is chosen at random in the first population to repro-

duce (asexual reproduction). This individual is randomly matched with an-

other individual of the other population. Denote by y  the strategy used by 

this other individual. One supposes that the number of offsprings of indi-

vidual i , in the next generation, is proportional to the utility ),( yxu  of her 

strategy in this matching. Utility is here directly the measure of reproduc-

tive “fitness”. Under these hypotheses, the probability of a match of type 

),( yx  is )()( ypxp tt  and the number )(1 xnt+  of x -users at date 1+t  is 

equal to )(xnt  with the probability )(1 xpt− , and to ),()( yxuxnt λ+  with 

the probability )()( ypxp tt , where λ  is some proportionality constant. On 

average, one thus has:

∈

+ ==−
Xy

tttttt pxuxpyxuypxpxnxn ).,()(),()()()()(1 λλ (3.24)
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The evolution of the total size of the population is:  

∈

+ ==−
Xx

tttttt ppupxuxpnn ),(),()(1 λλ (3.25)

In terms of the proportion of x-users, one gets:

),(

),()()()(
)(

1

1
1

ttt

ttt

t

t
t

ppun

pxuxpxn

n

xn
xp

λ
λ

+
+== +

+
+

(3.26)

If the population is large:  

−+≈+ tt

t

tt

tt

t
t ppu

n
pxuxp

xnn

xn
xp ,(),()(

)(
1

)(
)(1 λλ

[ ].),(),()()( ttt

t

tt ppupxu
n

xpxp −+= λ
(3.27)

One can find here, going to continuous time and for 
tn

v
λ= , the replicator 

equation, according to which the variation in the proportion of x -users is 

proportional to the difference between the utility for x and the average 

utility. 

A second interpretation of the replicator is in terms of social mimetism.

Let again )(xnt
 be the number of individuals which use, at date t , the 

strategy x , in a population whose size is now constant nnt =  and large. 

One still denotes by t

t
t

n

xn
xp

)(
)( =  the proportion of x -users. One sup-

poses that the individuals meet frequently so that, during period t, using 

stategy x provides the average level of utility ),( tpxu . Suppose now that 

at date t one individual, say i, is chosen at random and is given the possi-

bility to change her strategy. This individual gets to know the level of util-

ity obtained by another, randomly chosen individual, and the strategy of 

this individual. Call x the strategy of i at the begining of period t and call y

the strategy of the other individual. The individual i considers switching 

from x to y. Suppose that the probability that i switch to y is: 

[ ]),,(),( tt pxupyu −+ βα (3.28)

where α  and β  are two positive constants. One can see then that the num-

ber of users of the strategy x  is increased by one unit with the probability: 

[ ]( )
∈

−+
Xy

tttt pyupxuypxp ),(),()()( βα (3.29)
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and is decreased by one unit with the probability:  

[ ]( )
∈

−+
Xy

tttt pxupyuypxp ),(),()()( βα (3.30)

On average, the evolution of the population size is:  

[ ]
∈

+ −+=
Xy

tttttt pyupxuypxpxnxn ),(),(2)()()()(1 β

[ ]),(),(2)()( ttttt ppupxuxpxn −+= β
(3.31)

The size of the population being constant, this equation can be written in 

terms of the variable p :

[ ]),(),(
2

)()()(1 tttttt ppupxu
n

xpxpxp −+=+ β
(3.32)

Once again, going to continuous time and for 
n

v
β2= , one can recognize 

the replicator dynamics equation (notice that the constant α  disapears). 

Finally, starting with the continuous-time deterministic dynamic process 

of the CPR model, one can again show the link with the replicator dynam-

ics. The variation of ),( 21 xxf t  is inversely proportional to the time 

elapsed since the beginning of the process and one can write: 

[ ]),()()(
1

),( 21221121

.

xxfxpxp
t

xxf ttt −+= (3.33)

From such a formula, one can show that, for large t , one has approxima-

tively:  

[ ]
.

21121111

1

11 ),(),()(
1

)( tttt

t

t ppupxuxp
CU

xp −≈

[ ]),(),()(
1

)( 21221222

2

12

tttt

t

t ppuxpuxp
CU

xp −≈
(3.34)

which allows for a comparison between reinforcement learning and repli-

cator dynamics. Looking at equations (3.16) and (3.34) one notices that the 

CPR rule defines a slowing down version of replicator dynamics; in effect, 

the cumulated utilities t

iCU  which appear in (3.34) are approximately pro-

portional to the length of play. 
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3.3.4.2 A mixed learning model 

Consider coordination games in which the individuals (all) prefer to coor-

dinate but in which different conventions for coordination are possible. 

Such situations are very common: efficiency is improved when techno-

logical standards are in place, relations between landlords and exploitants 

are made easier by the existence of conventional crop sharing rules. When 

the evolution of such a system is caused by a selection process coupled 

with a mutation process, one has to compare the time scales needed for 

these two processes to act. In the long run, when the effect of mutations 

can be neglected, selection pressure leads to a stable state, even if different 

stable states can be attained. In the very long run, when the effect of muta-

tions cannot a priori be neglected, they make possible jumps from one sta-

ble state to the other, and the behavior of the system depends upon the de-

tail of the mutation process. For instance, it may be the case that in the 

long run any one of two possible conventions emerges, wheras in the very 

long run, one of them is selected much more frequently than the other. 

In order to analyse this phenomenon, Young (1993a) introduced a sto-

chastic perturbation in the Fictitious Play learning model, together with the 

consideration of populations of individuals. The following hypothesis are 

respective applications of the three principles of information, evaluation 

and decision, to hold at each date t :

1. Each individual has a memory of depth m , that is to say that she has 

no access to events that occurred before period mt − .

2. Each individual randomly draws a sample of size s  of strategies 

chosen by the other individuals, among the strategies chosen at dates 

1 ..., , −− tmt .

3. With probability ε−1 , the individual chooses a best response to the 

static distribution she observed by sampling, and with probability ε ,

the individual chooses at random her strategy (the number ε  is an 

error rate). 

The three parameters ε,, sm  define a dynamic process called adaptive

process with memory m , sample size s  and error rate ε . “Fictitious 

play” corresponds to an adaptive process with unbounded memory size, 

exhaustive sampling and zero error rate. 

Because the transitions do not depend on time, and because the agents 

all have a bounded memory, one can take, as the state space, the set of all 

sequences of length m. Such a sequence is simply called an history. Given 
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positive error rate, such a system explores all possible states. But if the error 

rate is very small, mutations are rare, and some states are visited very rarely. 

By definition, a state is stochastically stable if the probability that this state 

be regularly visited remains strictly positive when the error rate tends to 

zero. Notice that some states are very simple: for instance m  time repetition 

of the same strategy profile is a state. By definition, a stochastically stable 

equilibrium is a strategy profile whose m -repetition is a stochastically sta-

ble state. The notion is a refinement of the notion of a Nash equilibrium. 

One can see this notion at work in two-player, two-strategy symmetric 

coordination games. The bi-matrix for such a game is the following: 

Table 3.8. Coordination game 

 A2 B2 

A1 (a,a) (b,c)

B1 (c,b) (d,d)

with the strict inequalities:

ca >
bd > (3.35)

which guarantee that the game has two strict equilibria. 

The two equilibria correspond to two possible conventions for coordi-

nating strategies. The variants of the “technological game” presented 

above are symmetric coordination games with 2=a  and 4=d . The equi-

librium )2,1(1 AAE =  provides payoff d  to each player and the equilib-

rium )2,1(2 BBE =  provides payoff d  to each player. If a  is larger than 

d , the equilibrium 1E  is efficient and Pareto-dominates the equilibrium 

2E . Example 1 corresponds to the parameters: 

.4 ,0 ,1 ,2 ==== dcba (3.36)

Another criterion for comparing equilibria can be defined by taking into 

account potential deviations from predicted play. For player 1, in the equi-

librium 1E , if the opponent deviates with probability e , the expected pay-

off for strategy 1A  is: ebae +− )1(  and the expected payoff for strategy 

1B  is: edce +− )1( . The optimal choice is 1A  as long as the first expres-

sion is larger than the second one, that is as long as the opponent is making 

mistake with a probability lower than the tolerance threshold 1e :
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bdca

ca
e

−+−
−=1 (3.37)

For the equilibrium 2E , tolerance for player 1 is:

bdca

bd
e

−+−
−=2 (3.38)

The equilibrium 1E  is said risk-dominant if the tolerance is larger (for 

both players), in this case:  

bdca −>− (3.39)

Notice that the loss )( ca −  is how much the player looses when she her-

self deviates from equilibrium play. When the opponents deviates, the loss 

is )( ba − , a quantity which does not appear in the definition. Clearly, the 

risk-dominant equilibrium can be Pareto-efficient or Pareto dominated. 

In the simple coordination games that are mentioned above, one can 

show that the stochastically stable equilibria are risk-dominant. For in-

stance, in the Example 1, the stochastically stable equilibrium is 

)2,1(2 BBE = , which is risk-dominant (and Pareto-optimal). In the variant 

depicted in Table 3.9, which corresponds to: 4 and ,0 ,3 ,2 ==== dcba ,

the equilibrium )2,1( AA  is risk-dominant and Pareto-dominated. 

Table 3.9. Technology game, variant 4 

 A2 B2 

A1 (2,2) (3,0)

B1 (0,3) (4,4)

Start now from the Example 2, in which 2=== cba  and 4=d , and 

change c . The two situations 1E  and 2E  remain Nash equilibria for all 

2=≤ ac . The Pareto-dominated equilibrium 1E  (old technology) is risk-

dominant and thus evolutionary stable if 22 >− c , that is 0>c ; and the 

equilibrium 2E  (new technology) is risk-dominant and evolutionary stable 

if 0>c . In more complex coordination games, the two notions diverge. 

But in bargaining games, stochastically stable equilibria can sometimes be 

shown to correspond to equitable agreements (for instance 50/50  split), 

which provides an evolutionary justification for equity norms (Young 

1993b). 
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Intuitively, in the very long run, starting from an equilibrium state E1

and under the influence of random mutations, the system will some day 

jump to another equilibrium. But if the system has more than two equilib-

ria, some equilibria are more likely than others to succede to E1. The fact 

that a particular equilibrium E2 has replaced E1 will be more or less sur-

prising for an outside observer, depending on the “evolutionary distance” 

from E1 to E2. This distance measures the number of independent muta-

tions that are needed for destabilizing E1 in the direction of E2. For in-

stance, in a coordination game, an equilibrium whose tolerance is small re-

quires, for being destabilized, a smaller number of mistakes than an 

equilibrium whose tolerance is large. In the very long run, the system visits 

the different equilibria, but spends more time in risk-dominant equilibria. 

Historical breaks that lead from one convention to another cannot be pre-

dicted as to their moments of happening, but their sequence can partially 

be understood. 

3.4 Theses and conjectures 

The models considered by evolutionist game theory appear very sensible 

to the details of modelization and may only be studied for specific classes 

of (repeated) games and (dynamic) processes. The spectrum of usual 

games goes from classical 2 x 2 normal form games (prisoners dilemma, 

battle of sexes, stag-hunt) to more complex extensive form games (ultima-

tum, chain-store, centipede). The spectrum of processes goes from the 

most simple ones (fictitious play, CPR, replicator) to processes combining 

ideas from various origin (reinforcement effect, aspiration levels, imitation 

mechanism). One constructs then some prototypes of well explored 

“game-processes”, from which it is necessary to interpolate or extrapolate 

in order to obtain general results, formal or more qualitative ones. 

From a formal point of view, the most robust result concerns the elimi-

nation of strictly dominated strategies in any process which is utility-

improving, a condition which is usually satisfied. The reason is that, if a 

process reinforces the pure strategies providing a utility greater than its av-

erage value, it implies progressively the extinction of the dominated strat-

egy as much as the dominating strategy is effectively represented. Another 

rather robust result asserts that a Nash equilibrium is always a rest state (a 

state where a player stays if it is already there) for any purely deterministic 

(without randomness) process. The reason is that if the system is in a Nash 

equilibrium state, there is no incentive to induce a player to deviate from 

that state, since his utility would, at least locally, decrease. 
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An asymptotic result which is less robust asserts that the strict pure 

strategy Nash equilibrium states are attractors of many usual processes, 

contrary to the mixed strategy Nash equilibrium states. The reason is that a 

player’s deviation from a pure strict Nash equilibrium in any direction 

leads to a strict loss of utility, which induces that player to come back to 

the initial situation. A complementary result states that, for a process with 

permanent randomness, the system stays for a long time in a Nash equilib-

rium, then may shift roughly to another Nash equilibrium. The reason is 

that, if some random factors suffiently dispersed effectively lead the sys-

tem to stay in a neighborhood of an equilibrium, more polarized random 

factors may drive the system out of its attraction basin and reach another 

equilibrium. 

From a more qualitative point of view, it appears that the existence of 

random factors modifies seriously the transitory and asymptotic properties 

of the system with regard to a deterministic system. The random terms act 

in a differenciated way depending on their origin, either the occurence of 

players’ interactions, the statistical conditions of players’ observation, the 

definition of players’ expectations or the players’ exploration behaviors. In 

the same way, it appears that a limited interaction neighborhood for play-

ers modifies deeply the system properties with regard to a homogenous in-

traction network. This neighbourhood acts in a very different way depend-

ing on its structure, either immediate neighbours on a line or a circle, or 

more distant neighbours on a multidimensional structure. 

In a less precise way, the path of the system depends as much on the in-

teraction networks than on the behaviour rules, at least if the last are rea-

sonably improving. In fact, the transitory phenomena of diffusion of the 

players’ strategies are strongly influenced by the degree of connexity of 

their relations, the behaviour’s reactivity depending acting essentially on 

the speed of evolution. In other respects, the asymptotic states of the sys-

tem are not homogenous, but manifest outstanding spatial and qualitative 

configurations, reinterpreted by the modeller as emergent structures. It is 

possible to obtain a segmentation of players’ strategies in geographic or 

qualitative areas, or formation of priviledged relations between players 

forming endogenous information networks (Durieu-Solal, 2001). 

The asymptotic properties of evolutionist systems, well studied for nor-

mal form games, have to be extended to extensive form games as well. 

Specifically, it is interesting to know if a subgame perfect equilibrium state 

may be obtained as the limit of a learning process, several processes hav-

ing already been studied. (Laslier-Walliser, 2004). For instance, a player 

may attribute a utility index at each branch of the game tree where he has 
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to move, according to the past payoff obtained when that branch was used, 

and apply the probabilistic model in order to explore all branches. The pro-

totype here is the chess game, a zero-sum game with perfect information, 

for which one knows that it exists some couples of equilibrium strategies, 

however practically not computable due to the high number of possible 

strategies.

Besides, if the asymptotis properties of the usual processes are now well 

explored, the transitory properties are less studied even if as insightful. In 

fact, the convergence speed of some process is few studied by the game 

theorists contrary to was is done in Artificial Intelligence where many re-

sults were proved. Moreover, it is interesting to see if some typical patterns 

do not appear at the beginning or middle step of the transitory phase, and 

especially more or less rough discontinuities. Finally, multiple simulations 

allow to make precise the influence at middle term of the various random 

factors which are integrated in the process. 

The economic applications, badly explored till now, have to be more 

systematic, in order to extend the scope initially limited to the adoption of 

technologies or the duopolistic competition (Ania-Tröger-Wambach, 

2002). The general results obtained on specific classes of games can be di-

rectly transferred to specific economic models expressed in form of games 

belonging to that class. Conversely, some learning assumptions proposed 

in economics and unknown in game theory can be transposed in order to 

be studied more systematically. Such a point of view was adopted in the 

case of the duopoly model (Kirman, 1995), where the learning is an epis-

temic one of a Bayesian nature (adjustment by mean squares). 
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4 Market with irreversibilities 

In chapter 2, it was demonstrated that, under certain hypotheses, the unique 

price that becomes established in the market is constructed progressively by 

agents entering into contact with each other and dividing simultaneously into 

two groups, those who buy or sell and those who no longer operate. 

Four hypotheses were made in order to reach this result: 

• The good being exchanged undergoes no modification over time. 

• There are no information costs or adaptation costs of any kind for 

any of the agents. 

• Any agent can enter into contact with any of the other agents at any 

time and together with his memory these contacts constitute his only 

source of information. 

• Each agent is only concerned with obtaining the best price – the 

highest if he is a seller, the lowest if he is a buyer. The minimum 

price acceptable to the seller and the maximum price acceptable to 

the buyer are invariant. 

These hypotheses entail a concept of time with no direction. Whatever the 

state of the market at a given time, its final state will be the same. In other 

words, there are no irreversibilities, i. e. transformations of the good, con-

straints or costs implicit in the change of the market from one state to an-

other.

Many different forms of irreversibilities are encountered in economics. 

In this chapter we shall consider three of them: 

• Costs that we can consider as being connected with frictions. We 

shall examine two aspects of these costs successively: information 

costs sustained by an agent looking for a job or for a worker and 

transition costs (costs of laying-off or training workers for a firm, 

costs of adaptation to a new job for a worker), 

• Irreversibilities of investment, which we shall examine in the con-

text of one particular case: that of workers who invest by accepting 

the expense involved in moving locality and in changing from one 

labour market to another, 
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• Irreversibilities of knowledge, as the development of the market en-

ables agents to acquire particular skills and knowledge. 

Introducing irreversibilities into the traditional market equilibrium 

model is no easy task, as they only become apparent in a dynamic of 

evolution through a succession of states. On the other hand, they can be 

taken into account quite naturally in models derived from the one given 

in chapter 2. 

The presence of irreversibilities generates a much wider range of results. 

The stable state characterised by a unique price independent of the history 

of the market is often replaced by multiple stable states associated with 

dispersed prices. The attainment of any one of these states is dependent on 

the random events affecting the progression of the system. 

4.1 Background and problems 

The impact of irreversibilities on the functioning of markets has of 

course preoccupied economists from the beginning. We could take as an 

example the many works devoted to the imperfection of information. For 

a long time, analysis was hindered by the domination of static models, 

which sometimes even resulted in inaccurate conjectures. However, cer-

tain works published over the last few decades have contributed to pro-

gress on this question. Here we will limit ourselves to citing the studies 

of Stigler on the economics of information (1961) and the analyses of J. 

Stiglitz (1967) and of S. Salop and J. Stiglitz (1982) on equilibrium in 

markets with imperfect information. These works have started to bring to 

the fore phenomena studied for some time by physicists working on the 

dynamics of irreversible systems, but they have yet to establish the gen-

eral framework. 

In fact, irreversibility implies “a breaking of symmetry between before 

and after” (Prigogine and Stengers, 1988). Hence the possibility of the oc-

currence of events. “By definition, an event cannot be deduced from a de-

terminist law. It implies, in one way or another, that what has occurred 

could have not occurred, therefore reflecting a realm of possibles that no 

knowledge can reduce.” Nevertheless, an event is only of interest if it is 

significant, in other words likely to transform future evolution and thus 

generate new coherences. 

These aspects, often hidden in the literature on the subject, will be 

brought out clearly in the models in this chapter. 
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4.2 Canonical principles 

We retain the conceptual framework used in chapter 2: 

• time is broken down into a series of periods, 

• different categories of agents coexist in the market, 

• the agents are constantly carrying out activities of exploration and 

exchange,

• during each period, the agents seek, discover and receive informa-

tion and either modify or do not modify their exchange requirements 

accordingly, 

• during choices, meetings or discoveries, random phenomena occur 

and the evolution of the market is thus described by a stochastic 

process.

On the contrary, the simplifying hypotheses that ensured the absence of ir-

reversibilities have been removed. Now, if agents benefit from the utility 

obtained from exchanges, they also sustain information or adaptation costs, 

lay out expenditure in investment or see their performances or the condi-

tions of their choices modified. 

Unlike the simple market, which converges towards a stable state with a 

unique price, independent of its history (and therefore predictable), models 

with irreversibilities generate much more varied configurations. 

• They may converge to a stable state dependent on the history of the 

market or endlessly generate fluctuations. 

• From a given initial state, the market may end up in any one of a 

multiplicity of stable states, in each of which the jobs occupied and 

the workers employed are different. 

• In each stable state, we may observe a unique price or price disper-

sion.

• The evolution of the markets may even, in certain models, lead to 

more original phenomena, such as the emergence of new markets. 
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4.3 Some models 

4.3.1 Model with information costs 

We take the labour market model described in chapter 2 as our starting 

point.

When information costs occur, individuals must assess, before they buy 

a unit of the good, whether or not it is preferable to sustain the information 

cost. They are confronted with an exploration-exploitation dilemma and 

they must consequently estimate the prospects of the price that that they 

could obtain if they started seeking. They can no longer content them-

selves simply with reacting to the propositions they receive. Anticipation is 

necessary even within the framework of procedurally rational behaviour. 

Individuals are interested in discovering the jobs available for two dif-

ferent reasons: actually to become candidate a job or to learn about the 

situation of the market in order to decide whether or not they should con-

tinue their search. 

To take these two aspects into account, we need to modify the labour 

market model of chapter 2. We shall now briefly describe the changes 

made to the model. 

Each period t is now broken down into two sub-periods. 

At the start of the first sub-period, each individual knows (as a conse-

quence of the second sub-period of the previous period), a subset of jobs 

and, if he is employed, his current job. In addition, each firm has an-

nounced the salary that it will offer for the period (t + 1). 

Individuals then come into the market one after another, once each and in 

random order. Each individual visits all the jobs he knows and applies for 

the best job he finds if it is attractive, in other words if it offers a salary 

above the level that he has previously fixed for himself. If the job is already 

occupied, the incumbent individual has a pre-emptive right to the salary of-

fered on condition that he has not yet come into the market. The job is given 

either to the first applicant or to the incumbent and the contract is binding for 

the period (t + 1). There is one exception to this rule: if the firm has not yet 

found an applicant when the incumbent comes into the market, it will offer 

him the same salary for the period (t + 1) as it paid him for the period t.

During the second sub-period, there are four categories of agents with 

different motivations operating in the market. 

• Individuals who have found a job for (t + 1) content themselves with 

searching for information and registering for the subset of jobs 

which they will consider during the first sub-period of (t + 1) in or-

der to find a job for (t + 2). 
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• The individuals who have not yet found a job for (t + 1) add the desire 

to find a job for (t + 1) to the motivation of acquiring information. 

• The firms in which the jobs are occupied for (t + 1) seek only to 

register individuals as potential applicants during the first sub-

period (t + 1). 

• The firms in which the jobs are still unoccupied for (t + 1) also wish 

to find recruits for this period. 

Firms in the first category, therefore, only have one salary offer to make 

(for the period (t + 2)), whereas those in the second category must propose 

a salary for (t + 1) and a salary for (t + 2). 

During this second sub-period, the individuals come into the market one 

after another, once each and in random order. The individual present in the 

market draws a random sample of firms, learns the salary offer(s) made 

and decides, depending on his situation: 

• whether to be candidate for a job for (t + 1) and if so, which one, 

• whether to register with a firm to be taken into consideration during 

the first sub-period of (t + 1). 

All individuals are accepted for registration and the first applicant for a job 

available for the period (t + 1) obtains the job at the salary offered. 

In such a model, there may be several types of information costs. We 

shall limit ourselves to the case in which there is only one fixed search cost 

which an individual must pay to obtain the right to draw a sample of firms. 

We must now describe the behaviour of individuals. This behavior cov-

ers three activities: observation of the market, the act of applying for a job 

and the adaptation of anticipations.

As regards observation, one possible way of describing individual be-

haviour consists in assuming that at the start of the second sub-period of 

the period t, the individual makes five different estimations: 

• the first is the value he attaches to immediate observation of the 

market, 

• the second is the value he attaches to observation of the market dur-

ing the period (t + 1) if he has not observed the market during the 

period t,

• the third is the value he attaches to observation of the market during 

the period (t + 1) if he has observed the market during the period t,
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• the fourth is the salary he thinks he can obtain for the period (t + 1) 

if he seeks a job for this period during the second sub-period of t,

• the fifth is the salary he hopes to obtain for the period (t + 2) if he 

registers during the second sub-period of t.

The individual then compares the present value (this assumes the introduc-

tion of an individual discount coefficient over the shortest possible signifi-

cant horizon, i. e. two periods), of his expected income as a result of the 

search with the sum obtained by adding the search costs to his income in 

the absence of any search. Several possibilities can then be examined, but 

there is little interest in going into the details in this book. 

Job application behaviour is obvious for the second sub-period: any job 

which offers the individual more than the minimum salary is preferable to 

unemployment. It is more subtle in the first sub-period, as the individual 

must define the level x above which he will accept offers rather than take 

his chances in the second sub-period. 

There remains for us to consider the adaptation of anticipations. To do 

so, we shall introduce the following hypotheses: 

• for each individual, there exist upper and lower limits to the value of 

observation of the market; this value grows when the individual 

does not search and reaches its maximum within a finite time; it 

does not grow when the individual searches. 

• If, during T consecutive observations, an individual has not found 

during the second sub-period a job available for the following period 

offering more than y, he does not expect, during the second sub-

period of t, to obtain more than y for the period (t + 1). Naturally, an 

analogous hypothesis is made for the period (t + 2). 

These hypotheses are essential. They signify that the agents learn and 

adapt their anticipations accordingly.

It should be noted, before we go any further, that the introduction of in-

formation costs and therefore of anticipations requires a subtler description 

of the market and generates more complex individual behaviour, even if 

the rationality is procedural and the horizon of anticipation is short-term. 

As in chapter 2, we denote by K the number of workers who will be 

employed and the number of jobs that will be occupied in the market in the 

absence of information costs. 

Under the above hypotheses, the market converges in probability towards 

a stable state, but numerous stable states exist in addition to the traditional 
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equilibrium. These states are not efficient (the equilibrium is not represented 

simply by the employment of the first K workers by the first K firms) nor do 

they have a unique price (several salaries coexist in a stable state). 

As one might expect, the individuals separate into two categories:  

• passive individuals, for whom the maximum value given to observa-

tion of the market is lower than the search costs, 

• active individuals, for whom this is not the case. 

In a stable state, active individuals in employment continue searching, 

from time to time, to verify that they cannot find a better offer in the mar-

ket. Passive individuals, having searched in a transient way during the 

process, put a definite stop to their search after a certain date, because they 

consider that the estimated extra gain they could hope to obtain does not 

compensate for the loss resulting from the search costs. 

In a stable state, the situation of these two categories of individuals is 

radically different. Active individuals in employment receive the highest 

salary that can be observed in the market. This salary is at least equal to 

the equilibrium salary of chapter 2, and it may be considerably higher. 

Passive individuals in employment receive any one of the salaries present 

in the market. 

Employed active individuals work in one of the first K firms. Passive 

individuals, on the other hand, may work in a firm that is not among the 

first K firms, in a job, therefore, that would not be occupied in the tradi-

tional equilibrium. 

It can be demonstrated that as the number of active individuals in-

creases, the maximum salary decreases. The appearance of new stable 

states originates in the existence of passive individuals among those who 

would be employed in the traditional equilibrium. 

This model illustrates two important consequences of the presence of ir-

reversibilities in an evolutionary context. 

1. The final state of the system cannot be predicted. It depends on the 

history which randomly orientates the system towards one state or 

another, so that the traditional equilibrium now appears as just one 

out several possible outcomes. 

2. Even if all the agents have an interest in obtaining a higher salary, 

the diversity in psychological attitudes towards searching have a pro-

found influence on the process: a market with few active agents will 

only accomplish a very partial sorting of workers and jobs and will 

maintain a high level of salary dispersion. 
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In this way, the introduction of irreversibility in the form of information 

costs generates very different dynamics to the dynamic of “reversibility” 

presented in chapter 2. As the future is no longer written in advance, a 

whole range of stable states may appear and themselves constitute the 

starting point of different future trajectories. History and its random nature 

may lead the market towards a promising stable state or trap it within 

states involving the definitive abandonment of certain expectations. 

Figure 4.1 uses a simple case to give an example of a stable state that is 

not efficient and does not have a unique price. 

On the left (4.3.a) the market of chapter 2, in which, in stable state, 6 in-

dividuals are employed with salary p, the seventh is unemployed. Like-

wise, the first six jobs are occupied, the seventh not. This stable state is 

concentrated (only one salary on the market) and efficient (the first six in-

dividuals are employed and the first six jobs occupied). On the right (4.3.b) 

the market with information costs of this chapter. One possible stable state 

is the following: 

• individual 1, assumed passive, can occupy job 7, 

• inviduals 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 can occupy jobs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 with salary v5,

greater than p

• individual 7, active or passive, can be unemployed. 

This stable state does not have a unique price as salaries v5 and v7 exist.

Neither is it efficient, because job 7 is occupied whereas job 5 is not. 

4.3.2 The existence of friction costs 

We shall now modify the chapter 2 model to introduce adaptation costs 

with the character of friction costs. We introduce the two following trans-

formations.

• With each job i ( )ni ≤≤1  we associate a cost ci 1≥  such that, if the 

job is occupied, the firm will not offer a new candidate the same sal-

ary reduced by one unit, but the same salary reduced by ci, for when 

the firm replaces the incumbent worker it is assumed to sustain a 

cost (ci – 1) representing the expenses involved in laying-off the in-

cumbent and in training the new recruit, the psychological cost of 

the change, etc. 

• With each individual k ( )mk ≤≤1  we associate a cost 0≥kd  such 

that, if the individual is already employed, he will only accept a new
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Fig. 4.1. Example of a market with 7 individuals and 7 jobs. 

job if his salary increases by 1+
k

d , because if he changes job, the in-

dividual k may have to pay a sum dk representing the monetary and 

psychological cost of his re-adaptation. 

It is immediately obvious that this representation of friction costs is rather 

cursory: it is not simply over the next period that the firm hopes to make 

savings of more than ci but over the whole length of occupancy of the job by 

the new recruit; likewise it is not simply over the next period that the indi-

vidual hopes to obtain an increase in income of more than dk but over the 

whole duration of his new job. Let us, nevertheless, boldly assume that the 

agents only take into account their immediate advantages, thus exempting 

them from making anticipations which, strictly speaking, are indispensable. 

The introduction of friction costs widens the set of stable states and pro-

duces, in addition to the traditional equilibrium: 

• stable states that are efficient but may not have a unique price; 

• stable states in which the first K individuals are employed but some 

of the first K jobs are unoccupied; 
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• stable states in which the first K jobs are occupied but some of the 

first K individuals are unemployed. 

The dispersion of salaries in a stable state, measured by the difference be-

tween the highest and lowest salaries paid in the market, can be given an 

upper limit. This limit brings into play the sums (ci + dk) that can be asso-

ciated with the pairs (i,k) of each job and the individual occupying this job 

in a given state of the market. The analysis thus confirms that the higher 

the friction costs, the wider the range of possible dispersion of salaries. 

In general, therefore, friction costs prevent the construction of a unique 

price.

4.3.3 The presence of geographically dispersed markets 

In a very simplified form, this new model will illustrate phenomena of 

considerable importance in geographical economics and which traditional 

microeconomics has always had difficulties in dealing with. 

The jobs are spread geographically over markets located in L different lo-

calities. Individuals must live in the locality in which they work. However, 

they can move from one locality to another to gain access to new jobs. 

An individual living in one locality and thinking of moving to another 

directly compares the salaries offered to him with a mobility cost associ-

ated with the move from the first locality to the second. This cost includes 

not only the monetary and psychological cost of moving but also the val-

ues he attaches to his future work and his salary prospects in the two cases. 

This cost therefore implicitly includes the estimates resulting from the in-

dividual’s anticipations. This manner of formalising the way in which the 

individual takes the future into account is rudimentary and much less satis-

factory than the method used in the model with explicit information costs. 

It nevertheless provides some interesting results. Naturally, mobility costs 

can be considered as the investment required to move from one locality to 

another.

Here, a state of an economy is characterised by a geographical distribu-

tion of individuals between the localities and by the allocation of individu-

als to different jobs or to unemployment. 

We shall now introduce, in a simplified form, the concept of collective

utility.

By definition, collective utility is the sum of the utilities of all the a-

gents, both individuals and firms; the utility of an individual is equal to the 

sum of a constant (his utility when unemployed) and the difference, if he is 
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employed, between the salary he is paid and his minimum salary wk; simi-

larly, the utility of a firm is the sum of a constant (the utility of the job if it 

is unoccupied) and the difference between the maximum salary iv  and the 

salary paid by the firm. 

These definitions are equivalent to using the monetary values paid or re-

ceived to determine utilities. 

We are thus led to consider two concepts of optimum state for the whole 

set of markets. These concepts bring into play the differences in collective 

utility between two states, by considering that all the mobility costs in-

curred during the change from one state to the other represent a loss sus-

tained by the individuals. 

1. Firstly, a state is said to be a conditional optimum if, starting from 

this state, no possible changes exist that would result in an increase 

in collective utility. 

2. Secondly, a state is said to be a global optimum in relation to an ini-

tial state, if, taking mobility costs into account, the increase in col-

lective utility associated with such a change is equal to or greater 

than that associated with any other change from the same initial state. 

Two concepts of stability can be associated with these two concepts of op-

timality. 

1. Conditional stability: a state is said to be conditionally stable if, for 

every individual, his salary in this state is higher than that offered to 

him for any other job, once the mobility costs – if there are any – 

have been deducted. 

2. Global stability: a state is said to be globally stable in relation to an 

initial state if it is not rejected by any individual or any coalition of 

an individual and a job, taking into account the states that these coa-

litions can attain when starting from the initial state. 

It is possible to demonstrate a double equivalence: firstly between the set 

of conditional optimums and the set of conditionally stable states and sec-

ondly between the set of global optimums and the set of globally stable 

states.

Now let us return to the chapter 2 model, introducing a distribution of 

jobs to the different localities (this distribution is unchanging) and an ini-

tial distribution of individuals who can move from one locality to another, 

paying mobility costs to do so. Starting from this initial state, the dynamic 

processes described in chapter 2 ensure convergence in probability of all 
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the markets towards a conditionally stable state, but there is no guarantee 

that this state will be globally stable in relation to the initial state. 

This result can be understood immediately by means of a simple exam-

ple. Let us assume that the global optimum implies that the individual k1,

initially unemployed and living in l(k1), occupies the job i1 located in L(i1).

It is possible that the firm i1 makes an offer s(i1) for this period that is too 

low to interest the individual k1:

( ) [ ] 0)(),(1)( 1111 ≤−− iLkdkwis (4.1)

where [ ])((),(1 11 iLkd  denotes the mobility cost of moving from l(k1) to 

L(i1). The individual can then accept an offer from another firm and move 

to L(i2). But once he is in L(i2), the offer of i1 may never become interest-

ing, for: 

[ ] 0)(),()()( 1221 ≤−− iLiLdiviv (4.2)

The individual k1 can thus get trapped in a conditionally stable state. 

This would not have occurred if the individual k1 and the firm i1 had 

formed a coalition to refuse any move that did not provide them with at 

least:

[ ])((),()()( 1111 iLkldkwiv −− (4.3)

This result illustrates a central aspect of the geographical evolution of an 

economy: the spatial distribution of individuals is not predetermined, but a 

result of the history of adaptation of the markets, and from a given initial 

state, mobility costs may shut the economy into a state very different from 

the global optimum. The combination of the irreversibility generated by 

mobility costs and the absence of coordination between agents results in a 

distribution of economic activities that is only conditionally optimal. 

4.3.4 The acquisition of skills 

We shall now illustrate the irreversibility that results from improvements 

in workers’ knowledge: the particular case of the transformation of the 

good exchanged during endogenous evolution of the market.

We again take the labour market model of chapter 2 as our starting 

point, this time adding certain possibilities. 

To begin with, all the workers have the same professional ability level 

(ability 1 of “unskilled workers”); however, some of them may randomly 

acquire a higher level of ability when they are in employment (ability 2 of 

“specialised workers”). 
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To begin with, all firms only offer jobs of ability 1, corresponding to the 

use of a basic technology (technology 1), but they can also, later on, envis-

age a more complicated technology (technology 2) – either known from 

the start or randomly discovered – requiring the employment of an indi-

vidual of ability 2. 

An individual of ability 2 can occupy (and accept) jobs of either ability 1 

or ability 2. 

Unlike the model presented in chapter 2, and simply to facilitate the 

presentation, it is now the firms that enter the market in random order and 

draw random samples of individuals. For each period, a firm defines the 

salaries it offers for a job in technology 1 or technology 2. Individuals ei-

ther apply for the jobs or not, and the firm then chooses to keep the posi-

tions vacant if there are no applicants, or the only possible organisation if 

there are no applicants for the other organisation, or the most profitable of 

the two organisations if it has the choice. 

An individual k of ability 1 employed by the firm i has the probability 

0≥kip of acquiring the ability 2 (this probability depends on the em-

ployer, for being employed by a firm which only gives its personnel the 

strict minimum in terms of training is not equivalent to being employed by 

a firm with a positive training policy – such as IBM, for example). All in-

dividuals are assumed initially to have an ability level of 1. 

In this model, irreversibility is constituted by the jump in the ability 

level of certain individuals. This jump occurs randomly as the market 

evolves.

We introduce two definitions that appear quite natural: 

• promotable individual is an individual such that there is a date t and 

a succession of non-zero probability market states e0, e1, …, et such 

that this individual has acquired ability 2 on date t,

• a promoted individual is a promotable individual such that there ex-

ists a date on which this individual has acquired ability 2 following 

the actual functioning of the market. 

Under the hypotheses of chapter 2, the market thus described converges in 

probability towards a stable state, but there are two categories of stable state: 

• stable states that one can qualify as finished because all promotable 

individuals who would have been employed if they had had ability 2 

from the start have indeed been promoted and employed, 

• unfinished stable states that do not have this property. 
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When the market ends up in an unfinished stable state, it does not succeed 

in realising all the potential abilities latent within all the individuals. 

In this model, the market can either realise or sterilise potentialities.

Individuals who have acquired ability 2 are sorted out from those who re-

main at ability 1 and, simultaneously, a second market for individuals of 

ability 2 is created alongside the initial market. The characteristics of this 

new market vary depending on the history. 

By generalising the lessons drawn from this model, we can obtain an 

important result: for an economy to be trapped in a stable state that steril-

ises a proportion of potential resources may have more far-reaching conse-

quences that the simple respective size of the two labour markets. There is 

a strong chance that, at some time in the future, innovations will appear, 

the implementation of which will require a sufficient volume of skilled la-

bour. If the economy does not have this required volume, it will be obliged 

to renounce the adoption of these innovations. It is well-known, for exam-

ple, that a country possessing only a handful of engineers or scientists can-

not nurture the hope of developing – or even simply using – certain new 

technologies. Even so, the difference that grows between two initially 

identical economies is quantitative during a first stage – through variations 

in the respective numbers of workers of different categories – and then be-

comes qualitative during a second stage, depending on whether or not each 

economy can gain access to certain classes of innovation. It is therefore 

possible that economies originally sharing the same prospects for growth 

move ever further apart in terms of their respective levels of development. 

4.4 Theses and conjectures 

Two observations can be drawn from the above panorama: 

1. The evolutionary paradigm proposes a framework within which irre-

versibilities can be represented “naturally”. These irreversibilities 

constitute an essential element of social and economic phenomena, 

whether in the field of investments, training, adaptation costs, etc., 

and in turn make it logical to introduce agents’ anticipations – or 

more generally their projects – even if it is possible to construct mod-

els in which the agents are myopic. We thus obtain the triptych of 

necessity, chance and will, without which no satisfactory description 

of economic evolution is possible. 

2. In the presence of irreversibilities, the stable states towards which 

markets converge may be multiple and the stable state actually 
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reached depends on both the initial conditions and the history. This 

multiplicity of futures can contribute to the birth of institutions, as 

we shall see in chapter 8. A brief glimpse of this possibility is shown 

in the model of the evolution of abilities. In models of this type, the 

openings allowed by the innovation or the traps resulting from cer-

tain choices appear naturally as consequences of the hypotheses made, 

without having to be artificially added to the theoretical analysis. 
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5 Mimetic interactions 

Population dynamics is one of the most studied subjects in evolutionary 

economics. We have already seen many examples in the preceding chap-

ters. It concerns analysis of the ways in which a large number of interact-

ing individuals evolve. The particularity that distinguishes this type of 

analysis from the standard Walrasian approach is the fact that it integrates 

direct interactions between the agents. The classical theory of Walrasian 

competition, on the contrary, assumes that individuals have no direct rela-

tion with each other; they are only connected indirectly through the inter-

mediary of the prices set by the auctioneer, as chapter 2 has already ex-

plained. Furthermore, this theory postulates exogenous preferences such 

that the end objectives of each agent are in no way influenced by what the 

rest of the group decides. Thus, each individual is isolated. This is the clas-

sic conception of individual independence in relation with the group. The 

fact, for example, that a certain number of individuals decide to buy the 

good k has no direct effect on the behaviour of a given individual A. It in 

no way increases his desire to purchase the same good k. The only effect is 

indirect, through the price variations it causes: the initial purchases pro-

voke a price rise which, in general, will lead the individual A to reduce his 

purchases of good k. A vast range of possible interactions breaking with 

the Walrasian framework is presented in chapter 3, together with the for-

mal tools enabling them to be analysed. Among these interactions, one plays 

a particularly important role: imitation. Chapter 3 provides a first analysis of 

it. We propose to go further in the present chapter, by studying its properties 

in more detail. Focusing particular attention on imitation can be justified by 

the tremendously important role it plays in all the social sciences. 

5.1 Background and problems 

In economics, the role of imitation was only recognised relatively recently, 

although some heterodox works in financial economics highlighted very 

early on the primordial importance of imitative behavior for anyone seek-

ing to understand the dynamics of speculation (Aglietta and Orléan, 1980; 

Kindleberger, 1978). The central obstacle to the acceptance of imitation 
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derived from the too-exclusive identification of the rational individual with 

the Walrasian individual, – an individual isolated from the others, perfectly 

independent and who has no need to observe other people to decide what 

he wants. From this point of view, strong links with the group – such as the 

imitation and collective manias which are its strongest form of expression, 

– appear to belong to the domain of sheer irrationality. Imitative man has 

been equated with the man of the masses, perceived as being the absolute 

opposite of homo oeconomicus: blinded by collective passion, he aban-

dons his own interests to follow unquestioningly the group movement. In 

economic analysis, the propensity to imitate was thus considered an ar-

chaic remainder, an anachronism that no longer had its place in the indi-

vidualistic world of interest, markets and rational calculation. It was seen 

as a phenomenon of which the study was best left to sociologists, social 

psychologists or even anthropologists, – but certainly not to economists. 

However, as our understanding of economic dynamics has deepened, 

the oversimplified nature of this view has become more apparent. For ex-

ample, in the field of finance, it would be inconceivable to continue as if 

herd behavior or contagious processes play no role, when they are con-

stantly appearing in the works of analysts and historians studying stock 

markets or currency markets (Kindleberger, 1978). Furthermore, advances 

in the microeconomic analysis of interactions have, little by little, demon-

strated that imitation is not incompatible with rationality, – far from it – al-

though it may lead, globally, to sub-optimal configurations. Three rational 

motives for imitation have been demonstrated (Orléan, 2001). We shall 

now examine them in one after another. 

5.1.1 Informational imitation 

When two individuals are confronted with the same problem, individual A 

may decide rationally to imitate individual B because he believes that B

possesses information or knowledge that he himself does not have, so that 

he interprets B’s action as being more efficient. Take, for example, the si-

tuation where A and B are in a room with two doors. Only one of these 

doors leads outside, and A does not know which it is. We then assume that 

a fire breaks out. If A sees B get up and run towards a certain door, it is ra-

tional for A to follow him. Either B knows no more than A, and following 

him is simply a way for A to make a random choice between the two 

doors, or B does know something more, in which case it is advantageous 

for A to follow him. This is an example of informational imitation: one 

person copies another because of the information the latter is assumed to 
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possess. This is perfectly rational behaviour. It has been analysed by S. 

Bikhchandani, D. Hirshleifer and I. Welch (1992). Note that in this type of 

imitation, the intrinsic utility of individuals is not affected by the behavior 

of others. We do not assume the presence of positive externalities. In our 

example, individual A does not obtain any extra utility from the fact that 

he chooses the same door as B. We could even consider that the opposite is 

true, as two individuals may hinder each other while trying to get through 

the same door, which would oblige us to take negative externalities into 

account.

5.1.2 Normative imitation 

When a group adheres collectively to a norm, we can see that transgressors 

are liable to sanction (Elster, 1989; Orléan, 1997). This is the case when, 

for example, not adopting a certain form of behavior will tarnish an indi-

vidual’s reputation in the eyes of the other members of the group. Under 

these conditions, it can be rational to imitate the collective behavior in or-

der to avoid the various possible sanctions. The existence of these sanc-

tions drives individuals towards conformism. This is what we shall call 

“normative imitation”. The norm is not necessarily exogenous. It can 

emerge unintentionally, when individuals are afraid to stray from the ma-

jority opinion, without knowing exactly what this majority opinion is. The 

illustration we shall propose for exploring normative imitation will be of 

this type. More generally, normative imitation is also used to describe an 

individual making a choice simply because the same choice has been 

widely selected within the group and has thus become “legitimate and 

normal” in the eyes of the individual. 

5.1.3 Preferential imitation8

Here we place ourselves in situations where the preferences of each indi-

vidual are the combined result of two components, one of which is intrin-

sic and the other collective (Schelling, 1979). Consequently, the utility 

                                                     

8  In Orléan (2001), which serves as a guiding thread through this paper, the term 

„self-referential imitation” was preferred. But the reality is the same. The adjec-

tive „preferential” emphasises the source of the phenomenon, namely prefer-

ences. The adjective „self-referential” emphasises the fact that when choosing 

his behaviour, each agent takes as his main reference the endogenous behavior 

of the group, equally constituted of imitators. 
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)(αiU  that the individual i  obtains when he chooses the option [ ]α  is 

written in the form: 

),()( iiii nuUU ααα = (5.1)

where iuα  is the component that determines the intrinsic utility of the op-

tion [ ]α  for the individual i  and inα  designates the number of individuals 

who have chosen the option [ ]α  within what we shall call the “reference 

group” of the individual i , in other words the subgroup of individuals on 

whom i  depends for his economic activity. This may, for example, in-

volve “neighbors” with whom he has regular exchanges. We are in a situa-

tion of “preferential imitation” when the equation (5.1) obtained is such 

that when inα  increases, the utility )(αiu  grows. In other words, the higher 

the number of individuals in his reference group who have chosen the op-

tion [ ]α , the more positively individual i  evaluates the utility of this op-

tion9. One particular case is that in which the reference group of each indi-

vidual is the whole set of individuals: αα nni = . In the case of preferential 

imitation, we take into account the positive externalities that drive the in-

dividual to tend to choose the option already chosen by those with whom 

he has the most frequent contact. The most classic example comes from 

the study of technological innovations and what Brian Arthur (1988) calls 

“network externalities” and “increasing returns of adoption”: the higher the 

number of individuals choosing a technical innovation, the more desirable 

this innovation becomes in the eyes of the remaining individuals. 

Note that there may be a certain ambiguity between normative and pref-

erential imitation, insofar as that in both cases the source of the imitation 

lies in the extra individual utility generated by conforming to majority be-

havior. Consequently, the justification for differentiating between these 

two forms of imitation lies in the distinction between the sources of utility: 

in one case, the utility considered is the traditional utility of economists, as 

in the analyses of Brian Arthur; in the other case we introduce a specific 

utility, connected to the recognition by the group of the legitimacy of an 

action or opinion. The formal model may be identical in these two situa-

tions, but the interpretation is different. In a financial market, for example 

                                                     

9  It may be observed that here we assume implicitly that any two agents in the re-

ference group have an identical influence on i. Subsequently, we shall be able 

to abandon this hypothesis and assume that individuals have varying degrees of 

influence, depending, for example, on their „proximity“ to the individual in 

question. 
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(Orléan, 2001), we cannot equate the proposition: (a) the fund manager A

has bought the security X because he thinks that the other fund managers 

will buy it, thus causing the price to rise (preferential imitation) with the 

proposition: (b) the fund manager X has bought the security X because to 

do otherwise would have tarnished his reputation, made him look incom-

petent and lost him some of his customers (normative imitation). 

The integration of imitation into models of interaction has decisive con-

sequences. Hans Föllmer (1974) was one of the first researchers to grasp 

the full significance of this. Analysing works that introduced random ele-

ments into the preferences of individuals, he observed that as long as the 

random events were assumed to be independent, this introduction did not 

profoundly modify the classical results: “randomness alone, without inter-

action, does not seriously affect the existence of price equilibria” (p. 51). 

But, he continued, we obtain a completely different picture when the ran-

dom events disturbing the preferences of an individual are dependent on 

the preferences of his reference group, in this case his “neighbours”. He 

wrote: “It is through waves of imitation that interacting preferences be-

come an important source of uncertainty” (p. 52). And then what happens? 

“the microeconomic characteristics may no longer determine the macro-

economic phase” (p. 52). This is the essential point, and it is important to 

understand just how much is at stake here. The central idea is that when we 

introduce imitative behaviour, the global result to which the dynamics of 

interaction leads us can no longer be interpreted solely in terms of the in-

trinsic characteristics of the individuals, – what are usually called the “fun-

damentals”. We must also take into account the dynamics itself. This now 

plays an essential role that can no longer be passed over in silence. This 

break with the fundamentalist interpretation which has traditionally en-

joyed exclusive dominance in economics is certainly the most interesting 

characteristic of imitation models, as Föllmer so well observed. We shall 

now present a first illustration, drawn from the work of Mark Granovetter 

(1978), enabling us to define our concepts more precisely. 

In the article in question, this author studies a group composed of N

individuals faced with a binary decision. This is a situation in which the 

individual’s choice is limited to two alternatives: E or not-E, denoted NE.

Granovetter uses the following decision as an example: “to riot or not to 

riot”. Considering the choice to be a rioter, Granovetter observes that the 

utility attached to this option is an increasing function of the total number 

of rioters because “the cost to an individual of joining a riot declines as riot 

size increases, since the probability of being apprehended is smaller the 

larger the number involved” (p. 1422). In other words, the higher the 
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number En  of rioters in the group, the more the costs fall, thus increasing 

expected profits. We are in a situation where the reference group for all 

individuals is the whole group. Under these conditions, we have: 

),()( E

i

E

ii nuUEU = , a strictly increasing function of En  where E is the 

choice “to be a rioter” and where En  is equal to the total number of rioters 

in the group. The specific attitude of the individual i towards the choice “to 

be a rioter” is taken into account through the variable i

Eu . We therefore 

find ourselves in a situation of preferential imitation. Granovetter says 

nothing explicitly about the utility of being a non-rioter. For the sake of 

simplicity, we shall assume that the utility associated with this option has a 

value independent of the choices of the group10.

We therefore obtain:  

i

NE

i uNEU =)( (5.2)

In addition, Granovetter proposes the hypothesis that individuals are ra-

tional, inasmuch as they choose the option that provides them with the 

greatest utility. Under these hypotheses, it follows quite naturally that the  

Individual i’s utility 
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ni* nE

Fig. 5.1. Individual utility curve 

                                                     

10  We could have also assumed the presence of preferential imitation for this sec-

ond option. 
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agents display threshold behavior (figure 5.1): for every individual i, there 

is a number ∗
in  of rioters such that if ∗< iE nn , the individual chooses not to 

riot, whereas if ∗≥ iE nn , he decides to participate in the riot. This is a direct 

consequence of preferential imitation. We define individual i’s threshold 

as the proportion of individuals in the group who must have chosen to riot 

before the individual i will himself choose to riot, i. e. Nns ii /∗= . “The 

threshold is simply that point where the perceived benefits to an individual 

of doing the thing in question (here, joining the riot) exceed the perceived 

costs” (p. 1422). The work of Granovetter emphasises the dispersion of in-

dividual thresholds, expressing wide diversity in individual attitudes to-

wards the riot. He distinguishes between “radical” individuals with a low 

threshold and “conservatives” who have a high threshold. The instigators, 

who have a threshold of 0%, riot even when nobody has rioted before. At 

the other extreme, the “non-violent” individuals, who have a threshold of 

100%, will never riot. 

In this model, the fundamental data are provided by the set of thresholds 

{ }
Niis

,...,1= . When we know these numbers, we know perfectly the character-

istics of all the N members of the group. We can then plot the curve of ac-

cumulated distribution: F(x) = {# of individuals with a threshold below x}. A 

cruder characterisation of the overall attitude of the group can be obtained 

by simply considering the average threshold of the individuals constituting 

the group: 

=

=

=
Ni

i

is
N

s
1

1
(5.3)

By definition, a state of equilibrium is a situation in which no individual is 

incited to alter his behaviour. It can be characterised by the fact that the 

percentage ∗x  of rioters is such that ∗∗ = xxF )( . On a graph, the equilibria 

are obtained at the intersection of the distribution curve and the first bisec-

tor. These equilibria can be multiple. If we assume a normal distribution of 

thresholds with an average m 11, we obtain figure 5.2, in which three equi-

libria appear: ∗
1x  and ∗

3x  are stable; mx =∗
2  is unstable. 

To illustrate his analysis, Granovetter first considers a group of 100  

individuals12, with the following distribution of thresholds: “there is one  

                                                     

11 To do so, we consider that individuals with a negative threshold are „instiga-

tors” and those with a threshold above 1 are „non-violents”. 
12  As this hypothesis enables us to identify the threshold and number, it makes it 

easier for us to describe the dynamics of imitation. 
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Fig. 5.2. Cumulative distribution function of thresholds and equilibria 

individual with threshold 0, one with threshold 1, one with threshold 2, 

and so on up to the last individual with threshold 99” (p. 1424). What 

happens when we have an initial situation where there are no rioters, i. e. 

0)0( ==tnE ? The individual who has a threshold of 0  will adopt the be-

haviour of a rioter. He is an instigator. Now, the individual whose thresh-

old is 1 will follow him. Then the behaviour of these two individuals will 

provoke the reaction of the individual whose threshold is 2 , and so on un-

til all 100  individuals have become rioters. Consequently, the final value 

obtained is 100=En . This is the equilibrium value. 

From this moment on, the choice of all the members of the group will 

remain constant. As a second step, Granovetter very slightly modifies the 

distribution of thresholds as follows: the individual whose threshold was 1

now has a threshold of 2, while all the other thresholds remain unchanged. 

If we compare these two configurations in terms of the fundamental data, 

notably the indicator s  of the average propensity to riot, we can see that 

they are almost identical. And yet the behaviour of the group is radically 

altered. Starting from a situation where 0=En , the individual whose 

threshold is 0 still decides to riot, but now the riot goes no further, because 
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all the other members of the group have thresholds strictly superior to 1. 

The equilibrium value we now observe is 1=En . Note that in this second 

configuration, the value 100=En  is still an equilibrium, in other words a 

value which, once attained, remains constant. 

Here we have a good example of the inadequacy of the fundamentalist 

diagnosis when imitative dynamics is taken into account. To make this 

clear, Granovetter considers a hypothetical newspaper reporting on the two 

situations, namely 100=En  and 1=En : “Newspaper reports of the two 

events would surely be written as, in the first case, “A crowd of radicals 

engaged in riotous behavior”; in the second, “A demented troublemaker 

broke a window while a group of solid citizens looked on”. We know, ho-

wever, that the two crowds are almost identical in composition” (p. 1425). 

In other words, the newspaper interprets the difference between the two 

scenes as being the result of differences in the intrinsic propensities of the 

two groups to riot: a “crowd of radicals” compared with “a group of solid 

citizens”. However, we know that this diagnosis is totally false. The two 

groups are composed of the same individuals, except for one unique ele-

ment. This error is not exclusive to journalists. It is very common and 

“natural”. Economists and sociologists both show a tendency, when they 

observe differences between two populations, spontaneously to reduce 

those differences to the fundamental data characterising the populations. 

The example proposed by Granovetter demonstrates that in situations of 

complex interactions – such as those in which imitation plays a role – dy-

namics counts. Depending on the initial situation and the random shocks 

encountered by the economic system, the final equilibrium may display 

considerable modifications. Drawing an analogy with financial phenom-

ena, we could use the term “bubble” to designate this disconnection be-

tween the fundamental characteristics and the final equilibrium. 

To put it another way, using a concept introduced in chapter 2, this first 

example presents imitation as an economic force that produces self-

organisation. A central characteristic of self-organisation is that it gives ri-

se to new qualities, – qualities which are absent from the analysis when 

only the elements of the system are considered, one by one. For this rea-

son, the traditional fundamentalist description is necessarily inadequate 

when confronted with this type of phenomenon. A speculative bubble can 

be analysed as a form of self-organisation of financial markets. We shall 

now move on to the systematic analysis of imitation. 
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5.2 Canonical principles 

In recent years, the case most studied in economic literature has been that 

of binary choices. We can, in fact, write the general model for this case. 

This is the canonical model that we shall be describing in this section. In 

section 5.3, we shall examine some illustrations of this general model, focus-

ing in succession on informational, normative and preferential imitation. 

5.2.1 A general model 

Let us consider a population of N  agents. Each agent is denoted i , with 

{ }Ni ,...,2,1∈ . We assume that each agent is faced with a binary choice: he 

either chooses option [1] or option [2]. We denote )(1 tn  the number of in-

dividuals who, at time t, have chosen the option [1] and )(2 tn , the number 

who have chosen the option [2]. Thus, we have: 

Ntntn =+ )()( 21 (5.4)

To discover the distribution of choices within this population, therefore, 

we only need to know one of these numbers. The other can then easily be 

deduced. By convention, we shall choose, as the state variable describing 

the system, the variable )(1 tn , which we rename )(tn  or the variable 

Ntntf /)()( = . The variable denoted 1)(2
)()(

)( 21 −=−= tf
N

tntn
tx ,

which measures the proportional deviation between those who have chosen 

option [1] and those who have chosen [2], may also be chosen as state va-

riable. )(tx  varies between 1−  and 1+ .

We are exploring situations of imitative interaction, expressed by the 

fact that each individual’s choice between [1] and [2] depends “positively” 

on the behaviour of the other agents. There are several different ways of 

integrating this imitative effect. If we assume that the individuals are “spa-

tialised”, we must introduce neighbourhoods, in which case each individ-

ual is only influenced by his neighbours. We shall not introduce this com-

plexity within the context of this chapter, except to touch on it briefly in 

the section “Conclusions and conjectures”. We shall assume, more simply, 

that every individual is influenced to the same extent by each of the other 

members of the group, as in the example proposed by Granovetter. In the 

most general form of this hypothesis, we write that an individual changes 

his choice from [1] to [2] with the probability 12p  and that he changes 

from [2] to [1] with the probability 21p . These probabilities are respec-
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tively decreasing and increasing functions of n  and therefore of f . We 

have, therefore: 

[1]  to[2] fromn  transitioofy probabilit : )(

[2]  to[1] fromn  transitioofy probabilit : )(

21

12

np

np
(5.5)

We must underline the fact that the truly economic aspect lies in the de-

termination of the probabilities )(12 np  and )(21 np . For the rest, it is sim-

ply a question of mathematically solving the model thus constructed13. To 

do this, however, we must first specify precisely how the sequence of indi-

vidual choices unfolds. As we shall see, the economic model described by 

the equations (5.5) can result in the definition of two different dynamics, 

which we shall denote 1D  and 2D , depending on the way in which this se-

quence of individual choices is defined. 

5.2.2 The D1 dynamic 

The first dynamic, denoted D1, assumes that at each instant t, an individual 

is drawn at random from the group and chooses his option in accordance 

with the probabilities (5.5). We can see immediately that we are dealing 

with a first-order Markovian stochastic process. It is stochastic because if, 

at instant t, the state variable equals n(t) = n, then at t + 1, n(t + 1) may equal 

n + 1, n, or n – 1. It is a first-order Markovian process because the transition 

probabilities at instant t only depend on the value of n(t). For example, to 

change from n to n + 1, the individual chosen at random must have previ-

ously chosen [2], an event of which the probability is f
N

nN −=−
1 , and 

this individual must now choose [1], i. e. an event of which the probability 

is )(21 np . We calculate the probability of changing from n to n – 1 in the 

same way. We thus obtain: 

==−→

=−=+→

−

+

)()()1(Prob

)()()1()1(Prob

12

21

nwnp
N

n
nn

nwnp
N

n
nn

(5.6)

                                                     

13  Note that the solution proposed is independent of the form of the probabilities 

of transition. It can therefore be used even in non-imitative cases, i.e. in situati-

ons where the probability of choosing an option is not an increasing function of 

the numbers of individuals who have already chosen the same option. 
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It follows that the correct way to describe the system at instant t is not in 

terms of its state variable )(tn  but of its law of probability, which we de-

note );( tnp . Following what has just been said, we can then write the law 

of evolution of this probability. To do so, we write that between t  and 

1+t , the “weight of probability” in n  is increased by the flow coming 

from 1−n  and 1+n , but is decreased by the flow leaving n for n – 1 and 

1+n . The calculation of these inputs and outputs immediately leads to the 

master equation: 

);()();()();1()1();1()1(
);(

tnpnwtnpnwtnpnwtnpnw
dt

tndp
−+−+ −−+++−−= (5.7)

5.2.2.1 Solution of the model 

Our aim is to analyze the asymptotic behavior of this process when t  tends 

to infinity. In other words, we want to determine the stationary distribu-

tion(s) of the process (5.6). When there is one and only one stationary dis-

tribution, the process is said to be ergodic. Following the study of Mark-

ovian processes, we can say that the process (5.6) is ergodic when all the 

transition probabilities )(21 np  and )(12 np  are strictly positive for all values 

of n, except )(12 Np  and )0(12p  which have no economic significance. 

This is the situation we are going to study in more detail in the present sub-

section. We shall show that when the positivity of transition probabilities 

is verified, we can calculate explicitely the asymptotic distribution of the 

process (5.6) (Weidlich and Haag, 1983). 

To do so, let us first observe that the stationary probability, denoted 

)(nps , for n  varying between 0 and N, verifies the following equation: 

0
);( =

dt

tndps (5.8)

If we take into account the limit conditions, namely 

)1()1(0)()0( −=+=== +−+− wNwNww (5.9)

and then use equation (5.7), we find that: 

Nn
kw

kw
pnp

nk

k

ss ∏
=

= −

+ ≤≤−=
1

1for 
)(

)1(
)0()( (5.10)

This calculation is possible because the positivity of the transition prob-

abilities entails the positivity of )(kw− , for all 0>k . If we take into ac-

count the fact that the sum of probabilities )(nps  is equal to 1, we can 
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easily deduce the value of )0(sp , then the value of )(nps . We can then 

calculate the stationary probability exactly. When the process is not er-

godic, these calculations are no longer valid. The stationary probability is 

no longer unique. 

The analysis of this stochastic process can be approached in another 

way. This involves re-writing the equations, using the variable f  instead of 

the state variable n  to which it is equivalent, and then presenting a continu-

ous approximation on the former variable. In fact, for large N , it is possi-

ble to consider that f  behaves as a real variable belonging to the segment 

[ ]1,0 . We can then rewrite the master equation (5.7) in the following form: 

[ ] [ ]);()(
2

);()(
);(

2

2

tfPfQ
f

tfPfK
ft

tfP

∂
∂+

∂
∂−=

∂
∂ ε

(5.11)

with:

=
−=

−

+

)(.)(

)().1()(

12

21

fpffW

fpffW
(5.12)

=
+=
−=

−+

−+

NfWfWfQ

fWfWfK 1
 and 

)()()(

)()()(
ε (5.13)

Equation (5.11) is a classic diffusion equation, known as the Fokker-

Planck equation. )( fK  represents the drift coefficient and Q( f ) represents 

the fluctuation coefficient. The significance of this equation can be grasped 

intuitively. When )( fK  is positive, this means that the probability )( fW+
is greater than the probability )( fW− . f  therefore tends to increase. )( fQ

measures the overall noise generated by the system even if the pluses and 

the minuses cancel out. This intuition can be confirmed by demonstrating 

that the stochastic process described by the Fokker-Planck equation (5.11) 

is equivalent to the following stochastic differential equation: 

)()]([)]([)( tdWtfQdttfKtdf ε+= (5.14)

5.2.2.2 Properties of the stationary probability 

In this sub-section we shall continue to assume that the process is ergodic, 

so that we can refer without ambiguity to the stationary distribution and 

continue to examine the continuous approximation given by equation 

(5.11). )( fPst  denotes the stationary probability. In this context, what 

most interest us are the properties of the stationary probability, – and par-
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ticularly its extrema. If asymptotic variance is low, we know that f  will 

be situated somewhere in the neighborhood of a maximum of this prob-

ability. Bearing in mind that the stationary probability satisfies the follow-

ing property: 

0
),( =

∂
∂

t

tfP
(5.15)

following equation (5.11) and the limit conditions, we have: 

[ ] )()(
2

)()(
2

)()(
2

)()( fP
df

d
fQfQ

df

d
fPfPfQ

df

d
fPfK stststst

εεε +== (5.16)

As the extrema mf  of the stationary probability are such that: 

0)( =m
st f

df

dP
(5.17)

with:
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2

(5.18)

it therefore follows, when the terms )(' mfQε  and )('' mfQε  can be ig-

nored14 in relation to the drift terms (this is true for 1<<ε ), that the ex-

trema are such that: 

0)( =mfK (5.19)

with:

>

<

mm

mm

ff
df

dK

ff
df

dK

 minimumfor     0)(

 maximumfor     0)(

(5.20)

14  This is not always the case. We can cite two models in the literature in which 

this approximation cannot be made (Kirman, 1993) and (Orléan, 1990). 
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Conditions (5.19) and (5.20) are interesting because they enable us to de-

termine the overall form of the stationary probability without having to 

perform the rigorous calculation (5.10) of the stationary distribution, which 

can be complicated. 

The intuition behind this result is that if we ignore the fluctuations, then 

the deterministic movement associated with the stochastic process under 

consideration is of the form: 

[ ])(tfK
dt

df = (5.21)

This result can be deduced immediately from equation (5.14). The fixed 

points in this process are the extrema of the stationary probability. These 

are maxima if the fixed points are stable; they are minima if the fixed 

points are unstable. 

5.2.2.3 An important special case: the  hypothesis 

One special case is particularly important: that in which the probability of 

choosing option [1] or option [2] is independent of the previous choice 

made. In the text that follows, we shall refer to this as the  hypothesis. 

When the  hypothesis is adopted, we have: 

)(1)()(   and   )()( 1212121 npnpnpnpnp −=== (5.22)

The only thing that counts is the probability, at a given moment, of choos-

ing [1] or [2]. By writing )()( 1 npfP = , we can deduce: 

[ ] )()(1)()1()( fPffPffPffK +−=−−−= (5.23)

Consequently, the extrema are such that: 

mm ffP =)( (5.24)

We obtain the equilibrium states of Granovetter’s model, for if we were to 

adapt that model to the present context, )(xF  would be the probability of 

an individual participating in a riot when a proportion x  of individuals 

have already chosen to riot. 

5.2.3 The 2D  dynamic 

Using the same economic model (5.5), we can describe a second dynamic 

context in which, at the instant 1+t , all the individuals make their choices 
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simultaneously, instead of the one individual drawn at random that we had 

in the 1D  dynamic. We shall call this the 2D  dynamic. Applying the law 

of large numbers, it follows that 1+tf  – the proportion of individuals that 

choose option [1] at t + 1 – is equal to the probability of choosing this op-

tion when, at 1+t , all the agents observe the same value tf  when making 

their choice. The law of large numbers applies because each agent chooses 

independently in relation to the random event in question. The fact that 

every agent uses tf  when making his choice has no incidence on this re-

sult. By using transition probabilities, it follows that: 

)()()()1( 12211 ttttttt fKfPffPfff =−−=−+ (5.25)

This modelisation is used by A. Corcos, J.P. Eckmann and A. Malapinas 

(1998). We can immediately verify that the approximation in continuous 

time of this discrete process is written: 

[ ])(tfK
dt

df = (5.26)

So we obtain once again the deterministic dynamics associated with the 

1D  dynamic. It is not difficult to see that the stable fixed points of the dy-

namics (5.25) are the maxima (5.19) of the stationary probability of the 

1D  dynamic. 

Furthermore, if we add the hypothesis referred to above as the  hy-

pothesis, according to which the choice at any given instant is independent 

of the previous choice, we can write: 

)(1)()( 1221 fPfPfP −== (5.27)

We then obtain: 

)(1 tt fPf =+ (5.28)

To sum up, one can always choose between one of two equivalent dynamic 

specifications for the economic model (5.5): either the individuals choose 

one by one, which we have called the 1D  dynamic, or they all choose at 

the same time, which we have called the 2D  dynamic. In the former case, 

we obtain convergence towards a stationary probability; the latter con-

verges towards stationary states. If there is ergodicity, the formal equiva-

lence between the two is expressed by the fact that the maxima of the sta-

tionary probability are fixed points of the deterministic process. The 

observed values of f are very close in both contexts. 
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5.3 Some models 

We shall now use the general model described above, together with its two 

dynamic specifications 1D  and 2D , to study imitative interactions. This 

part of the chapter is divided into three sub-sections, each dealing with one 

of the three forms of imitation. From an economic point of view, the essen-

tial point is to write the transition probabilities (5.5), then to use our gen-

eral results concerning the solution of the model to analyse the results and 

propose an economic interpretation of them. 

5.3.1 Informational imitation 

To analyse this form of imitation, we shall consider a population consti-

tuted of N  individuals, denoted i  with { }Ni ,...,2,1∈ . Let θ  denote the 

exogenous state of nature, or the state of the world. This is equal to either 

{ }H  or { }L  and is assumed to be fixed. The task of each individual is to 

discover the value of this state. Thus, each individual has two options: op-

tion [1] consists in declaring that the state is { }H  and option [2] that it is 

{ }L . The context is therefore one of binary choice, in accordance with the 

general model presented in the previous section. 

The difficulty of the task confronting the individuals derives from the 

fact that they cannot observe the state of nature directly. To discover the 

state, they have access to a random noisy signal σ , equal to either { }+  or 

{ }− , the value of which is connected to the state of the world through the 

following conditional probabilities15:

<−==+===−=

>==−===+=

 5.01) |() |(

 5.0) |() |(

pLPHP

pLPHP

θσθσ

θσθσ
(5.29)

In other words, the closer p  gets to 1, the more precise the signal, and the 

higher the probability of discovering the correct state of the world. At the 

limit, for 1=p , observation of the signal is sufficient to determine the 

state of the world without any ambiguity. We assume that each agent i  ob-

serves an independent draw of σ , denoted iσ . In addition, each individual 

knows that the prior probability of the two states is 2/1 .

                                                     

15  This analytical framework was proposed by Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer and 

Wlech (1992). However, their analysis considered a succession of agents enter-

ing the market sequentially, whereas in our work all the agents are present si-

multaneously. 
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5.3.1.1 Choices in the absence of imitation 

To start with, we consider the situation in which each agent makes his 

choice solely on the basis of his private information iσ . In this case, to de-

termine his choice, the agent calculates the probability conditional on the 

messages: )/( iHP σ  and )/( iLP σ :

)(

)()|(
)|()|(

+
+=+=+=

P

HPHP
HPHP σ (5.30)

with

)()|()(?)|()( LPLPHPHPP +++=+ (5.31)

Bearing in mind the fact that the states of the world are a priori e-

quiprobable, we obtain: 

pHPpHP −=−=+ 1)|(   and   )|( (5.32)

On the basis of this calculation, the agent chooses the state with the greater 

probability, i. e. a probability higher than 2/1 . This result is justified by 

the fact that we assume a symmetric utility function, in other words the 

utility obtained from choosing H when the state of the world actually turns 

out to be H, which we denote )|( HHU , is equal to the utility )|( LLU

obtained from choosing L  when the state of the world actually is L .

We therefore have aLLUHHU == )|()|( . Likewise, we assume that 

abLHUHLU <== )|()|( . As 2/1>p , it follows that the individual who 

observes { }+  will choose H  and the one who observes { }−  will choose L ,

as one would intuitively expect. Because the signal is noisy, however, this 

rule can lead to an incorrect choice. This is the case when the state of the 

world is { }H  and, through bad luck, the individual observes the signal { }− ,

which leads him to choose L . This only occurs, however, with the probabil-

ity p−1 . The more precise the signal, the lower the probability of error. 

Using this decision rule, we can establish the transition probabilities 

corresponding to the equations (5.5) of the general model. We have: 

{ }

{ } −=−=

=+=

pp

pp

1 observing ofy probabilit the

     observing ofy probabilit the

12

21

(5.33)

Note that these probabilities do not depend on n , because the individuals 

are independent and not imitative. Let us now consider the 1D  dynamic, in 

which all agents behave in the same way. What happens? To find out, we 

assume that the state is { }H . The options are either to choose H , option 
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[1], or to choose L , option [2]. Let n  denote the number of individuals 

who have chosen H . We can then use equation (5.10) to calculate the sta-

tionary probability: 

n
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As we want =1)(nps , we have: 
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from which follows: 

N

s pp )1()0( −= (5.36)

and consequently: 

( ) ( ) npp
n

N
np

nNn

s  allfor  1)(
−−= (5.37)

Here we recognise the binomial law ),( NpB  of the parameters p and N.

This was to be expected, because when { }H=θ , the agents independently 

choose H with probability p  or L with probability p−1 , which is the very 

definition of the binomial law. It can easily be demonstrated that the se-

quential process in which the agents choose one after another converges 

towards the same law. The binomial distribution has a unique mode for 

pNnm = , or again pfm = , in accordance with equation (5.24), in which 

the probability of choosing option [1] is a constant function, written 

pfP =)( . In a configuration such as this, a proportion )1( p−  of indi-

viduals in the group make the wrong choice. The same result is obtained 

when the state of the world is { }L . So, whatever the state of the world θ ,

we have a proportion p−1  of individuals in the population who, on aver-

age, make the wrong choice. Now we shall see whether the introduction of 

imitation leads to any improvement in this result. 

5.3.1.2 The introduction of imitation 

Intuitively, it seems reasonable to believe that the above result can be im-

proved when the agents are no longer limited exclusively to their private 

information. Essentially, we shall examine situations in which agents can 

observe the actions of others, but have no access to their private information. 
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This hypothesis corresponds to a market configuration. In a market, agents 

do not know the information possessed by the others, but they can observe 

them buying or selling the product in question. More specifically, we only 

assume that agents observe the past price, which reveals part of the infor-

mation possessed by private agents. This is the specific hypothesis that we 

shall adopt. In our context, it is the variable f , the collective choice, 

which plays the role of price. We assume that this value is announced pub-

licly at each instant. It is obvious that the aggregate information given by 

the variable f  is decisive and can help the private agents to improve their 

assessment of θ . To demonstrate this, we shall consider the situation pre-

sented above, in which individual choices are independent. 

It appears that an external observer can discover the correct state of the 

world solely on the basis of his observation of the collective opinion f .

This can be understood simply by observing that when N  is large, the 

state chosen by the majority of the group, namely H  when { }2/1>f  or 

L  when { }2/1<f , has a very high probability of indicating the real state 

of the world. The probability that f  is lower than 2/1  when f  is a ran-

dom binomial variable of the parameters p  and N , with p  greater than 

2/1 , rapidly tends to 0  when N  tends to infinity. As an example, for 

50=N  and 7.0=p , this probability is equal to 0013.0 , very much lower 

than the probability of error obtained solely from observation of σ , which 

is equal to %30  in this case. Under these conditions, the pure imitative 

rule that consists in copying the majority choice of the group has a very 

high probability of leading to the correct result. It therefore seems reason-

able to believe that the observation of f  by agents can increase their abil-

ity to discover the real state of the world. The imitation introduced here is 

informational: the individual imitates because he thinks that the informa-

tion of the group is of a higher quality than his own. 

Expressed slightly differently, this analysis tells us that collective opin-

ion, in the case of independent choices, is “informationally efficient”, in-

asmuch as, for large enough N , it reveals the underlying state of the 

world. Imitation of the majority choice then stands out as an efficient op-

tion. This is true for the external observer, but the members of the group 

cannot benefit from it because they do not use this information. There is 

still a proportion p−1  who make the wrong choice. The issue now is to 

analyze whether imitation of the majority choice can also improve the in-

dividual performances of the members of the group. In other words, what 

happens when the agents are aware of the informational efficiency of the 

collective opinion? Does f  remain informationally efficient when the 

agents themselves seek to exploit it to refine their assessments? 
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Presented in this way, the problem takes on a form that will be recog-

nised by researchers in the field of finance. It is an expression of the fa-

mous paradox of Grossman and Stiglitz (1980), who examined one of the 

most fundamental properties of financial market theory: the informational 

efficiency of prices, which states that “the price reveals perfectly all the in-

formation available in the market” (Fama, 1970, p. 383). Grossman and 

Stiglitz made the following observation: if investors know that the price is 

informationally efficient, then all incentive to seek information will disap-

pear, because simple observation of the price will enable an investor to do 

just as well as those who seek information, but without sustaining any in-

formation costs. However, if every investor reasons in this way, then in-

formational efficiency will disappear because no one will seek informa-

tion, and consequently the price will no longer contain any information. 

The authors conclude that informational efficiency is impossible. Ex-

pressed in our terms, this result affirms that if every agent ignores his pri-

vate information and simply imitates the majority choice – which is the ra-

tional thing to do if the majority choice is informationally efficient – then 

this majority choice will cease to be efficient. It could be anything. Note 

that Grossman’s and Stiglitz’s result is strictly negative. It expresses im-

possibility, without commenting on what might actually happen in such a 

situation. Our model will enable us to examine the same question in a dy-

namic context. 

For this purpose, we introduce a new fact into the previous model: 

agents can now observe the value of f . Under these conditions, the in-

formation set of the individual i  now has two elements: his private infor-

mation and the collective opinion. It is written { }fi ,σ . The individual is 

now faced with one of two possible situations. In the first, the two ele-

ments of information are compatible, in that they both indicate the same 

choice. This is the case when { }+=σ  and { }2/1>f  and also when 

{ }−=σ  and { }2/1<f . In this situation, the individual has no problem in 

making his choice. In the second situation, the two elements of information 

are contradictory. Take, for example, the situation in which { }+=σ  and 

{ }2/1<f . What will the individual do in such a situation? That depends 

on the way he assesses the relative precision of the two elements of infor-

mation. If he believes in the theory of efficiency, he will ignore his indi-

vidual information and follow the majority choice, in this case L . If, on the 

contrary, he has little confidence in the group, he will follow his private 

signal and choose H . We shall adopt a probabilist strategy to take this 

ambiguity into account: the individual imitates the majority choice with a 

probability of µ ; he follows his private information with a probability of 
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µ−1 . µ is an exogenous, fixed parameter which measures the strength of 

the propensity to imitate. It varies between 0 and 1. We denote ( )fq ,σµ
the probability that an individual will choose H  when he is characterised by 

the imitation parameter µ  and he has observed σ  and f . We can then write: 

( )

( )

( )

( ) =−>

=−<

=−>

−=+<

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

µ

fqf

fqf

fqf

fqf

,5.0  if

0,5.0  if

  and  

1,5.0  if

1,5.0  if

(5.38)

Such is the decision rule of an individual in the group. If we assume that 

all the individuals in the group are characterised by the same parameter 

value µ and if we adopt a 1D  dynamic, we can then determine the station-

ary distribution. The interest of this presentation lies in the comparative 

static analysis of how this distribution varies with µ . In this way we can 

directly evaluate the influence of informational imitation on the collective 

opinion. Does more imitation lead to more efficiency, or the opposite? 

5.3.1.3 Solution of the model 

Let us consider a 1D  dynamic. At the instant 0=t , we assume that 

( )0=tf  takes a value, any value, denoted 0f
16. At each instant 0>t , an 

individual is drawn at random. He observes the value 1−tf  announced pub-

licly at the end of the last period and acquires information about the state 

of nature for the period t  through observation of i

tσ , which is drawn at 

random. He then chooses between H  and L , in accordance with the prob-

abilities (5.38). Here, we postulate that his decision is independent of his 

previous choices. It depends exclusively on the two elements of informa-

tion σσ =i

t  and fft =−1 . We are therefore in the context of what we have 

called the  hypothesis. Solution of the problem is thus reduced to calcula-

tion of the transition probability ( ) ( )fPfp t =−121 , in other words the prob-

ability of choosing H , which we shall denote HP . This depends on the 

exogenous state of the world θ . By taking certain liberties with strict 

mathematical expression, we can write this as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) [ ] ( )fqfqfPfP H ,.)(1,).(, −−++== µµ θαθαθ (5.39)

where ( )θα  denotes the probability of drawing )( +=σ  when the state of 

the world is θ . We therefore have pH =)(α  and pL −=1)(α . It is easy to 

                                                     

16  We could even assume that at the instant t=0, the value of f is drawn from any 

probability distribution whatever: P( f ,0). 
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see that this transition probability lies strictly between 0 and 1 when µ  is 

strictly lower than 1. If this is so, it is also true for the transition probability 

)(1)(12 fPfp −= . Therefore if 1<µ , we are sure that the process is er-

godic. Equation (5.10) gives us the exact form of the stationary distribution. 

We can also place the problem within the context of continuous appro-

ximation (5.11). This makes it easier to discuss the form of the stationary 

distribution, subsequently returning to equation (5.10) to verify the cor-

rectness of our approximation. To analyse the properties of the stationary 

probability, we shall examine the case in which ( )H=θ ; the case L=θ
can then be immediately deduced by symmetry. We obtain: 

),().1(),(.),()( fqpfqpHfPfP H −−++== µµ (5.40)

The extrema are given by equation (5.24). We can then use the conditions 

(5.20) to determine whether these are minima or maxima. The simple form 

(5.38) of the functions ( )fq ,σµ  provides us with a simple solution of 

these equations. We obtain the following results. 

When the value of the parameter µ  remains lower or equal to a certain 

value
p

p

2

12* −=µ , the equation ffP =)(  only has one solution, which we 

shall denote If . We can then demonstrate that the stationary distribution is 

unimodal (figure 5.3), with mode If .

More precisely, when we assume that θ = H( ), we obtain: 

( ) ( ) *0 :     when1, µµµµ ≤≤−+= ppHf I (5.41)

Note that when 0=µ , we find ourselves back with the previous case, 

without imitation. It appears that imitation is efficient inasmuch as it im-

proves the collective result, because the proportion If  of agents finding 

the correct value of θ  becomes higher than p . This result is easy to inter-

pret. Without imitation, only the %p  of individuals who had, by pure 

chance, received the signal { }+  made the correct choice, while those who 

observed the signal { }−  made the wrong choice. Now, because of imita-

tion, this is no longer the case. A proportion µ  of the )1( p−  economic 

agents who are unlucky enough to observe the signal { }−  nevertheless 

make the right choice, in this case H, because they copy the majority 

choice. Under these conditions, the higher the value of µ, the larger the 

proportion of agents making the correct choice H. However, for this to be 

the case, the majority choice itself must be correct. This is not necessarily 

so when µ  is too large, as we shall now see. 
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Fig. 5.3. Stationary distribution with 2.0=µ  and 7.0=p  when { }H=θ

When µ  is greater than *µ  but still lower than 1, the form of the station-

ary distribution changes: it becomes bimodal (figure 5.4). 

The equation ffP =)(  now has two solutions17, which we shall denote 

Mf  and If , such that: 

)1(  and  )1( µµ −=−+= pfppf MI (5.42)

This situation expresses a profound change in the economic properties. 

The propensity to imitate has now become so strong that it dominates pri-

vate information. In other words, if the majority opinion is in favour of op-

tion [L], although many individuals observe the information {+} because  

                                                     

17  This result may surprise readers acquainted with dynamic systems, who would 

expect to see three solutions. The reason is the discontinuity of the function P(f)

at 1/2. Otherwise, there would indeed be three solutions. 
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Fig. 5.4. Stationary distribution with µ = 0.8 and p = 0.7 when { }H=θ

( )H=θ , their propensity to imitate is so strong that they will, on average, 

continue to prefer the existing majority. Under these conditions, the pro-

portion f  of choices in favour of H  remains18 lower than 1/2, despite a 

large flow of information supporting option [H]. To sum up, if µ  is too 

high, the information-spreading process is dominated by the process of 

self-validation of the existing majority, whatever that may be. For this rea-

son, we can observe two modes, one above 2/1  which we have called If

and the other below 2/1 , which we have called Mf . Under these condi-

tions, imitation is no longer efficient. It starts generating bubbles, in other 

                                                     

18  Of course, we may observe a transition from one mode to the other if, by chance, 

a large number of agents observe {+} signals and do not imitate, but this event 

is so rare that its probability is very low. Practically, for large enough N and for 

reasonable lengths of time, it is never observed. 
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words situations in which the majority opinion is disconnected from the 

objective state of nature: the state of nature may be [H] and agents may re-

ceive numerous information signals { }+ , majority opinion will neverthe-

less decide that option [L] is the right choice. 

5.3.1.4 The ambivalence of informational imitation 

For a deeper understanding of these results, we must shift the focus of our 

attention away from the stationary distribution and onto the dynamic that 

follows the variable f over the passage of time when we introduce exoge-

nous changes into the state of nature θ . Figure 5.5 illustrates a situation in 

which 5.00 =f , µ  is lower than *µ  and the state θ  changes in value exo-

genously every 1000 periods. We can observe that the majority opinion 

always converges towards the correct choice. It changes from ( )HfI ,µ  to 

( )LfI ,µ . For example, when 2.0=µ  and 7.0=p , f  moves from the 

neighborhood of 76.0),2.0( =HfI  to that of 24.0),2.0( =LfI . In both 

cases, the percentage of error is equal to %24 : thus below the %30  ob-

served when the individuals do not imitate. We can therefore say that this 

imitative system is efficient. It faithfully follows the variations in funda-

mental data, in this case θ . It should be noted that in this configuration, 

the value of 0f  has no impact on the equilibrium values. 

Fig. 5.5. Evolution of f when µ = 0.2  and p = 0.7
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When µ  is greater than *µ , while still not exceeding 1, the operating logic 

of the economic system is radically transformed, as figure 5.6 illustrates. 

We have chosen the same parameter values as those used in figure 5.5. It 

can be seen that the majority opinion is disconnected from the value of θ .

During the first “cycle” [ ]1000,0 , we assume that H=θ . Here, the major-

ity opinion converges to the neighborhood of ( ) 94.0,8.0 =HfI . Now, only 

%6  of individuals make the wrong choice, so it looks as if the system per-

forms much better than before. In fact, this is not at all the case. This result 

is obtained through sheer chance. The majority opinion could just as easily 

have converged to the neighborhood of 14.0),8.0( =HfM . This becomes 

much apparent during the next “cycle” [ ]2000,1001 , when θ  is equal to 

[L]. The majority opinion remains fixed on H. It converges to the 

neighborhood of 14.0),8.0( =Hf M , which corresponds to %86  error. 

This happens in spite of the large flow of { }−  signals received by the 

agents. As each agent individually attaches great importance to the major-

ity opinion he observes, namely f, this private information is not expressed 

in f. This corresponds to what Bickchandani, Hirshleider and Welch call an 

“informational cascade”. The system is locked. The price no longer reveals 

private information. As figure 5.6 demonstrates, the majority opinion no 

longer moves, no matter what changes θ  undergoes. The system has lost 

its efficiency and become rigid. It can be observed that on average the error  

Fig. 5.6. Evolution of f when µ = 0.8  and p = 0.7
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is greater than )1( p− . This is a general result for *µµ > . It would have 

been better for the agents to rely only on their private information. 

Nevertheless, it must be noted that the ergodicity of the process does in-

deed mean, in the case of bimodal distribution, that the value f  ends up by 

moving from the neighborhood of one mode to the neighborhood of the 

other. The “position of f  at infinity” is independent of the initial value 0f .

However, the transition probability is very weak. It decreases in Ne− . Over 

reasonable lengths of time, it cannot be observed. Everything happens as if 

there were two distinct equilibria. Under these conditions, to all practical 

purposes, the equilibrium attained does depend on the initial value 0f .

This becomes rigorously true when 1=µ . Under this hypothesis, individu-

als become totally imitative. They no longer take their private information 

into account, but content themselves with following the majority opinion. 

In this situation, it is clear that the system converges towards the majority 

opinion indicated by the value 0f . The process is no longer ergodic. It has 

two stationary distributions, the two Dirac distributions in ( )0=f  and 
( )1=f , i. e. 0δ  and 1δ .

To sum up, this analysis shows us that imitation can be either positive or 

negative depending on whether the group’s overall propensity to imitate is 

weak or strong, what we shall call the “ambivalence of informational imi-

tation”. This is an intuitive result: “It is rational for me to imitate others as 

long as they are better informed than I. Imitating individuals who are 

themselves imitators, on the other hand, is inefficient.” The best collective 

performance is obtained for *µµ = . This does not correspond to efficiency, 

however, because numerous agents continue to make the wrong choice. 

However, we must now take this line of reasoning further by abandon-

ing the unrealistic hypothesis of an exogenous µ . We must integrate the 

concept of imitation chosen as a rational reaction to the behavior of the 

group. What happens now? If the individual A knows that µ  of the group 

is lower than *µ , then he knows that the majority opinion has a very high 

probability of being correct. Under these conditions, his best course is to 

choose a µ  equal to 1. He becomes totally imitative. If, on the other hand, 

µ  is greater than *µ , he knows that by following the majority opinion he 

has a probability lower than p  of being correct. He will therefore choose a 

µ  equal to 0, a rule which gives the correct choice with the probability p.

He totally abandons imitation and only uses his private information. In o-

ther words, the individual A chooses to be imitative when the others are 

not, and abandons imitation if the others are imitative. However, it is im-

possible to do the opposite to what the others are doing when all agents are 

acting simultaneously and in the same way. There is no equilibrium but 

complex dynamics depending on how agents react to desequilibrium. A 

modelisation can be found in Orléan (1998). 
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5.3.2 Normative imitation 

Weidlich and Haag (1983) present an approach aimed at modeling the way 

in which members of a society divide up between two fundamental politi-

cal choices, of the type “right” versus “left”. The authors adopt the hy-

pothesis that each individual’s opinion is the result of a deliberation in-

volving not only his individual preferences, but also his “desire to adapt to 

the prevailing opinion, desire which increases in strength in proportion to 

the predominance of this opinion” (p. 41). They distinguish between “lib-

eral” societies, in which individual choice is free, and “totalitarian” socie-

ties which exert strong pressure on deviants. This is a clear example of 

what we have called “normative imitation”. More precisely, if we denote 

the two political opinions under consideration [1] and [2], the authors hy-

pothesise that the dynamic of individual choices is described by the fol-

lowing transition probabilities: 
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(5.43)

in which, as throughout this chapter, the variable f  represents the propor-

tion of individuals having chosen opinion [1]. Once again, therefore, we 

obtain our general model (5.5) of binary choice. 

The parameter h  describes the objective weight of the two opinions 

within the population under consideration. 0>h  signifies that opinion [1] 

is intrinsically preferred; 0<h  signifies that opinion [2] is preferred. The 

parameter k  is always positive. It measures the extent of normative imita-

tion, i. e. the strength of the propensity to follow the “majority choice”: if 

f >1/2, the higher the value of k , the higher the probability of choosing 

opinion [1]. The function 0)( >fg  determines the frequency of changes. 

This is a variable of reactivity. Weidlich and Haag assume it to be con-

stant. It can be seen that the qualitative properties of the stationary distri-

bution remain valid with 0)( >fg . The exponential form of these prob-

abilities is drawn directly from physics, from what is called the “Ising 

model”, but, as we have seen in chapter 1, this type of specification can be 

introduced quite naturally using the logit function. 
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5.3.2.1 Properties of the stationary distribution 

As these probabilities are always strictly positive, we can be sure of the er-

godicity of the stochastic process associated with the 1D  dynamic. We can 

also calculate the stationary probability, by means of equation (5.10). Let 

us assume VN 2=  and denote l  such that 1+=Vn . We therefore have l

which varies between V−  and V+ . Once the calculations have been car-

ried out, we obtain, for all values of l :
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By using the fact that the sum of the probabilities is equal to 1, we can de-

termine )0(sp , and then the values of )(lps . Note that if h  is 0, then this 

distribution is symmetrical: )()( lplp ss −= .

It is easier to analyse the form of the stationary distribution by adopting 

the context of continuous approximation (5.11). Using the probabilities gi-

ven by the equations (5.43), we can demonstrate that the functions )( fK

of drift and )( fQ  of fluctuation are written: 
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We can then calculate the extrema of the stationary probability using 

(5.19), i. e. 0)( =mfK . After (5.45), simplifying matters by taking as our 

variable either 12 −= fx  or Vlx /= , where x  varies between 1−  and 

1+ , we obtain: 

2
'   with   )'tanh(

k
kxkhx mm =+= (5.46)

This is a transcendental equation. 

To start with, let us take the case 0=h . As figure 5.7 illustrates, if the 

gradient of the tangent at the origin, namely 'k , is lower than the gradient 

of the first bisector, then this equation only has one solution, 0=mx ,

which is a maximum. If, on the other hand, the gradient of the tangent at 

the origin is greater than 1, then there are three solutions: 0=mx  and v± .

0 becomes a minimum, and v±  become two maxima. 

The results are of the same type when h  is different from 0. For 1'<k ,

only one solution exists. This solution is a maximum of the stationary distri- 
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Fig. 5.7. Fixed points 

bution. For 1'>k  and for 
0hh > , there is still only one solution. Finally, 

for 1'>k  and for 0hh < , there are three solutions, denoted 0x , +x  and −x .

To find the value of 0h , note that this critical case corresponds to the fact

that the line x
kk

h
y

'

1

'
+−=  is tangent to the curve xtanh . We can then 

demonstrate that the value of h is determined by the following equation: 

[ ] ')1'('cosh 0

2 kkkh =−− (5.47)

For an economic analysis of these mathematical results, we shall concentrate 

on the case 0=h , as the configuration 0≠h  has no qualitative difference. 

5.3.2.2 Interpretation of the results 

In their analysis, Weidlich and Haag focus essentially on the fact that a high 

k corresponds to a “totalitarian” society. In other words, they believe that the 

imitation involved in individual decision-making is of the normative type19:

                                                     

19  Of course, Weidlich and Haag do not use these terms, which are specific to us. 
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if the individual is influenced by the opinion of others, it is because he is 

afraid of the sanctions incurred by holding an opinion different to that of 

the group. As we have observed, this imitation is very close to preferential 

imitation. The informational dimension, on the other hand, is only of sec-

ondary importance to these authors. They write: “Clearly, this effect is in-

dependent of the truth of the opinions [1] and [2]” (p. 47). Alongside this 

imitative effect, formalised by the parameter k , their model also takes into 

account the intrinsic opinions of the population, through the parameter h .

The situation corresponding to 0=h  describes a configuration in which, 

from the perspective of the intrinsic preferences of the agents, the two 

opinions [1] and [2] are of equal importance. If we limit ourselves to this 

“fundamentalist” description, without the effects of imitation, we would 

expect the population to be equally divided between the two opposing po-

litical choices. What do we observe when k  is different from 0 ?

For small 'k , lower than 1, the equation (5.44) gives us a symmetric, 

unimodal stationary distribution centered on ( )2/1=f , as illustrated in fig-

ure 5.8. This distribution fits the fundamentalist evaluation perfectly: f lies in 

the neighbourhood of 0.5. In other words, the normative influence of the 

group is too weak to overcome the strength of individual opinions. How-

ever, under the effect of random events specific to the model, the collective 

opinion f can stray temporarily from the value 1/2. This effect is all the more 

powerful when the variance of the stationary distribution is high. When N
increases, the dispersion of f around 1/2 decreases in proportion to N .

Fig. 5.8. Stationary distribution Pst (x)  for 5.0'=k  and 0=h . (Ref : Weidlich and 
Haag, 1983, p.46.) 
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When N  is constant but 'k  increases, while remaining lower than 1, the 

distribution remains unimodal, but its variance increases (figure 5.9). This 

is because interactions between agents become more intense. In other 

words, the population is still, on average, divided in two, following the in-

trinsic preferences of individuals, but collective opinion can be subjected 

to strong fluctuations, arising from normative influences and pushing it 

temporarily away from its equilibrium point. It must be emphasised that 

this variability does not result from the naturally random character of the 

fundamental characteristics20, but derives from imitative interaction within 

the group. It is reasonable to believe that this type of variability plays an 

important role in many markets. Imitation functions as an amplifier of 

natural, exogenous fluctuations. 

When 'k  is greater than one, we can see a qualitative transformation in 

the stationary distribution (figure 5.10). In mathematical terms, when we 

examine the deterministic process associated with the stochastic process 

(equation 5.21), we can see a “bifurcation”: there are changes in the number 

Fig. 5.9. Stationary distribution )(xPst
 for 0.1'=k  and 0=h . (Ref : Weidlich and 

Haag, 1983, p.46.) 

                                                     

20  This naturally random character appears, for instance, in the situation where 

k = 0. We then have: Cstep =21
, generating fluctuations around the average 

value of 1/2. 
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of fixed points (from 1 to 3), and in their stability ( 2/1  becomes an unsta-

ble fixed point)21. As for the distribution itself, 2/1=f  becomes a local 

minimum, and two symmetric maxima appear, which we denote +f and

−f , such that: 1
2

1
0 <<<< +− ff . This transformation is surprising (figure 

5.10). It tells us that, even when there is no objective reason to prefer one

opinion to the other, the effects of interaction are powerful enough to ren-

der the configuration ( )2/1=f  extremely improbable. The system now 

has two favoured positions, corresponding to two symmetric modes, −f

and +f . These are “bubbles”, the first of which is negative and the second 

positive, as the majority chooses opinion [2] and opinion [1] respectively, 

even though the intrinsic preferences of the agents are perfectly indifferent. 

Once again, we are dealing with a phenomenon of self-organisation, inas-

much as one of the two opinions acquires the status of a norm accepted by 

the group, even though the two opinions are equally present in the popula-

tion. This is the kind of situation that Mark Granovetter was looking for in 

his article on “Threshold models of collective behavior” (1978). 

Fig. 5.10. Stationary distribution )(xPst
 for 3.1'=k  and 0=h . (Ref: Weidlich and 

Haag, 1983, p.47.) 

                                                     

21  This is referred to as a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation. The same bifurcation 

can be found in Orléan (1990). 
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The foundations of these two configurations reside in the processes of 

emergence and self-validation of shared beliefs. When the parameter k  is 

high, the private agents rely heavily on the average opinion to determine 

their choice. This generates a phenomenon of self-validation of the major-

ity opinion, powerful enough to ensure that the emergent opinion is last-

ingly disconnected from intrinsic preferences and stabilises around the two 

symmetric values. As in the previous model, when N  is high, the prob-

ability of transition is low. In “finite time”, the system remains in the 

neighborhood of one of the two opinions. The choice between −f  and +f

is then strongly dependent on the initial situation. 

5.3.3 Preferential imitation 

In this sub-section, we introduce the fact that the utility associated with 

each different option changes positively with the number of individuals 

who have chosen it, what we have called “preferential imitation”. More 

specifically, based on the work of Gérard Weisbuch (1995, 1996) we con-

sider the consumption of two goods, denoted [1] and [2], such that the util-

ity obtained can be written:
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In other words, consumption of good [1] has two components: an intrinsic 

component, denoted 1u , and a component that is dependent on the choices 

of others, denoted 1Jn , where 1n  is the number of individuals in the group 

who have purchased good [1]. We assume that J is strictly positive. Put an-

other way, the higher the number of other individuals who choose this op-

tion, the more utility it provides. J is the coefficient measuring the strength 

of preferential imitation. We assume that consumption of good [2] follows 

the same logic. Consequently, we once again obtain our general model (5.1). 

How can we describe the individual choices? Following Weisbuch 

(1995), we have chosen the “logit” model of probabilist choice described 

in chapters 1 and 3, namely: 
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How do we interpret these equations? For 0=β , the equations (5.49) tell 

us that individuals choose between options [1] and [2] with a probability 

equal to 2/1 , whatever the values of the utilities )(1 fU  and )(2 fU . The 

more β  increases, the more the choice becomes concentrated on the op-

tion with the greater utility. At the limit, for +∞=β , the choice ceases to 

be probabilist and centres uniquely on the product with the greater utility. 

If we interpret this property in terms of the arbitration between exploration 

and exploitation, then a low β  expresses behavior concentrating mainly 

on exploration, in which the observed value of utilities only plays a sec-

ondary role. A high β , on the other hand, means that individuals’ 

choices are largely dictated by the utilities obtained. As these utilities are 

increasing functions of f , it follows that as β  rises, the level of imita-

tion also rises, to the detriment of random exploration of the products. 

Consequently, the overall level of imitation in the model depends on two 

effects: firstly, the influence of the other individuals on the utilities, as 

measured by the parameter J ; secondly, the influence of this utility on 

the actual choices, as measured by the parameter β . It is not surprising, 

therefore, that in what follows, the relevant parameter for understanding 

the results of the present model is Jβ , which synthesises these two ef-

fects. To see this, we must first obtain the transition probabilities. After a 

series of manipulations22, we obtain: 
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 Once again, therefore, we obtain the previous model, well-known under 

the name of “Ising model”. If we adopt the 1D  dynamic, we know that the 

process converges towards a unique stationary distribution, the extrema of 

which confirm the equation (5.45), so that:  
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where the variable [ ]1,112 +−∈−= fx .

                                                     

22  It should be noted that: 
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Whether or not there exists a multiplicity of solutions depends on a 

threshold value of β , namely:  

JN
c

2=β (5.52)

We can observe two dynamic regimes separated by an abrupt transition, 

depending on the values of . This is often referred to as a “phase transi-

tion” – a term originating from statistical physics. 

If cββ < , the equation (5.51) only has one solution. In the symmetric 

case where 21 uu = , we find 0=mx : the two products share the market 

fifty-fifty. In the asymmetric case, there is a preference for one of the two 

products. This preference is proportional to the difference between the in-

trinsic preferences, i. e. ( )21 uu − , with a small β  factor. This regime can 

be qualified as chaotic, insofar as the preferences are not very marked and 

the two products share the market on a roughly equal basis. 

For the values cββ > , the equation (5.51) has three solutions. The pref-

erences are very marked: one of the products largely dominates the other 

in terms of market share, even in the symmetric case. Which of the two 

products becomes dominant is essentially determined by the initial condi-

tions and not by the intrinsic utilities. 

Remember that the existence of three solutions in the asymmetric case 

imposes an additional constraint of the type: 021 huu <− . In this case, if 

we write: 

21

21

uu

uu
r

+
−

= (5.53)

the three solutions continue to exist as long as:  

32

1
2

3 −<
c

r

β
β

(5.54)

This condition is obtained by development of the hyperbolic tangent in the 

neighborhood of 0=r  and of the critical point cββ = .

We shall now examine the way f varies as the intrinsic utilities change. 

To do so we shall switch from the context of the 1D  dynamic to that of 

the 2D  dynamic. We have seen that these two contexts are equivalent as 

regards their economic conclusions, but as we wish to bring out what is 

classically referred to as the phenomenon of “hysteresis”, it is more ap-
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propriate to place ourselves within the natural context for the presenta-

tion of this phenomenon, i. e. the theory of deterministic dynamic systems. 

We know that within the 2D  dynamic, in continuous time, the dynamic 

of f  is governed by the following deterministic dynamic system of the 

first order:  

[ ])(tfK
dt

df = (5.55)

Graphically, to represent the fixed points of this process given by equation 

(5.51), it is useful to rewrite this equation in the following form:  

JN

uu
X
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)tanh(
−−=

β (5.56)

It follows that the fixed points are obtained at the intersection of the hy-

perbolic tangent and a straight line which varies with the parameters 

( )21 uu −  while remaining parallel to itself. The higher the value of 

( )21 uu − , the lower the intersection with the X-axis, as illustrated in figure 

5.11. From now on, we suppose that cββ > .

Let us assume that we start with a u1 greatly superior to u2 (the line de-

noted [0]). Individuals prefer product 1 (fixed point A). If the intrinsic qua-

lity of 2, namely 2u , changes positively, then individuals will increase the 

share of product 2, while remaining favorable to product 1, even if 2u  be-

comes superior to 1u . In figure 11, the straight lines move from the line [0] 

to the line [1], then to the lines [2] and [3], so that the equilibrium points 

move successively from A to B, then to C and finally to D. In D, though 

2u  is greater than 1u , x remains positive, i. e. [1] is prefered to [2]. How-

ever, when 2u  exceeds 1u  to such an extent that we arrive at the situation 

where 21 uu −  is greater than 0h , there is no longer an equilibrium 

clearly favoring product 2 (line [4]). We then obtain the equilibrium 

point E. If, from this situation, 1u  starts to increase, the equilibrium 

points move from E to F, to G and then to H. Although the parameter 

( )21 uu −  returns to its previous values, the equilibrium has changed. It no 

longer favours product [1] but product [2]. We call this a phenomenon of 

hysteresis. The system possesses a memory. When a parameter moves 

from 0h  to 1h  and then back to 0h , the system does not return to its initial 

situation. This is because the underlying dynamic system has several 

possible equilibria and we pass from a “regime” favoring one product to 

a “regime” favoring the other. 
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Fig. 5.11. Hysteresis 

5.4 Theses and conjectures 

The detailed study of imitative interactions provides a perfect illustration 

of the evolutionary economists’ watchword: “dynamics counts”. In all the 

models studied, we have seen that the conventional fundamentalist ap-

proach that seeks to analyze economic phenomena simply through elemen-

tary characteristics, considered one by one, is not relevant, because we are 

within configurations where a multiplicity of equilibria is the rule rather 

than the exception. Self-organisation, bifurcation or path dependence are 

constantly present. “Phase transitions” have demonstrated, as in Granovet-

ter’s threshold model, that small variations in the control parameters, and 

particularly in those measuring the level of imitation, can generate radical 

qualitative changes. 

In addition, it is important to note that these models call into question 

the traditional frontiers between different disciplines, because they system-

atically highlight the role of the interactions and influences connecting an 

individual to his neighbors and to the group as a whole. Essentially, this 

transdisciplinarity is expressed by the concept of network, which seeks to 

describe precisely the way each individual is linked to the others – to what 

we have called, in this chapter, the reference group. From this perspective, 
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the introductory reference to Mark Granovetter is of programmatic value. 

The explicit aim of Granovetter, in proposing the concept of network23, is 

to stimulate a revival of socio-economics through the removal of the exist-

ing barriers between sociology and economics, barriers which have hin-

dered the growth of both disciplines. Books written by pure economists, 

such as the one by Cohendet et al. (1998) or the more recent work by Dur-

lauf and Young (2001) bear clear witness to the fact that this desire for o-

pening also exists on the economic side. The evolutionary approach has an 

important role to play in this interdisciplinary revival. The transdisciplinary 

dimension of these models is also evident in the encounters they have pro-

voked, as we can find physicists working in quantitative sociology 

(Weidlich and Haag, 1983), social psychology (Galam and Moscovici, 

1991) or economics (Weisbuch, 1995 and 1996) just as we find economists 

(Durlauf and Young, 2001; Orléan, 1998) exploring sociological themes. 

The form of transition probabilities was the first subject in the develop-

ment of this general model, with its reciprocal influences. While a certain 

number of economists retained the “logit” form drawn from the “Ising mo-

del” (Lux, 1995), others have sought to deduce these probabilities from 

more solid microeconomic foundations, for example (Orléan, 1990, 1998; 

Kirman, 1993). It has also provided the opportunity for certain researchers 

to investigate the coexistence of imitative trends and opposing trends to-

wards diversity (Gaio et al., 2001). One illustration of this is given by the 

“minority game” (Arthur, 1994), in which the individual seeks to adopt the 

minority opinion. It is used as an abstract plan for the examination of fi-

nancial dynamics. 

The most striking growth, however, has focused on analysis of the “spa-

tialisation of interactions”. This concept arises naturally from the introduc-

tion of the idea that the reference group of an agent does not comprise the 

whole population but only his “neighbors” – whatever the notion of neigh-

borhood may be taken to mean. Many works have concentrated on this 

question (Kindermann and Snell, 1980; Durlauf, 1993; Berninghaus and 

Schwalbe, 1996). It is worth noting that most often the qualitative results 

obtained are those presented here, for example equation (5.46) and the type 

of phase transition that it formalises. It is to be hoped, however, that these 

approaches will now extend beyond pure formalisation and be strength-

ened by empirical studies, which are at present all too scarce. 

                                                     

23 After others, including Harrison White. 
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6 Competition between firms 

This chapter completes the description of the evolutionary conception of 

markets by introducing what competition is about in this framework. 

Chapter 4 has introduced irreversibilities and has given insights on how 

they may affect the functioning of markets and the aggregate outcomes by 

acting on the adjustment of individual actions. Chapter 5 has introduced 

the possibility that agents act mimetically thus affecting the way individual 

actions aggregate into market outcomes. This chapter introduces competi-

tion as a process that forces agents – here firms – to act in certain ways or 

make them vanish if they do not. The three chapters of this second part of 

the book thus provide insights to the reader on markets as institutions that 

make individual actions interdependent and that therefore affect agents’ 

actions, the way they adjust, and the way they aggregate. 

6.1 Background and problems 

6.1.1 Reference models 

In order to define what is “competition” in the standard approach to mar-

kets, two emblematic models of competition are briefly recalled: the Wal-

rasian model of “perfect competition” and the Cournotian model of “im-

perfect competition”. While numerous developments have taken place in 

the domain of imperfect competition in the last thirty years (see Tirole, 

1995), they do not change the conception of competition brought about in 

the standard approach to economics and even reinforce it by enlarging the 

variety of situations that are described in that framework. 

The Walrasian model describes a market situation in which several “per-

fect competition” conditions are met. The exchanged goods are homoge-

neous, divisible and non stockable. The buyers (consumers) and sellers 

(firms) know the available goods and act optimally with regard to their in-

formation. In the short run, the agents are small and have no market power. 

In the long run, there is free entry and exit from the market. From these 

primary conditions, the theory infers that the transactions are realized un-

der a price system satisfying secondary conditions. For each good, there 
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exists a unique price for all agents and transactions. Such a price is per-

fectly known by all agents. The agents act optimally by considering the 

price as exogenous (they are “price takers”). Each agent may proceed to 

any transaction at that price. From these last conditions, the theory infers 

that each agent expresses a supply or demand by equalizing the price with 

his marginal cost or utility. In the short run, the price of each good equal-

izes the total demand with the total supply. In the long run, the price con-

verges towards the minimum of the mean cost, which implies that the 

firms make no profit. 

The Cournot model describes a market situation in which some “perfect 

competition” conditions are relaxed. The firms are no longer small and ha-

ve some market power, contrary to the buyers. They know not only the 

goods, but the characteristics of their rivals. Hence, they become “price 

makers” since they impose the prices of the goods they produce. They act 

optimally by expecting the behavior of their rival. Finally, each firm de-

fines a reaction function which tells what quantity to supply for each pos-

sible quantity supplied by its rival. The price results from the compatibility 

of the reaction functions. 

Those two emblematic models are similar in one essential dimension: 

their reliance on a notion of equilibrium. The concrete process leading to 

such an equilibrium is not precisely stated. However, it is possible to con-

sider that it results from “rational expectations”. The agents have a perfect 

factual and structural information on their interaction context and form op-

timal expectations with regard to that information. In the Walrasian model, 

each firm perfectly expects the prices and reacts to them in a parametric 

way. In the Cournot model, each firm simulates the opponent’s behavior 

and fixes his own supply accordingly. 

In fact, the standard approach to competition is a theory of coordination 

in the allocation of resources. As emphasized by J. Vickers (1993) “com-

petition is an equilibrium state of a market dependent on those fundamen-

tal forces of demand and cost structure that determine the number of viable 

survivors. That is to say the state of competition is equated with the struc-

ture of the market which is measured by the number and relative size of 

the surviving firms. From this follows the familiar taxonomy with perfect 

competition at one end of the spectrum and monopoly at the other, each 

defined in terms of a relation between market share and the consequential 

ability to increase price above marginal costs. Between these extremes lies 

less clear cut territory either in relation to the idea of monopolistic compe-

tition or in relation to concepts of oligopolistic interaction in which expec-

tations of rivals behaviours have overwhelming significance”. 
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Interestingly enough, a parallel can be stated between the theory of 

competition respectively developed in biology and in economics. Biolo-

gists distinguish between “exploitation competition”, in which two species 

have equal access to a common resource and find a way to use the resource 

without fighting over, and “interference competition”, in which both spe-

cies develop strategies to prevent the other one to access the resource and 

thus to fight over it. The economic model of perfect competition is a model 

of exploitation competition while the imperfect competition models is a 

step towards interference competition. However, the imperfect competition 

models still fundamentally conceive firms’ actions as optimal reactions in 

contexts where all the other things are given. Even when these models are 

dynamic and consider successive periods, firms do optimize through back-

ward induction. 

6.1.2 Main critics 

In front of this conception of competition, various economists have long 

opposed a conception of competition as a dynamical process rather than an 

equilibrium state. The evolutionary conception of competition presented in 

this chapter draws heavily on this heritage. Hayek (1968) for instance de-

nounces the “absurdity of the usual procedure of starting the analysis with 

a situation in which all facts are supposed to be known. [...] It leaves no 

room whatever for the activity called competition, which is presumed to 

have already done its task.” In other words, the conception of competition 

which is behind standard models of markets has nothing to do with the i-

dea of a struggle with unpredictible outcomes between rival firms but has 

rather to do with studying the value that competitive variables may take 

once the competition is supposed to have played its role. Even if the Cour-

not model and other models of imperfect competition are about strategic 

interdependence among firms, they are not about any struggle since the 

problem of firms in those models is to coordinate their actions, not to fight. 

More precisely, three main strands of critics to the standard conception of 

competition can be asserted. 

First, the standard approach assumes that firms have a complete infor-

mation on all the profitable opportunities, available technologies, and even 

other’s preferences. For Hayek (1968), the spirit of competition is pre-

cisely to be a discovery procedure: “competition is important primarily as 

a discovery procedure where entrepreneurs search for unexploited oppor-

tunities that can also be taken advantage of by others. [...] Market theory 

often prevents access to a true understanding of competition by proceeding 
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from the assumption of a “given” quantity of scarce goods. Which goods 

are scarce, however, or which things are goods or how scarce or valuable 

they are is precisely one of the conditions that competition should dis-

cover: in each case it is the preliminary outcomes of the market process 

that inform individuals where it is worthwile to search”. In other words, 

the essence of competition is to make rivals search for what consumers 

prefer and what their willingness to pay is. The idea of a discovery proce-

dure is consistent with the idea of a trial and error process. 

Note that standard economics has developed models with imperfect in-

formation that lead to equilibria with a unique price different from the 

competitive one, a multiplicity of prices or no equilibrium at all (Salop and 

Stiglitz, 1977 and 1982; Reinganum, 1979; Diamond, 1971). But the type 

of uncertainty is perfectly known by the agent who optimizes in conse-

quence. There is also a literature on auctions and related situations (con-

tests, tournaments) that studies how the competitive setting affects the pri-

ces (or information) that decentralized agents reveal and the price that is 

eventually elicited (McAfee and McMillan, 1999). This literature thus pro-

vides insights on prices int he absence of an auctioneer but it is rather de-

ductive, showing the influence of given competitive settings on individual 

behaviors, rather than representing in an inductive way how decentralized 

behaviors can give rise to different competitive settings. 

Second, the standard approach assumes that there is a given set of op-

portunities already existing or which is predictible. For Schumpeter (1942, 

p.84), the essence of competition is precisely to promote novelty in the 

market: what matters is “the competition for the new commodity, the new 

technology, the new source of supply, the new type of organization – com-

petition which demands a decisive cost or quality advantage and which 

strikes not at the margins of the profits and the outputs of the existing 

firms but at their foundations and their very lives”. The purpose of innova-

tion is precisely the capturing of custom and of monopoly rents away from 

competitors in a context where resources are limited (both resources to 

produce goods and services and resources to purchase those goods). It is 

the introduction of a new good or technology or service which will, for 

some time at least, give a competitive advantage to some agent. In the 

Schumpeterian tradition, the introduction of change is a process of “crea-

tive destruction” in which firms split into winners and loosers, and winners 

at a point in time may become loosers when novelty is later on introduced 

by rivals. 

Standard models of course deal with innovation, but they consider inno-

vation in two ways. On one hand, it is a pure random variable, in which 
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case it is a predictible outcome that can be anticipated ex ante and that in-

duces an ex ante optimal reaction. On the other hand, it is a variable that 

can be optimized as all the other competitive variables. In both cases, the 

purpose of innovation is reduced to inducing an instantaneous and passive 

reallocation of resources for all firms. 

Third, the standard approach to competition considers the firm as an en-

tity able to perform complex calculus in order to maximize its profit. For 

the managerialist and behavioralist economists, such a description of firm 

behavior is unrealistic. On one hand, Baumol (1959), Marris (1964) and 

Williamson (1964) propose that profits are only one possible objective of 

the firms and that in particular firms managed by professional managers 

have multidimensional objective functions. On the other hand, Tinter 

(1941), Simon (1955, 1959), Cyert and March (1963) and Winter (1964) 

draw on their empirical and theoretical studies to show that firms behave 

according to simple decision rules rather than to optimizing principles: 

they tend to “satisfice” rather than to optimize. For Nelson and Winter 

(1982), the standard reliance on optimization behavior leads to “disregard 

essential features of change: the prevalence of Knightian uncertainty, the 

diversities of viewpoint, the difficulties of the decision process itself, the 

importance of highly sequential ‘groping’ and of diffuse alertness for ac-

quiring relevant information, the value of problem solving heuristics, the 

likely scale and scope of actions recognized ex post as mistaken”. 

Here again, standard models try to introduce limited information and 

bounded rationality of the agents. They consider for instance the “discrete 

choice model” where the agents choose an action with a probability which 

is proportional to their utility. But the prices still result from an equilibrium, 

i. e. a state where no boundedly rational player has an interest to deviate. 

6.1.3 Evolution and competition 

Besides, a long trend examined economics in a strict evolutionary way, 

that is with a biological analogy. Alchian (1950) was the first to suggest an 

approach of competition that “embodies the principles of biological evolu-

tion and natural selection by interpreting the economic system as an adap-

tive mechanism which chooses among exploratory actions generated by 

the adaptive pursuit of ‘success’ or ‘profits’”. He assumes that behaviors 

are adaptive, imitative and trial and error rather than maximizing. He in-

troduces a reflection on what is profit maximization in a world of uncer-

tainty and what could be the chance of a maximizer to survive in an evolv-

ing world. 
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Friedman (1953) responded to this whole reflection by suggesting that 

“the profit maximization hypothesis [...] is an appropriate summing up of 

the condition of survival” meaning that only those firms that indeed maxi-

mize their profits will survive to natural selection. Friedman seeks to show 

that Alchian’s argument can be reconciled with the standard approach that 

assumes that only maximisers will exist by conceding that competitive 

forces can be seen as a temporal process of selection which retains maxi-

mising firms and makes them prosper while eliminating non-maximising 

firms. However, as suggested by Alchian himself, if there is radical uncer-

tainty, profit maximization cannot be a guide to action at all and therefore 

there is no way it can summarize the conditions for survival. 

In fact, Friedman’s argument raises a certain number of questions. To 

begin with, even admitting that some firms are maximising, the argument 

is only valid under a certain number of conditions. Firstly, the maximising 

and non-maximising firms must produce a homogeneous good under the 

same cost conditions. Otherwise, one can easily imagine situations in 

which non-maximising firms which possess a cost advantage or sell a pro-

duct of a higher quality will eliminate maximising firms. Secondly, maxi-

mising firms must systematically reinvest their profits in additional pro-

duction capacity. If, on the contrary, they distribute most of their profits in 

the form of dividends to shareholders, they may find themselves at a dis-

advantage faced with non-maximising firms which implement an aggressive 

investment policy. Thirdly, the flow of non-maximising firms entering the 

market must not be significantly higher than the flow of maximising firms. 

Friedman’s argument also raises more fundamental problems for any 

economist whose objective is the formal representation of the temporal 

process of selection that gives consistency to competitive forces. Firstly, 

Friedman assessed, as a means of supporting his argument, that “the im-

mediate determinant of behavior (can be) anything – routine, chance, or no 

matter what else. As soon as the determinant leads to behaviour compati-

ble with rational profit maximisation, the firm prospers and acquires the 

resources needed to grow; if, on the contrary, it does not lead to such be-

haviour, the firm tends to lose resources and can only survive if it manages 

to obtain resources from outside”. From the moment that the aim is to de-

scribe a temporal process of selection, Friedman’s argument cannot guar-

antee that a firm finding itself by chance maximising at a certain period 

will still be maximising at a later period, nor that a firm having a routine 

that enables it to become maximising at a certain period will have survived 

until that period. Secondly, Friedman’s argument assumes that there is al-

ways, in each period, a sufficient number of firms adopting actions that 
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lead to profit maximisation. Consequently, this assumes that if there are 

few or no such firms during a certain period, then firms possessing this 

characteristic will enter the market. Economically, this hypothesis does not 

appear very obvious. 

Many formal models have sought to test whether firms that maximise 

profits rather than another objective function have the highest chance of 

long term survival. Winter (1964, 1971) and Nelson and Winter (1982) 

provide a coherent framework for reconciling the intuition of natural selec-

tion operating on effective actions and the necessary continuity in firm be-

haviours to make natural selection precisely operating and selecting the 

most performant actions while eliminating the others. Their hypothesis is 

that firms act according to behavioral rules that they maintain as long as 

they yield good results and seek to change when they do not. Chiappori 

(1984) formalizes the survival of firms in a Markovian context where the 

processes of entry, growth, decline and exit are specified on the basis of 

transition probabilities from one state to the other. The disappearance of 

sub-optimizing firms only occurs under very restrictive conditions requir-

ing either that the probability of degeneracy is nil and no sub-optimizing 

firm can enter or that an infinite number of optimizing firms enter at each 

period. Dutta and Radner (1999) have shown that when random events (to 

which probabilities can be attributed) are introduced, firms seeking to ma-

ximise other objective functions have a greater chance of surviving at equi-

librium than firms with profit maximisation as their objective. 

More generally, for an economist interested in the explicit way in which 

competition maintains some behaviors or firms and eliminates others, it is 

necessary to take into account various different phenomena, such as in-

complete information, costly choices, irreversible investment decisions -all 

elements included in standard models but as affecting the allocation of re-

sources in equilibrium rather than as affecting the ability to compete with 

others- as well as the differential abilities of firms to get and combine re-

sources24 and the fact that conditions of efficiency and survival are modi-

fied endogenously. A more elaborate theory of the firm in interaction is re-

quired in order to extract the heuristic value of the representation of the 

process of selection, i. e. the action of competitive forces. This involves 

explaining, in a non-trivial way, which behaviors are capable of surviving 

in one or another competitive environment. In fact, the evolutionary con-

ception of competition set forth in this chapter builds on those critics of the 

                                                     

24  It is well known in cooking concourses that no one does the same thing with 

exactly the same ingredients. And it does not even include expectations. 
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standard approach to competition and on the willingness to provide models 

of competition as a process. But they rest on a broader conception of evo-

lution which departs from the biological analogy in order to introduce true 

human learning principles. 

6.2 Canonical principles 

In this chapter, the firm is still considered as a unique centre of decision 

(see chapter 7 in this book for entering the black box of the firm). The cru-

cial departure from the standard approach is to consider that the firm has a 

limited information and a bounded rationality, but is able to learn through 

time. The bounded character of firm’s rationality does not derive from its 

intentions, that is clearly to make acceptable profits, but from the fact that 

it is endowed with constrained capacities of gathering and treating infor-

mation. It has an incomplete and imperfect information about its opponents 

and the consumers’ demand and is no more optimizing its price or supply. 

However, it makes expectations which are confronted to realizations and it 

takes actions which are regularly tested. The fixing of prices is thus decen-

tralized rather than centralized as in the perfect competition model. It is ad-

justed through a dynamic process from which emerge various structures 

(prices, firm concentration, permanent market links). 

The evolutionary models of competition that articulate with the devel-

opments in this book are characterized by the following “building blocks”: 

Principle 1: Firms are searching which actions will be successful. 

Since there is no deus ex machina to provide a complete information, the 

firms have to supply for it by revising their expectations of consumer pref-

erences and willingness to pay as well as their expectations of rivals’ ac-

tions. Unable to implement an optimal ex ante calculus, they must decide 

on the actions to adopt by trying different actions and observing the market 

feedback. Thus, the firms get information that has a local character and a 

momentary value. The differential success of alternative actions becomes a 

central ingredient of an evolutionary theory of competition. 

Principle 2: Firms compete for implementation of novelty. 

An essential feature of competitive behaviors is to attract custom by offer-

ing them goods and services with distinctive characteristics. In this per-

spective, competition drives to the creation of new items, such as new 

technologies and new products. Rather than considering that firms behave 

competitively in a well known context (in the sense of optimizing in order 
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to get the maximum custom under constraints), the evolutionary conception 

of competition assumes precisely that competition is the inducement for the 

creation of new items. What is emphasized is the intensity (or lack of inten-

sity) in the willingness and possibility of firms to find original means of cap-

turing a large part of the custom at the disadvantage of their rivals. 

Principle 3: Firms must build capabilities to compete. 

Firms must invest in resources for competing, whether human capabilities, 

technical capacities or else research and development. But those invest-

ments both are motivated by competition and affect by feedback the terms 

of competition. For instance, when German chemical firms started to build 

R&D capabilities in the 19th century, it changed the nature of the competi-

tion in this industry at the international level. Hence, investments in re-

sources for competing are not any more the result of an optimization calcu-

lus, nor are they constraints to the optimization calculus. In an evolutionary 

conception to competition, they are part of what can make a firm success-

ful rather than vanish. 

Implication: Aggregate structures emerge from the decentralized ac-

tions undertaken by the firms 

It is from the active competition preceedingly sketched that will emerge 

prices, networks and even complete market structures. Standard theory ar-

gues that costs are a very strong determinant of market structure, with de-

creasing returns inducing many firms to coexist. However, if novelty is the 

fuel to competition, a breakthrough product offered by only one firm may 

be supplied scarcely in regards of demand and the firm should capture a 

big rent. If rivals are not able to provide an equivalent product, even de-

creasing returns won’t do anything to the serving of the market. Indeed, 

this intuition is in the standard theory since imperfect competition results 

from firms introducing differentiation of their products and reducing the 

elasticity of the demand that addresses to them, therefore weakening the 

impact of the cost structure on the degree of competition. But the standard 

theory postulates the degree of competition and whether costs play an im-

portant role in this degree. An evolutionary theory of competition, on the 

contrary, shall derive whether costs are important as an outcome of firms 

behaviors, in particular as an outcome of the type of means that firms are 

using to attract custom. Thus, there is no discontinuity in the evolutionary 

theory of competition between “perfect” and “imperfect” competition, but 

rather a continuum of possible situations deriving from the effective be-

haviors and actions explored and implemented by the firms. 
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6.3 Some models 

Three polar models of an evolutionary theory of competition between 

firms are presented. Each of these models focuses on one significant phe-

nomenon and therefore tends considerably to simplify the other aspects. 

They allow to compare the predictions of the standard models with the 

predictions of the evolutionary models regarding the relationship between 

competition, on the one side, and market structures, on the other side. They 

thus make it possible to assess the validity of standard microeconomic re-

sults when competition is explicitly represented as a process rather than an 

equilibrium state. 

The first model (Lesourne and Caron Salmona, 1985) describes the 

process of decentralized tatonnement about which behavior to adopt, with 

no reference to any equilibrium. On the contrary, it is firms’ behaviors and 

procedures to test and revise those behaviors that leads the price structure 

to emerge. However, it keeps as much as possible the other aspects of the 

perfect competition model such as an homogeneous good and the free en-

try and exit. 

The second model (Nelson and Winter, 1982) describes a competition 

process driven by strategies over novelty. In this model, there is no firm ta-

tonnement per se as behaviors are captured by stable routines. But this 

model allows to draw implications about possible trajectories and out-

comes of competition, especially as concerns the formation of market 

structures.

The third model (Coursac et al, 1998) describes a competition process in 

which firms do simultaneously build (selling) capacities in order to com-

pete and compete effectively on the market. Standard models already deal 

with firms investment in capabilities (such as R&D for instance), but they 

deal with such decisions as with any other decision, by stating it ex ante 

without further revision. 

6.3.1 A model of decentralised tatonnement 

The first model (Caron-Salmona and Lesourne, 1985) examines the condi-

tions under which a decentralised market can lead to the emergence of a 

unique price equal to the marginal cost. The model describes the function-

ing of a competitive market that has characteristics that makes it comparable 

with the “perfect market” of the standard approach: numerous buyers and 

sellers are in interaction; the exchanged good is divisible, homogeneous 

and non-stockable; none of the agents has the power to impose the price of 
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the good; buyers seek to obtain the good at a reasonable price; sellers seek 

to make a profit or at least to survive. With this description as its basis, the 

model formalises the sequential process of adjustment of the exchange 

prices and the quantities of the good supplied and bought. It enables to 

demonstrate how traditional microeconomic results are affected by original 

hypotheses about behaviour, essentially the fact that sellers have to search 

for acceptable prices and quantities rather than take the price for given and 

calculate accordingly the optimal quantity to supply. 

In the market under consideration, there are K  buyers, indexed 

Kk ,...,1= , and J buyers, indexed Jj ,...,1= . Each buyer k has an indi-

vidual demand function decreasing as a function of the price p, i. e. )( pDk

such that 0)( =pDk  if kpp ≥ . Each seller j  is a retailer supplying a quan-

tity )(tq j  at a unit price )(tp j . The good is acquired by the retailers at a 

constant unit cost c that is identical for all of them. Thus, each unit sold at 

the price )(tp j  provides the retailer j with a positive profit ∏ j
t)(  if 

ctp j >)( .

In each period t , the buyers k  enter the market one after another in a 

random order. Each buyer k  draws a random sample of retailers, to which 

he adds the retailer from whom he bought during the previous period, if 

this retailer is unique. This is the “favored” retailer of buyer k  during the 

period t . The buyer k  then examines the price offered by each retailer in 

the sample and chooses the one offering the lowest price, i. e. the price 

)min( jk pp = , if kj pp <  and for the jp  included in the sample. If more 

than one retailer offers this price, the buyer will choose his favored retailer 

if he is part of this subset, otherwise he will choose one at random. The 

buyer k then buys the quantity desired at the price kp , i. e. )( kk pD . If the 

chosen retailer cannot supply the whole quantity desired, the buyer k  goes 

to the other retailers, choosing them in order of increasing price as long as 

kj pp < . Of course, if the quantity )( kk pD  can be obtained from several 

different retailers who all sell at the price kp , the buyer k  obtains )( kk pD

at the price kp . If, however, the other retailers whom the buyer goes to see 

sell at a price higher than kp , the buyer must review his demand down-

wards, on the basis of the average price he would pay if the remainder of 

his demand was satisfied at this stage. 

At the end of each period t , each retailer observes his sales and his un-

sold goods, if there are any. The hypothesis is adopted that the retailer also 

remembers the results he obtained for the period 1−t , to ensure the in-

tertemporal coherence of his strategy. According to his results for the peri-

ods t  and 1−t , he must choose the quantity and the price he will offer for 
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the period 1+t . However, as the demand that is addressed to each retailer is 

a random variable )(tD j , and he does not know the distribution of probabil-

ity underlying the random sampling of the buyers, he cannot calculate the 

associated expected profit. He therefore makes use of a simple rule to choose 

the price and quantity of the good that he will offer for the next period. 

From one period to the next, the price is adjusted by a maximum of one 

unit upwards or downwards. The retailer does not know the distribution of 

prices in the market and adopts a process of tatonnement around the price he 

offered for the previous period. Two different cases can be distinguished: 

• if ∏∏ +>
jj

tt )1()( , the retailer adjusts the price to bring supply 

and demand closer together: 

−  if )()( tDtq jj >  then 1)()1()1( −=+=+ tptptp jjj

−  if )()( tDtq jj =  then 1)()1()1( −=+=+ tptptp jjj  or )(tp j  or 

1)( +tp j

−  if )()( tDtq jj <  then 1)()1( +=+ tptp jj

• if ∏ ∏ −<
j j

tt )1()( , the retailer does not persevere with the price 

policy he used for the period t :

0)()1( if 1)(

0)()1( if 1)(
)1(

<−−−
>−−+

=+
tptptp

tptptp
tp

jjj

jjj

j (6.1)

From one period to the next, the quantity supplied is adjusted by assuming 

that the retailer believes that demand is a decreasing function of price and 

that he does his best to improve his profit. Returning to the two cases just 

presented:

• if ∏ ∏ −>
j j

tt )1()( , the retailer adapts the quantity he supplies to 

a level consistent with the price change that he has already decided 

upon. For example, if he has decided to lower his price because he 

had unsold goods, he will now supply a lower quantity than he sup-

plied for the previous period, but a higher quantity than he actually 

sold, )(tD j . Thus 

−  If )()1( tptp jj <+  then )()1( tDtq jj ≥+

−  If )()1( tptp jj =+  then )()1( tDtq jj =+

−  If )()1( tptp jj >+  then )()1( tDtq jj ≤+ .
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It can be demonstrated that there always exists a choice [ ])1();1( ++ tqtp jj

such that in principle (because the demand is a random variable), the ex-

pected profit increases: [ ] ∏≥−++
jjj tctptq )()1()1( .

• If ∏∏ −<
jj

tt )1()( , the retailer chooses )1( +tq j  in such a way as 

to expect a higher profit than in the period before last: 

[ ] ∏ −≥−++
jjj tctptq )1()1()1( .

Taken together, these mechanisms determine a stochastic dynamic process 

of adjustment of prices and quantities exchanged. A stable state is defined 

by two characteristics: no retailer thinks he can further increase his profit 

by modifying the price and quantity he offers; no buyer thinks he can find 

a retailer offering a better price than his favoured retailer. 

This model produces a series of results: 

1. The process does not systematically converge towards a stable state 

and the prices may fluctuate endlessly. However, the process does 

converge in probability towards a stable state within a finite time un-

der one particular condition. This condition holds that there exists at 

least one prudent retailer, in other words a retailer who never proposes 

more than once a price jp  such that [ ] ∏ −<−
jjj tctptD )1()()( , in 

other words a price such that if the retailer satisfied the demand at 

this price, his profit would be reduced. 

2. In a stable state, the selling price is unique. All the retailers end up 

by selling at the same price and the buyers purchase from their fa-

vored retailers. 

3. The value of the unique price that rules in the stable state cannot be 

predicted a priori. It depends on the initial conditions and the history 

of the process. Therefore, this price may very well be higher than 

the marginal cost c , and provide a rent to all the retailers. 

4. To find the standard result, according to which competition makes 

the price converge towards the marginal cost c , there must exist, in 

addition to the prudent retailer, a competitive retailer, in other words 

a retailer who considers that, in every period, reducing the price is a 

more profitable strategy than increasing it because this generates a 

strong increase in demand. 

5. The monopoly price ∗p  rules in the stable state if the three follow-

ing conditions are satisfied: 
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−  the buyers all have the same demand function )( pD  and the 

profit generated per unit sold is a concave function, maximal for 

)( pp <∗ ;

−  a buyer who has a favored retailer j  in the period 1−t  buys 

from this retailer in the period t  if pp j < , otherwise he buys 

nothing; a buyer who has no favored retailer chooses one at ran-

dom; 

−  all the retailers have the same behavior, that of learning by rein-

forcement: all the prices which have, in the past, resulted in a fall 

in profit are definitively rejected (as in the case of the prudent re-

tailer) and it is assumed potentially profitable to try again any 

price that has generated a rise in profit in the past. 

6. If the consumers fall into two categories, the “mobiles” who exam-

ine the prices before choosing and the “conservatives” who keep 

their favored retailer as long as he is satisfactory, a stable state can be 

characterised by a unique price or price dispersion. A unique price is 

only obtained in the stable state if all the active retailers have mobile 

buyers. In a stable state with price dispersion, the mobile buyers nec-

essarily purchase at the lowest price observed on the market. 

7. This model demonstrates that, for given cost and demand character-

istics, the buyers’ and sellers’ rules of behavior strongly condition 

the properties of the competitive processes. Depending on these 

rules of behavior, we can observe the convergence or the absence of 

convergence towards a stable state, convergence towards the mini-

mum price of perfect competition or towards the monopoly price, 

convergence towards a unique price of equilibrium or towards price 

dispersion. Thus, rules of behavior create evolution in the function-

ing of markets. If the retailers have price strategies that are not very 

coherent over time, prices may fluctuate without end. The appear-

ance of a retailer with prudent behavior can disturb this process and 

lead to the emergence of a unique price. If a retailer with competi-

tive behavior then appears, this unique price moves towards the 

minimum price. Lastly, if all the retailers adopt learning behavior 

and the buyers are passive, a unique monopoly price may be the 

outcome. The model thus makes it possible to explain phenomena 

that traditional analysis does not take into account. For example, a 

change in the behavior of a retailer or his entry into the market with 

competitive behavior can transform the state of the market even if 

the fundamentals of the activity remain unchanged. 
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6.3.2 A model of Schumpeterian competition 

The second model (Nelson and Winter, 1982, chapters 12 and 13) studies 

how firm behaviors generate market structures. Firms are in competition 

for an homogenous good and seek to get the maximum profit through 

minimizing their production cost. At each period, they are “price takers”, 

relatively to a market price that results from the equalization of supply and 

demand. This setting is interesting in the sense that it keeps many charac-

teristics of a situation of perfect competition. What is suggested here how-

ever is that even when firms compete to sell an homogeneous good for 

which the elasticity of the demand addressed to each firm tends to be infi-

nite, they may indeed displace the competition in the technological realm, 

making bets on the ability of technological innovation or rather imitation 

for gaining market shares. Whereas in the standard framework of competi-

tion, firm behavior was dictated by cost fundamentals and the associated 

univocal market structure, in this evolutionary framework of competition, 

firm behaviors induce which market structure will eventually emerge as 

well as the sustainability of that structure. 

More precisely, in the market for a homogenous good, there are n firms 

without entry. At each period t , firm i  is characterised by a given tech-

nology, its stock of capital )(tKi  and its productivity by unit of capital 

)(tAi . The quantity )(tqi  produced by each firm i in period t is given by 

the simple production function with constant returns and complementary 

inputs: )()()( tAtKtq iii = . The cost c  of a unit of capital is similar for all 

firms and all technologies. The unique price )(tp  results from the equali-

zation of the total supply of all firms )(tS  and the total demand )(tD ,

without specifying the process leading to it. 

From one period to the next, firm i  can change its situation in the mar-

ket through different actions: 

• the firm can modify its productivity )1( +tAi . Two strategies are 

available: either imitating the best available technique (activity m )

and/or searching for a better technique, hence innovating (activity 

n ). Both strategies require that the firm invests in R&D and both 

strategies have an uncertain outcome, either a failure or a success. 

This depends on (a) the money invested in research: imr  per unit of 

capital for imitative R&D and inr  per unit of capital for innovative 

R&D; (b) the efficiency of the research activity, ma  for imitative 

R&D and na  for innovative R&D. The probability of success is equal 

to [ ]1),(min tKra iimm  for imitative R&D and [ ]1),(min tKra iinn  for in-
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novative R&D. When imitation succeeds, firm i  gets the best avail-

able productivity of period t , hence )(tA . When innovation succeeds, 

the productivity that comes out of the process is a random variable 

)(tAi . If technical progress is rather cumulative, firm i  will draw a 

productivity level slightly higher than )(tAi  with a high probability, 

whereas if technical progress is not cumulative, it will face (like all 

other firms) a productivity level independent of its current produc-

tivity )(tAi . Thus, on a whole, the firm gets the best productivity it 

could have obtained: 

[ ].)(),(),(max)1( tAtAtAtA iii =+ (6.2)

• the firm can invest in production capacities for increasing )(tKi . Be-

tween two periods, the stock of capital varies according to investment 

)(tIi  and depreciation factor δ , such that )()()( tKtItK iii δ−=∆ .

The investment depends on three factors: the market share of firm i

equal to 
)(

)(

tS

tqi , the efficiency per unit produced equal to 
c

tAtp i )()(
,

the profit per unit of capital equal to inimii
rrctAtpt −−−=∏ )()()( .

Hence, = ∏i

ii
i t

tS

tq

c

tAtp
FtI )(,

)(

)(
,

)()(
)( , where F  is increasing 

in its first argument and decreasing in the two others. Depending on 

the precise form of this function, firms have a rather “restrictive” or 

rather “aggressive” policy for increasing their production capacities. 

Through their investment policy, firms are able to indirectly affect 

the market price: agressive policies contribute to reduce the market 

price while restrictive policies contribute to maintain the price. In 

this respect, firms with a larger market share have more power on 

the market price than firms with a smaller market share. 

The model describes a stochastic dynamical process which is studied by 

simulation. The following qualitative results are obtained. 

1. What structure emerges from this competition? Consider first that 

imitation and innovation behavior are absent as well as investment. 

If all firms have the same productivity level at the outset, the struc-

ture of the model induces that all firms share the market equally. If a 

subset of firms are more efficient and would produce enough to 

supply the market, then the less efficient firms would be driven out 
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of the market. Consider now that the firms can change their technol-

ogy and invest. The structure of the model induces that whatever the 

initial structure -rather concentrated at the outset or rather non con-

centrated at the outset – the market structure at the end of the proc-

ess is concentrated (hence a small number of firms have a signifi-

cant share of the market). Obviously, the less concentrated the 

structure at the outset, the more significant the process of concentra-

tion for describing the market dynamics. The central phenomenon in 

generating this tendency to concentration is differential firm growth. 

Of course the level of concentration after some time depends on the 

extent to which the most successful firms do grow in capacity. 

When the most successful firms invest in capacities, they induce a 

rise in total supply that drives the market price down. Therefore, the 

less efficient firms exit from the market because their productivity is 

too low to enable this price to cover their production cost. 

2. What factors affect the process of concentration of the market struc-

ture? The factors that affect the process of concentration of the mar-

ket structure are those that affect the differential growth of firms. 

What induces concentration to arise basically is that some firms 

grow faster than others. So the investment policy is a central deter-

minant of the concentration of the market structure. If successful 

firms were not investing, they would just make more money, but the 

market structure would not be affected. What modifies market struc-

ture over time is that firms seek to grow and take the market from 

the less efficient ones. In this model, investment depends upon effi-

ciency and profit as well as current market share. Better perform-

ance thus translates into an increase in production capacity. The larger 

this increase as a function of current performance, the larger the in-

crement in market share realized by the best performers and the 

quicker the convergence to a concentrated structure. Depending upon 

the ease of imitation – whether it is easy to reach )(tA -, the nature of 

technological progress – whether the random variable representing the 

innovative draw is firm dependent or firm independent –, and the re-

spective probabilities to imitate and innovate, firms that make an in-

crement keep a more or less durable advantage over the others and are 

thus more or less able to force the others out of the market. 

3. Are some behaviors more likely to survive than others? The struc-

ture of the model induces innovators to do bad as compared to imita-

tors. In other words, it considers the case where innovation is not 
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beneficial and where therefore it is not worth supporting innovative 

R&D investment. So, it provides only a partial analysis of behavior 

differential performance. It nonetheless shows that when there is a 

diversity of behaviors, some may be unfit for survival because they 

do not allow firms supporting those behaviors to have positive dif-

ferential growth. 

In synthesis, the tendency towards concentration is all the stronger when 

technical progress is fast, the probability of innovation is low, imitation is 

difficult and investment policies are aggressive, because those factors in-

duce durable differential firm growth to occur: those firms which have 

good draws have durable advance over their competitors which they 

deepen by investing in capacities and thus increasing rapidly their market 

share. Hence, differences between firms in market share more or less aver-

age away. They average away if firms can imitate the most efficient firms 

easily, if the most efficient firms do not exploit their advantage by increas-

ing their capacities, if technical progress is slow and induces only small in-

crements. On the contrary, they tend to be magnified if the less efficient 

firms can not imitate the most efficient ones, if the most efficient ones ha-

ve aggressive investment policies, if technical progress is cumulative and 

makes the most efficient ones still more likely to increase their efficiency. 

Hence, fundamentals at some date are not sufficient to predict market 

structure and characteristics at further dates, even when competition is 

simple and mimics this described by standard economics, due to the time-

consuming and inequal construction of durable competitive advantages. 

6.3.3 A model of market interdependence 

The third model (Coursac et al., 1998) studies the dynamics of a market for 

a differentiated product distributed in shops on a discrete spatial structure. 

The consumers have to support a transportation cost for acquiring the good 

due to both their own localization and the firms’ localization. The firms 

have localization strategies since they can buy and sell shops or set up 

shops in new locations. Moreover, the firms have industrial strategies since 

they can purchase other firms. Once again, the fundamentals of the product 

market are not sufficient to predict the dynamics of the market structure. 

The type of competition between firms, submitted to local markets but able 

to create new locations, plays a crucial role. The evolution in the structure 

of shops’ localization induce changes in the local environment of each firm 

that modifies its profit opportunities, hence the structure of shop’s localiza-

tion. The essential sequentiality of the decisions (as in a stock market for 
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instance) makes profit opportunities to be modified endogeneously. Firms 

therefore are not able to calculate ex ante an optimal number of shops nor 

their optimal location because opportunities for opening or closing shops 

are modified endogeneously and cannot be expected. 

However, due to its complexity, the model can only be studied by simu-

lation. After a general description of the market structure, the strategies of 

the firms concerning the localization of shops and the purchase of firms 

will be successively studied. 

6.3.3.1 Description of the market 

Each firm { }),...,2,1( Jjj ∈  supplies a product defined by two physical 

characteristics, denoted ),( 21 jj ξξ . The price is obtained by a combination 

of these characteristics: jjjp 21 βξαξ += . The two coefficients α  and β
are identical for all firms. The values of the characteristics are drawn at 

random from a uniform distribution [ ]N,0 . A firm that is active on the 

market possesses jn  shops ( )0>jn . Each shop { }( )jjj nkk ,...,1∈  is situ-

ated on a spatial structure in the form of a flat grid and its location is de-

fined by two coordinates ( )
jj kk ba , . One of these shops is defined as the 

head office of the firm, and its address is denoted ( )jj ba , .

Each consumer { }( )Iii ,...,2,1∈  is situated on a point ( )ii ba ,  in the two-

dimensional space, with ia  and ib  obtained by drawing at random from a 

uniform distribution [ ]1,0 +N . Each consumer has a preference peak for 

certain values ( )ii 21 ,ξξ  of the product characteristics, also drawn at random 

from a uniform distribution [ ]N,0 . Each consumer buys one unit of prod-

uct in each period. Each consumer chooses to buy this unit in the shop jk

which maximises his utility )( ji kU . This utility increases in proportion to 

the closeness of the quality offered by the shop to his preference peak and 

also in proportion to the geographical closeness of the shop to his own lo-

cation. The utility is assumed to be quadratic: 

( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ].)1()(
2

22

2

11

22

jijiikikiiji jj
bbaakU ξξξξµµ −+−−−−+−−= (6.3)

The demand received by each shop jk  is denoted ( )jkd . The profit of 

each shop jk , i. e. ∏ jk , is written: 

∏ −−= DnCpkdk jjjj ))((·)( (6.4)

where )( jnC  is the unit production cost of a firm possessing jn  shops and 

D  is a fixed cost. The total profit of the firm j  is the sum total of the prof-

its of its shops, i. e.:
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∏∏
=

=
=

jj

j

nk

k

jkj
1

)( (6.5)

The unit production cost depends solely on the number of shops owned by 

the firm and decreases as this number rises 

jnj
e

CnC −+
+=

ζ
γ j-n

e
·)( (6.6)

where C , γ  and ζ  are constants and γζ > . For a shop to be sold, the 

price jp  must be higher than the production cost. 

6.3.3.2 Strategies about shops 

Each firm possesses equity capital jEC , which 

• increases thanks to the income from bonds, i. e. jECd · , where d  is 

the rate on the bond market, and thanks to the profit made in each 

period;

• decreases because of the payment of corporate income tax (on profit 

and income from bonds) at rate c .

Thus, equity capital changes from one period to the next according to the 

equation:

[ ]∏ −+−−+−=
jjjj ttECdctECtEC )1()1(.·)1()1()( (6.7)

The procedure followed by each firm j active on the market during period t

is as follows. Any shop which has made a loss in the last two periods, i. e.

∏ <−
jk

t 0)1(  and ∏ <
jk

t 0)( , is closed. The cost of closing CD is iden-

tical for all shops. A firm which has no shops left at the end of this closing 

process is no longer active in the market but survives as a legal entity as 

long as it possesses positive equity capital, namely ECj > 0. If the firm j

has not closed any shop during period t, it examines the different strategies 

for growth: the installation of a new shop in a free location or the purchase 

of a shop from a competitor. 

The opportunity to set up a new shop is appraised by the firm after eva-

luation of the demand which the shop could receive. This evaluation is 

made using a random sample of competitors’ consumers, by comparing the 

past utility of each of these consumers with the utility he would obtain by 
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going to the new ( )th

jn 1+  shop. The estimated demand, calculated for 

each free point on the grid, is denoted )1( +jnd . The extra profit that this 

( )th

jn 1+  shop would procure for the firm j  is written: 

( ) [ ] [ ]∏
=

+−+−+−+=+
j

j
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k
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1
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where the second term indicates the reduction in production costs gener-

ated in all the shops of j by the increase in the number of shops. 

However, for the installation of a new shop to be possible, two condi-

tions must be satisfied. Firstly, the installation cost CI must be lower than 

the equity capital ECj. Secondly, the discounted expected profit of the shop 

∏ −
+
λ1

1jn
, where λ  is the discount rate, must be greater than CI.

To evaluate a purchase opportunity, the firm j searches for a shop which 

would provide it with sufficient expected profit and which the competitor 

is actually willing to sell. The latter condition is satisfied if j offers its 

competitor l a price p higher than the discounted expected profit of this 

shop lk , in other words )(,
1

)(
∏∏

−
> l

l
k

k
p

λ
 being the last profit made in 

this shop by l. For j to find the operation acceptable, the same two condi-

tions as required for the installation of a new shop must be satisfied, but 

with CI replaced by p.

At the conclusion of these calculations, the firm j:

• does nothing, if its equity capital is insufficient for the installation of 

a new shop or the purchase of an existing one; 

• chooses the more advantageous operation, either the best installation 

or the best purchase, if it has the necessary equity capital. 

In each period, the firms appear successively in the market, starting with 

the active firms. 

6.3.3.3 Main results 

The results obtained suggest that the structure of a market for a product 

can change endogenously without any change taking place in the nature of 

the competing products, because of the firms’ strategies concerning assets. 

Two essential factors influence the structure of the market: the cost of in-

stallation CI  and the fixed cost D .
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When the cost of installation is high, the geographical space rapidly be-

comes blocked with shops. The shops have a long lifespan and belong to 

firms which also have a long lifespan in the market. In this case, the major-

ity of movements involve firms trying to establish themselves in the mar-

ket. They have little success in this endeavour, and consequently enter and 

leave the market frequently. As the strategy of growth is costly, the largest 

firm never reaches a very great size. Once the space is blocked, the domi-

nant strategy concerning assets is the purchase of shops from competitors. 

When the cost of installation is low, the space is less blocked, as spaces 

are regularly freed by the closure of shops. If purchasing becomes the 

dominant strategy after a certain time, it does not totally exclude the instal-

lation of new shops. Movements are more likely to be due to changes in 

the ownership of shops than to firms entering and leaving the market. 

Firms explore the space more easily and may well install shops in loca-

tions that would be more profitable for other firms, and these other firms 

will consequently seek to buy these shops. The maximum size of firms is 

higher because a successful firm can expand more easily, as the strategy of 

growth is less costly. 

When the fixed cost is high, the profitability of shops is low and equity 

capital is similarly low. Installations and purchases are therefore rare. Mo-

vements involve firms rather than shops. 

When the fixed cost is low, the market becomes blocked fairly rapidly 

and purchasing shops becomes the dominant strategy. Movements involve 

shops rather than firms, as the latter are easily profitable. 

To sum up, a rise in the cost of installation will reduce the number of 

shops, have little influence on the number of firms, increase the lifespan of 

shops, reduce the maximum size of firms, reduce the rotation of shops and 

increase the rotation of firms. A rise in the fixed cost will reduce the num-

ber of shops and the number of firms, reduce the rotation of shops and in-

crease the rotation of firms. 

More generally, variation in the number of firms and in the number of 

shops is all the higher when the cost of installation and the fixed cost are 

low. Moreover, this variation usually takes a cyclical form. For example, 

very active purchasing phases follow on from calm phases. This cyclical 

aspect derives from the endogenous and autonomous dynamic of the assets 

market, in which the driving force is provided by the relation between as-

sets operations and changes in the equity capital of firms. When a firm 

sells a shop, it increases its equity capital, thus widening its scope for po-

tential action. A cycle of purchases then tends to develop. Phases of com-
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petition and of monopolisation of the market can also be observed to suc-

ceed one another. 

6.3.3.4 The possibility of merger between two firms 

The model can be extended by introducing a new strategy concerning as-

sets: the merger of two firms. This strategy is compared with installation 

and purchase by following the same procedure as before, in other words by 

comparing the discounted expected profits of the different options. 

In this model, merger is the result of an unfriendly takeover bid. When a 

firm j evaluates the opportunity of merging with a firm l, it calculates the 

additional profit ∏ jl  expected from this merger by adding the demand ef-

fect and the cost effect. 
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For this takeover bid to be viable, the firm j must be able to pay the firm l

the value of its discounted profit, i. e.
λ−

∏
1

)(l
, as well as sustaining a merger 

cost, denoted CMER. The equity capital of the firm j must be such that 

CMER
l

EC j +
−

≥ ∏
λ1

)(
. The firm j examines the potentialities of the different 

firms with which it has the resources to merge, and considers as candidate 

for this merger the firm which maximises expected additional profit after 

payment of the purchase and the merger cost. If the firm decides to merge, it 

can then choose whether to supply the two products or uniquely its own. 

As regards the influence of merger costs, the following results are ob-

tained:

• the possibility of merger reduces the number of shops; 

• the higher the merger cost, the stronger the tendency towards mo-

nopolisation; 

• the possibility of merger leads to a reduction in the diversity of the 

supply of products, as merged firms tend to supply only some of the 

products they are capable of producing; 

• mergers reduce the rotation of both shops and firms; the merger cost 

does however have a negative influence on the movements of firms; 
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• the blocking-up of the market, made possible by a low merger cost, 

leads to rapid and almost exclusive domination by the strategy of 

purchase.

6.4 Theses and conjectures 

This chapter has depicted competition as a dynamic process that select 

among the effective actions of firms rather than a static equilibrium state 

associated with an efficient allocation of resources among firms. Hence, 

this chapter proposes that an evolutionary approach to competition aban-

dons the concept of equilibrium and its related idea that firms are in com-

petition if they take into account in their optimization calculus the fact that 

there are other firms in the market trying to capture custom as well under 

conditions known perfectly by the optimizing firm. In contrast it offers a 

view of competition as the process that forces firms to search for actions 

and strategies that allow to take away or maintain custom from other firms. 

The three models exposed in this chapter shed partial light on the quali-

tative results expected from an evolutionary approach. They bring the fol-

lowing insights: 

First, a decentralized tatonnement can generate multiple market struc-

tures and outcomes for given “initial conditions”. The crucial element in 

determining which outcomes will be generated from an interaction process 

is the diversity of the effective behaviors present in the market. For in-

stance, the first model suggests that the structure of prices differs substan-

tially whether there is a competitive retailer or not, in particular in regards 

of the margins that the firms extract. The structures that emerge shall be 

characterized by their degree of “order”, i. e. the degree with which the ac-

tions that drive to success have been sorted out by the process of competi-

tion. Contrary to equilibrium, order is about sorting out through a dynamic 

and ex post process actions that will reveal successful and will prosper at 

the disadvantage of unsuccessful actions. The market “order” that shall 

emerge from the exploration by the firms of the possible behaviors can be 

more or less stable. It is stable if it is insensible to the introduction of a 

new behavior or a new technology; it is unstable if it is on the contrary 

sensible to such an introduction. 

Second, the introduction of novelty as a fuel to competition changes 

drastically the prediction relative to the relation between degree of compe-

tition and market structures. Different strategies over the introduction of 

novelty (innovation versus imitation) generate different market structures 
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and outcomes. For instance, the second model suggests that concentrated 

structures can be the result of competition rather than the result of the ab-

sence of competition as suggested by the standard framework. The intro-

duction of novelty is about making rival products obsolete or introducing a 

more efficient technology that gives a cost advantage over rivals. If the 

novel idea is unique and successful and if no imitator or innovator is able 

to compete with it, the original innovator shall serve the market and possi-

bly earn a monopolistic rent. If imitation occurs or alternative innovating 

products are introduced, the market structure shall become less concen-

trated over time. 

Third, the outcome of competition depends also on the ability of firms to 

build capacities and to access to resources in other markets. The ability of 

firms to be competitive in their final markets shall in part depend on their 

differential ability to compete for resources (qualified labor, raw material, 

…) in upstream markets. This induces to take precisely into account the in-

terdependence between markets when modeling competition among firms. 

More generally, some conjectures about the role of competition can be 

suggested. On one hand, when it is not disturbed by other phenomena, 

competition plays a “positive” role in several ways: it provokes the explo-

ration of a wide set of possibilities; it obliges firms to adopt the best possi-

ble adjustment of their actions; it eliminates the least efficient behaviors 

and firms. On the other hand, competition presents at least one danger: it 

may eliminate creative behavior, which is a vector of medium and long 

term economic progress, if other behaviors are more rewarding. Lastly, 

competition is not sufficient to guarantee the presence of behavior ena-

bling maximum economic efficiency to be attained. Firms may seek to 

maintain their market share but none of them may be interested in captur-

ing custom away from its competitors. 

There is still a lot of future work needed to complete an evolutionary 

conception of competition. Among the types of model that are lacking; one 

can mention (a) models which reconcile a modeling of the decentralized 

tatonnement of firms in search of successful behaviors (as done in the first 

model) and a modeling of the introduction of change by firms (as done in 

the second model; (b) models which reconcile the building of capabilities 

by firms (as done in the third model) and its relations with the nature of 

competition and the emergence of aggregated structures (prices, markets, 

…). A crucial stake of those models shall be to identify patterns of compe-

tition that would have some genericity and would allow predictions. Pre-

dictions cannot be made on the precise behaviors that firms will seek to 

implement and test since they are by definition unpredictible and various, 
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but predictions should certainly be made on the patterns of competition li-

kely to be encountered in markets. 
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7 Organization of the firm 

This chapter examines one of the most promising and lively areas of re-

search within evolutionary theory, the one concerned with the study of or-

ganizations and business firms in particular. In their book Nelson and Win-

ter devoted an important part of their analysis to business firms, also 

referring to the Schumpeterian recognition of their central role in deter-

mining the pace and direction of technological change. 

This chapter briefly presents the basics of the evolutionary perspective 

on firms and organizations and some examples of a growing family of 

models. 

7.1 Background and problems 

Standard neoclassical theory identifies firms with production functions. 

Production possibilities are perfectly known and the production function is 

the efficiency frontier which separates known from unknown techniques. 

In this framework technological change is a sort of magic by which “cer-

tain production possibilities are suddenly extracted from the Unknown and 

added to the Known. There is ordinarily no analysis as to why particular 

possibilities rather than others should be thus discovered” (Winter, 1968). 

The reduction to production functions prevents any serious analysis of the 

role of firms as fundamental loci where productive technical knowledge is 

generated, stored, socialized, transmitted and, especially, modified and, 

therefore, as major sources of technological changes (Schumpeter, 1955). 

Because it puts a particular emphasis on technological, organizational and, 

in general, economic change, evolutionary theory assigns a central position 

to theorizing about firms and their internal mechanisms which generate 

such changes (Nelson-Winter, 1982). 

Also neoclassical theory has recently questioned and overcome the most 

radical standard assumptions and developed more sophisticated theories 

which open the firm’s black box. Agency theory has studied owner-

manager-worker contractual relations acknowledging that firms are made 

of a multiplicity of agents with heterogeneous objectives and asymmetric 

information and that their actions must be guided by appropriate incentives 
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in order to make them comply with the organizational objectives. Transac-

tion costs economics on the other hand has moved from the recognition of 

bounded rationality and contract incompleteness and analyzed firms as co-

ordination devices alternative to and complementary with the market. 

Evolutionary economics acknowledges the importance of information 

asymmetries in explaining organizations and their structure, and certainly 

shares with transaction costs economics the emphasis on bounded rational-

ity, but stresses the cognitive aspect of organizations which is mostly ne-

glected by those theories. Firms are there first of all to do things. They 

produce, store, transmit, socialize and modify the knowledge which is nec-

essary to produce (useful) things (Winter, 1982). Such knowledge cannot 

normally be detained by a single individual, nor can it be normally put to-

gether by simple market coordination, but must be “organized”. Market 

mechanisms do not in fact convey enough information and knowledge to 

manage complex distributed knowledge, moreover an important part of the 

relevant knowledge is tacit and requires direct interaction in order to be 

apprehended, transmitted and shared. 

Evolutionary theory is thus trying to develop theories and models based 

upon knowledge, cognition and learning, the latter seen not simply as in-

formation processing but as structural modification of cognitive represen-

tations, action repertoires and organizational architectures, in other words 

as genuine technological and organizational innovation. 

Evolutionary theory in general, and the part concerned with organiza-

tions in particular, strongly believes in bounded rationality, usually in a 

rather strong version thereof. In this and other respects evolutionary theory 

has strong connections with the behavioural theory of the firm (March-

Simon, 1958, Cyert-March, 1963). Agents and organizations face prob-

lems they only partly understand and have to build representations of such 

problems and problem-solving procedures which are inevitably imperfect 

and continuously subject to revision through learning. An important part of 

problem-solving is the activity of subproblem decomposition (Simon, 

1981): large, complex and new problems have to be decomposed into 

smaller, more manageable and familiar ones. In organizations problem de-

composition maps into division of labour and modularization of artifacts 

(Baldwin-Clark, 2000) and is usually a precondition for the formation of 

new markets. Most of the time in fact it is the processes of division of la-

bour, standardization and modularization within organization which cre-

ates new technological interfaces whose coordination can then possibly 

be transferred to the market. 
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7.2 Canonical principles 

In standard neoclassical theory agents behave according to the principles 

of utility maximization and coordination among them can only be achieved 

by putting into place the appropriate monetary rewards. This is normally 

done by market forces, but whenever the latter cannot operate optimally, 

alternative (second-best) contractual arrangements are devised within or-

ganizations. In evolutionary theory instead intra-organizational coordina-

tion is mainly carried out by routines (Nelson-Winter, 1982). According to 

Cohen et al.: “A routine is an executable capability for repeated perform-

ance in some context that has been learned by an organization in response 

to selective pressure” (Cohen et al., 1996). 

The first key term, capability, is defined as the capacity to generate an 

action pattern that has been stored in localized or distributed form within 

the organization. As Nelson and Winter suggested, this capacity entails the 

ability to know what action pattern to perform and when to perform it. 

This implies that individual agency within organizations is not only guided 

by the logic of consequence of utility maximization but also, and mainly, 

by the logic of appropriateness (March, 1994), according to which mem-

bers of the organization act according to rules they believe are appropriate 

in their role and given a situation they recognize as familiar. 

This also implies that organizational members must be able to receive 

and interpret inputs generated, within a specific context, both by humans 

and non-human devices. Inputs may include, for example, formal orders 

from a superior, informal suggestions, descriptions of the situation, the ac-

tivation of another action pattern by other members, a particular date on 

the calendar or a particular time on the clock (Nelson-Winter, 1982). 

While the ability to receive inputs could be independent of the specific or-

ganizational context, the ability to recognize and interpret messages and 

inputs – as well as to generate appropriate messages and input – and to re-

call the appropriate pattern of action, is part of the knowledge and prob-

lem-solving repertoire that the single member learn within the organiza-

tion. This view of routines as stored and shared problem-solving skills is 

commonly, and fruitfully, adopted in both theoretical and empirical re-

search on the origin, development and change of organizational capabili-

ties.

At the same time, growing effort has gone also into the formal represen-

tation of processes of search, recombination, reinforcement of sequence of 

elementary operations yielding particular problem-solving procedures. 

However, routines emerge and are implemented in organizations com-
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posed of a plurality of individuals who might have conflicting interests. 

Certainly, a firm can be considered as a hierarchy of routines. This hierar-

chy, however, also entails a mechanism of exercise of authority and gov-

ernance of the admissible behaviours by which individual members can 

pursue their interests. This is indeed acknowledged by Nelson who suggest 

that routines can be seen also as “truces” amongst potentially conflicting 

interests, but this complementary nature of routines has been so far rela-

tively neglected in that literature which explicitly builds upon evolutionary 

ideas.

Finally, as concerns methodology, evolutionary modelling about organi-

zations has received a great impetus from the development of agent-based 

simulation techniques, which are at the heart of all the models presented in 

this chapter. Computer simulations are very useful in at least two respects: 

they allow both for the construction of “behaviourally rich” models and for 

the study of explicit mechanisms of interaction among (heterogeneous) 

agents.

The former means that once we abandon the (expected) utility maximi-

zation assumption, we can introduce a variety of more plausible and richer 

behavioral assumptions. These can be normally expressed algorithmically 

and their properties and implications studied by means of computer simu-

lations. Typical examples are adaptive algorithms of various kinds for de-

cision making and learning, such as genetic algorithms, neural networks, 

classifiers systems and many others. 

The latter involves that, by means of computer simulations, we can im-

plement and study rich interaction environments in which a multiplicity of 

heterogeneous agents can explicitly interact through a variety of organiza-

tional rules. This possibility is very important for evolutionary models in 

general, because heterogeneity is a fundamental property of evolution, 

which is meaningless in a representative agent reduced form, and because 

out-of-equilibrium dynamics is usually more important than asymptotic 

properties. But this is even more important in models of organizations, be-

cause organizational behaviours are themselves the result of the interaction 

among heterogeneous agents. The rules of interaction define the organiza-

tional structure similarly to the definition given by Herbert Simon: “…] 

[the structure of an organization] designates for each person in the organi-

zation what decisions that person makes, and the influences to which he is 

subject in making each of these decisions” (Simon, 1976). 
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7.3 Some models 

We will examine four models: the former concentrate on information 

processing features, the latter on structural evolution. 

7.3.1 An information processing model 

The properties of organizations have long been investigated outside an 

evolutionary perspective: among the many examples, the most notable are 

Aoki (1986), Mount-Reiter (2002), Radner (1992), Sah-Stiglitz (1986)25.

Generally speaking, such models consider a set of information processing 

units with some form of bound in their computational capabilities and 

study optimal organizational structures which maximize aggregate per-

formance under the assumption of a commonly shared objective function. 

For instance, consider individual agents who must evaluate projects, but 

have a limited ability to do so. They may incur into two types of errors: 

approve a bad project or reject a good project and the aggregate error is 

analyzed for different organizational arrangements. In particular, Sah 

compare basic hierarchical and decentralized structures and show that the 

former reject more projects (including good ones) than the latter, while the 

latter accept more projects (including bad ones) than the former26.

John Miller develops a model in the same vein but within an adaptive/ 

evolutionary framework (Miller, 2001). Organizations are tree-like struc-

tures in which each node represents a basic information processing capa-

bility (e. g. a processor which given two integers delivers their sum) and 

edges are communication channels in which information can flow between 

the two connected nodes. All organizations possess a root node, which has 

to deliver the final result. Then the organization is built recursively: some 

“child” node(s) are probabilistically created which are connected to the 

root and with some probability the root node also has an edge connecting it 

to the input data queue. The same process is repeated recursively for each 

newly created child node. Nodes which do not have any “child” are termi-

nal nodes and are automatically connected to the input data queue. 

                                                     

25  Radner (2000) provides a general discussion of information processing and de-

cision making in teams. 
26  Interesting extensions and refinements have been recently suggested by Chris-

tensen-Knudsen (2002) and Ioannides (2003). 
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Organizations face a set of fully decomposable27 problems and their per-

formance is given by the speed at which they are able to deliver a correct 

solution.

Figure 7.1 presents a simple example of an organization, and its func-

tioning can be described as follows. Nodes are activated either in a random 

or ordered sequence, in the latter case activation begins with the highest 

numbered node. When activated, a node which is attached to the data 

queue picks a number – if any – from it and adds it to its memory, when 

this operation has been finished the memory content is transmitted to the 

parent node. A node which is not attached to the queue waits for input 

from its child node(s). As an example, suppose that the organization in 

figure 7.1 has to sum up five integer numbers { }edcba ,,,,  contained in the 

data queue and activation is ordered. At the first stage nodes 1, 2 and 3 ac-

cumulate, respectively, c, b and a; then, at the second stage, node 3 picks d

and adds it to a , node 2 picks e  and adds it to b, node 1 waits because the 

data queue is now empty. At the next stage node 3 communicates da +  to 

its parent, node 1, which adds it to the content of its memory, which now be-

comes dca ++ . Finally, node 2 transmits the content of its memory, i. e.

eb +  to node 1, whose memory content becomes edcba ++++ . The task 

has been correctly completed in three time steps. 

Miller studies the generic properties of randomly generated organizations 

and then introduces an adaptive process for the analysis of organizational 

evolution. In the first set of simulations a population of organizations are 

randomly generated with a number of nodes which can range from 1 to 50

and their performance is measured by the time steps they require to suc-

cessfully complete one or more addition problems under either random or 

ordered node firing. The first interesting result is that even such randomly 

generated organizations exhibit “order for free”, that is they are capable of 

solving problems with a good performance. In particular, the following re-

sults are noteworthy. First, there are economies of scale with respect to the 

number of problems: when organizations solve multiple problems, the ave-

rage time required for each of them decreases – especially for organizati-

ons with a high number of nodes – because new problems can be proces-

sed by lower nodes while older problems have moved to higher level 

nodes. Second, ordered firing is more efficient than random firing, but the 

difference between the two vanishes as the number of problems increases. 

                                                     

27  See section 7.3.3 below for models in which organizations face non-decompos-

able or nearly-decomposable problems. 
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Fig. 7.1. Miller’s model 

Third, concerning the relation between number of nodes and performance, 

it can be shown that small organizations (with four or fewer nodes) tend to 

have high variance in their performance, regardless the firing procedure. 

With a number of nodes above eight the variance becomes instead rather 

low and generic organizations of the same size tend to display very similar 

performance. Under ordered firing there is a downward trend in the rela-

tionship between the number of time steps and the number of nodes, while 

under random firing this relation is U-shaped and the computation time 

reaches its minimum when the number of nodes is eight. 

In a further set of exercises, Miller lets the population of randomly gen-

erated organization evolve according to an algorithmic procedure which 

resembles John Holland’s genetic algorithms (Holland, 1975) and John 

Koza’s genetic programming (Koza, 1993). Each organization is assigned 

a “fitness” measure, which is the reciprocal of the time required to solve 

the problem(s). Fitter organizations survive and produce copies of them-
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selves, while bad performing ones tend to be suppressed. Moreover good 

performing organizations also produce offsprings which are modifications 

of themselves via two genetic operators. The first genetic operator, cross-

over, consists of taking two organizations (chosen with probability propor-

tional to their fitness) and creating two offsprings which are copies of the 

parents except that two randomly chosen sub-trees are swapped. The sec-

ond genetic operator is mutation which can consist of randomly activating 

or deleting a connection between one node and the data queue, or adding a 

terminal node, or deleting an existing node. Then the fitness values for the 

new population are measured and the process is repeated. 

Miller presents some simulations of this model of evolving organiza-

tions, whose main results can be summarized as follows. First, evolution 

does indeed improve considerably performance. After fifty generations the 

best evolved organizations display an improvement of performance rang-

ing from 28 percent (multiple problems and random firing case) to 47 per-

cent (single problem and ordered firing case) relatively to the randomly 

generated organizations. 

Second, this improvement can be explained partly by the selection 

mechanism, which in each generation makes copies of the best performing 

organizations and eliminates the worst ones, and partly by the operation of 

the two genetic operators, crossover and mutation, which recombine and 

modify “at the margin” the structural characteristics of the best performing 

organizations.

Third, in some cases evolution tends to produce, starting from the high 

heterogeneity of a random first generation, rather homogeneous structural 

characteristics: this is the case of single problem and random firing, where 

evolved organizations possess on average only three nodes (standard de-

viation 1.1); of multiple problems and ordered firing, where on the contrary 

evolved organizations tend to have a number of nodes which approaches the 

maximum of 50 (48 on average with 1.9 of standard deviation); of multiple 

problems with random firing, with an average number of nodes of 12 and 

standard deviation 2.4. On the one hand in fact additional nodes can im-

prove performance of the organization because they increase computa-

tional power, but on the other hand they increase the number of levels and 

thus information transmission costs. The latter of course are particularly 

important in the random firing cases, where in fact evolution pushes to-

wards organizational structures with few nodes. 

All in all these results show a trade-off between the higher processing 

power of larger organizations and the higher coordination costs they imply 

and diminishing returns are quickly reached to the addition of new nodes. 
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7.3.2 An organizational learning model 

The model previously presented belongs to the family of models of infor-

mation processing organizations, in which the information processing ca-

pabilities of individual agents are given. Marengo (Marengo, 1992 and 

Marengo, 1996) present a model which focuses instead upon the modifica-

tion of such information processing capabilities, i. e. a process of structural 

learning. Individual agents are imperfect adaptive learners, as they adjust 

their information processing capabilities through local trial-and-error. Of 

course this adaptive learning is driven by information coming from the en-

vironment and/or from other members of the organization. The model 

shows that the architecture of such information flows plays a crucial role 

in determining the learning patterns and the performance characteristics of 

the organization. 

Consider the following coordination problem: an organization has to re-

spond to an exogenous environment by implementing some collective ac-

tion. Suppose for instance that a firm can produce a certain number of 

product types, which are demanded by an exogenous market, and that the 

production process is divided into several operations, each being carried 

out by a different shop. The problem is therefore to detect correctly which 

product type is being demanded (state of the world) and to coordinate the 

actions of the shops so that the correct production process is implemented. 

More specifically, suppose that there exist eight possible product types, 

called respectively “1“, “2“, …,“8“. The firm’s production possibilities set 

is represented by sequences of eight operations and each operation can be 

of two types ( P  and Q ). Such sequences have all the same length and 

map into a product type, which is conventionally designated by the number 

of operations of type “ P ” which are used in its production (the product of 

type “ q ” is produced when q  operations are of type “ P ”). The problem 

of the firm is therefore to forecast the product type which will be de-

manded by the market and to implement the correct production process by 

coordinating the operations of the two shops. The payoff is the following: 

if the firm produces the correct product type it receives a payoff of 5 units; 

if it does not produce the correct output it receives a negative payoff, given 

by the difference between the actual product type and the required one (for 

example, if the market demands type “7” but the firm produces type “5”, it 

will receive the payoff -2). 

Suppose now that the firm is formed of three units, the management 

and two shops and is in relation with some environment. The shops pro-

ceed to the production operations (four operations each). The exchanges 
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Fig. 7.2. Structure of firm 

of information are given in the figure 7.2. The management observes the 

environmental message by channel 1(the actual state of the world), inter-

prets it and sends a message to the two shops by channels 2. 

Each of the two shops observes three kinds of signals and develops an 

interpretative model for them. The environmental signal (last observed 

state of the world) follows channel 1B, the message sent by the manage-

ment (and based on its own interpretation of the environment) follows 

channel 2, and the signal sent by the other shop (i. e. its last action) follows 

channel 3. The latter two messages are coordinating devices, respectively a 

centralized and a decentralized one, which allow the shops to coordinate 

their action, whereas the former allows the two shops to form their own 

independent (from the management’s) model of the world. 

The manager and the shops face a standard learning problem (see chap-

ters 1 and 3). Let { }NsssS ,...,, 21=  be the set of the N  possible states of 

nature and { }KaaaA ,...,, 21=  the set of the K possible actions the decision-

maker can undertake. The payoff to the agent is given by a function: 

RSA →×:π , where the agent’s payoff to action ia  when the state of the 

world hs  occurs will be indicated by ihπ . The action the agent chooses de-

pends obviously on the level of his/her knowledge about the state of na-

ture. The agent’s knowledge (or information processing capabilities) can 
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be represented by a collection of subsets SsP i ⊆)(  where )( isP  is the set 

of states of nature which the agent considers as possible (or cannot tell 

apart) when the real state is is .

The (reinforcement) learning model which is considered is based on 

classifiers systems (Holland, 1986), but with some substantial differences 

and simplifications. The basic component is a condition-action rule jR , the 

condition and the action being represented by strings of symbols: 

kNj aaacccR ...,...,,: 2121 (7.1)

with { }1,0, ∈hi ac .

The execution of a certain action is conditional upon the agent’s percep-

tion that the present state of nature falls in the given condition. The condi-

tion part Nccc ,...,, 21  is a “category”, that is a subset of the states of nature 

(or an ‘event’). It is activated when the actual detected state of the world 

falls in such a subset. Practically, it is satisfied whenever the actual state of 

nature corresponds to a position where a “1” appears: if is  is the last ob-

served state of the world, we have 1=ic . The action part Kaaa ...21  corre-

sponds to a given action. Practically, it contains a unique symbol ha  equal 

to 1 (all others being equal to 0) which corresponds precisely to the chosen 

action. The decision maker can be therefore represented by a set of such 

condition-action rules: { }qRRRR ,...,, 21= .

In addition, each rule jR  is assigned (at date t ) a “strength” ),( tRSt j

and a “specificity” )( jRSp . Strength basically measures the past useful-

ness of the rule, that is the rule’s cumulated payoff. Specificity measures 

the strictness of the condition: in our case the highest specificity (or lowest 

generality) value is given to a rule whose condition has only one symbol 

“1” and therefore is satisfied when and only when that particular state of 

nature occurs, whereas the lowest specificity (or the highest generality) is 

given to a rule whose condition is entirely formed by “1” and is therefore 

always satisfied by the occurrence of any state of nature. 

At the beginning of the process, the decision maker is supposed to be 

completely ignorant about the characteristics of the environment he or she 

is going to face: all the rules initially generated have the highest generality. 

The action parts are instead randomly generated. The decision maker is 

also assumed to have limited computational capabilities, therefore the 

number of rules stored in the system at each moment is kept constant and 

relatively small in comparison to the complexity of the problem which is 

being tackled. 
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This set of rules is processed in the following steps throughout the simu-

lation process: 

1. Condition matching: a message is received from the environment 

which informs the system about the last state of nature. Such a mes-

sage is compared to the condition of all the rules and the rules which 

are matched, i. e. those which apply to such a state of the world, en-

ter the following step. 

2. Competition among matched rules: all the rules whose condition is 

satisfied compete in order to designate the one which is allowed to 

execute its action. To enter this competition, each rule makes a bid 

based on its strength and on its specificity. In other words, the bid 

of each matched rule is proportional to its past usefulness 

(strength) and its relevance to the present situation (specificity): 

( ) ),()(),( 21 tRStRSpkktRBid jjj +=  where 1k  and 2k  are constant 

coefficients. The winning rule is chosen randomly, with probabili-

ties proportional to such bids. 

3. Action and strength updating: the winning rule executes the action indi-

cated by its action part and has its own strength reduced by the amount 

of the bid and increased by the payoff that the action receives, given the 

occurrence of the “real” state of the world. If the l -th rule is the winner 

of the competition, we have: ),()(),()1,( tRBidttRSttRSt lll −+=+ π
4. Generation of new rules: the system must be able not only to select 

the most successful rules, but also to discover new ones. This is en-

sured by applying genetic operators which, by recombining and mu-

tating elements of the already existing and most successful rules, in-

troduce new ones which could improve the performance of the 

system. Thus, new rules are constantly injected into the system and 

scope for new opportunities is always made available. 

Genetic operators generate new rules which explore other possibilities in 

the vicinity of the currently most successful ones, in order to discover the 

elements which determine their success and exploit them. Search is not 

completely random but influenced by the system’s past history. New rules 

take the place of the currently weakest ones, so that the total number of 

rules is kept constant. Two genetic operators have been used for the condi-

tion and one for the action part. The latter is a simple type of local search 

and is simply a mutation in the vicinity: the action prescribed by the newly 

generated rule is chosen (randomly) in the close proximity of the one pre-
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scribed by the parent rule. The former deserve more attention since they 

operate in opposite directions: 

• specification: a new condition is created which increases the speci-

ficity of the parent one. Wherever the parent condition presents a 1, 

this is mutated into a 0 with a given small probability; 

• generalization: the new condition decreases the specificity of the 

parent one. Wherever the latter presents a 0, this is mutated into a 1 

with a given small probability. 

Different degrees of specification and generalizations can be simulated. 

They rely on different probabilistic combinations of the two genetic opera-

tors and on the variation of the coefficient 2k  in the bid equation: the 

higher this coefficient, the more highly specific rules will be likely to pre-

vail over general ones. A specificity coefficient summarizes the overall in-

clination of the system toward the search for specific rules. 

Coming back to the firm’s structure, the weights with which the three 

types of messages (from environment, management or other shop) enter 

the shops’ decision processes define the balance between differentiation 

and commonality of knowledge. Such weights are represented by the 

specificity coefficients which express the agent’s search for a precise 

model which interprets the corresponding type of message. A high speci-

ficity coefficient for messages 1B coming from the environment implies 

that the shops aim at building a detailed and autonomous model of the 

world. A low coefficient implies instead that shops do not pay much atten-

tion to the environment, but rely more on the world’s interpretation given 

by the management. A high specificity coefficient for messages 2 coming 

from the management implies that shops attribute great importance to the 

correct interpretation of the coordinating messages which are sent by the 

management. A low coefficient implies instead that shops are not seeking 

centralized coordination on the organizational collective knowledge, the 

management having a reduced role. Finally, a high specificity coefficient 

for the messages 3 coming from the other shop implies that shops are at-

taching high importance to mutual, decentralized coordination. A low co-

efficient means that the organization is without any form of decentralized 

coordination, i. e. no inter-shop communication. 

Marengo (Marengo, 1992 and Marengo, 1996) present a set of simula-

tions in various environments, whose main results can be summarized as 

follows. In stationary environments, i. e. when the state of nature does not 

change, agents can achieve coordination without building any model of the 
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environment and resorting only to trial-end-error with selection. If instead 

they try to learn, i. e. to build such a model and constantly improving it, 

they need also to learn a model for the interpretation of coordinating mes-

sages: messages 1 and/or 1B are not sufficient, and messages 2 or 3 are 

also needed. If the environment undergoes cyclical and predictable 

changes, high specificity coefficients on the shops’ conditions which clas-

sify environmental messages 1B are needed in order to exploit the envi-

ronmental regularity. Shops need to have a direct access to environmental 

information in order to develop the necessary decentralized learning. Fi-

nally, if the environment undergoes frequent and unpredictable changes, 

the organization has to develop stable routines which give a “satisficing” 

average result in most conditions. In this case, decentralized learning is 

detrimental, because the stability of such routine is continuously jeopard-

ized by individual efforts to grasp the unpredictable environment; shops 

should rely on the management’s message. 

All in all, in order to exploit a regularly changing environment, a high 

amount of knowledge about the environment itself is required: the model 

must distinguish between the states of nature and connect them diachroni-

cally. It is not surprising therefore that the most appropriate organization in 

such circumstances is the one which, by partly decentralizing the acquisi-

tion of knowledge about the environment, can achieve higher levels of so-

phistication in its model of the world, provided the coordination mecha-

nisms – which are here centralized – are powerful enough to enable the 

organization to solve conflicts of representations. On the other hand, this 

very decentralization of the acquisition of knowledge can be a source of 

loss when it is more profitable for the organization to cling to a robust and 

stable set of routines. This situation requires strong coordination in order 

to make the entire organization implement coherently such a set of robust 

routines. Autonomous and decentralized experimentation can only disrupt 

such a coherence. 

7.3.3 A structural evolutionary model 

In the last few years, a new family of evolutionary models of organizations 

has developed, inspired by biologist Stuart Kauffman’s so-called “NK 

model” (Kauffman, 1993). The “NK model” is a model of selection and 

adaptation in complex environments where the evolving entities are not 

“simple” and uni-dimensional, but are complex structures, made up of 

many components which interact among each other non linearly. Kauff-

man shows that in this case the outcome of evolution is the result of the in-
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terplay between selection forces and the mechanisms that regulate the in-

ner working of the entities under selection, i. e. the network of interactions 

among components. If the latter are “strong” and “diffused” (in a sense we 

will specify shortly), then the power of selection is highly limited and evo-

lutionary dynamics is mostly determined by the structural characteristics of 

the entities, displaying strong path-dependency and sub-optimality. 

The interest of this kind of models for the economic theory of organiza-

tion resides precisely in showing that selection is not necessarily condu-

cive to optimality, irrespective of the presence of informational asymme-

tries and transaction costs. In particular, the likelihood of reaching 

optimality through selection is especially low when the entities under se-

lection are complex ones, made of many interacting components. In the 

following, we will first provide a short and basic presentation of the NK 

model (more details can be found in Kauffman, 1993, a discussion of its 

economic implications and limits with some extensions can be found in 

Frenken et al., 1999). 

A NK system is described by a string (or configuration) of elements, 

denoted i  and in number N , which refer to subsystems, components or 

attributes of the system. Each element i  can be in one and only one pos-

sible states out of a finite set iA  (taken as { }1,0 ). The possibility space 

NAAA ××× ...21  contains all the possible strings of the system. Moreover, 

a fitness function F assigns a real value (taken without loss of generality in 

the interval [0,1]) to each possible string. It measures its relative perform-

ance in the environment and it depends obviously on the states of each 

component [ ]1,0)...(:: 21 →××× NAAAF . Moreover, when a fitness value

if  can be ascribed to each element i, the overall fitness is generally con-

sidered to be the average of them: = N i

N

f
F

1
.

The distribution of fitness values of all possible strings is called the fit-

ness landscape of a system. Its appearance depends on the system inner 

structure captured by its K-value, i. e. the number of “epistatic” relations 

among elements. An epistatic relation implies that the contribution of one 

element to the overall fitness of the system is dependent both upon its own 

state and upon the state of K other elements. Two limit cases of complexity 

can be distinguished. Minimum complexity is obtained when elements are 

independent: K = 0, the fitness of each element depending only on its own 

state. The maximum complexity is obtained when elements are completely 

interwined: 1−= NK , the fitness of each element depending simultane-

ously on the state of all elements. In applications, the fitness of each ele-
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ment is drawn randomly from a uniform distribution between 0  and 1. If 

0=K , the draw is unique for each element; if 1−= NK , it depends on 

the whole string. 

Suppose now that a string can be modified by means of a simple “ran-

dom one-bit mutation” into a neighbouring string which differs by only one 

bit. The new string can have a higher, lower or identical fitness value. Now 

we can introduce a simple selection process (or, equivalently, an adaptive 

learning process) by which fitness improving mutations are retained while 

fitness reducing ones will be discarded. In this way, we define a path (or 

random walk) in a fitness landscape which, starting from an initial string, 

“climbs” towards higher fitness values until no further fitness-improving 

mutations are possible. Where will such a walk end up to? 

The local optima are obviously evolutionary attractors: once an agent 

occupies a local optimum, it cannot escape this optimum by a one-bit mu-

tation. An important property of evolutionary attractors is the number of 

starting points that can end up in the attractor state (including the optimum 

itself). This number characterizes the size of the basin of attraction of the 

local optimum. 

Kauffman (Kauffman, 1993) provides a general analysis of the proper-

ties of NK landscapes for all possible values of the N and K parameters. 

Among the many properties he finds, the following are particularly note-

worthy: 

1. The number of local optima increases exponentially as the K-

parameter increases from its minimum value K = 0 (where there is a 

unique local optimum which is also global) to its maximum value 

K = N – 1. 

2. The locations of local optima in the possibility space are correlated 

(they have many states of elements in common) for low K-values, 

but correlation vanishes as K increases towards its maximum. 

3. The overall fitness values of local optima of systems with a low K

value are higher on average. 

4. The basins of attraction of local optima of systems with a low K are 

larger on average, and more generally, the higher their fitness, the 

larger their basin of attraction. As a consequence, an adaptive walk 

has higher probability of locating a local optimum with a high val-

ued peak. 

One of the earliest and most interesting applications of the N – K model to 

organizational evolution has been presented by Daniel Levinthal (Levin-
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thal, 1997), who makes the assumption that an organization can be repre-

sented as a string of (binary) features (policies, routines, standard operat-

ing procedures, etc.) linked together by complex interdependencies28. A 

population of randomly generated organizations evolves on a fitness land-

scape, the evolution is driven by variation, selection and information pass-

ing processes. 

Variation, i. e. the generation of variety, is provided by two mechanisms: 

1. local search: existing organizations mutate one feature, while keep-

ing all the other constant. If the new string has higher fitness, then 

the mutation is retained, otherwise it is discarded. 

2. radical changes (“long jumps”): at times, existing organizations can 

mutate many (possibly all) features. If the new string has higher fit-

ness, then the mutation is retained, otherwise it is discarded. 

Selection is given by a simple birth and death process: some organizations 

die with a probability inversely proportional to their relative fitness and are 

replaced by newly born ones. Some of these new organizations are ran-

domly generated, owing possibly no resemblance to the existing ones, 

while other are replica of existing successful organizations. 

Information passing among generations is warranted by two mecha-

nisms: 

1. retention: successful existing organizations have a high probability 

of surviving. Their features tend therefore to survive. 

2. replication: some of the newly born organizations which replace 

bad performing ones, which are selected out, are copies of the most 

successful existing organizations. The features of the latter tend 

therefore to spread in the population. 

This very basic evolutionary model applied in complex environments pro-

vides some interesting results obtained by simulation (Levinthal, 1997). 

Suppose first that the initial system is formed by a large population of 

randomly generated organizations. It evolves according to the mechanisms 

                                                     

28  By interdependencies we mean something more general than the complemen-

tarities analyzed by super-modular models of production and organization (Mil-

grom-Roberts, 1990): interdependencies can in fact be non-monotonic, mean-

ing that changing the thi  feature from, say, 0 to 1 may sometimes produce an 

increase of the overall fitness and sometimes a decrease, depending upon the 

values of the remaining features. 
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of selection and information passing just mentioned, but variation can be 

only local, i. e. only one bit at a time can be mutated for every organization. 

Local adaptation and selection will reduce the heterogeneity of the popula-

tion: bad performers will be selected out and replaced by copies of good 

performers. In the meantime, good performers will climb with local muta-

tions the fitness peaks they are located on. However, the final outcome of 

evolution will vary considerably depending upon the value of the K  pa-

rameter. With 0=K , local adaptation will quickly take all organizations to 

the only (global) optimum of the landscape: thus selection and adaptation 

will completely wipe out the initial heterogeneity of the population and 

cause a fast convergence to a unique, optimal, organizational form. For 

higher values of K , this is less and less the case: the landscape will display 

an increasing number of distinct local optima on which subsets of organiza-

tions will converge according to their initial location. Selection and adapta-

tion will reduce the initial variety but will never make it disappear. 

This result, rather obvious in this framework, must not be overlooked, as 

it provides a simple and intuitive explanation of the persistence of hetero-

geneity among firms, a piece of evidence widely reported by the litera-

ture29, but at odds with neoclassical theory, according to which deviations 

from the only best practice should be only a transient property inevitably 

due to fade out as market selection forces operate. Note also that as K  in-

creases, not only does the number of local optima increase, but also the 

size of the basin of attraction of each of them will shrink. It is possible 

therefore that none of the organizations is located in the basin of attraction 

of the global optimum and therefore no organization will ever find the 

globally optimum configuration30.

In complex environments, diversity of forms is not only a persistent 

property, but can even emerge out of homogeneity. Assume that the initial 

condition is now represented by a population of identical organizations. 

Because of random local search, they start mutating different attributes and 

moving in different directions in the landscape. Again, if 0=K , the land-

scape is single-peaked and such diversity will quickly decrease until all or-

ganizations will converge to the unique global optimum. If K  is larger, 

                                                     

29  An example is provided, e.g. by Jensen and McGuckin (1997). 
30  The belief shared by many economists that selection brings optimality is, gen-

erally speaking, unjustified, as strongly argued by, among the others, Herbert 

Simon: „…in a relative sense, the fitter survive, but there is no reason to sup-

pose that they are fittest in any absolute sense” (Simon, 1983). 
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such initial random mutations will take organizations in the basins of at-

traction of different local optima. Selection and adaptation will only par-

tially reduce such diversity. 

Suppose now that organizations can perform more radical changes 

(“long jumps”). With large K , heterogeneity tends – though very slowly – 

to disappear because organizations located on sub-optimal peaks can al-

ways perform – though with low probability – a radical mutation which al-

lows them to jump on a higher fitness peak, until they reach the highest 

one of the global optimum. However, if N  is large enough, such a possi-

bility may have a very low probability and not make any real impact on the 

medium term evolution of the population. 

Consider finally the case of environmental changes, which can be mod-

eled by re-drawing the fitness contributions of some features after the 

population has evolved and stabilized over the local optima. Suppose first 

that such a change concerns only one feature. With minimal complexity 

(K = 0), the global optimum will either remain where it was or move to a 

point which is at most one mutation away. Thus, if the population has al-

ready evolved and is located on the global optimum, it can easily and 

quickly adapt and move to the new global optimum. Simulations show that 

all incumbent organizations survive to such an environmental change. If in-

stead the complexity of the landscape is high (K >> 0), even the modifica-

tion of the fitness contribution of just one attribute can cause a large altera-

tion of its shape. In high dimensional landscapes with a large N, local optima 

can move far away. This implies that a population which has settled on the 

local optima of the initial landscape will find it much more difficult to adapt 

to the change. Mortality of incumbents will rapidly rise as K increases. 

If the environment changes more radically, i. e. the fitness contributions 

of many (possibly all) the attributes are re-drawn, we get a different pic-

ture. As we have already argued, in a “simple” landscape with 0=K , all 

organizations quickly converge to the same configuration, which corre-

sponds to the unique global optimum and diversity dies out. If a dramatic 

environmental shock happens for which the global optimum moves far 

away from its initial position, the entire population will find itself in a low 

fitness area of the landscape and incumbent organizations will be outper-

formed by newly created ones with random configuration. If, on the con-

trary, K  is high, the population remains distributed over a large number of 

local optima and there is a high likelihood that a subset of the population 

will find itself in or close to a high fitness portion of the landscape after the 

environmental shock has occurred. Preserving diversity helps the popula-

tion adapt to dramatic environmental changes. 
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7.3.4 A model of problem-solving by division of labour 

One of the main limitations of the previous model is that it reduces organ-

izational search processes either to simple one-bit mutations or to totally 

random “long jumps”. Actual organizations do not search randomly nor are 

they confined to strictly local search. As already reminded, they exist first of 

all to do things and put into place various arrangements to look for better 

ways to do things, according to an at least partly conscious and explicit cog-

nitive representation of the problem faced. In this respect, firms’ activities 

are very similar to problem-solving and the way labour is divided and organ-

ized can be analyzed as a form of problem-decomposition. Marengo and 

Dosi (2005) present a model for this purpose which we briefly describe. 

Let us assume that solving a given problem requires the coordination of 

N  atomic components (“elements”, “actions” or “pieces of knowledge”), 

each component taking alternative states. For the sake of simplicity, the 

number of states is reduced to two, labelled 0 and 1. Hence, the set of 

components is: { }NcccC ,...,, 21=  with { }1,0∈ic . A configuration, that is a 

possible solution to the problem, is a string: i

N

iii cccx ...21= . The set of con-

figurations is: },...,,{ 221 N

xxxX = . An ordering is defined over the set of 

possible configurations: ji xx ≥  (or ji xx > ) whenever ix  is weakly (or 

strictly) preferred to jx . In order to avoid technical complications, we as-

sume, for the time being, that there exists only one configuration which is 

strictly preferred over all the other configurations (i. e. a unique global op-

timum). This simplifying assumption will be dropped below. A problem is 

defined by the pair ),( ≥X .

As the size of the set of configurations grows exponentially in the num-

ber of components, the state space of the problem becomes too large to be 

extensively searched by agents with bounded computational capabilities. 

One way of reducing its size is to decompose31 it into sub-spaces. Let 

{ }NI ,...,2,1=  be the set of indexes and let a block32 Idi ⊆  be a non-

                                                     

31  A decomposition can be considered as a particular case of search heuristics: 

search heuristics are, in fact, ways of reducing the number of configurations to 

be considered in a search process. 
32  Blocks in our model can be considered as a formalization of the notion of mod-

ules used by the flourishing literature on modularity in technologies and or-

ganizations (Baldwin-Clark, 2000) and decomposition schemes are a formaliza-

tion of the notion of system architecture which defines the set of modules in 

which a technological system or an organization are decomposed 
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empty subset of it, with cardinality | id |. We define a decomposition 

scheme (or simply decomposition) of the problem ),( ≥X  a set of blocks: 

),...,,( 21 kdddD =  such that Id
k

i i =
=1

. Note that a decomposition does 

not necessarily have to be a partition. 

Given a configuration ix  and a block jd , we call block-configuration 

)( j

i dx  the substring of length | jd | containing the components of configu-

ration ix  belonging to block jd :
i

j

i

j

i

jj

i

jd
xxxdx

||21
...)( = for all jh dj ∈ . We 

also use the notation ( )j

i dx −  to indicate the substring of length || jdN −
containing the components of configuration ix  not belonging to block jd .

Two block-configurations can be united into a larger block-configuration 

by means of the ∨  operator so defined: 

)()()( hjhj ddzdydx ∪=∨ (7.2)

where { }
∈

=
otherwise 

 if 

v

jv

v
y

dvx
z

We can therefore write ( ) ( )j

i

j

ii dxdxx −∨=  for any i . Moreover, we 

define the size of a decomposition scheme as the size of its largest defining 

block: 0=k .

Coordination among blocks in a decomposition scheme may either take 

place through market-like mechanisms or via other organizational arrange-

ments (e. g. hierarchies). Dynamically, when a new configuration appears, it 

is tested against the existing one according to its relative performance. The 

two configurations are compared in terms of their ranks and the superior one 

is selected, while the other one is discarded33. More precisely, let us as-

sume that the current configuration xi and take block dh with its current 

block-configuration xi (dh). Let us now consider a new configuration xj (dh)

for the same block, if: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )h

i

h

i

h

i

h

j dxdxdxdx −− ∨≥∨ (7.3)

then ( )h

j dx  is selected and the new configuration ( ) ( )h

i

h

j dxdx −∨  is kept 

in place of ix , otherwise ( )h

j dx  is discarded and ix  is kept. 

In terms of a given division of labor structure (the decomposition 

scheme) within firms, individual workers or organizational sub-units spe-

cialize in various segments of the production process (a single block). Dy-

                                                     

33  As a first approximation, we assume that this sorting and selection mechanism 

is errorless and operates at no cost and without any friction. 
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namically, different inter-organizational decompositions entail different 

degrees of decentralization of the search process. The finer the inter-

organizational decompositions, the smaller the portion of the search space 

which is being explored by local variational mechanisms and tested by mar-

ket selection. Thus, there is inevitably a trade-off: on one hand, finer decom-

positions and more decentralization make search and adaptation faster (if the 

decomposition is the finest, search time is linear in N); on the other hand, 

they explore smaller and smaller portions of the search space, thus decreas-

ing the likelihood that optimal (or even good) solutions are ever generated 

and tested. 

A decomposition scheme is a sort of template which determines how 

new configurations are generated and can be tested afterwards by the se-

lection mechanism. In large search spaces in which only a very small sub-

set of all possible configurations can be generated and undergo testing, the 

procedure employed to generate such new configurations plays a key role 

in defining the set of attainable final configurations. We will assume that 

boundedly rational agents can only search locally in directions which are 

given by the decomposition scheme: new configurations are generated and 

tested in the neighborhood of the given one, where neighbors are new con-

figurations obtained by changing only some (possibly all) components 

within a given block. 

Given a decomposition scheme { }kdddD ,...,, 21= , we say that a con-

figuration ix  is a preferred neighbor or simply a neighbor of configuration 
jx  with respect to a block Ddh ∈  if the following three conditions hold: 

1. ji xx ≥ ,

2. h

j

v

i

v dvxx ∉∀= ,

3. ji xx ≠ .

Conditions 2 and 3 require that the two configurations differ only by com-

ponents which belong to block hd . According to the definition, a neighbor 

can be reached from a given configuration through the operation of a sin-

gle decentralized coordination mechanism. 

We call ),( hdxH  the set of neighbors of a configuration x  for block 

hd . The set of best neighbors ),(),( hh dxHdxB ⊆  of a configuration x for 

block hd  is the set of the most preferred configurations in the set of 

neighbors:

{ }),(,such that  ),(),( hhh dxHzzydxHydxB ∈∀≥∈= (7.4)
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By extension from single blocks to entire decomposition schemes, we can 

give the following definition of the set of neighbors for a decomposition 

scheme: 

k

h

hdxHDxH
1

),(),(
=

= (7.5)

A configuration is a local optimum for the decomposition scheme D if 

there does not exist a configuration y such that ),( DxHy ∈  and xy > .

A search path or, for short, a path ( )DxP i ,  from a configuration 
ix  and 

for a decomposition D is a sequence, starting from 
ix , of neighbors: 

( ) ),( with ,...,,, 121 DxHxxxxDxP mimiiiii +++++ ∈= (7.6)

A configuration jx  is reachable from another configuration ix  and for de-

composition D  if there exists a path ),( DxP i  such that ),( DxPx ij ∈ .

Suppose configuration jx  is a local optimum for decomposition D ; we 

call the basin of attraction of jx  for decomposition D  the set of all con-

figurations from which jx  is reachable: 

{ }),( with ),(such that  ,),( DyPxDyPyDx jj ∈∃=ψ (7.7)

Now let 0x  be the global optimum and let XZ ⊆  with Zx ∈0
. We say 

that the problem ),( ≥X  is locally decomposable in Z by scheme D if 

),( 0 DxZ ψ⊆ . If XZ = , we say that the problem is globally decomposa-

ble by scheme D34.

We can soften the perfect decomposability requirement into one of near-

decomposability. We no longer require the problem to be decomposed into 

completely separated sub-problems, i. e. sub-problems which fully contain 

all interdependencies, but we content with finding sub-problems which 

contain the most “relevant” interdependencies, while less relevant ones can 

persist across sub-problems. In this way, optimizing each sub-problem in-

dependently will not necessarily lead to the global optimum, but to a 

“good” solution35. In other words, we construct near-decompositions which 

give a precise measure of the trade-off between decentralization and opti-

                                                     

34  A special case of decomposability, which is generalized here, is presented in Page 

(1996), and is called dominance. In our terminology, a block configuration 

)( h

j dx  is dominant when i

h

i

h

j xdxdx ≥∨ − )()(  for every configuration Xxi ∈ .
35  This procedure allows us to also deal with the case of multiple global optima 

and thus we can now also drop the assumption of a unique global optimum. 
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mality. Higher degrees of decentralization, while generally displaying a 

higher adaptation speed, are likely to be obtained at the expense of the as-

ymptotic optimality of the solutions which can be reached. 

Let us rearrange all the configurations in X by descending rank 

{ }1210 ,...,, −= NxxxX  where 1+≥ ii xx , and let { }110 ,...,, −= µ
µ xxxX  with 

120 −≤≤ Nµ  be the ordered set of the best µ configurations. We say that 

µX  is reachable from a configuration µXy ∉  and for decomposition D  if 

there exists a configuration µXxi ∈  such that ),( DyPxi ∈ . We call the 

basin of attraction ),( DX µψ  of µX  for decomposition D  the set of all 

configurations from which µX  is reachable. If XDX =),( µψ , we say that 

D  is a µ -decomposition for the problem. The µ -decompositions of mini-

mum size can be found algorithmically with a straightforward generaliza-

tion of the above algorithm which computes minimum size decomposition 

schemes for optimal decompositions. 

It is easy to show (Marengo-Dosi, 2005) that as µ increases, we can gen-

erally find finer near-decompositions. As Figure 7.3 illustrates, for ran-

domly generated problems36, if second-best solutions are accepted, we can 

have considerable reductions in the decomposition schemes size and in the 

expected search time. This shows that the organizational structure sets a 

balance in the trade-off between adaptation speed and optimality. It is easy 

to argue that in complex problem environments, characterized by strong 

and diffused interdependencies, such a trade-off will tend to produce or-

ganizational structures which are more decomposed and decentralized than 

what would be optimal given the interdependencies of the problem space. 

This property is shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4, which present the typical 

search paths on a non-decomposable problem of two search processes 

driven, respectively, by decompositions: 

{ }
{ } { } { }{ }12,...,2,112

12,...,2,11

=
=

D

D
(7.8)

                                                     

36  In this figure and the following (with the exception of Figure 7.1) we indicate 

on the vertical axis the rank of configurations re-parametrized between 0 

(worst) and 1 (best). 
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Fig. 7.3. Near decomposition 

Fig. 7.4. Fitness evolution 1 
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Figure 7.4 shows the first 180 iterations in which the more decentralized 

structure (D12) quickly climbs the problem space and outperforms the 

search based on a coarser decomposition. If there were a tight selection 

environment, a more than optimally decentralized organizational structure 

would quickly displace structure D1, which reflects the “true” decomposi-

tion of the underlying problem space. 

However, the search process based on the finest decomposition quickly 

reaches a local optimum from where no further improvement can occur, 

while the process based on the coarser decomposition keeps searching and 

climbing slowly. Figure 7.5 shows iterations between 3000 and 3800, whe-

re the finest decomposition is still locked-into the local optimum it reached 

after very few iterations, while the coarsest one slowly reaches the global 

optimum (normalized to 1). Strong selective pressure therefore tends to 

favor organizational structures whose degree of decentralization is higher 

than what would be optimal from a mere problem-solving perspective. 

This result is even stronger in problems that we could define as “mo-

dular”, i. e. characterized by blocks with strong interdependencies within 

blocks and much weaker interdependencies between blocks. In these 

Fig. 7.5. Fitness Evolution 2 
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problems, higher levels of decompositions can be achieved at lower costs 

in terms of sub-optimality. 

Another important property concerns micro (“idiosyncratic”) path-

dependencies of organizational forms and their long-term persistence. If 

finer-than-optimal decompositions tend to emerge and to spread because of 

their “transient” evolutionary advantages, then one will generally observe 

also long-term diversity in the population of organizations in terms of (i) 

the decomposition they are based upon; (ii) the problem solutions they im-

plement; and (iii) the local peaks they settle into37. This is easily shown by 

a simulation in which we generate 100 organizations characterized by a 

randomly generated decomposition and a random initial string and let them 

search a randomly generated indecomposable problem. The 10 worst per-

forming organizations are selected out every 10 iterations and replaced by 

10 new organizations where 5 are randomly generated and 5 have the same 

decomposition scheme of the best performing ones but are placed on a 

randomly chosen configuration. 

Figure 7.6 plots the number of diverse organizational forms at every it-

eration. Initially, diversity does indeed sharply decrease because of selec-

tive pressure but then it stabilizes on numbers consistently and persistently 

higher than 1. A very similar trend describes the number of different sur-

viving configurations, which reflects the fact that the population of organi-

zations settles onto several local peaks of similar value. 

In another set of simulations where, at given intervals, the current prob-

lem has been changed – at regular intervals – with another one having ex-

actly the same structure in terms of decomposability, but with different – 

randomly generated- orderings of configurations. This can be taken as a 

metaphorical proxy for environment volatility. For instance, consumers 

might have changing preferences over a given set of characteristics, or 

producers face changing relative input prices. Interestingly enough, it turns 

out that, even with totally decomposable problems, as the change ranks be-

comes more frequent, the population is entirely invaded by organizations 

characterized by coarser and coarser decompositions and at the limit, by 

organizations which do not decompose at all. This robustly suggests that 

growing volatility has stronger consequences than does growing interde-

pendence. The reason why this happens is shown in Figures 7.7 and 7.8 

which present, respectively, the expected improvements and the probabil-

ity of improvement for searches based on the finest (D12) and coarsest 

                                                     

37  On this latter point a similar result is obtained by Levinthal, 1997. 
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Fig. 7.6. Evolution of organization forms 

(D1) decomposition schemes in a fully decomposable problem38. It is 

shown that, when starting from low rank configurations, a search based 

upon coarser decomposition has a higher probability of finding a better 

configuration and, when such a better configuration is found, its expected 

rank is higher for coarser decompositions. This is due to the fact that finer 

decompositions search only locally; and this, on average, cannot produce 

large improvements in fully-decomposable problems. When the problem 

space is highly volatile – though always fully decomposable – sooner or 

later every organization will fall into an area of very “bad” configurations 

from which coarser decompositions have a higher chance of promptly re-

covering.

                                                     

38  Figures 7.7 and 7.8 refer to the fully decomposable search space given by the 

binary numbers between 0 and 2N – 1. But the same qualitative results are ob-

tained for any kind of fully decomposable search space. 
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Fig. 7.7. Expected improvements 

Fig. 7.8. Probability of improvement 
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7.4 Theses and conjectures 

Theories of firms and organizations have always played a central role in 

evolutionary economics, because firms in turn play a central role in the 

processes of technological and economic change. Evolutionary theorizing 

has focused upon firms as loci of generation of productive knowledge and 

has been producing some – mainly agent-based – models in which the or-

ganizational structure is analyzed for its knowledge generation and distri-

bution properties. Such properties have been generally overlooked by neo-

classical theory, which has on the contrary concentrated almost entirely on 

the firm as a system of contractual monetary incentives designed in such a 

way as to align individual actions with the organization’s goals. 

Evolutionary theory takes an opposite point of view, emphasizing the 

cognitive aspect of organizations and leaving in the background issues of 

incentives, governance and power. This hypothesis seems often as extreme 

as the neoclassical one. According to the latter business firms are places in 

which strictly self-centered selfish individuals spend their life devising 

ways to cheat on and profit from each-other. The role of the organization is 

therefore to implement complex contractual arrangements which limit the 

damages of self-interested behavior. 

A large part of evolutionary theory on the contrary, as shown in the 

models briefly outlined in this chapter, implicitly assumes away any incen-

tive issue: organizations are teams in which agents basically cooperate but 

have heterogeneous knowledge. Thus evolutionary theory does not have 

much to say at time being on such extremely important topic as incentives, 

motivation, governance, power and, especially, on how these interact with 

the primary activity of knowledge generation and sharing. 

A major task for future evolutionary theorizing and modeling will be in-

tegrating such issues and providing its own original view. Nelson and 

Winter’s notion of routine as a truce among conflicting goals and claims in 

the organizations can represent a useful starting point39. However the choi-

ce between the two extreme of self-interested rational behavior on one 

hand and routine behavior on the other can also be seriously reconsidered 

in the light of the recent research – mainly experimental – which has been 

heavily questioning that monetary incentives be the only motive of eco-

                                                     

39  For some preliminary speculations on such integration see Coriat-Dosi, 1998; 

for a tentative model which integrates conflict within a model similar to the one 

presented in the previous paragraph see Dosi-Levinthal-Marengo, 2003. 
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nomic agency. Experimental evidence shows a variety of motives across 

different subjects and different contexts and clearly shows that organizations 

can indeed shape individual motives, as they shape individual and collective 

knowledge, and not simply adapt to them (Fehr-Fischbacher, 2002). 
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8 Emergence of institutions 

Concerning the two main entities forming an economic system, one may 

say that “at the beginning are the agents, at the beginning are the goods”. 

These entities can be described in physical terms, respectively as struc-

tured collections of individuals and as coherent bundles of material (or 

immaterial) items. But they are rather defined functionally, as centres of 

decision in the first case, as objects of exchanges in the second case. Even 

if they may come in or disappear for economic reasons, they are at first 

sight considered as primitive entities which exist spontaneously. 

A third type of entity is frequently introduced, namely institutions, even 

this hotchpotch concept gathers indistinctly what is not reducible to agents 

and goods. They are seldom described by their very nature since they exist 

in a physical as well as psychical form, or most often in a hybrid one. They 

are essentially defined by their role of mediation between agents, espe-

cially in order to help them to face exogenous or endogenous uncertainty. 

They may be considered as already there, but their emergence is frequently 

sketched as the result of a combination of agents’ actions. 

The present chapter analyzes the functional roles and the evolution 

modes encountered for economic and non economic institutions. In fact, it 

emphazises a specific type of institution, called a “convention”, which acts 

as a behavior rule able to coordinate the agents (part 1). It examines how 

different types of conventions may emerge and evolve in order to resolve 

some game failures (part 2). It considers more precise models of emer-

gence, by a learning or an evolutionary process, of conventions concerned 

with money, wages or resources (part 3). It suggests some directions for a 

further study of more complex institutions (part 4). 

8.1 Background and problems 

8.1.1 Economic theory and institutions 

Economic theory introduces various institutions in order to deal with pro-

duction, exchange and consumption of goods. The central institution is 

the “market” which confronts the offers and demands of some good and 
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renders them compatible through a price. Substitutive institutions follow 

the same aim of regulating the exchanges, but along more or less differ-

ent procedures: asymmetric auction mechanisms, planning procedures, 

bilateral negociations. Complementary institutions act as support of the 

market by framing the exchanges: exchange rights fix legal conditions 

for exchange, money fluidifies the implementation of exchanges, trust 

makes possible the bilateral exchange between goods and money when 

non synchronized. Further institutions frame the global transaction sys-

tem: technical conventions codify the goods and technologies, moral 

norms determine the exchangeable goods, property rights fix the owner 

of the goods. 

Several taxonomies of institutions have been proposed in the literature, 

however introducing fuzzy categories. Structurally, an “organic institution” 

appears as a human organization while an “epistemic institution” is a men-

tal representation endorsed by all agents. For instance, the state, a central 

bank, a firm or a syndicate are of the first kind while money, trust, a shared 

belief or an allocation norm are of the second kind. A “constitutive institu-

tion” makes possible a new social activity while a “regulative institution” 

acts as a mediator in an already existing activity. For instance, a new type 

of money, an artificial financial market or an original technical language 

are of the first kind while patents, business contracts or traffic rules are of 

the second kind. In the following, only epistemic and regulative institu-

tions, which act directly on agents’ beliefs and preferences, will be consid-

ered. However, firms are studied in chapter 7 and syndicates are treated 

through a model in section 3. 

In economic theory, different schools of thought stressed the basic role 

of institutions around and outside the market. The “institutionnalists” 

(Veblen, 1899; Commons, 1934; Mitchell, 1949) remarked that institu-

tions are habits or customs which influence the agents’ behaviors and fa-

cilitate their expectation. The “cognitivists” (Hayek, 1973) considered 

that institutions (like markets) produce signals (like prices) which are a 

good summary for the information needed by agents. The “transaction 

costs” theory (Williamson, 1975) explained the choice of various coordi-

nation modes – market, hierarchy – by the reduction of the transaction 

costs involved. The “property rights” theory (Coase, 1937, Alchian-

Demsetz, 1973) stressed the importance of well-defined property rights 

when evaluating the efficiency of an economic system. The “regulation-

ists” (Boyer, 2004) explained the heterogeneity of institutions by their 

adaptation to different places and periods. 
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8.1.2 Conventions as institutions 

Among all types of institutions, the literature privileges the “conventions” 

which can be expressed by “behavior rules” of the agents. A behavior rule 

is stated in the form “if context C, then action A” and associates a given 

action to some “signals” associated to the context. A signal is an exogenous 

characteristic attached to the agent himself or to his material environment. 

Hence, a convention appears as some regularity of agent’s behavior which 

relates exclusively on observable variables. For the modeler, it can be in-

terpreted positively as some behavior which is spontaneously followed by 

the agents in given circumstances. But it may also be interpreted norma-

tively as a behavior that is imposed to the agents under a social pressure. In 

the last case, a convention has to be interpreted by the agent himself in or-

der to decide if it applies or not to a given situation. 

Conventions are generally studied in the framework of non cooperative 

game theory, which has many advantages. First, game theory works at a 

level of generality which is higher than economic theory since players and 

actions are undifferenciated. Second, game theory respects methodological 

individualism since an equilibrium state is only generated by players’ ac-

tions. Third, game theory considers that players’ interactions are not medi-

ated by previous institutions, at least explicit ones. Such a view was al-

ready defended in the seminal book “Theory of games and economic 

behavior” (von Neumann-Morgenstern, 1944) where the equilibrium states 

are interpreted as “standards of behavior”. It was developed in a whole 

trend where an institution is seen as a component of an equilibrium state 

choosen by the players (Schotter, 1981; Kreps, 1990). 

The “evolutionist” view of conventions is based on the idea of “sponta-

neous order” issued from interactions of boundedly rational players. First, 

it means that the order is not a voluntary design, in the sense that it is not 

intended by a regulating authority. Second, it means that the order is not 

even conscious, in the sense that it is not expected or recognized by the 

players. Third, it means that the order needs not to be enforced by some 

legal authority in order to hold. Spontaneous order was initially stressed by 

Hayek (1973) who considers the market as a coordinating entity which re-

sults from some evolutionary process. It was essentially developed by 

Sugden (1989) who considers that “individuals living together in a state of 

anarchy tend to evolve conventions or codes of conduct that reduce the ex-

tent of interpersonal conflict”. 
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8.1.3 Types of conventions 

In classical game theory, three main “game failures” are recorded, analo-

gous to the “market failures” in economic theory. Each failure is associated 

with a class of games and is illustrated by some 2x2 game concerned with 

car driving (see chapter 3). First, the “coselection problem” stems from the 

existence of several equilibrium states among which one has to be sorted 

out. It appears in games like the crossroads game (where one equilibrium 

is better for one player and conversely), the technology game (where one 

equilibrium Pareto-dominated is better for both players), or the intermedi-

ary driving side game (where the equilibria are equivalent for the players). 

Second, the “cooperation problem” stems from the existence of an equilib-

rium state which is not Pareto-optimal. It appears in games like the car 

lights game. Third, the “codetermination problem” stems from the absence 

of any equilibrium state. It appears in games like the Indian file game. 

The basic games always consider two drivers who, respectively, may 

pass or not at some crossroads, drive right or left, buy an electric or petrol 

car, use full or dipped lights, speed up or slow down when driving in line, 

with the following payoffs:  

1/2 stop pass  1/2 Left right  1/2 electric petrol 

stop (2,2) (2,3)  left (1,1) (0,0)  electric (3,3) (0,1) 

pass (3,2) (0,0)  right (0,0) (1,1)  petrol (1,0) (1,1) 

 Crossroads game  Driving side game Technology game 

1/2 full dipped  1/2 speed slow 

full (1,1) (3,0)  speed up (1,3) (3,1) 

dipped (0,3) (2,2)  slow down (2,0) (0,2) 

 Car lights game Indian file game

Fig. 8.1. Basic games 

A specific type of convention may be associated with each type of game 

failure. As concerns the coordination problem, a “convention of coordina-

tion” makes precise how a player is directed towards a specific equilibrium 

state among several ones. For instance, in the crossroads game, a “priority 

convention” expresses that priority is given to players coming from the 

right. In the technology game, a “standardisation convention” asserts a 

technology to choose. In the driving side game, an “orientation convention” 

specifies what side of the road is priviledged. In the hawk-dove game (see 
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chapter 3), similar to the crossroads game, a “property convention” states 

what player will get the resource. As concerns the “cooperation problem”, 

a “reciprocity convention” specifies how a player may be directed towards 

a Pareto-optimal state rather than an equilibrium state. For instance, in the 

repeated car lights game, a “threatening convention” suggests that the play-

ers play as their opponent in the last period. 

8.1.4 Explanation of conventions 

In a first stage, game theory assimilates a convention to an equilibrium 

state, in the framework of classical game theory. Outside the fact that an 

institution has a coordination aim like an equilibrium, an institution has 

many features of an equilibrium (Aoki, 2001). It is endogenous, self-

enforcing, robust to exogenous changes and often multiple. Theoretically, 

for any institution, one may consider that a game failure is detected in 

some game and an institution is choosen in an auxiliary game in order to 

compensate for it. Practically, for a convention, a game failure is defined 

in some game and the convention is defined as an equilibrium state in the 

same game. However, classical game theory raises an “implementation 

problem” since it is just defined as a fixed point by the modeler. No con-

structive process leading to it is exhibited, except if considering a fictitious 

entity, the Nash regulator. 

In a second stage, game theory assimilates the genesis of an institution 

to a process leading to an equilibrium state. Two types of processes were 

proposed in order to remedy the “implementation problem” (Binmore, 

1992). The “eductive process” considers that the players are able to get on 

an equilibrium state by their sole reasoning. The players are perfectly ra-

tional and simulate their opponent’s behavior under the assumption of 

common knowledge of the game structure and of the players’ rationality. 

Such an approach was applied to a convention by Lewis (1969), who re-

stricts to pure coordination games. The “evolutionary process” considers 

that the players come to an equilibrium state by convergence of a dynamic 

process. Such a process can be a learning process, either belief-based 

learning or reinforcement learning (see chapter 3). Such an approach is 

precisely applied in the “evolutionnist view” of conventions. 

When adopting such a view, a third stage is however needed in order to 

separate the institution from the underlying equilibrium and give it a nor-

mative foundation. The “naturalization problem” is solved in two steps 

while the “normatization problem” is solved in two further steps. The 

“recognition step” concerns the observation by the players that some regu-
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larity appeared, regularity that anybody can observe. The “polarization 

step” concerns the treatment of the observed regularity as an institution, in 

the sense that the players react now directly to it rather than to their oppo-

nents. The “legitimation step” transforms the institution, even if it is already 

self-enforcing, into a moral obligation sustained by reciprocal expectations 

of players. The “legalization step” imposes to the institution a lawlike 

force sustained by incentives and sanctions. These four steps can be easily 

described, but are not readily formalized in the game theory framework. 

8.2 Canonical principles 

8.2.1 Evolutionary game theory 

The genesis of a convention is studied in the standard framework of evolu-

tionary game theory (see chapter 3). In a large population, players interact 

infinitely many times, but only through their actions without direct com-

munication. They interact on some network, each player meeting more or 

less randomly the opponents situated in some neighborhood. Each player 

follows a given strategy, and is moreover characterized by some exoge-

nous “labels” related to its position or role in the game. He gets a payoff at 

each period depending on all players’ actions (through a payoff matrix) 

and this payoff is observed by him instantaneously. Moreover, each player 

observes precisely or on average the others’ actions as well as the others’ 

labels, but the interactions are other way anonymous. For instance, if the 

label takes value A or B, each player interacts only with players with op-

posed labels and adapts his strategy to the label observed. 

According to the precise specification of his behavior, each player follows 

various learning processes. In a belief-based learning process, each player 

implements an action which is a best response to the observed frequency of 

others’ past actions. In a reinforcement learning process, each player imple-

ments an action according to the performance obtained in the past with that 

action. The last process is formally similar to an evolutionary process where 

each player reproduces according to the past performance obtained in the 

past with his fixed strategy. In any case, the learning processes of the players 

define conjointly a dynamical stochastic process. Such a process can be 

summarized in a phase diagram showing in what directions the system 

evolves from a given position. It can be noticed that nothing implies that the 

mean utility increases in such a process, evolution and utility being disjoined. 

The process may adopt a chaotic behavior, cycle indefinitely or con-

verge towards some asymptotic state. The last is moreover submitted to 
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stability conditions which are more or less strong (asymptotic stability, dy-

namic stability). When players interact in a systematic way, the asymptotic 

state may be an equilibrium state of the basic game which is repeated, such 

as a Nash equilibrium. Especially, the process may converge towards an 

“evolutionary stable equilibrium”, which is just a refinement of a Nash 

equilibrium. In 2x2 games, two situations are considered. When the play-

ers are not labelled, an equilibrium state is a value p where each player 

plays the first action with probability p. When the players are labelled, an 

equilibrium state is a couple (p, q) where the first player (labelled A) takes 

the first action with probability p and the second (labelled B) takes the first 

action with probability q. When the players are situated on a network, 

equilibria are more complex since a given state is achieved in some areas 

and another in other areas. 

8.2.2 Emergence of a convention 

The process leading to the emergence of a convention will be illustrated by 

the crossroads game (Sugden, 1986, 1989). Consider first that the drivers 

are “myopic” and aware of no label able to differenciate them. The dy-

namic process converges towards the unique stable state (2/3, 2/3) where 

each driver stops two times on three. The consequences are rather bad 

since collision happen one time on nine and lead to an average utility of 2. 

In order that a priority convention arises, one driver at least has to give 

sense to a distinction between two positions or roles (A or B) of the driv-

ers. The label may be associated with a big car against a small car, a car 

coming from the right against a car coming from the left, a fast car against 

a slow car or a big road against a small road. Detecting or even creating 

such an asymmetry between the drivers imposes in fact some conceptual 

jump for the drivers. 

Consider now two subpopulations of players, the “smart” drivers who 

recognize some label and the “myopic” drivers who do not. The smart 

drivers follow some convention “pass if A, stop if B” while the myopic 

drivers pass with probability r. A stable equilibrium state exists for some 

specific value r* of r. The equilibrium value r* increases with the propor-

tion x of smart drivers and becomes equal to one over some threshold x* = 

2/3. It can easily be shown that, at the equilibrium state, the myopic play-

ers have always a smaller utility than the smart ones. The myopic drivers 

may then become conscious that the smart ones use a convention allowing 

them to do better. Moreover, the smart drivers have themselves an interest 

in the myopic ones following the convention. Hence, when a direct com-
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munication is possible, they make them aware of the convention and try to 

persuade them to follow it. 

For a given label, two competing conventions are often available associ-

ating an action with one occurrence of it. The choice of one specific form 

of label may be favoured by some structural asymmetry, either informa-

tional or preferential. The first case is illustrated by the fact that a driver on 

a main road is less conscious of a crossroads than a driver on a secondary 

road. When a driver on the main road becomes aware of the crossroads, he 

observes that the driver on the secondary one stops more often than pass-

ing, hence tends to pass. Such a process is self-enforcing when more driv-

ers become conscious and leads to a priority for the main road. The second 

case is illustrated by the assumption that if two drivers speed when coming 

to a crossroads, a big car is less hurt than a small car. The driver with the 

big car has a little incentive to pass and the self-enforcing process leads 

again to a priority for big cars. In both cases, the vital stage of the emer-

gence of a convention is the initial one. 

Finally, several independent labels may be considered in some situation 

and lead different groups to follow competing conventions. In general, the 

biggest group obtains the highest payoff, inducing the others to change 

their convention in order to better perform. Here again, it is the label which 

is the first to become conscious which has the highest chance to be se-

lected. In fact, the labels are suggested either by asymmetries associated 

with the specific situation or by analogies with similar situations. Hence, 

the asymmetries or analogies which strike most people most quickly have 

more chance to be implemented. Especially, some conventions are more 

fertile than others since they can be applied to many different situations. 

For instance, priority to the north-south road over the east-west road is 

harder to apply than the priority to the right. 

8.2.3 Change of convention 

The process leading to the change of some convention will be illustrated 

by the technology game (Boyer-Orléan, 1992). If the drivers follow some 

learning or evolutionary process, they converge to a situation where all use 

the same type of cars, either petrol or electric ones. Considered as a con-

vention, the final state depends on the initial conditions, the dynamic rules 

and random factors. Without the last, the final state is defined by some 

threshold p* characterizing the proportion of players using initially petrol 

cars or electric cars. If all drivers use petrol cars, a change of convention is 

clearly desirable since the convention is Pareto-inefficient. But it is often 

hard to obtain since the stability conditions of a convention work against 
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its modification. In fact, such a change of convention stems from exoge-

nous factors which can be categorized into three classes, formally exam-

ined in an evolutionary game framework. 

First, the change of convention can be attributed to a population change 

driven by external factors. Such a change modifies the endogenous per-

formance of each possible convention and may induce a shift. This is the 

case when a group following a given convention invades the group follow-

ing the existing convention. For instance, the proportion of electric cars 

may be increased suddenly by some fashion effect inspired by outside. If it 

exceeds the threshold p*, all petrol cars will be progressively converted 

into electric ones. This is even more the case when a population following 

some convention more or less collapses. For instance, many petrol cars can 

be destroyed during a war and allow a new social experimentation. A new 

initial situation is created where electric cars have a new opportunity to 

emerge and supplant the petrol cars. 

Second, the change of convention can be attributed to the existence of 

an exogenous network between players. The relevant performance of a 

convention becomes then a local one rather than a global one. This is the 

case when an interaction network is designed where the players meet only 

opponents in some neighborhood. For instance, if a driver is surrounded in 

a large neighborhood by essentially petrol cars, he has no incentive to shift 

to a petrol car. But if the neighborhood is smaller, he may face enough 

electric cars and shift, and the better technology locally spreads out and 

may even progressively dominate the overall network. This is also the case 

when an information network is designed where the players are informed 

only about neighboring opponents. For instance, if due to random samples, 

he observes that his neighbors use mainly electric cars, he will adopt it and 

the technology will again develop locally and even globally. 

Third, the change of convention can be attributed to a change in the 

structural properties of the conventions. The intrinsic performance of exist-

ing and new conventions is then directly evolving through time. This is the 

case when some new opportunities appear, especially opportunities inbe-

tween existing ones. For instance, mixed cars may appear which work with 

petrol as well as batteries. The petrol cars may then be converted into 

mixed cars, then the mixed cars into electric cars. That is even more the 

case when the intrinsic utility of each convention changes due to techno-

logical improvement. For instance, the electric cars are progressively pro-

duced at lower cost for exogenous reasons or since they are more pro-

duced. The threshold p* between electric cars and petrol cars becomes 

lower and favours the acquisition of electric cars, especially when the 

population is itself changing. 
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8.2.4 Enforcement of a convention 

A convention may progressively appear as the unconscious output of some 

learning or evolutionary process. However, its emergence is facilitated by 

the fact that it is recognized during the process by some of the players. 

Moreover, its emergence is enforced by the fact that the convention is rec-

ognized afterwards by all players. Since it mimics an equilibrium state, the 

convention is naturally self-enforcing: each player has an interest to follow 

the convention if the others do so. However, the conditions of an equilibrium 

state may not be precisely put together, inducing some agents to deviate 

from the convention. Some players may not have a complete view of the 

situation and act locally in an opportunist way. Some players may not really 

understand the coordinating role played by the convention and act against it. 

Hence, the convention may be further enforced and become a norm, sus-

tained by various social pressures. A “legitimated convention” (Orléan, 

2004) is more precisely sustained by the fact that the players are induced to 

conform to it. Such a conformity relies on the dissatisfaction of not follow-

ing a norm considered as fair. It also relies on the pressure exerted by the 

disapproval from others to not conform to the norm. It can be defined in 

purely psychological terms or be translated into material or legal incen-

tives and sanctions. The conformity effect can be treated as a social inter-

est which guides the players, a player following a convention because he 

thinks he has socially to do so. The social utility can be integrated as a new 

argument in the player’s utility function besides its intrinsic personal util-

ity. In order to reinforce a convention, the social utility has just to work in 

the same direction than the individual utility. 

More generally, the social interest may be relevant in situations where a 

convention is not self-sustaining. This is especially the case when there ex-

ists a Pareto-optimal state which is not an equilibrium and is taken as a 

convention of cooperation. The social interest acts then against the per-

sonal interest and is even predominant in order to impose the convention. 

For instance, in the car lights game, using dipped lights may become a 

convention even if it not an equilibrium state in the static game (but it may 

be in the repeated one, as the notion of convention suggests). The drivers 

are incited to use their dipped lights since their is is a heavy social dis-

proval of using full lights. The same is true for the “participation conven-

tion” in the financement of a public good (Sugden, 1986), for the “effort 

convention” in the interactions between employers and employees 

(Leibenstein, 1982) or for the “equity convention” in the fixing of wages 

(Akerlof, 1980). 
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8.3 Some models 

Three models are presented. The first deals with the emergence of money, 

which has a material support, but acts as an epistemic institution and even 

a convention. The second deals with the emergence of a distributive norm 

which is directly an epistemic institution. The third deals with the emer-

gence of a syndicate, which is essentially an organic institution 

8.3.1 Emergence of money 

Sethi (1999) provides a model for the emergence of money. It is not aim-

ing at representing the historical process by which money or even some 

occurrence of money was created, but to suggest an evolutionary mecha-

nism able to get such a result. 

The model considers three populations of agents and three goods. An 

agent of type i consumes only good i and produces only good (i + 1)

modulo 3 (cf. figure 8.1). Goods are indivisible, costly to store, and at each 

period, an agent can store only one good. When an agent succeeds in ex-

changing the stored good against his consumption good, he gets some util-

ity and produces immediatly his production good. In such a structure, the 

bilateral exchanges cannot stem from “the double coincidence of needs” 

since the agent i wants to consume the production of agent (i + 2), but this 

agent does not want to consume the production of agent i.

In order to simultaneously achieve their consumption needs, the agents 

have to exchange goods according to figure 8.2.  

Fig. 8.2. Exchange of goods
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Agents i have two exchange strategies at disposal: only accept his con-

sumption good i (and storing then only production good (i + 2)) or accept 

good (i + 2), i. e. consider it as a mean of exchange or “money” (and storing 

either good (i + 1) or good (i + 2)). These strategies are respectively fol-

lowed by agents iα and iβ.

In each period, denote: 

• s = (s1, s2, s3) the vector where si is the proportion of agents i accept-

ing i as money 

• p = (p1, p2, p3) the vector where pi is the proportion of agents i stor-

ing their production good (i + 1). 

Hence, among agents i, the proportion of agents iα is (1-si), the proportion 

of agents iβ storing good (i + 2) is (1 – pi) and the proportion of agents iβ
storing good (i + 1) is equal to si – (1 – pi) or (si + pi – 1).

At each period, two agents meet randomly and exchange if and only if 

they take a benefit, inducing a modification of the stock distribution p. As-

suming that the populations of agents are initially equally distributed, the 

meeting probabilities follow as well as the probabilities of stocks. 

In the short run, the vector s of strategies of the agents is considered as 

fixed. The distribution of stocks p évolves with the exchanges, according to 

a probabilistic law which has the following deterministic approximation: 

1)1(1)1(/ +−+−+−= iiiiii ppsppdtdp (8.1)

In fact, the proportion of agents i storing their production good (i + 1) var-

ies after two types of meetings, profitable for one agent at least: 

• an agent iβ sells good (i + 2) against good i, then transforms it im-

mediately in good (i + 1). This happens when meeting an agent (i + 2) 

storing his production good i (hence the term pi+2), while agent i

stored good (i + 2) (hence the term 1– pi), 

• an agent iβ sells good (i + 1) against good (i + 2). This happens 

when meeting an agent (i + 1) storing good (i + 2) (hence the term 

pi+1), while agent i stored good (i + 1) (hence the term si + pi–1).

Note that an agent iα who obtains the good i consumes it immediatly in 

order to produce good (i + 1), leaving the stock unchanged. Likely, note 

that an agent never buys his own production good. 

The dynamics of stocks has the following asymptotic states: 

• if s )1,1,1(≠ , there is a unique stable equilibrium state, 
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• if s = (1,1,1), there are two equilibrium states, only one being stable 

In any case, it exists a temporary equilibrium called monomorphic if all 

agents of a same population use a same strategy (si =0 ou 1) and polymor-

phic otherwise. 

In the long run, one assumes that the dynamics of stocks is fast with re-

gard to the dynamics of strategies. Denote p1(s), p2(s), p3(s) the distribution 

of stocks for the three goods at the temporary equilibrium when the vector 

s is fixed. 

When the storing cost of good i is ci, one can compute the expected 

revenues ( )siαΠ  and ( )siβΠ  of the six categories of agents at the tempo-

rary equilibrium. Consider for instance agents iα storing always good 

(i + 1) with cost ci+1. In order for such an agent to get one unity of his con-

sumption good i, he needs to meet either an agent (i + 2) who accepts good 

(i + 1), what happens with probability 3/)1)(( 22 −+ ++ ii ssp , or an agent 

(i + 1) storing good i, what happens with probability 3/))(1( 1 spi+− . By 

adding both probabilities and normalizing the consumption utility, one ob-

tains:

1122 3/))()(()( ++++ −−+=∏ iiiii cspsspsα (8.2)

Likely, the expected revenue for an agent iβ  is:

21122 ))(1()(3/))()()(()( +++++ −−−−+=∏ iiiiiiiii csacsaspsspsasβ (8.3)

with ))()(/()()( 212 spspspsa iiii +++ += .

The average revenue of population i is: 

βα iiiii ss ∏+∏−=∏ )1( (8.4)

The situation is that of a game with three players i and two strategies 

(α ou β) for each player. Along the principles described in chapter 3, the 

agents are assumed to modify their strategy according to the difference be-

tween their observed revenue with their strategy and the average revenue 

of their population. More precisely, the dynamics of strategies is a “replica-

tor dynamics” given by three differential equations: 

iiii ss ∏−∏=
•

β/  (8.5)

 Αccording to the storing costs, two environnements are possible: 

• environnement A with c1 < c2 < c3

• environnement B with c1 < c3 < c2 
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For environnement A, the following results hold: 

• if 3 (c3 – c2) > 0,5, it exists a stable asymptotic state for s = (0,1,0) 

• if 5,0)(312 3 <−<− cc , it exists a stable asymptotic state for s

= (x, 1, 0) with x∈[0,1] 

• if 3 (c3 – c2) < 2 – 1, it exists a stable asymptotic state for s = (1,1,0) 

These results can be interpreted by considering exchanges (i, j) where 

good i is sold against good j:

• if (c3 – c2) is high, agents 1 proceed to exchanges (2,1), agents 2 to 

exchanges (1,2) and (3,1), agents 3 to exchanges (1,3). Good 1 is 

considered as money since it is part of all exchanges: 

2 3

1 1

1 2 3

Fig. 8.3. First structure of exchanges 

• if (c3 – c2) is low, agents 1 proceed to exchanges (2,1), (2,3) and (3,1), 

agents 2 to exchanges (3,2), (3,1) and (1,2), agents 3 to exchanges 

(1,3). Either good 1 or 3 can be accepted conventionally as money. 

Fig. 8.4. Second structure of exchanges 
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In an intermediate situation, only a fraction of agents 1 accept the good 3. 

Only the good 1 can be considered as money.   

For environment B, the following results hold: 

• it exists a stable asymptotic state if s = (1, 1, 0). 

• if 25,01)(3 13 −<− cc  and 12)(3 12 −<− cc , it exists a second 

stable asymptotic state for )1,0,1(=s .

The first stable state is the same than for environment A. Goods 1 and 3 

can act as money. The second stable state is of same type as the preceding 

one, but with a permutation of goods. Goods 2 and 3 can be taken for 

money. 

In environment B, a bifurcation leads from one to two stable states ac-

cording to the value of costs. 

Sethi makes a distinction between two categories of equilibria, the fun-

damental equilibrium and the speculative equilibrium. In the first, it is the 

good with lowest storage cost which is chosen as money (i. e. good 1). 

Agents exchange either to obtain their consumption good or to diminish 

their storing cost. In the second, an agent at least accepts some good which 

is neither his consumption good, nor a good with a lower storage cost. His 

article shows that it is not necessary to have drastic information and ra-

tionality conditions in order to explain the emergence of money. It is 

enough to assume that it exists some prior degree of specialization in pro-

duction and consumption, which is progressively increased as money is 

used as a mean of exchange.  

8.3.2 Emergence of a distributive norm 

Young (1993b, 1996) presents a model of a sharecropping rule relative to 

some land. A sharecropping rule specifies the fraction of the harvest at-

tributed to the landowner and to the laborer. Such a model is supposed to 

be compatible with stylized facts, especially observed in Indian villages. In 

a given village, the rule is the same for all (local conformity effect). In dif-

ferent villages, the rules may notably differ (global diversity effect). At 

some times, a sharp change of rule happens in some village (ponctuated 

equilibrium effect). 

The model considers as the one-shot bargaining game the Nash demand 

game, where the landlord and the tenant make demands about the part of 

the crop they want. If the demands are compatible, each player obtains 

what he asked for. If the demands are incompatible, they get nothing. This 
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game is discretized, each agent having only three possible demands: high 

H (3/4), medium M (1/2) and low L (1/4). Assume moreover that the play-

ers are risk-neutral, hence that the utility is proportional to the share of the 

crop he gets. 

The payoff matrix is then the following (the landlord being the first 

player): 

Table 8.1. Share cropping game 

 H M L 

H (0,0) (0,0) (75,25) 

M (0,0) (50,50) (50,25) 

L (25,75) (25,50) (25,25) 

The game has three pure Nash equilibria: (1/4,3/4), (1/2,1/2) and (3/4, 1/4). 

Hence, three conventions can be associated to them. 

The model considers an evolutionary process called “adaptive play” 

(Young, 1993a), which is just a generalization of the fictitious play process 

(see chapter 3). It considers that the players are only partially informed, 

express boundedly rational responses and are also making random devia-

tions (interpreted as involuntary mistakes or voluntary experiments). 

More precisely, it is based on four assumptions applied at each period: 

• there is a population of landlords and of laborers and one landlord is 

randomly matched to a laborer, each population being large and finite 

• each agent observes only the m preceding bargains (where the de-

mands were compatible or not), forgetting then all past miscoordina-

tions

• each agent considers only a sample of past demands of size s and 

computes the frequency in the past of the other’s possible demands 

• each agent forms a random expectation of the other’s future demand 

and chooses a best reply with probability 1-e and a random demand 

with probability e.

The model considers the stochastic process induced by the agents. In the 

middle term, the system may stay for a long time in some specific state, 

then shift rapidly to an other state. However, at long term, it converges as-
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ymptotically towards a “stochastically stable” equilibrium. Such a state is 

defined in order to be robust to small, random and persistent shocks. 

If the amount of information is sufficiently large and sufficiently in-

complete (s/m is under some threshhold) and if the experiment process is 

sufficiently low (e under some threshhold), the selected convention is 

(1/2,1/2), hence an equal share of the crop. No consideration of fairness 

grounded on prior moral norms is necessary. No idea of exogenous “focal 

point” grounded on cultural features is needed. A specific share is just se-

lected because is is stable in the long run. 

8.3.3 Emergence of a trade union 

Consider the elementary market, described in chapter 2, where workers 

and firms providing jobs are following a learning process. If information 

and search costs are nil, the process converges asymptotically towards a 

stable equilibrium with a unique price p. On such a market, it is possible to 

describe the emergence of a trade union or syndicate, which allows his 

members to get a better remuneration than p.

The assumed dynamics of the market is the following: 

• it exists, during the market life, a worker who plays the role of a 

germ and thinks that by forming a coalition, some workers would do 

better. In each period t, a contract is proposed by the germ to each 

worker. According to this contract, the worker is committed to work 

only for the firms which are signing the contract: 

• each worker makes his decision to accept or refuse the contract ac-

cording to his past experience and present information. The set Mt of 

workers having accepted the contract in the period forms (if not 

empty) the present syndicate. 

• considering the number of its committed members, the syndicate 

announces to each firm a wage requirement pt ≥δ . It is assumed 

that in first period, δ1 > p. Moreover, the syndicate is assumed to 

disappear if it is constrained to bring back its price requirement un-

der the threshold p.

• each firm accepts or refuses the proposition of the syndicate accord-

ing to his past experience and present information. She knows that, 

when rejecting the proposition of the syndicate, all members will re-

fuse to work for her. In that way, a set (eventually empty) Nt of con-

tracting firms is formed. The contracting workers and firms form an 

organized market:
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• the workers and the firms who have not contracted (if existing) get 

on a free market and compare their demands. A unique wage st rap-

idly forms on this market and can be observed by anybody. 

• at the end of the period, the workers and the firms, according to their 

last experience, adapt their proposition to join the syndicate or to 

contract with it. As for the syndicate, it considers the last required 

wage and its consequences in order to fix the required wage for the 

next period. 

The behavior of workers, firms and syndicate can be made more precise, 

with regard to both markets. 

In each period t, the worker k is characterized by his degree of attraction 

at (k) towards the syndicate and adapts his action in consequence: 

• if at (k)≤  0, the worker does not join the syndicate 

• if at (k) > 0 and 

− at – 1 (k) ≤  0, the worker joins the syndicate with a given prob-

ability 

− at – 1 (k) > 0, the worker joins the syndicate with probability 1. 

In other terms, the degree of attraction has to be positive in the last two pe-

riods in order for the worker to join surely the syndicate. 

The probability tΠ  that the member of a syndicate gets a job on the or-

ganized market equals the rate between the number of jobs offered by the 

firm having contracted with the syndicate and the number of members of 

the syndicate. With probability tΠ , the worker gets his syndical wage and 

with probability 1- tΠ , he gets his minimal wage kw  (assumed to be equal 

to its unemployment allocation). Hence, his expected average wage at pe-

riod t is: ( ) ktttt wkh )1( Π−+Π= δ
The worker compares this expected revenue to the wage st on the free 

market. He increases his degree of attraction for the syndicate if ht (k) > st

and reduces it if not. 

In each period t, the firm i is characterized by a negotiation threshold bt

(i) towards the syndicate and adapts her action in consequence: 

• if ( ) tt ib δ< , the firms refuses the proposition of the syndicate 

• if ( ) tt ib δ≥ , the firm agrees with the offered contract 

Of course, the negotiation threshold bt (i) cannot exceed the present maxi-

mal wage. The firms adapts her threshold for the next period according to 

his present experience: 
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• if the firm refused the offer the syndicate, she increases the thresh-

old bt (i) if observing that the wage on the free market is higher than 

on the organized one: st > tδ , maintains the threshold if ttsp δ≤≤
and reduces the threshold –hence hardens his position- when st < p. 

• if the firm accepted the offer of the syndicate, she does not modify 

her threshold. 

In each period t, the syndicate looks at increasing the required wage, but 

has to deal with the risk of seeing the number Nt of contracting firms de-

creasing:

• if Nt > 0, the syndicate increases his requirement by one unit if 

tts δ> , and maintains or increases its requirement with some prob-

ability if tts δ≤
• if Nt = 0, the syndicate maintains his offer if tts δ> , and reduces his 

offer if tts δ≤ .

From the preceding assumptions, it is possible to infer the following re-

sults. From any initial configuration, it exists a date T such that, if the syn-

dicate is not already dead, it lives for ever. In that case, the labour market 

has three characteristics: 

• the required syndical wage is bounded by two fixed limits δ  and 

δ depending on the market past evolution 

• the number of contracting firms is bounded by two values n  et n

depending on the market past evolution 

• the set of workers is split in three groups the composition of which 

depending on the past market evolution: a (non empty) group of 

workers joining the syndicate in each period, a (possibly empty) 

group of workers belonging sporadically to the syndicate, a (possi-

bly empty) group of workers never joining the syndicate, either be-

cause their requirements are too low or because their requirements 

are too high. 

Hence, the market dynamics leads, when the syndicate does not die, to a 

syndicate which is formed of a “core” of convinced workers and a “corona” 

of unsatisfied workers who always oscillate between the organized and 

free markets. Such a dynamics is history-dependent since the syndicate 

may die or reach a variable size according to random shocks. 
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8.4 Theses and conjectures 

As shown by this chapter, the emergence of conventions can be conven-

iently treated within the assumptions developed in the preceding chapters. 

Players are boundedly rational, actions are sequential, information is pro-

gressively acquired, random factors are considered. More precisely, the 

usual learning and evolutionary processes can be applied to the emergence 

of all types of conventions, especially in the framework of evolutionary 

game theory (Walliser, 2005). This is the case for conventions of coordina-

tion such as driving rules or conventions of reciprocity such as resource 

splitting. It is even the case for more fundamental economic conventions 

such as money or wage rules. 

Other institutions than conventions can readily be analyzed along simi-

lar schemes, especially using reinforcement mechanisms. First, it is the 

case for social beliefs (expectations, theories, opinions) which act as cog-

nitive institutions. It is possible to consider that each agent has at each pe-

riod some degree of adherence to the belief. This degree is progressively 

modified by the confirmation he obtains for the belief. Second, it is the 

case for coalitions of players (syndicates, lobbies) which are organizational 

institutions. It is again possible to consider that each agent has some de-

gree of adherence to a group. This degree evolves with the performance 

each agent achieves thanks to its group. 

More generally, the problem is not restricted to the emergence of a 

given institution in some given environment. First, an institution appears, 

lasts and dies in some cycle where the decline is generally faster than the 

outbreak. This is due to the fact that the reasons for which an institution 

holds can be different from the reasons why it emerges. An institution is a 

device which may keep its structure unchanged while changing its func-

tions through time. Second, there exists a whole system of institutions 

which are sustaining one another in a coherent way. Hence, the appearance 

or disappearance of some specific institution has some driving conse-

quences on all related institutions. 

As economic institutions are concerned, the genesis of an institution de-

pends on the action of the state, but also on the influences of the agents 

themselves. Any economic agent tries to achieve his objectives by acting 

simultaneously at two structural and temporal levels. At short term, he 

considers the many institutions as fixed and tries to do his best in a more or 

less strategic environment. For instance, a firm wants to reduce its costs, 

but also to increase his market shares with regards to its competitors. At 

long term, he intends to modify the economic rules of the game in order to 
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construct a protected environment. For instance, a firm tries to modify the 

competition or distribution rules in order to become a local monopoly. 
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9 State and economic system regulation 

From an evolutionary point of view, what role can or should the State play 

in the economic system? This chapter demonstrates that the State’s role ex-

tends far beyond the simple task of correcting failures in the functioning of 

the market – the role to which public intervention is limited in standard 

microeconomic theory. However, the conditions for the success of this in-

tervention are complex and delicate, and the more realistic framework of 

the economic system proposed by the evolutionary approach, while pro-

viding wider scope for intervention, restricts the degree to which the State 

can control the evolution of this system. When the neoclassical paradigm – 

and with it the criterion of Pareto-optimality – are called into question, it 

becomes much more complicated to define the function that the State 

should fulfil. The objectives of public intervention no longer appear so 

clear-cut. The formulation of a set of prescriptive criteria to guide this in-

tervention therefore becomes indispensable. 

In this chapter, the State’s role is limited to interventions that are more 

of a microeconomic order (environmental policy, technology policy, man-

agement of the labour market, etc.). Policies of a more macroeconomic na-

ture (budgetary and monetary policies, for example) have been deliberately 

excluded from the analysis. The evolutionary approach undeniably sheds 

new light on the objectives and conditions for the success of the latter, but 

this book is devoted to the presentation of an evolutionary microeconomic 

theory. 

9.1 Background and problems 

In neoclassical microeconomic theory, the legitimacy of public interven-

tion in the economic system derives from several different sources. Gener-

ally, for economists, and more particularly for neo-institutionalists (see 

chapter 8), it is the State’s duty to define the institutions and, on a wider 

scale, the framework – through the introduction and enforcement of laws – 

in which individuals and firms carry out their economic activities. The 

State therefore establishes the rules of the game and ensures their applica-

tion. Here, its objective is to maximise an intertemporal collective surplus, 
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possibly under the constraint of equity satisfied by means of tax and redis-

tributive tools. However, this chapter is not concerned with such a wide 

view of public intervention40, but with a more specific justification, namely 

the correction of failures in the market. Such failures correspond to situa-

tions in which the free action of market forces does not spontaneously lead 

to a Pareto optimum, i. e. a situation in which the position of one individual 

cannot be improved without deterioration in the situation of another. The 

possibility of decentralised functioning of the economic system is high-

lighted by the two theorems of welfare economics, which stipulate, firstly, 

that competitive equilibrium always leads to a Pareto optimum situation 

and secondly, that a given optimum can always be attained through the 

competitive market provided that the appropriate modifications have been 

made to the initial agents’ endowments. Consequently, State intervention 

can only be justified in situations where the market leads to inefficient or 

inequitable states. Traditionally, three situations leading to market failures 

have been identified: (I) the existence of a natural monopoly, (II) the exis-

tence of public goods and external effects and (III) the imperfection of in-

formation. We should emphasise from the start that an evolutionary ap-

proach in no way calls this point of view into question. 

A situation of natural monopoly refers to the existence of growing re-

turns in the industry concerned. Considering the size of the market, poten-

tial economies of scale justify the existence of a monopoly rather than the 

presence of many different firms. In this case, the public authorities are 

encouraged to regulate entry into this market, but also to control the activ-

ity of the monopoly so that it does not take undue advantage of its domi-

nant position. Since the 1990s, neoclassical theory has given increasing 

importance to the role of competition policy, far beyond the simple regula-

tion of natural monopolies, faced with firms using a whole battery of anti-

competitive weapons (collusion, barriers to entry, predation), as the new 

industrial economics has illustrated only too well. In this field, as we shall 

see later, the evolutionary approach makes it possible to bring the effec-

tiveness of classic antitrust measures into proportion. 

The existence of public goods also justifies public intervention. A public 

good possesses two characteristics: non-rivalry or shared consumption 

(consumption by one individual does not reduce the consumption possibili-

                                                     

40  On the question of the evolutionary analysis of the formation and evolution of 

laws, and more generally of the political process, see Slembeck (2003) and Pe-

likan (2003). 
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ties of other individuals) and non-exclusion (once the good or service has 

been produced, it is impossible to reserve its consumption exclusively to 

those who pay for it). Any good or service presenting these two character-

istics is produced in sub-optimal quantities by the market. Likewise, the 

existence of positive externalities (positive effects from which certain 

agents benefit without payment of any consideration) during production or 

consumption of a good results in a sub-optimal level of production in a 

market system, whereas negative externalities (negative effects sustained 

by certain agents who receive no compensation in return) generate over-

production. In these cases, the State may carry out an internalisation of 

these external effects (through taxes or subsidies, for example). 

Finally, the market can also fail in a situation of imperfect information,

notably when this is distributed asymmetrically. It is well known (Akerlof, 

1970) that situations of adverse selection may then exist (due to an asym-

metry of information about the characteristics of an agent). For example, 

the incapacity of suppliers to signal the quality of the goods supplied to 

consumers leads the latter only to accept a price corresponding to an “av-

erage” quality, and suppliers of “high quality” prefer to withdraw from the 

market. In this case, the State may decide to impose quality controls. 

Literature on market failures has been enriched since the middle of the 

1980s (Greenwald and Stiglitz, 1986; Stiglitz, 1989; Arnott et al., 1994). 

Thus, state intervention can become legitimate when markets are incom-

plete, in other words when a good or service that is the object of solvent 

demand is not supplied, a situation which, notably, prevents agents from 

protecting themselves against uncertainty because of the absence of con-

tingent markets. Likewise, situations of moral hazard may occur (due to an 

asymmetry of information about the actions of an agent), making it impos-

sible, for example, to be certain that a contractor subsequently respects the 

conditions stipulated beforehand in a contract. Williamson (1975, 1985) 

highlighted the problems that the existence of such opportunist behaviour 

can cause in the functioning of a market with transaction costs. To mini-

mise these costs, the functioning of the market and the behaviour of agents 

can be supervised by institutions (private or public) endowed with incen-

tive and/or coercive powers. 

In these situations of market failures, what makes the State the best-

placed body for regulating the market? The answer lies most notably in the 

fact that the government possesses many more means of applying incen-

tives to agents than any private firm. The State enjoys four main privi-

leges: the power to impose and collect taxes, the power to prohibit certain 

behaviours on the part of individuals or firms, the power to punish viola-
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tions of the law and the possibility of reducing transaction costs. For some, 

even this particularly restricted domain of competence is questionable. The 

principle of Coase thus establishes that, in the presence of externalities, for 

example, private parties can carry out transfers of rights which internalise 

these externalities in a way that is mutually beneficial to all parties. How-

ever, as Coase (1992) himself emphasised, from the moment that transac-

tion costs are non-zero, the State can recover an undeniable advantage over 

the market when it comes to correcting certain failures in the market. 

However, to legitimise public intervention it must be demonstrated that 

the shortcomings of the market are of a higher order than those of the gov-

ernment. The State is also, for example, subject to the constraint of imper-

fect information. In the relationship between the regulator and a natural 

monopoly, there is clearly an asymmetry of information in favour of the 

latter, which has access to more information than the government about the 

structure of costs. Generally, the various sources of government shortcom-

ings identified in literature on the subject are, in addition to the imperfect 

nature of the information available to the public policy-maker, the fact that 

the individuals who benefit from State intervention do not coincide with 

those who finance it, excessive bureaucracy, the activities of lobby groups 

and the myopia of deciders who are essentially preoccupied with their own 

re-election. These are so many reasons that may lead governments to im-

plement inappropriate policies. 

This brief overview of the neoclassical arguments in favour of public 

intervention would remain incomplete if we limited ourselves solely to 

the literature on market failures. From a more macroeconomic point of 

view, two categories of developments grant a wider role to public inter-

vention than the simple correction of these failures: strategic trading pol-

icy41 and the theory of endogenous growth42. Although the first current 

finally concludes that it is difficult to define clear instructions for the 

public policy-maker, and the scope for public action is restricted in the 

                                                     

41  Following the work of Brander and Spencer and of Krugman (1988), works on 

strategic trading policy proliferated during the 1980s. Under the hypothesis of 

an international duopoly, these works show that the imposition of import taxes 

or export subsidies by the government can lead to a Pareto improvement. 
42  According to the theory of endogenous growth (Romer, 1986), the State can 

play a role ensuring the existence of an institutional environment favourable to 

training and innovation (of which the collective returns are greater than the pri-

vate returns). Public policy is presented in this theory as a fundamental deter-

minant of the growth rate of an economy. 
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second current43, the works on strategic trading policy and the theory of 

endogenous growth have two interesting characteristics in common. (i) 

They introduce the problem of efficiency in a dynamic context. They ex-

plicitly consider time as an essential phenomenon and relativise the a-

historicity of neoclassical theory. (ii) They attribute a more active role to 

the State. Public intervention is viewed as a factor that stimulates na-

tional growth or the competitiveness of national firms. These almost het-

erodox views on the field of public intervention in a neoclassical context 

are in fact at the heart of the evolutionary approach. 

9.2 Canonical principles 

From an evolutionary point of view, the redefinition of the role of the State 

is founded on a paradigm, the main characteristics of which are as follows. 

Above all, evolutionary theory shifts the emphasis away from the idea of 

equilibrium and towards the idea of a process that may or may not tend 

towards stable states. The economic universe is bounded neither by time 

nor by the opportunities that are presented to agents. So, while pursuing 

their own objectives, both individuals and the State are continually modi-

fying their plans in the light of new information. In this process of trial and 

error, transitory states assume as much importance as the asymptotic states 

to which they may eventually lead. 

Uncertainty, in Knight’s sense of the word, is an important dimension in 

evolutionary analysis. We do not systematically consider a risky or uncer-

tain world in which agents know the possible states of the world and at-

tribute objective or subjective probabilities to them. The State, just like the 

other agents, is faced with radical uncertainty insofar as that most of the 

future states of the world cannot even be conceived. The economic agent is 

constantly having to adapt to changes in his environment, changes which, 

most of the time, he has not anticipated. Thus, evolutionary theory is char-

acterised not only by the existence of unpredictable changes and by the 

behavioural adjustments necessary to adapt to or exploit these changes, but 

also by the fact that these adjustments and adaptations themselves – 

whether private or public – do not generally lead to predictable results. For 

better or for worse, economic life is an adventure (Nelson and Winter, 

                                                     

43  The public policy-maker’s field of intervention is largely concentrated on poli-

cies of training for individuals and the encouragement and orientation of firms’ 

research and development activities. 
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1982). So, even if the government possesses an incomparably greater capac-

ity to model the economic system than that of private agents, fundamentally 

it remains subject to the same informational and behavioural constraints. 

The concept of irreversibility is also present in evolutionary theory. Past 

choices exercise a constraint on all future choices; the economic process 

resembles a trajectory with branches in which it is often impossible to re-

trace one’s steps or to switch from one branch to another. In particular, 

once the system is directed towards a given attractor, its progression be-

comes ineluctable and it is then too late to redirect the system towards an-

other attractor. Thus, as we shall demonstrate in this chapter, public inter-

ventions in the economic sphere are subject to phenomena of irreversibility 

and their effects depend on the specific path followed. 

Bounded rationality is another essential component of the evolutionary 

approach. Faced with a fluctuating and uncertain environment and possess-

ing only limited reasoning capacities, agents can do no more than imple-

ment adaptive procedures. In this respect, the situation of the State is no 

different, despite its greater possibilities for the gathering and processing 

of information. On the other hand, when the situation makes it impossible 

to refer to a Pareto optimum, the State must define the criteria used for the 

evaluation of its policies. The adoption of universal objectives, valid for 

every problem, appears to be beyond the reach of the State. It must content 

itself with aims that are more specific. Likewise, if it can no longer content 

itself with the simple correction of market failures, its field of intervention 

must be specified on a case-by-case basis. 

If the evolutionary public policy-maker cannot adopt optimising behav-

iour, can he nevertheless be considered benevolent, in other words con-

cerned with intertemporal social welfare and the respect of individual pref-

erences? The neoclassical position casts doubt on this hypothesis: the real 

objective of public authorities can at times diverge significantly from the 

maximisation of an intertemporal collective surplus (due to bureaucracy, 

lobbying, etc.). Nevertheless, for the rest of this chapter we shall retain the 

strong hypothesis of the benevolence of the public authorities. We shall 

therefore assume (i) that the State’s objective is intertemporal social wel-

fare (although we shall also explore the question of the measurement of 

this welfare); and (ii) that the State is free of any internal conflict between 

its various components (ministries, public agencies, local government, 

etc.). There is in fact no need to consider the existence of conflicts of in-

terest within the public sphere or of diverging objectives in the search for 

social welfare to enrich the analysis of public intervention in the economic 

system. 
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We conclude this section on the canonical principles governing public 

intervention in an evolutionary context by observing that the evolutionary 

State does not limit itself to correcting market failures: it can also facilitate 

the market process (accelerating convergence towards a unique equilib-

rium), guide the market process (directing the economic system onto what 

is judged to be a satisfactory path) and play a creative role by favouring 

the emergence of conditions enabling agents to reach situations which 

market forces alone would not have rendered possible. As for the objective 

of public intervention, this is considerably more multiform in the evolu-

tionary context than in the neoclassical approach. Subsequently, however, 

the State is always assumed to adopt a “Pareto philosophy” in its interven-

tions, even if it is not capable of fully realising this philosophy. 

9.3 Some models 

In this section, three tasks of the State will be illustrated by models (Moreau, 

2004): facilitating the functioning of market forces; guiding the economic 

system onto a satisfactory path (firstly under the hypothesis of State om-

niscience, then under the hypothesis of a State with imperfect informa-

tion); and enabling private agents to satisfy needs not covered by the mar-

ket, by acting as a creator of novelties. 

9.3.1 The State as a catalyst of market forces 

To illustrate this first role of the State, very few of the traditional hypothe-

ses need be removed. We simply consider that agents, now endowed with 

imperfect information and bounded rationality, find it difficult to generate 

an equilibrium, even if it is unique. The State consequently has a role to 

play as catalyst in the functioning of the market. 

9.3.1.1 An illustrative model 

Let us take the labour market model presented in chapter 2. In this market, 

economic agents are assumed to display very unsophisticated adaptative 

behaviour. Each employee k has a minimum wage )(kw , below which he 

refuses to work. Each firm i, which employs one person at the most, offers 

a maximum wage )(iv , above which it prefers not to employ anyone. The 

functions (.)w and (.)v  thus represent the habitual supply and demand 

functions of this labour market. However, there is no Walrasian auctioneer 
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to coordinate the different requirements of these firms and workers. In 

each period, a pair (worker, firm) is drawn at random and the result of this 

meeting can be positive (an employment contract is signed) or negative. In 

both cases, the result modifies the requirements of the workers and the 

firms. For example, a worker already in a job will only accept another po-

sition if the salary is higher. If, on the other hand, an unemployed worker 

demands a salary so high that the firm refuses to employ him, he will re-

duce his demands. Likewise, a firm that does not succeed in recruiting a 

worker for a vacant position will raise its salary offer. But under no cir-

cumstances can the salary demanded by a worker k fall below )(kw or the 

salary offered by a firm i exceed )(iv . After a process of exploration, the 

duration of which is random, the system constituted by these interacting 

workers and firms converges towards a stable state that is characterised by 

the fact that no further contract can be signed between a worker and a firm. 

All unemployed individuals have reduced the salaries they demand to their 

minimum threshold levels and every firm with vacant positions has raised 

its salary offer up to the maximum threshold. This stable state is also char-

acterised by the fact that all the salaries are equal (price uniqueness) and 

supply equals demand. The total surplus, which can be defined as the sum 

total of the differences for each job between the maximum salary that the 

firm was prepared to offer and the minimum salary that the worker was 

prepared to accept, is now maximal. Apart from a few exceptions, this was 

not the case during the transitional periods. There is therefore clearly a loss 

of surplus during periods of exploration of the system. Shortening the du-

ration of this period of exploration can therefore undeniably be considered 

efficient.

9.3.1.2 A wider vision of the State’s role of coordination 

The only difference between this model and the neoclassical market is that 

convergence towards equilibrium is not immediate, because there is no 

Walrasian auctioneer. Convergence is the fruit of a process of random 

meetings between workers and firms and the resulting, crude adjustments 

in their behaviour. What role can the State play in such a configuration? If 

we assume an omniscient State that can gather all the information from the 

economic agents without cost, the State can directly impose the equilib-

rium price. In this case, it is fulfilling the function of the auctioneer. More 

realistically, the State can content itself with favouring coordination be-

tween workers and firms, in other words facilitating the operation of mar-

ket forces. Here we find Hayek’s idea that the main problem faced by the 
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economic system is that of coordination between individuals and the only 

function the State should fulfil is that of furthering this coordination. 

Within the framework of the model presented here, this consists in ena-

bling every firm and individual to meet as many different potential part-

ners as possible in each period. This increases the probability of seeing 

each position rapidly occupied and accelerates the process of adjusting 

their requirements for both individuals and firms. The role of the State may 

therefore be to create institutions capable of enabling workers and firms to 

multiply multilateral contacts in each period. This is, of course, the role 

played by public employment agencies intended to improve the circulation 

of information between workers and employers. 

Wakeley (1998) developed a similar argument to justify certain meas-

ures of technology policy. He considered the case of competition between 

several firms in a given technological environment, where this environ-

ment is unknown to the agents beforehand. Some of the technological 

choices made by firms are nevertheless clearly superior to others and lead 

to a maximum surplus. Wakeley demonstrated that, even if market forces 

do systematically lead to the most appropriate market structure for the best 

exploitation of the technological environment, the process of convergence 

could take a long time. This waste of time can result in significant losses in 

the welfare of the economic agents. In this case, State intervention can 

consist in encouraging firms (by means of subsidies, for example) to ex-

plore the technological environment to the maximum with the aim of ac-

celerating the discovery of good technological options.

In conclusion, when we really take into account the dynamic aspect of 

economic processes and the generally adaptive behavior of economic 

agents, a new role appears for the State, even if the system is destined to 

converge towards a unique equilibrium. This role is that of market catalyst. 

The State then contributes to the speeding-up of a process of convergence 

that would eventually lead to a situation of equilibrium in any case, but 

which generates losses of surplus along the way, during the periods of 

transition.

9.3.2 The State as an omniscient guide of the market process 

Public intervention gains considerably in depth when we consider the case 

in which several punctual attractors exist. The public policy-maker knows 

that the economic system possesses several punctual attractors. However, 

we maintain a strong hypothesis: the omniscient State seeks to maximise a 

function of social welfare. Thus, among these different attractors, the State 
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can identify without ambiguity the one that will maximise the welfare of 

the society. This provisional hypothesis of State omniscience is highly un-

realistic, but it has the virtue of making it easier to compare the lessons to 

be drawn from the neoclassical and evolutionary approaches concerning 

the economic role of the State. 

This problem quite naturally evokes the works of Arthur (1988, 1989) 

and David (1985) on the processes of technological competition. In these 

studies, two goods or two technologies are generally in competition and 

the probability for each of them of being chosen in the future depends on 

its past rate of adoption, due to the existence of positive externalities (net-

work externalities, pecuniary externalities, etc.). These models display the 

distinctive characteristics of evolutionary systems: irreversibility, path de-

pendence, the crucial nature of random events. However, models of tech-

nological competition often assume questionable hypotheses. In the mod-

els of Arthur, for example, technologies appear simultaneously in a virgin 

market. It would be more realistic to adopt the hypothesis of a new tech-

nology entering into competition with an older, already established tech-

nology. We shall therefore illustrate our argument with the help of the 

model developed by Laffond et al. (2000), which is more convincing in 

this respect. The model proposed by Malerba et al. (2001), analysing com-

petition policy in an evolutionary context, will also be briefly presented. 

9.3.2.1 A first illustrative model 

We assume there are two products, imperfectly substitutable, produced us-

ing two different technologies by two firms indexed k (k = 1, 2). Thanks to 

the use of a clean technology, firm 1 is able to propose an environmentally 

friendly product. As for firm 2, it sells a product manufactured using a pol-

lutant technology. The technology used by firm 1 is still emergent and en-

tails a higher unit production cost than the technology used by firm 2. There-

fore, at the start of the competitive process, which is spread over T periods, 

the unit cost of product 1 is higher. However, if the rhythm of growth in the 

market share of product 1 is fast enough in the future, its unit cost will fall 

significantly (economies of scale and of learning). The unit cost of product 

2, on the contrary, as it issues from a mature technology, can only decrease 

slowly and at a constant rhythm when its market share increases. 

Let c1(t) denote the unit cost of product 1 compared to that of product 2 

for each period t and let P1(t) denote the market share of firm 1 in the same 

period. For each date t, there is a critical market share part for firm 1, R1(t),

such that: 
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• if P1(t) ≥ R1(t) then c1(t + 1) ≤ c1(t)

• if P1(t) < R1(t) then c1(t + 1) > c1(t)

In other words, when enough consumers switch to product 1, its unit cost 

will decrease faster than that of the competing product. In no circum-

stances, however, can the relative unit cost of product 1 fall below a mini-

mum threshold c1
*, assumed to be lower than 1, which is considered to be a 

technological limit. When the number of consumers switching to product 1 

is insufficient, the unit cost of product 1 in relation to product 2 rises, hin-

dering its capacity to increase market share in the following period. 

Let us now examine the characteristics of demand in this market. During 

the period t, buyers come into the market and each of them buys one unit 

of one of the two products. In relation to the product k, a buyer i has a util-

ity of the form k

i

k

i

k cU /ω=  where 
i

kω  represents a parameter of prefer-

ence that is independent for each buyer and distributed according to a uni-

form law on [0,1]. The utility obtained by an individual i from 

consumption of a product k is therefore proportional to a factor of prefer-

ence that is specific to him, and inversely proportional to the unit produc-

tion cost (and therefore the price44) of the product. For each period, a num-

ber N of buyers is drawn at random; every buyer has the same probability 

of being drawn and each one chooses to consume the product that procures 

him more utility. The market share of product 1 on date t is therefore a 

random variable, because in each period the agents who come into the 

market can have a higher or lower intrinsic preference for this product (de-

pending, for example, on their ecological sensibilities). 

The dynamics of the process of competition between the two firms 1 

and 2 depends as much on the initial conditions (in other words the initial 

relative unit cost and the size of the phenomena of economies of scale and 

learning) as it does on the history of the process itself (through random 

events on demand). Generally, the process of competition can be repre-

sented with the help of figure 9.1. Here, we assume that the number of 

buyers in each period is high enough for the random character of demand 

to be disregarded. On any date t, if the unit production cost of product 1 

                                                     

44  To simplify matters, it is assumed that the utility of consumers is a function of 

the unit cost of the products and not their selling price. In fact, this simply 

means considering that firms determine their prices by increasing their unit 

production cost by a proportional margin that is constant and identical for all 

competitors. 
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compared with product 2 is greater than a, then this relative cost can only 

increase from one period to the next (we are in the zone where P1(t) < 

R1(t)) and firm 1 will see its market share tend towards zero. When c1(t) < 

a, on the contrary, P1(t) > R1(t), the relative cost of product 1 will therefore 

decrease towards c1
* and its market share will tend towards one. 

P1(t) product 2 being not taxed

R1(t)

1

0
ac1*

relative unit cost of product 1

product 1’s
market share

P1(t) product 2 being taxed

b

Fig. 9.1. The competitive process 

This process contains two punctual attractors, each corresponding to a mo-

nopoly situation for one of the two products. Let us assume that a monop-

oly for product 1 is socially preferable to a monopoly for product 2. If, at 

the beginning of the competitive process, c1(0) < a, then the functioning of 

this market alone, characterised by heterogeneous preferences and by posi-

tive pecuniary externalities (the fact that an individual buys a product in 

the period t enables the other consumers to buy it at a lower price in the 

period t + 1), is enough to lead the process towards the socially preferable 

attractor. In the opposite case, State intervention is required to prevent the 

system from becoming locked in an inferior attractor. Intervention by the 

public authorities can naturally take the form of a modification in the rela-

tive cost of the two products. For example, by imposing an appropriate rate 

of tax on product 2, a public policy-maker can enable firm 1 to establish its 

product on the market despite the initially unfavourable conditions. Note 

that if c1(0) >> a, the rate of tax would be so high as to represent a pure 

and simple prohibition of product 2. Figure 9.1 illustrates the impact of 
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such a tax, which results in an increase in the critical market share from a

to b. On any date t, the imposition of a tax rate τ on product 2 makes it 

possible, if a < c1(t) < b, to ensure the convergence of the system towards 

the socially preferable attractor. 

9.3.2.2 The strengths and weaknesses of an omniscient guiding State 

In traditional microeconomic theory, the case of negative externalities 

connected with pollution is often restricted to the question of the sub-

optimality of the market equilibrium and the overproduction of the pollut-

ant product. State intervention is consequently aimed at modifying the 

market mechanisms in order to reduce pollution to an optimum level. 

Analysis of public intervention is considerably enriched by the introduc-

tion of the more realistic hypothesis that the same services can be supplied 

to consumers with the help of goods using more or less pollutant proc-

esses, and that the economic system therefore possesses several punctual 

attractors. Firstly, as we have just emphasised, failures in the market are 

not ineluctable. On the other hand, when public intervention proves to be 

necessary to guide the system towards the desired attractor, two of its 

characteristics must be underscored: (i) this intervention may be only tem-

porary; (ii) it may not always be effective. 

Temporary public policy. The often-irreversible character of public inter-

ventions can generally be imputed to political motives. For example, taxes 

that are imposed for a specific purpose, or to raise money for a particular 

end, often outlive the original problem because of budgetary constraints. 

Yet the State can act simply as a momentary pilot of the system. A tempo-

rary intervention (stimulus) can suffice to guide the system towards the de-

sired attractor, with accumulative endogenous phenomena (economies of 

scale and learning) then taking over from the exogenous intervention. Let 

us illustrate this proposition. Figure 9.1 demonstrates that if taxation re-

mains necessary on any date t such that a < c1(t) < b, it is no longer re-

quired after the date t’ (with t’ > t) where c1(t’) < a. From the period t’ on-

wards, the relative production costs of the two competing products, in the 

absence of any public intervention, provide firm 1 with a large enough 

market share to generate dynamic increasing returns. The tax can then be 

abolished.

The narrow window dilemma. This major dilemma in public policy, high-

lighted by David (1987), results from the fact that the period during which 

the public policy-maker can act successfully on the system is often brief. 
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In such a dynamic system, any delay in the introduction of the tax can 

prove to be fatal to public policy. So, returning to our example in figure 

9.1, if, on the date t, the policy-maker receives the information that c1(t) < 

b, he can then decide to introduce a tax at the rate of τ on the price of 

product 2. But if we assume that the tax will only become effective from 

the date t’ and that c1(t’) > b, then this tax will not succeed in stopping the 

erosion in the market share of product 1 and will not prevent its future dis-

appearance from the market. Of course, the rate of tax can be increased, 

but the same phenomenon will reoccur. In other words, the later the inter-

vention, the more prohibitive its cost will be. The government must there-

fore pay particular attention to the behaviour of the system in the prox-

imity of transitory states. In our example, these states correspond to the 

periods during which it is still possible to redirect the course of the system 

(i. e. to ensure the long-term survival of product 1) by a modification in 

market mechanisms and not by the simple prohibition of one of the com-

peting products (by prohibitive taxation of product 2). 

The role of random events and of the heterogeneity of consumer prefer-

ences. The above analysis assumes that the number of consumers coming 

into the market in each period is high enough to neutralise the heterogene-

ity of their preferences. Removing this hypothesis renders public interven-

tion more complicated. So, in the example of figure 9.1, for a given rate of 

tax on product 2, the dynamics of the system will be orientated in one di-

rection or the other by the choices of the first cohorts of consumers to 

come into the market, depending on whether these consumers are sensitive 

to ecological issues. A low rate of tax can suffice to direct the system to-

wards the desired attractor (a monopoly for firm 1) if the first consumers to 

come into the market are ecologically minded. On the contrary, if the first 

consumers have no ecological sensibilities, even a higher rate of tax will 

not dissuade them from buying product 2. In other words, one same rate of 

tax may just as well ensure the survival of product 1 as it may fail to pre-

vent the accumulative increase in the market share of product 2, because of 

the unequal nature of the distribution of ecological sensibilities in consum-

ers and the fact that these consumers enter the market in a random order, 

spread out over time. 

9.3.2.3 A second illustrative model 

The model of Malerba et al. (2001) provides another example of the prob-

lem posed for public authorities concerning the timing of their interven-

tion. This model studies the computing sector, reproducing its principal 
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empirical characteristics: (i) very significant increasing returns both on the 

supply side (successful R&D turns into economic success and conse-

quently into an increased R&D effort leading to yet further successes) and 

on the demand side (consumer loyalty); (ii) the sequential entry of new 

firms following the innovators. Here, the aim of the public authorities is to 

prevent over-concentration of the market and their weapon is anti-trust 

policy. This stipulates that any firm whose market share exceeds 75% can 

be split in two, either immediately or later. As in the previous model, the 

date on which the State intervenes proves to be crucial in determining its 

capacity to limit concentration in the market. If the anti-trust authorities act 

too soon (as soon as the market share of the dominant firm reaches the 

predefined threshold), the potential for increasing returns is still high and 

few firms have yet entered the sector: a monopoly will quickly re-emerge 

from the dominant firm that has been split in two. If, on the contrary, the 

anti-trust authorities intervene too late, the act of splitting the dominant 

firm will simply give rise to a duopoly, because the potential for increasing 

returns will be low (after a certain number of years, the technological op-

portunities will have been almost entirely used up), thus preventing the tra-

jectories of the two duopolistic firms from diverging and also preventing 

firms in the competitive fringe from catching up. If public intervention oc-

curs just at the right time, neither too soon nor too late, firms in the com-

petitive fringe will have already entered the market, and when the mo-

nopolistic firm is split both the size and the efficiency of the different firms 

becomes homogeneous. The emergence of a monopoly will then take 

much longer and on average, the market will remain less concentrated than 

in the previous case. This model therefore illustrates the difficulties and 

disappointments that the public authorities can encounter when they inter-

vene in systems characterised by increasing returns, and notably the obsta-

cles that arise when the State attempts to counter the specific dynamics of 

such a system. Here again, the window of opportunity during which public 

intervention can hope to succeed is narrow. 

In conclusion, when there is a multitude of punctual attractors, each 

with their different merits, irreversibility takes on its full significance and 

State intervention finds a new justification. A similar observation appears 

in neoclassical theory on the subject of the existence of multiple equilib-

riums. The State is one of various institutions liable to select a particular 

equilibrium. However, ever under the hypothesis of a benevolent public 

policy-maker who knows the respective merits of the various punctual at-

tractors, public intervention proves to be more problematical than standard 

theory claims. The dynamic nature of economic processes, uncertainty, 
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path dependence and the heterogeneity of agents all greatly complicate the 

State’s task. In particular, the public policy-maker encounters difficulties 

in controlling private behaviour simply by means of the incentives pro-

vided by the price system and also in discovering the moment at which his 

intervention on a system possessing its own specific dynamics would be 

effective.

9.3.3 The State as a pilot with imperfect information about the 

economic system 

The State is now endowed with bounded rationality and imperfect infor-

mation. It does not know the respective merits of the different punctual at-

tractors. Therefore, the State cannot identify beforehand the products that 

present a danger to the environment. It discovers them through a learning 

process consisting in having research carried out into the characteristics of 

the different products. Of course, this learning process develops in parallel 

with the process of competition between firms. 

9.3.3.1 An illustrative model 

By extending the model with two technologies presented in the previous sec-

tion, we assume that the danger Yk presented by a product k can be located 

on a one-dimensional scale [0,maxYk]. However, Yk remains unknown to 

the public policy-maker, because of the imperfection of information. On 

each date t, research is carried out upon request in order to discover the 

danger. The result of this research is a progression of independent random 

messages k

tX  with a mean of Yk and standard deviation of σk. This hy-

pothesis is not contradictory to the fact that environmental risks can be dis-

covered accidentally, as demonstrated by the revelation of the dangers of 

DDT or the hole in the ozone layer. Although new research is carried out in 

each period, the risk assessment used by the public authorities generally dis-

plays a certain degree of inertia. Thus, in the period t, the estimation used of 

the level of risk k

tY  presented by a product k takes the following form: 

k

t

k

t

k

t XYY ββ +−= −1)1( (9.1)

where β represents the parameter of the degree of inertia displayed by the 

public policy-maker in the adjustment of risk assessments. When β tends

towards zero, the weight of the first discoveries will preponderate, as all 

future research results can do no more than marginally correct the esti-

mated level of risk. On the contrary, if β tends towards one, the risk esti-
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mation is adjusted almost instantly to the – possibly widely divergent – re-

search results. 

When treating these environmental risks, the public policy-maker finds 

himself confronted with an exploration/exploitation dilemma that he can-

not resolve in the “optimal” way (see chapter 1). The nature of the risks 

makes it impossible to prolong exploration indefinitely, because irreversible 

damage could be caused. In practice, therefore, the only policy that can be 

adopted is one of satisficing. For example, two levels of risk threshold are 

defined, Ymin and Ymax. If, on any date t, maxmin YYY k
t <≤ , then the product k

is taxed at the rate τ. If, on the contrary, maxYY k
t ≥ , then the product k is 

prohibited. Finally, if minYY k
t < , the product k is authorised and left untaxed. 

Let us now add two extra hypotheses to the model. Firstly, the decisions 

of the public policy-maker are assumed to be irreversible, whatever the 

evolution in the estimations of risks generated by research results. Sec-

ondly, we introduce a new category of product, so that three products are 

now in competition: one produced using a pollutant process (product 3), 

one produced using an initially pollutant process to which an end-of-pipe 

system of pollution control has been added (product 2), and one produced 

using what is called a clean process, where the environmental aspect has 

been taken into account from the start (product 1). 

The complexity of this model, arising notably from the combination of 

the two random processes of competition and risk research, leads us to use 

simulations to analyse it. Tables 9.1 and 9.2 give the parameter values cho-

sen for the simulations that are presented afterwards (for max Yk = 10). 

Table 9.1 Parameter values chosen for simulations45

Number of periods T = 100 

Number of new consumers entering the market in each period N = 500 

Initial level of risk assessment  03

0

2

0

1

0
=== YYY

Initial unit cost of product 1 c1(0) = 1.5 

Minimum unit cost of product 1 c1
* = 1.1 

Initial unit cost of product 2 c2 = 1.3 

Initial unit cost of product 3 c3 = 1 

                                                     

45 To simplify matters, we assume that the unit cost of products 2 and 3 is con-

stant; so that c1(t) here refers to an absolute cost and no longer a relative cost. 
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Table 9.2. Distributions of probabilities for the random draw of each risk level for 

the three products during public research 

k

tX 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
kY

k = 1 0.05 0.20 0.50 0.10 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 2.56 

k = 2 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.12 0.50 0.15 0.10 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 4.24 

k = 3 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.13 0.23 0.40 0.08 0.04 7.10 

9.3.3.2 The intervention traps facing an imperfectly informed public 

policy-maker 

The objective pursued by the State is simple: to ensure the survival of the 

most environmentally friendly product. This aim does not appear to be be-

yond the reach of the public policy-maker, as the learning process should 

lead him to tax and/or prohibit products 2 and 3, thus ensuring the survival 

of product 1. Yet, frequently, this scenario does not arise and product 1 

disappears from the market, due to its initially higher unit cost and to the 

vagaries of research. The simulations that one can carry out on this simple 

model are rich in lessons to be drawn about key points, and notably traps, 

in public intervention in an evolutionary framework, where the State is en-

dowed with bounded rationality and has to obtain information about the 

system it wants to regulate. 

The exploration/exploitation dilemma. When the State is no longer as-

sumed to have perfect information about the economic system, it is con-

fronted with a crucial dilemma. On the one hand, for any intervention to be 

efficient, a sufficient mass of information must be collected beforehand, 

simply in order to identify clearly the most environmentally friendly prod-

uct. On the other hand, any delay in the adoption of measures in support of 

this product is the source of a double loss of welfare. It prolongs the large-

scale consumption of pollutant products and it can lead to the disappear-

ance of the clean product. The exploration/exploitation dilemma confront-

ing the public policy-maker can thus be expressed in the following man-

ner. Concentrating too early on exploitation and neglecting all exploration 

may result in the wrong choices being made, based on a too-partial view of 

reality. On the contrary, prolonging the exploration phase too far can result 

in the disappearance of the best product from the set of opportunities. The 

State must determine the best moment to move from the phase in which 
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exploration is favoured (where the public authorities try to identify the real 

characteristics of the different products) to the phase in which the empha-

sis is on exploitation (where the State modifies the functioning of the mar-

ket process in order to favour one of the competing products). 
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Fig. 9.2. Date of intervention and survival of the clean product 

Figure 9.2 illustrates the difficulties encountered by the public policy-

maker in ensuring the survival of product 1 when he delays his interven-

tion too long. This graph displays the results from a hundred simulations. 

The differences in the results derive uniquely from the random nature of 

the research into the risks of the different products. Each simulation is lo-

cated by means of two coordinates: the date on which product 2 was taxed 

(x-axis) and the date on which product 3 was prohibited (y-axis). Two re-

sults are possible: either product 1 survives at the end of this competitive 

process (white triangles), or product 1 disappears during the process (black 

diamonds). It can be observed that if product 3 is not prohibited before the 

date t = 30 and product 2 is not taxed before t = 20, the market share of 

product 1 will be insufficient to generate the decrease in its unit cost re-

quired to guarantee its survival. The causes of such lateness in the applica-

tion of measures may be due to government failing, but it can also result 

simply from the random nature of the research process. 
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Fig. 9.3. The role of the interaction between the intervention thresholds and the 

adjustment rate of risk assessments in the survival of the clean product 

Although public intervention should not be delayed too long, if it is to 

have a chance of significantly influencing the course of the economic sys-

tem, any premature intervention presents the disadvantage of being based 

on a limited mass of information. David (1987) refers to this situation as 

the “blind giant dilemma”. Figure 9.3 illustrates this phenomenon. The 

graph presents the survival rate of product 1 after 100 periods (y-axis) and 

the adjustment rate β of policy-makers’ risk assessments (x-axis). The 

curve described by the unbroken line corresponds to low intervention 

thresholds Ymin and Ymax, and therefore to an early (on average) interven-

tion. The curve described by the dotted line, on the contrary, corresponds 

to high thresholds and therefore a later (on average) intervention. Figure 

9.3 demonstrates that if the public authorities try to intervene too early 

(unbroken curve, high β), product 1’s chances of survival are low. Two 

winning strategies emerge from these simulations: (i) setting low interven-

tion thresholds but adjusting risk assessments slowly (unbroken curve, low 

β); (ii) defining higher intervention thresholds but giving more importance 

to the most recent research results (dotted curve, high β). The second of 

these strategies appears to be the only realistic one. It is hard to believe 

that the public authorities could deliberately ignore the most recent re-

search results without deleterious effects on their standing in public opinion. 
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However, the implementation of this strategy by a benevolent government 

is not always very easy, given the extent to which public policy is subject 

to both external and internal constraints. 

Public policy under external constraints. One of these constraints is clas-

sic. It derives from lobbying by firms aiming to delay public intervention 

by persuading the policy-makers to adopt the highest possible intervention 

thresholds and the slowest possible adjustment rate of risk assessments. As 

figure 9.3 demonstrates, such a configuration is unfavourable to the sur-

vival of product 1 and therefore to the success of public intervention. But 

the tendency to adjust risk assessments slowly may also derive from the 

difficulties the public authorities encounter in gathering information. In 

the model, we assume that the public authorities have direct access to the 

results of risk research and then decide on the speed of their integration 

into the mass of information already acquired. Often, however, this infor-

mation is possessed by firms, which can therefore adopt strategies of hold-

ing information back from the State. 

Public policy under internal constraints. The fact that the prohibition and 

taxation of products are considered to be irreversible in the model is con-

sistent with empirical observations (examples of taxes imposed for a spe-

cific purpose and abolished once the purpose has been achieved are very 

rare), but this irreversibility can be detrimental to the survival of the most 

environmentally friendly product. When intervention thresholds are low or 

the adjustment rate of risk assessments is high, product 1 may be the only 

one of the three products to be affected by a tax or prohibition measure 

arising uniquely from an accident in the risk research. In the next period, 

new research results would probably demonstrate the overhasty nature of 

the State intervention. However, public policy-makers are generally reluc-

tant suddenly to cast doubt on their past knowledge and policies. They are 

then incapable of exploiting the information that exploration has enabled 

them to gather. They cannot transform the identification of a problem into 

an appropriate response. Public policies generally evolve in reaction to in-

formation gathered about the economic environment. They may also re-

flect less objective changes such as a shift in the relative power of different 

interest groups. 

To sum up, public intervention in the economic system is often a proc-

ess than unfolds in parallel to the search for information enabling the de-

tails of this intervention to be clearly defined. When the State is no longer 

considered an omniscient agent, new stakes appear for public policy, but 
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new constraints also appear that limit its capacity to achieve its objectives. 

The State’s primordial problem now becomes resolution of the explora-

tion/exploitation dilemma. During the process of accumulation of informa-

tion that enables the projected intervention to be more effectively defined, 

the autonomous dynamics of the system may evolve in such a way as to 

make later intervention more costly. This is all the more true when, for 

private agents, extension of the period of exploration increases the risk that 

certain choices (the purchase of durable goods, geographical location of a 

firm, technological choices, etc.) turn out to be in contradiction to the pol-

icy finally implemented. However, the capacities of the public policy-

maker to resolve this dilemma are weakened by two factors that tend to 

prolong the period of exploration. One is the powerful inertia of the organ-

isational routines implemented by the public authorities; the other is the 

difficulty that may be encountered in gathering the relevant information, 

which is often scattered among the private agents. 

9.3.4 The creative State 

Up to now, we have only envisaged one aspect of public intervention: the 

control and piloting of the course of the economic system. In other words, 

in an evolutionary context, only the policies influencing the process of tra-

jectory selection have been considered. However, a relevant framework for 

the analysis of public policies must also consider those policies whose in-

fluence bears on the creation of variety (Metcalfe, 1995). Increasing the 

variety of the set of future economic choices appears to be a sensible pol-

icy in a situation of radical uncertainty. One of the key functions of public 

policy is then to minimise the risk of technological or behavioural lock-in, 

by maintaining a certain level of diversity in the characteristics of the 

agents in different markets, in order to increase the probability and profit-

ability of experimental and exploratory behaviour. Thus, an evolutionary 

policy-maker no longer focuses solely on efficiency but also on creativity. 

As Nelson and Winter (1982) emphasise, when one no longer reasons, as 

in neoclassical theory, in terms of a given set of opportunities, the role of 

the State is no longer simply to choose within this set but to enlarge it. 

Over and above the State’s traditional roles, described above, as a control-

ler or pilot of the market process, the creative role of the State is now 

brought to the fore. As the State has the power and capability to structure 

the framework within which markets and other social institutions operate, 

its role is in fact incomparably more important than that played by the 
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other economic entities (Whalen, 1992). We can envisage several modes 

of public intervention: 

• the State can carry out its own research and development activities 

in two forms: (i) create public firms whose objective is to develop 

environmentally friendly products, or, more likely, (ii) integrate this 

objective into the missions of existing public firms; 

• the State can, by means of taxes, subsidies or the prohibition of cer-

tain technological choices, encourage private agents to extend their 

sets of opportunities independently. One of three scenarios may then 

arise. Firstly, the agents may react to the public intervention not by 

innovating but by choosing another option in the set of existing op-

portunities. State intervention is a failure. Secondly, the agents may 

extend their sets of opportunities, but choose an option that does not 

satisfy the objective of improving social welfare. State intervention 

fails again. Thirdly and finally, the private agents may extend their 

sets of opportunities and choose an option that does satisfy the ob-

jective of improving social welfare. State intervention is a success. 

To illustrate these three scenarios, we shall take the example of the taxa-

tion of pollutant products and somewhat modify the hypotheses of the 

model presented above. Let us now assume that product 1 can only appear 

following the imposition of a tax on one of the other two products. This 

taxation then plays the role of a signal announcing the opening of a 

“launch window” for a clean product. However, firms may not necessarily 

be ready to lay out the necessary investments at this moment in time. In the 

case of the first scenario, firms react defensively to the State intervention. 

They do not innovate. Product 1 does not enter the market and consumers 

are therefore still restricted to a choice between products 2 and 3. In the 

second scenario, the firms innovate. Now, however, they simply modify 

the characteristics of their products, without altering their pollutant nature, 

in order to circumvent the law. For example, they could bring onto the 

market a product 1 that is not genuinely environmentally friendly but a 

modified version of product 2 or 3 designed simply to pass the tests of 

dangerousness carried out by a public institution. In the third scenario, if 

the firms react by innovating and developing a truly clean product (product 

1), the public intervention can be considered a success for it will have fa-

voured the creation of a genuinely new product. 

To sum up, public intervention can be seen as a means of inciting inno-

vation among risk-averse agents little inclined to explore certain promising 
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but hazardous paths. This is the case when the State carries out or funds 

basic research, the prospects and profitability of which are too uncertain to 

draw investment from private agents. Likewise, as a shareholder in large 

industrial groups the State is sometimes less risk-averse than private 

shareholders. The creative State can also incite private agents to produce 

innovations compatible with public objectives. The public authorities and 

the agents targeted by the intervention may then establish a form of coop-

eration, in order to prevent either a reduction in the incentive to innovate or 

attempts at innovation with the simple aim of circumventing the legislation. 

The State can also be at the origin of the creation of original institutional 

forms enabling economic agents to benefit from more advantageous trajec-

tories than those they would have followed without public intervention. 

Let us return to the example of the emergence of a trade union presented in 

chapter 8. The State is quite capable of playing the role of “germ carrier” 

that will enable workers organising a coalition to improve their situation. 

Nevertheless, once again, public intervention can never be guaranteed suc-

cess. On the one hand, the union may well disappear over the course of the 

history of the labour market in question. On the other hand, the creation of 

a union may be the source of inefficiency if the balance of power between 

employers and unionised employees swings too far towards the latter. 

9.4 Theses and conjectures 

The simultaneous consideration of an economic system possessing several 

punctual attractors of which the prior exhaustive identification is impossi-

ble, of a universe where radical (unpredictable) novelties occur and of pub-

lic and private agents all characterised by bounded rationality, opens the 

way to a fresh analysis of public intervention from a prescriptive point of 

view. From an evolutionary perspective, the State must fulfil several new 

roles, from the simplest, the State as market catalyst, through to the “rich-

est”, the State as creator of the conditions enabling the economic system to 

reach states socially preferable to those that market forces would attain on 

their own, via the “pilot” State with imperfect information about the merits 

of the different punctual attractors, whose role is to prevent the system be-

coming locked-in to less socially satisfactory attractors. 

This chapter has presented the obstacles that can hinder such interven-

tions. Thus, the dynamics of information gathering can be out of rhythm 

with the windows of opportunity for efficient State intervention on the 

economic system. Consequently, the intervention may turn out to be pre-
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mature or, on the contrary, too late. The causes of such mistiming are con-

nected with the random nature of discoveries and the occurrence of radical 

novelties. This discordance also derives from a strategic manipulation of 

information by certain agents, or more simply from the absence of an ap-

propriate system to incite them to reveal their private information. Fur-

thermore, public intervention can also fail because of an over-evaluation 

by the policy-maker of his power over the economic system, either be-

cause he has under-estimated the power of the system’s own independent 

dynamics (under the hypothesis of increasing returns, for example), or be-

cause he has under-estimated the complexity of the interaction between 

private behaviour and public intervention. The agents are heterogeneous in 

their preferences and therefore in their decisions, and their adaptive behav-

iour in the face of a government-driven modification in their environment 

is not always fully predictable. 

Is it possible to define rules of conduct that help to reduce the danger of 

public intervention falling into these traps? Trying to draw up such rules 

proves to be quite a perilous endeavour. In orthodox microeconomic the-

ory, the role of the State is limited and the probability that public interven-

tion will end in failure is quite high. But the criterion by which this inter-

vention is judged is, in itself, simple. State intervention is desirable if it 

can enable the economic system to be guided into a socially preferable 

situation whose attainment could not be guaranteed solely by the function-

ing of the market. Adopting an evolutionary view of the economic system 

leads us to extend the motives of public intervention well beyond the sim-

ple correction of market failures. However, drawing up prescriptive criteria 

as powerful as the criterion of optimality proves to be a difficult and com-

plicated task. Even if we assume that the State remains focused on social 

welfare (a strong hypothesis), this welfare can no longer be associated with 

the concept of Pareto optimality so dear to neoclassical theory. According 

to neoclassical theory, the market fails when it does not lead to an opti-

mum equilibrium; according to evolutionary theory it fails when it does 

not allow a desired trajectory to be followed. 

Various works have indeed explored the question of rules of conduct 

that could structure the State’s action. For Nelson and Winter (1982), if we 

must abandon reference to equilibrium and optimum, it becomes more ap-

propriate to reason in terms of management and adaptation to changes. We 

must then content ourselves with the much more modest objectives of 

identifying the problems and searching for possible improvements. For 

Gerybadze (1992), we need to define a method for resolving multiple prob-

lems that can help to determine, at the start and then at certain key moments, 
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whether certain minimum conditions for the success of public intervention 

are satisfied, whether the key agents will behave in the predicted way, and 

whether it is possible to avoid an unacceptable risk of the intervention fail-

ing. In other words, evolutionary models can contribute to the development 

of well-argued recommendations identifying the domains in which the prob-

ability of a useful intervention is high (Lipsey and Fraser, 1997). 

The prescriptive proposals set out below are drawn both from the models 

presented in this chapter and from the above recommendations. 

Take advantage of the flexibility offered by the market. The strength of the 

market remains the efficiency and flexibility of its decentralised mecha-

nism for the gathering, storage and diffusion of information. Public policy 

can favour the dissemination of this information. In the context of the la-

bour market model, the State can accelerate convergence towards the equi-

librium by improving the diffusion of information about labour supply and 

demand. Public policy can also contribute to the resolution of problems of 

critical mass (when a sufficient number of agents make a given choice, the 

system moves onto the desired trajectory on its own) or of coordination be-

tween agents (of the “prisoner’s dilemma” type). However, the State should 

never overlook the independent behaviour of private agents when taking 

public policy decisions. The individual strategies of private agents must be 

rendered, if not convergent, then at least compatible with the objectives of 

the policy-makers. Perhaps the general loss of confidence in the explicit 

and directive interventionist approach can be explained by the reluctance 

of policy-makers to acknowledge the necessarily limited nature of their 

means of action and the difficulties they may encounter in anticipating and 

thus influencing private behaviour. Policy-makers must therefore adopt 

more adaptive behaviour and seek to guide the market process in the de-

sired direction rather than impose predetermined solutions. In the model of 

competing technologies, when the State is faced, at the beginning of the 

process, with a lack of information about the technologies to favour, it is 

preferable not to impose technological choices on firms, but to orientate 

them, through moderate taxation of pollutant technologies, towards what 

appear to be the desirable solutions at that moment in time. 

Act incrementally. In a world ruled by radical uncertainty, where the future 

evolutions of the environment are generally uncontrollable, incremental-

ism can be a non-loss strategy. Proceeding by incremental changes enables 

the public authorities to guard against major errors in several ways (Lin-

blom, 1959). Firstly, the results of the previous steps in a policy generally 
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provide the policy-maker with information about the probable conse-

quences of the following steps. Secondly, a policy-maker should not im-

plement policy measures aimed at immediately attaining his objectives if 

these measures require anticipations that are beyond his capacities or those 

of the best-informed agents. His choices are only successive steps in the 

resolution of the problem under consideration. Thirdly, by proceeding in-

crementally a policy-maker can test the relevance of his past predictions. 

Lastly, he can correct a past error easily and quickly – or at least more eas-

ily and quickly than he could if his decisions were more widely spaced in 

time. In other words, the objective is not to define an optimal policy but a 

policy that is reasonable over the short term. The model of environmental 

policy illustrates the validity of incrementally adjusting decisions to new 

information. 

Do not neglect exploration. Nevertheless, the adoption of incrementalism 

should not lead the policy-maker to abandon phases of exploration. Re-

nouncing the possibility of radical changes in strategy can in fact prevent 

the system from shifting away from the initial trajectory. The question then 

arises of how to resolve the exploration/exploitation dilemma. In the envi-

ronmental policy model, this question focuses on the duration of the phase 

of research into environmental risks. In a world open to the occurrence of 

radical novelties, it is hard to define a robust criterion by which to resolve 

this dilemma. However, it does appear reasonable for the State to intensify 

exploration when approaching branches in the trajectory and to favour ex-

ploitation once the system is orientated onto one of the alternative branches 

(Saviotti, 1995). 

Establish institutions to ensure that advantage can be taken of market 

flexibility, incrementalism and exploration. If it is advisable to explore in 

order to be able to modify the trajectory of the system when this proves to 

be necessary, still the appropriate institutional structure must be in place to 

learn from the exploration and, above all, make it possible to react to what 

has been learnt. The State must create a structure capable of questioning it-

self, capable of modifying its organisational routines. To change the trajec-

tory of an economic system it is also, and above all, necessary that the pos-

sibility still exists of modifying its path. Consequently, diversity and 

flexibility also become sub-objectives of public intervention. Maintaining 

the diversity of potential trajectories reduces the risk of the system becom-

ing locked-in on a trajectory that could prove to be unsustainable over the 
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longer term46. Of course, maintaining the diversity of future economic 

choices requires the encouragement of innovative behaviour among private 

agents. How can we judge and manage diversity? Studies in this domain – 

notably those on biodiversity (Weitzman, 1992; Merick and Weitzman, 

1998) – propose few precise rules of conduct. Generally, their recommen-

dations are limited to stressing the necessity of favouring the survival of 

options that are as far apart from each other as possible. To sum up, the 

State should establish institutions that can minimise the risks of path de-

pendence on public policy, ensuring the flexibility of economic choices 

and thus the diversity of possible trajectories, so maintaining the possibil-

ity of changing the trajectory if this should prove to be necessary. 

An evolutionary approach to public intervention in the economic system 

provides a more faithful picture, not only of the size of the potential role of 

the State and the real actions that it can perform, but also of the obstacles 

in its way. Neoclassical theory concludes that, apart from obstacles con-

nected with the imperfection of information, government failure can only 

be imputed to the policy-makers (due to rent seeking or myopia, for exam-

ple). The evolutionary approach, on the contrary, affirms that even a be-

nevolent State can encounter numerous obstacles. This affirmation is in 

accordance with the observation that policy-makers have moved from a 

certain level of euphoria in the 1960s to convinced scepticism in the 1990s 

as regards their ability to correct market failures (Wegner, 2003). How-

ever, compared with the well-oiled mechanism of public intervention with 

its unique objective and clear prescriptions as described by the neoclassical 

approach, some people may find the interest of an evolutionary analysis of 

the State’s role less convincing. In fact, an increase in the complexity of 

the analysis and an impoverishment of policy-making prescriptions ap-

pears to be the price we must pay in order to gain realism in our hypothe-

ses about information and the behaviour of economic agents. 

Finally, the modelling of the State itself now remains to be enriched by 

relaxing some of the hypotheses assumed in this chapter. The main exten-

sions that can already be envisaged are the following: 

1. Removing the hypothesis of the monolithic State. The public sphere is 

in fact composed of a multitude of institutions, each one possessing 

its specific, possibly contradictory, objectives in addition the their 

shared objective. 

                                                     

46  This non-sustainability can be perceived from a social (unemployment, exclu-

sion, etc.) or from an environmental point of view (climate change, etc.). 
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2. Analysing the formation of the demand expressed by economic 

agents to political bodies. This demand is expressed in different 

ways (elections, lobby groups, strikes, etc.) and to different bodies 

(political parties, parliaments, governments, etc.). 

3. Representing the role of the State as guarantor of a social contract.

Through specific policies of wealth redistribution or training, the 

State creates the conditions of social cohesion favourable to the 

growth and competitiveness of a country. 
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Epilogue

Having read through the nine chapters of this book, what conclusions can 

we make about the current state and future prospects of evolutionary mi-

croeconomics? 

Naturally, the answer to this question depends on the point of view 

adopted. Three different approaches are possible: 

• a theoretical approach focused on the models and their behaviour; 

• an empirical approach which examines the consistency between 

theoretical analyses and experimental results and observations; 

• a normative approach which focuses on economic policy. 

We shall explore each of these three approaches in turn. 

On the theoretical level, we believe that several positive observations 

can be drawn from the developments in the book. However, certain weak-

nesses and dangers also appear. 

The first point is that it is possible to construct a coherent microeco-

nomic discourse without resorting to tools – in their traditional form – such 

as utility and production functions and without focusing the argument on 

the properties of equilibrium and the search for optima. But this discourse 

naturally keeps the fundamental concepts of preferences, constraints and 

substitutions that lie at the heart of microeconomics. As for equilibrium, it 

is no longer considered as an emerging asymptotic state. 

Secondly, by placing itself within the framework of stochastic dynamic 

processes, evolutionary microeconomics avoids some of the difficulties of 

the traditional approach: 

• it tolerates complex environments for each agent; 

• it brings into play simultaneously the three elements so dear to 

prospectivists: necessity, chance and will. Will is incorporated on the 

one hand into the anticipations and beliefs of agents, tending to re-

late to what is “true” (cognitive rationality), and on the other hand 

into their actions, relating more to what is “good” (instrumental ra-

tionality). Chance is introduced in various forms, not only in the re-
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sults of an action (effects of a search) or on the occasion of interac-

tions between agents (modes of matching), but also during the agents’ 

processes of reasoning (observations, calculations) or choice of be-

haviour (discrete choice models). Necessity, finally, appears above 

all in the physical or technical environment of the agents or some-

times in their institutional environment (if the agents are socially 

conditioned).

These three elements are certainly present in classical microeconomics, but 

they sometimes have difficulty in coexisting, either because of the static 

framework used or because of constraints imposed on the dynamics. 

Next, we should emphasise the fact that evolutionary microeconomics is 

not “anti-economics”, in the sense that this term has been used by certain 

critics of neoclassical economics. The traditional results can always be 

found among the possible states if the dynamic process converges towards 

stable states, and they are the only ones to appear if we introduce the ap-

propriate simplifying hypotheses. 

On the other hand, evolutionary microeconomics brings out quite natu-

rally, on the basis of certain canonical principles, a multitude of situations 

which traditional theory can only present by modifying its usual hypothe-

ses. Thus, stable states may be multiple, of different “qualities” (some of 

them are “metastable”) or not exist at all if the system fluctuates endlessly 

or generates unpredictable evolutions. 

Lastly, evolutionary microeconomics seeks to explore the birth, future 

and disappearance of institutions, whereas these latter are usually intro-

duced exogenously into classical models. And yet these institutions are 

used by the agents to modify profoundly the course of economic processes. 

It thus appears that the evolutionary approach is the product of a para-

digm particularly well-adapted to the analysis of economic phenomena. 

Naturally, as a counterpart to these positive observations, there exist cer-

tain disadvantages to this approach: 

• All evolutionary models require the assumption of numerous hy-

potheses, whether in terms of rules of procedural rationality, charac-

teristics of random factors or the construction of anticipations. In the 

present state of research, the results obtained are therefore often par-

ticular and it is not always easy to specify the “classes of hypothe-

sis” that are actually equivalent in terms of their results. However, 

this apparent complexity does have one merit: it often makes it pos-

sible to demonstrate that a change in one hypothesis (by the intro-
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duction of a germ, or an agent with different behaviour) profoundly 

modifies the course of the process. 

• The abundance of possible models, although it enables better under-

standing of phenomena, also presents the risk that arbitrary models 

may be constructed on the basis of hypotheses chosen to fit the cir-

cumstances. Whence the danger that evolutionary microeconomics 

may become a heterogeneous assortment of the good seed and the 

tares, lacking – at least at the present time – strict criteria of accept-

ability. 

• The fragility of propositions based on evolutionary models is often 

further weakened by the mode of demonstration of their properties. 

It is, of course, sometimes possible to demonstrate rigorously the 

properties of a stochastic process when time increases indefinitely, 

and priority should be given to this approach. Evidently, in certain 

cases, the demonstration by simulation that at least one progression 

possessing a given characteristic exists is sufficient to prove the ex-

istence of a history exhibiting this characteristic, but the complexity 

of the process and the high number of parameters that it brings into 

play often require the use of a high number of simulations to ob-

serve either that they all share common properties for a sufficiently 

distant time or that the differences in their properties are generated 

by changes in the value of certain parameters. Strictly speaking, we 

should refer to conjectures rather than theorems in such cases. This 

intrinsic insufficiency of simulation techniques in no way detracts 

from the major advantage that they represent: the possibility of 

quickly analysing the “type” of properties appearing in stochastic 

dynamic models defined by a high number of hypotheses and bring-

ing into play a multitude of variables. 

We must make one last remark before leaving the theoretical approach, 

and we have kept it until the end of this section to underline its impor-

tance: nowhere in this book has evolutionary microeconomics been pre-

sented as an analogy or cloning of the theories of evolution found in the 

life sciences. The fact that certain parallels exist in the intellectual ap-

proaches in no way signifies that evolutionary microeconomics represents 

some sort of transposition of models developed in other fields. Evolution-

ary microeconomics is entirely immersed in the science of economics and 

seeks to answer questions raised within the context of this science. Debate 
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on this point is now obsolete, even if the criticism was justified for the 

early economic literature of an evolutionary nature. 

On the empirical level, several points of view must be examined in suc-

cession.

Firstly, it can be observed that evolutionary models often bring to the 

fore quite naturally phenomena that have already been observed and rec-

ognised by economists, but which remain on the fringes of traditional the-

ory because they do not lend themselves easily to integration within the 

usual corpus. This book makes it possible to draw up a first, far from ex-

haustive list of these phenomena: the dispersion of prices that generates in-

formation costs in a market (chapter 4), the appearance of bubbles in fi-

nancial markets (chapter 5), the differences in the structure of one same 

industry in different countries (chapter 7), the diversity of the institutional 

forms regulating the labour market in different countries (chapter 8), the 

interaction, in one branch, of the market for goods and the financial market 

(chapter 8), the divergences between the microeconomic policies of differ-

ent governments pursuing the same objectives (chapter 9), the conse-

quences of past historical choices in terms of the location of activities or 

congestion costs (chapter 4), the emergence of successive forms of money 

(chapter 8), etc. 

This observation should not prevent us from recognising the differences 

between the models presented in terms of the “quality” of their representa-

tion of reality. Some of them constitute acceptable caricatures; others sim-

ply prove that we can conceive of processes leading to the emergence of 

the phenomena that we are trying to explain. 

To test the models proposed by evolutionary microeconomic theory 

more strictly, four directions are open for exploration. 

1. The first is the use of experimental results drawn from cognitive sci-

ence: this path enables the evaluation of microeconomic models in 

terms of the rules chosen governing agents’ behaviour. 

2. The second is the use of experiments: the use of experimental eco-

nomics, born around thirty years ago, to test evolutionary microeco-

nomic theories should provide more fertile results than it has for tradi-

tional theory. The highlighting of “bubbles” is an excellent example in 

this respect. 

3. The third direction lies in the use of long term historical analysis. By 

comparing the development of the electricity industry in different 
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countries, for example, we can identify the decisions and more gen-

erally the phenomena that constitute the branching points in evolu-

tion. We could also cite the well-known example of the QWERTY 

typewriter keyboard. The huge advances made in economic history 

over the last half century are of a nature likely to reinforce the future 

growth of evolutionary microeconomics. 

4. The fourth path is the use of the econometric techniques customarily 

used when precise series of observations are available. Here we can 

cite the work of Kirman on the Marseilles fish market. Securities 

markets also represent a field that is beginning to be explored. 

Naturally, a lot remains to be done to anchor evolutionary microeconomics 

firmly within experience and observation, but the prospects are promising. 

We must, however, acknowledge that evolutionary microeconomics is 

open to a classic epistemological criticism: as it makes use of more gener-

alised models, it succeeds in explaining more phenomena, but it is less re-

futable in the Popperian sense. We can only hope to escape from this di-

lemma by generalising the models to begin with and then specifying them 

in the determined directions. 

On the normative level, the contribution of evolutionary microeconomics 

lies between two extremes. 

• When, as in the simple market model, reference to a Pareto optimum 

still has significance, evolutionary microeconomics can give mean-

ing not only to the differences between the possible stable states and 

the traditional stable state, but also to losses due to the length of 

time – of random value – taken to achieve stability. This opens the 

way to a comparison of the institutional forms of market as a func-

tion of the goods concerned (labour, capital, raw materials, etc.). 

• When the evolution generates random trajectories over an infinite 

period and the concept of a collectively optimum strategy loses its 

meaning, evolutionary microeconomics explores more limited deci-

sions in the terms in which they are generally tackled by govern-

ments (e. g. competition policy, environmental policy, national and 

regional development, etc.). The propositions made by evolutionary 

microeconomic theory may become more modest, but they do have 

the advantage of dealing with more concrete questions. 
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It can be observed that we have not touched on the more general case of 

the government itself being composed of agents involved in evolutionary 

interaction. No doubt such formulations will be explored over the medium 

term. 

Finally, we do not believe it unreasonable to end this book with the ex-

pression of a double conviction: 

• Evolutionary microeconomics raises the hope of significant progress 

in the science of economics in the 21st century: – the hope of a more 

all-encompassing theory, including classic microeconomics as a par-

ticular case; the hope of stronger coherence between economic the-

ory, observations and experiments; the hope of greater understand-

ing between economists and decision-makers. 

• Evolutionary microeconomics thus opens up an immense field of 

exploration, a field in which we have only just started to clear the 

way, but which offers countless possibilities of discovery to those 

who venture into it. 
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